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SUBJECT: License Amendment Request to Update the Licensee Delegation of Authority for 
the Idaho Spent Fuel Facility (Docket 7'.R-25; License SNM-2512) 
(EM-NRC-16-023) 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

Pursuant to 10 CFR 72.56 and as documented in the enclosure, the Department of Energy, Idaho 
Operations Office (DOE-ID), requests an amendment to NRC License SNM-25q. 

This License Amendment Request (LAR) replaces the Manager, Department of Energy, Idaho 
Operations Office with the Deputy Manager, Idaho Cleanup Project (ICP), DOE-ID, the senior 
DOE Office of Enviroiimental Management official located at the DOE-ID, as the delegated 
Licensee. The Secretary of Energy has designated the Deputy Manager, Idaho Cleanup Project 
to be the DOE responsible official fur the DOE-ID NRC facilities managed by the Office of 
Environmental Management. The designation goes into effect upon approval of this LAR. This 
designation more directly aligns the NRC license with the DOE Office having overall DOE 
programmatic responsibilities for the NRC licensed facility. The amendment is consistent with 
prior discussions between DOE and NRC management representatives on this topic. 

Should you have questions or require additional information, please contact Steve Ahrendts at 
(208) 526-8888 or Scott Ferrara at (208) 526-5531. 

Sincerely, 

Richard B. Provencher 
DOE-ID Office Manager 
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This chapter describes the organization and general plans for the ISF Facility Independent Spent Fuel 
Storage Installation (ISFSI). The organization section includes a brief description of the DOE-ID 
organization, contractor transitional organizations, and responsibilities of key personnel. The 
preoperational testing program is described. The training program for the facility staff is described. 
Procedures that govern routine operations and maintenance and the records developed as a result of those 
operations are also discussed. 

9.1 ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE 

This section discusses the organizational structures established for ISF Facility design, construction, pre
operation testing, startup, operation, and decommissioning. Figure 9.1-1, Figure 9.1-2 and Figure 9.1.3 
illustrate these organizational structures. Section 9.1.1 discusses DOE's organization, relationships with 
contractors and suppliers, and technical staffing. Section 9 .1.2.2 and Section 9 .1.2.3 discuss the ISF 
Facility construction and operating organization. 

9.1 .1 Corporate OrganizationDepartment ef lineFgy IElahe OpeFatiens Office 
OFganizatieR 

The Deputy Manager for Idaho Cleanup Project (ICP), Office of Environmental Management 
<EM) is authorized to be the license holder for the ISF Facility (materials license SNM-2512). 
This authority was delegated and responsibility was assigned to the DOE-ID Deputy Manager 
Idaho Cleanup Project DOE ID Manager by the Secretar:y of Energy pursuant to l 0 CFR 
72.l 6(b) (Ref. l) in Delegation Order No. :XXX YYY. As the facility owner and licensee, DOE 
retains ultimate responsibility for the safe operation of the facility and for compliance with all 
license conditions. 

The Assistant Seeretary fer BR'l'iraamental MeAagement; pw=slf8flt te eesignatian fram the Seer-emry ef 
Bnergy, has designated the Manager aHhe Dep8fffnent efBftergy, lea.Re OperatiaRS Offiee ta aet as the 
autllarizee representati·;e afthe Seeretary afBnergy per the requirement af H) CFR Part 72.16('3). 
(Reeesignatian Order 00 G9.Gl GI , Re·;isian Ne. 1 (Oetaber 18, 2007)). The Manager afthe Dep&Ftmeat 
ef Beergy ldahe OperatiaRS Offiee (DOB ID) is thus authaffi!.ee ta be the lieease helder fer the ISF 
Faeility (Materials LieeRSe S~lM 2512). As the faeility awBer aaEI lieeasee, DOB retaiRS ultimate 
respensihility fer the s!He aperatian af the faeility and far eemplianee with ell lieeASe eaaElitieas. 

9.1.1.1 DOE-ID Functions, Responsibilities, and Authorities 

The Deputy Manager for Idaho Cleanup Project (ICP) Manager afDOB ID is the authorized DOE 
representative having direct authority and responsibility for compliance with the ISF Facility license. The 
Deputy Manager for ICP MaRager afDOB ID is responsible for overall executive management of the 
Idaho Operations Office, has signature authority for the ISF Facility license, and is the person ultimately 
responsible for compliance with the facility ' s license conditions and overall nuclear safety. The Deputy 
Manager for ICP DOB ID MaRager shall take any measures needed to ensure acceptable performance of 
the staff in operating, maintaining, and providing technical support to the facility to ensure nuclear safety 



and compliant operations. The responsibilities of the personnel reporting directly to the DOE-ID 
ManagerDOB ID Ma:Aager, as depicted in Figure 9.1-1 , are described below. 

The responsibility of the Deputy Manager (OM) for the Idaho Cleanup Projeet (ICP)Deputy Manager for 
lQE is the overall ex:eeution of DOB Environmental Management (BM) funded programs and operations 
at the Idaho l'lational Laboratory (ll'lL), under whieh spent nuelear fuel storage (ineluding l'lRC lieensed 
ISFSI eonstruetion and operations) falls. The actual day-to-day execution of programs and operations 
associated with the NRC-licensed ISFSis is performed by a contractor. NRC is notified of DOE's intent to 
rebid its contractor support contract, the selection of the subsequent contractor, and an evaluation of 
contractor performance within 180 days of the contract effective date. The DM for ICP and staff provide 
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management direction and oversight of contractor performance in accordance with DOE-ID's Quality 
Assurance Program and commitments herein. 

ISFSI Suimort services are provided by the DOE-ID. Office of Nuclear EngineeringEnergy 
(NE). The DOE-ID Office of Operations Support (NE) is independent of facility line 
management and is responsible for providing environmental protection. safety. health, 
quality assurance. and security support services. This Office provides DOE-ID oversight of 
the contractor for licensed activities, independent of the ICP organization. 

The DOE-ID Office of Administration Support (EM) has responsibility for developing 
appropriate revisions to the contract.. 

The Assistant MEmager fer Operatienal S'ttflf10Ft is ieElepeREleRt efthe faeility liRe manegemeRt &REI is 
respeRSible fer eevire1HReetal preteetieR; safety, health, Ef'tlalit)• ass'tlf8:Ree, MEI seewity. This Offiee 
Jlre»·iees :E>OH ID eversight ef the eeetfaeter fer lieeRSeEI aeti¥ities ieElepeeEleRt ef the DM fer ICP 
ergaRil:tltieR. 

The respeesibilit)· fer Ele'trelepieg the apprepriate revisieRS te the eeeff:aet is ElelegateEI te the Assistam 
Maeager fer AElfflittistratiee S'ttflf10Ft. 

The responsibility for DOE-ID's role of providing direction to the contractor for spent fuel management 
lies with the Deputy Manager for Idaho Cleanup Project (DOE-ID (EM)). DM fer ICP. Oversight 
of the HM e\¥ReEI spent flfel maRagemeetISF Facility faeilities aeEI aetivities, inelHElieg the and other 
NRC-licensed ISFSis, is assigReEI delegated by the Deputy Manager for ICP DM fer JCP to the 
Principal Project Manager. NRC Licensed Facilities Team 

Assist&Rt l\4&Aeger fer faeility &REI Material DiSf'0SitieR. 

The DOE-ID (EM) ISF Facility Director reports directly to the NRC Licensed Facilities 
SupervisorPrejeet Manager. NRC Licensed Facilities -Team . The ISF Facility Director is 
responsible for the direction to and oversight of the contractor in accordance with the ISF 
Technical Specifications and to ensure that approved requirements and performance 
objectives are met for the ISF Facility. The ISF Facility Director has direct access to the 
Deputy Manager for ICP on issues affecting the safety and surety of ISFSI operations. An 
alternate for the ISF Facilitv Director authorized to act in the Facility Director's absence is 
designated in writing and meets training and qualification requirements specified below for 
the Facility Director. 

Reperting Elireetly te the Assist&Rt Manager fer Faeility aeEI Material Dispesitien is the ISF Faeility 
Direeter, whe is respeRsible fer e·,•eFSight ef the eenfftieter enEI te ees'tlfe that appreveEI reEJ'tlirements l!ftEI 
perfeffflaeee eejeetives aFe met fer the ISF Faeilit)'. The ISF Faeility Direeter has aR alteFR&te, ElesigMteEI 
iR writiRg, whe meets the training &REI Efl::lallfieatieR FeEf"ttirements speeifieEI helew fer the Paeilit)' Direeter. 
The ISF Faeilit)• Direeter has Elireet aeeess te the M&Rager efOOB ID an issues relates te the safety aee 
S"ttrety ef ISJ481 eenstraeti0ft anEI eperatieHS. 



The NRC Licensing Manager reports to the Principal Project Manager, NRC Licensed 
Facilities, through the Supervisor, NRC Licensed Facilities. The Licensing Manager is 
responsible for the preparation and submittal of license applications (including any 
necessary amendments thereto). timely response to NRC communications and inquiry. and 
providing other licensing and interface support to the ISF Facility Director. 

Alsa reJJarti-Rg ta the Assistant Manager fer Faeility a.RS Material DisJJasitieR threligh the Tank Waste 
DisJJasitiaR Feserel Prejeet Direetar is the NRC LieeRsiRg Manager. The LieeRsiRg MB:Aager is 
resJJeRSible fer the JJreJJaratieR ans submittal ef lieeese ~fJlieatiaRs (inelusi-Rg any eeeessary 
amendments thereto), timely response to NRC communications and inquiry, and other licensing and 
interface support. 

The responsibility for oversight of both the contractor' s QA Program for the NRC-Iicensed 
ISFSis as well as the DOE-ID (NE) oversight program of the ISFSI operations is delegated 
through the Chief OeeratieRs Offioer, Offiee ef Operations Support aAd the Direetor.Quality and 
Safety Director Di·1isioA. The Direetor, Quality and Safety Director has delegated the 
responsibility for QA oversight of the I SF Sis to the I SF SJ QA Program Manager Quality 
AssuraAee (QA) Sueervisor (NE) for the ISFSI. The roles and responsibilities of the I SF SI QA 
Program ManagerSupeFYisor (NE) are further described in Chapter 11 of this SAR. As with the 
ISF Facility Director, the ISFSI QA Program Manager8upeFYisor has direct access to the Deputy 
Manager for ICP (EM) on issues affecting the safety and surety ofISFSI operations.+he 
resJJaRSibility fer oversight afeath the eaetraetar's Quality Assw:anee (Qi'\) Pfegram (QA~D) fer the NRG 
lieeeses ISFSls as well as the OOB ID aversight JJragFam efthe ISFSI aJJer=atieRs is assigees thraugh the 
Assistam MaRager fer OJJeratiaRal SufJJJart ta the Quality aRS Safety Divisiae Direeter. The Quality aRS 
Safety DivisiaR Direetar assigees the respaesieility fer QA aversight afthe ISFSis ta the ISFSI Qi·\ 
PregFQfB MaRager. The rales and respaRSieilities af the ISFSI QA Program Maeager are further seseribeEI 
iA Chapter 11 efthis SAR. As with the ISF Faeility Direetar, the lSFSI QA Program MaRager has aireet 
aeeess ta the Manager ef DOB ID ee issues relates te the safety ans Sl:lfety ef ISFSI eperatieas. 

9.1 .1.2 Interrelationships with Contractors and Suppliers 

.The DOE utilizes a contractor for the ISF Facility construction and operations activities. Prior to a decision 
to proceed with construction and operation of the ISF Facility, the responsibility for compliance with 
license requirements and applicable regulations is contractual ly tasked to the contractor. The authority for 
the construction, management, and operation of the facility will be contractually awarded/assigned at some 
future time. To exercise DOE's ultimate responsibility, DOE will: (1) retain responsibility for and perfonn 
independent audits of the contractor' s ISFSI QAP (both the achievement of quality by contractor 
management and the verification of quality by contractor QA personnel), (2) ensure 
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the license requirements for the facility are included in the contract, (3) assess the performance of the 
contractor against the terms of the contract, (4) retain the responsibility to budget funds necessary and 
sufficient to safely operate the facility, and (5) retain the authority to revise the contract in the event 
contract deficiencies are found relative to proper implementation of license requirements. 

The key relationships between the DOE-ID (EM) DOB ID's ISF Facility Director,.Licensing 
Manager, and ISFSI QA Program Manager and its contractor's current organiz.ation are depicted in 
Figure 9.1-2. 

9.1.1.3 ISFSI Oversight Program 

The Facility Director is the DOB ID day-to-day management employee responsible for the compliance of 
ISF Facility construction and operations. The ISF Facility Director shall verify or audit the ISF Facility 
for compliance with regulatory requirements and license basis commitments and apprise DOE-ID 
management of ISF Facility status based on observations. 

The DOB ID ISF Facility Director or alternate shall perform surveillances of the contractor's as low as 
reasonably achievable (ALARA) Committee and the ISFSI Safety Review Committee, and shall be an ex 
officio member (as a quorum requirement) of these committees when they meet to review ISFSI matters 
to ensure these committees' functions are satisfactory and report to DOE-ID management as necessary. 

The DOE ID ISF Facility Director or alternate shall review the results of management assessments 
performed for the following contractors' programs: training, security, emergency, quality assurance, and 
radiation protection. 

The DOB ID ISF Facility Director or alternate shall review and concur with all of the following with 
respect to the ISF Facility: 

• All 72.48 evaluations and TS Basis evaluations (TS 5.5.1) 

• IO CFR 72.44(e) - Physical Protection Plan evaluations, 10 CFR 72.44(t)- Emergency Plan 
evaluations, and evaluations of changes to OOE-ID's other essential programs (TS 5.5.2) 

• Changes to TS Bases 

• All changes to the SAR 

• 10 CFR 72.70 SAR update 

• Nuclear Material Status Reports (submitted electronically) 

• Annual environmental report 

• Other reports which may be submitted to NRC in response to conditions or events that are 
not submitted by the Manager of DOE-ID. 
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The DOE Idaho Operations Office has a technical staff representing several areas of expertise with the 
wide variety of projects and activities at the INL. This staff is available to assist the management and 
oversight of the DOE activities at the ISF Facility. Staff assigned to assist the management and oversight 
in the areas of security, radiation protection, emergency preparedness, and quality assurance are trained 

and qualified in accordance with Licensing Management Procedures, or perform work directly under the 
supervision of the ISF Facility Director. 

9.1.2 Contractor Organization, Management, and Administrative Control System 

The construction and operating organizations, line management, and administrative control systems are 
provided by DOE's contractor personnel. The DOE and its contractor commit to provide the NRC with 
ready access to the ISF Facility, personnel, and records that NRC considers necessary to carry out its 
regulatory responsibilities . 

DOE-ID...{£M) has assigned responsibility and delegated authority for the management and operation of 

the facility to the contractor. DOE-ID policy requirements for constructing and operating the ISF Facility 
are assigned to the contractor through the contract. Specifically, the contract requires the contractor to 
manage and operate the ISF Facility in compliance with all applicable: 

• Human health and safety regulations, 

• Environmental regulations, 

• NRC regulations and license conditions, and 

• Quality assurance requirements. 

DOE-ID ili.Mlcommits to providing a contractor with management and staff for construction, routine 
operation and maintenance of the ISF Facility and support organizations to implement DOE's program 
commitments in quality assurance, security, training, radiological protection, environmental monitoring, 
and spent fuel accountability. 

9.1.2.1 Transition Organization 

Until such time a decision is made to proceed with construction of the !SF Facility and a contract 
award/selection is made, the incumbent contractor' s (ew=rently CH2M ',VG Idaho, LLC) organization 
structure provides the necessary resources for maintaining the ISF Facility license and license basis 
documents in accordance with 10 CFR 72. The contractor organization supports the Environmental 
Management missions at the INL, which include but are not limited to the management and operation of 
the ISF Facility for transition purposes. The following organizational descriptions document the 
organization resources necessary to manage the ISF Facility . 

The contractor's Chief Executive Officer is responsible for overall management of contractor activities 
and is ultimately accountable for complying with the contract conditions. Authorities are delegated and 
resources are provided to manage the ISF Facility in the areas of emergency preparedness, engineering, 
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environmental management, operations, maintenance, quality assurance, radiological control, safety and 
health, security, training, and transportation. In addition to the interfaces shown on Figure 9.1-2, 
personnel assigned to the above functions maintain interfaces with their functional counterparts at DOE
ID. 

Reporting to the Manager, ISFSI MaRagemeetISFSI Program Manager is the ISF Faeility Manager, the 
~SF ISFSI Manager, the TMllSF 2 Faeility ISFSI Maaager, and the Licensing and Regulatory 
Compliance Lead. Support staff for essential positions within the ISFSI Management department report to 
the ISF Facility Manager for services provided for the ISF Facility. The Manager, ISFSI 
ManagemeetISFSI Program Manager is accountable to the DOE ID ISF Facility Director. This interface 
is the primary operations interface between DOE-ID mMl_and its contractor for the ISF Facility during 
the transition period. 

The Quality Assurance Director assigned to the ISF Facility reports to a level equal to or above the 
reporting level of the MBAager, ISFSI MaaageffleRtlSFSI Program Manager. The Quality Assurance 
Director assigned to the ISF Facility also interfaces with the DOE-ID ISFSI QA Program 
ManagerMaaager S"ttperviser who is responsible for the ISF Facility QA Program (see Chapter 11). 

9.1.2.2 Construction Organization 

This section describes the management and organizational relationships established for the design and 
construction review, including QA functions. Figure 9.1-3 shows the key management positions and their 
relationships within the ISF Faci li ty Project Organization. 

The ISF Facility Project Director reports to the Chief Executive Officer and has responsibility and 
authority for the design review and construction of the ISF Facility. The ISF Facility Project Director is 
also responsible for ensuring that procedures, programs, and policies are developed, implemented, and 
maintained to ensure that design and construction activities are performed consistent with the QAP. 

The Chief Engineer is responsible for ensuring that: 

• design activities are properly defined, planned, controlled, verified, and documented; 

• plans and procedures are developed, maintained, and implemented describing the design 
process, design interfaces, design verification, and design changes; 

• applicable design specification requirements are correctly translated into drawings, procedures, 
and instructions; 

• design documents (e.g., design specifications, design reports, code data reports, construction 
specifications, drawings, specifications, reports, and calculations) have been properly 
prepared, reviewed, approved, and certified (when required); 

• analysis and design adequacy are independently verified, and for computational accuracy and 
appropriate use of computer programs that perform analytical operations; and 

• As Low As Reasonably Achievable (ALARA) considerations have been 
appropriately incorporated into the ISF Facility design. 

The Chief Engineer has authority for the following: 

• approves design documents, 
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Four principal subcontractors support the ISF Facility design. Section 9.1.2.2. l discusses their 
responsibilities and oversight. During design and construction of the ISF Faci li ty, the technical staff 
reports to the Chief Engineer. 

The Chief Engineer is also responsible for establishing and maintaining procedures and programs 
associated with configuration management including: 

• the control, maintenance, and implementation of a configuration management program; 

• proper preparation, review, and approval of configuration management procedures, and 

• establishment, implementation, and maintenance of the document control and 
records management systems. 

The Chief Engineer has authority for the following: 

• approves configuration management procedures and submittals, and 

• approves configuration staff assignments . 

The Construction Manager reports to the ISF Facility Project Director and is responsible for perfonning 
constructability reviews during initial design and subsequent modifications. During construction, the 
Construction Manager oversees procurement and construction activities to ensure that the !SF Facility is 
constructed in accordance with design requirements. The Construction Manager is responsible for 
oversight of the acceptance testing ofSSCs before turnover to operations for pre-operational testing. The 
Construction Manager is responsible for ensuring that construction and construction-related procurement 
activities are performed in accordance with the QAP. 

The Construction Manager has authority for the following: 

• cease work (construction phase), 

• secure properly trained and experienced craft personnel , and 

• source and recommend vendors and suppliers. 

The ESH&Q Manager, during design, assists the Chief Engineer, to ensure that industrial safety standards 
are incorporated into design. During construction, the ESH&Q Manager assists the Construction Manager 
in establishing safety programs and has the authority and responsibility for conducting assessments and 
audits to ensure that safety programs are effectively implemented. During construction the ESH&Q 
Manager' s functions include the review and qualification of subcontractors before perfonnance of onsite 
work. The ESH&Q Manager is responsible for providing results of these assessments and audits to the 
ISF Facility Project Director, and requesting support for resolution of related issues. The ESH&Q 
Manager has authority for the following: 

• cease work, 

• audit/surveillance of project ESH&Q perfonnance, 

• establish compliance with ESH&Q requirements, and 

• approves ESH&Q assignments . 
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The ESH&Q Manager also has the authority and responsibility to verify the adequacy and implementation 
effectiveness of the quality programs of the ISF Facility organiz.ation. including contractors and 
subcontractors. The ESH&Q Manager is responsible for overseeing the ISF Facility activities to ensure that 
quality activities are implemented in accordance with the QAP and integrated with other facility 
management, administrative, and oversight programs as appropriate. During design and construction, the 
ESH&Q Manager has the authority and responsibility to verify that structures, systems, and components 
(SSC) important to safety (ITS) are designed, procured, fabricated, inspected, and tested in accordance with 
the QAP. The ESH&Q Manager has cease work authority for quality related issues. 

The Licensing Manager assists the ISF Facility organiz.ation to ensure that NRC regulatory requirements 
are incorporated into the design and administrative programs. The Licensing Manager is responsible for 
establishing procedures to ensure that the license basis documents remain consistent with facility 
operation and design. The Licensing Manager has authority for the following: 

• cease work, and 

• approve licensing staff assignments. 

The Facility Manager is responsible for providing operations input and operability reviews on the facility 
design during design and construction. 

9.1.2.2.1 Interrelationships with Subcontractors and Suppliers 

The ISF Facility design is under the direct control and supervision of DOE-ID. DOE-ID, as licensee, 
maintains full responsibility, authority, and accountability for all project activities. Management of 
design, construction, and operation activities is provided by DOE's contractor personnel. The following 
table summarizes key subcontractors to FWENC that supported the current ISF Facility design. and 
whom may be called upon (through subcontracts) as necessary by DOE's contractor to provide future 
technical support. · 

Company Responsibility 
RWE NUKEM LTD. Transfer Area design 

ALSTEC, Ltd. (ALSTEC) Storage Area design 

Utility Engineering (UE) Building steel, steel structures design, and balance-of-
plant design 

Tetra Tech FW, Inc. Storage Tube and Canister design 

In accordance with contractual requirements, a QA Program is established and maintained to ensure 
quality oversight of subcontractors. Activities are overseen in accordance with the QAP. The Tetra Tech 
FW, Inc., Storage Tube and Canister design is conducted in accordance with an ASME nuclear certified 
QA program. An Authorized Nuclear Inspector oversees the activities. 

As part of ISF Facility design, FWENC contracted equipment suppliers to provide SSCs ITS. FWENC 
issued specifications to these suppliers to develop system and component design, fabrication 
requirements, construction and installation details, and testing criteria. DOE-ID' s contractor will continue 
to oversee these activities (if and when reinitiated) in accordance with the QAP. The table below identifies 
major equipment suppliers. 
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Company 

ALSTEC 

American Crane and Equipment 
Co. 

Ederer, Inc 

Mid Columbia Engineering 

PAR, Inc 

Hot Cell Services 

Equipment, System, Component 

Canister handling machine (CHM) turret 

Cask receipt crane 
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Cask trolley, canister trolley, cask handling machine bridge and 
trolley 

Decanning machine 

Fuel handling machine (FHM) 

Shield windows 

Electrical, plumbing, and other specialty subcontractors will be used to complete ISF Facility construction 
activities as appropriate. Subcontractors must be qualified to perform activities in accordance with the 
QAP. Quality of work is ensured by routine oversight of activities by ISF Facility construction supervision 
and management and oversight in accordance with the QAP. 

9.1.2.2.2 Technical Staff 

This section describes the contractor technical staff under the direction of the Chief Engineer. Contractor 
technical staff and consultant support for ISF Facility engineering, construction, and operation report 
functionally to the ISF Facility Project Director. Section 9. I .2.3 discusses staffing for the construction, 
pre-operational testing, and operation. Contractor and consultant technical staff support must meet the 
qualification requirements for onsite technical staff as provided in Section 9.1.3. 

The Chief Engineer retains design oversight of the entire facility and is supported project engineers and 
discipline-area engineers. Tetra Tech FW, Inc., Utility Engineering, RWE NUKEM LTD., and ALSTEC 
support the project engineers. 

Civil Engineers responsible for review and approval of the civil design associated with ISF Facility 
srructures prepare, review, and approve the site seismic analysis, structural drawings, calculations, and 
analyses to ensure compliance with applicable design codes. 

Mechanical Engineers responsible for review and approval of the mechanical design aspects of the ISF 
Facility SSCs prepare, review, and approve mechanical drawings, calculations, and analyses including the 
thermal and stress analyses of the storage components (e.g., ISF canisters and storage tubes). 

Nuclear Engineers are responsible for the preparation, review, and approval of analyses related to 
criticality, nuclear decay heat generation, and radiation dose calculations. 

Process Engineers are responsible for the preparation, review, and approval of the fuel and waste handling 
processes, and ensure that the processes are integrated with the design. 

Electrical Instrument and Control Engineers are responsible for the preparation, review, and approval of 
design activities associated with electrical distribution, instrumentation, and control systems. 

Utility Engineering, or its successor, provides civil/structural design support for the steel structures in the 
Cask Receipt Area, Transfer Area, and Storage Area. In addition, Utility Engineering, or its successor, 
provides design support for the heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HV AC) systems. DOE-ID 
(EM) retains responsibility and approval authority for the design. Such work is overseen by review by 
DOE-ID and contractor engineering staff in addition to the oversight required by the QAP. 
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RWE NUKEM LTD., formerly AEA, is responsible for the Fuel Packaging Area layout and for 
supporting development of design requirements and specifications of SSCs used for receipt and handling 
of the received fuel, including: 

• cask trolley, 

• Transfer Area port plugs, 

• shield windows, 

• master/slave manipulators, 

• special lifting fixtures (e.g., FHM lifting fixtures), 

• FHM, 

• worktable and ancillary equipment, and 

• canister trolley. 

DOE-ID...iliM) retains responsibility and approvaJ authority for the design specifications. The work 
performed by RWE NUKEM LTD. is overseen by review by DOE-ID and contractor engineering staff, 
in addition to the oversight required by the QAP. 

ALSTEC, formerly ALSTOM, is responsible for the design of the Canister Closure Area (CCA), storage 
vault, ISF canister internals (baskets), and the design and fabrication of the CHM. DOE-ID retains 
responsibility and approval authority for the design. ALSTEC's work is overseen by review by DOE-ID 
and contractor engineering staff, in addition to the oversight required by the QAP. 

The ISF canisters and storage tubes are to be designed and fabricated to ASME Boiler and Pressure 
Vessel Code Section III, Division 1 requirements (see Section 4.2.1). The work is to be performed by 
Tetra Tech FW, Inc., in its Richland, Washington, Operations Office, which is an ASME-certified design 
organization. An Authorized Nuclear Inspector will oversee ASME work performed by Tetra Tech FW, • 
Inc. 

9.1.2.3 Operations Organization 

The ISF Facility project organization will transition to an operations organization under the facility 
Manager when facility construction is complete. The ISF Facility operations organization, similar to the 
contractor' s organization shown in Figure 9.1-1 , but more expanded, will be set up aJong functional lines 
that integrate assigned responsibilities and interrelationships of functional areas such as design, 
engineering, procurement, licensing, business, ES&H, quality, maintenance, and operations. 
Responsibilities and authorities of key personnel are summarized in Section 9.1.2.3.1. ITS functions and 
responsibilities such as nuclear criticality safety, QA, operations, health physics, maintenance, 
engineering, training and quaJification, and emergency planning and response are noted in the applicable 
position descriptions. Each functional area manager is responsible for ensuring that personnel are 
properly qualified and authorized to perform assigned duties. 

The ISF Facility modes of operation are based on the spent nuclear fuel (SNF) handling activities, which 
fall into the following four operational modes: 

• receipt operations, 

• loading operations, 
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Operations at the ISF Facility can encompass any combination of these activities. Each operational mode 
can be related to the confinement boundary provided for the SNF handling activities. For each operational 
mode, minimum staffing levels are established. Each of these operational modes is discussed below. 

Receipt Operations 

Receipt operations include activities associated with handling the SNF while it is contained in a transfer 
cask. Receipt operations begin when the transfer cask is received at the ISF Facility, and end when the 
first transfer cask lid bolt is detensioned. During receipt operations, the confinement boundary for the 
fuel is the transfer cask. Minimum operational staffing during receipt operations will consist of one shift 
supervisor and one equipment operator. 

Loading Operations 

Loading operations include activities associated with repackaging the fuel into !SF canisters. Loading 
operations exist whenever: ( 1) SNF is contained in a transfer cask without a fully tensioned closure lid ; 
(2) fuel is in the fuel packaging area; or (3) fue l is in an ISF canister that has not completed its leak 
rate acceptance test. During loading operations, the confinement boundary for the SNF consists of the 
!SF Facility structures and systems as described in Section 3.3.2. During loading operations the 
minimum staffing include one shift supervisor, one certified operator, one equipment operator, and one 
radiation protection technician. 

Canister Handling 

Canister handling operations exist when SNF is contained in an ISF canister that has passed its leak rate 
acceptance test and the !SF canister is not contained in a sealed storage tube. During canister handling 
operations, the confinement boundary for the SNF is provided by the !SF canister structural integrity. 
Minimum operational staffing during canister handling operations will be one shift supervisor. 

Storage Operations 

Storage operations exist when an ISF canister containing SNF is contained in a sealed storage tube. 
During this mode of operation, the fuel is contained within a double confinement boundary, and decay 
heat is passively removed by natural convection. With the ISF Facility in this configuration there will 
be no active operations, and the minimum operational staffing will consist of one shift supervisor. 

Adequate staffing levels will be maintained to ensure radiation doses for individuals remain below 
occupational radiation exposure limits. Section 7.4. I provides a summary of the operational dose 
assessments. Section 7.1 discusses the ISF Facility's commitment to an ALARA program and the 
monitoring of personnel exposure to ensure compliance with administrative and regulatory limits. 

9.1.2.3.1 Personnel Functions, Responsibilities, and Authorities 

The daily management of the ISFSI operation is provided by the !SF Facility Manager. The !SF Faci lity 
Manager reports to the MaHager, ISFSI MaflagemefltlSFSI Program Manager. Assuring requirements are 
satisfied in the operation of the ISFSI is the responsibility of the ISF Facility Manager. 
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Personnel assigned to ISF Facility operations report to the ISF Facility Manager. Other personnel from 
the INL that may be assigned to work at the ISFSI will report to the ISF Facility Manager while at the 
ISFSI site. The ISF Facility Manager is responsible for maintaining the Operations Log that will be used 
to note the perfonnance of all significant on-site activities and conditions. 

ISF Facility staff-level committees include an ALARA Committee and staff level safety review 
committee(s) or board(s) responsible to review changes to license basis documents and any associated 
evaluations. 

/SF Facility Manager 

During construction the ISF Facility Manager reports to the ISF Facility Project Director. During 
operations ISF Facility Manager reports to the MaRager, ISFSI MaAagemeetlSFSI Program Manager and 
provides leadership and overall direction and coordination for the facility. The ISF Facility Manager is 
responsible forthe safe overall operation of the ISF Facility in accordance with the ISF Facility policies 
and programs and the NRC license. The ISF Facility Manager shall hold line managers, including direct 
reports, accountable for implementing necessary controls for safe perfonnance of work in their area of 
responsibility. The ISF Facility Manager provides direct oversight and exercises upper-level management 
control over the operations activities through direction and oversight of the shift managers. 

The ISF Facility Manager or designee has the following responsibilities: 

• establish and implement policies, programs, and procedures to ensure the safe, legal, and 
efficient operation of the ISF Facility, 

• establish and implement policies, programs, and procedures to ensure that the quality 
requirements of the QAP are achieved, 

• ensure that regulatory requirements, commitments, and required notifications to NRC and other 
agencies are satisfied, 

• cease work activities associated with the ISF Facility and/or initiate emergency procedures in an 
emergency or abnonnal condition, and authorize resumption of work activities when the initiating 
condition has been determined and corrective action has been taken to prevent recurrence, 

• certification of personnel to operate ITS equipment and controls in accordance with Section 
9.3 Training Program, 

• review and approve proposed facility modifications, procedural changes, and tests to ensure they 
do not require prior NRC approval in accordance with 10 CFR 72.48, 

• ensure that subordinate or delegated responsibilities, assignments, and authorities are understood 
and implemented by ISF Facility staff, 

• ensure that adequate resources, staffing, and training are available to safely operate the ISF 
Facility, 

• safe daily ISF Facility operations and maintenance, 

• cessation of work activities associated with the ISF Facility and/or initiation of 
emergency procedures in an em~rgency or abnormal condition, 
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• adherence to applicable local , state, and Federal regulations and Technical Specifications, 

• implementation of policies, programs, and procedures by shift operators, 

• identification and resolution of shift crew performance weaknesses, and 

• development and implementation of operating procedures. 

The !SF Facility Manager has responsibility and oversight of the following positions: 

• Shift Managers that have overall responsibility to ensure that shift operations of the !SF Facility 
are safely conducted in accordance with !SF Facility procedures, policies, and Technical 
Specifications. The Shift Operating Organization retains full authority and responsibility for the 
safety of the SNF. When the !SF Facility Manager is not on site, the Shift Manager is the onsite 
~enior management representative for matters pertaining to safe operation of the !SF Facility, 
with authority and responsibility to cease work activities and/or initiate emergency procedures 
in an emergency or abnormal condition. 

• Certified Operators that report to the Shift Manager and have responsibility to safely conduct fuel 
movement activities in accordance with ISF Facility procedures, policies, and Technical 
Specifications. The Certified Operators conduct applicable surveillances to meet the requirements 
of the Technical Specifications. 

• Equipment Operators that report to the Shift Manager and have responsibility to safely conduct 
operations of support systems and components under the direction of a Certified Operator in 
accordance with ISF Facility procedures, policies, and Technical Specifications. The Equipment 
Operators conduct applicable surveillances to meet the requirements of the Technical 
Specifications. The Equipment Operators monitor operation of systems and components at the 
!SF Facility and performs switching and safety tagging operations to support maintenance 
activities. 

Facility Safety Officer 

The Facility Safety Officer reports to the ISF Facility Manager and provides oversight and direction of 
engineering activities associated with !SF Facility design, maintenance, and operation, fire protection, 
licensing, configuration management, and fuel accountability. The Facility Safety Officer oversees and 
directs onsite engineering and technical staff for the following functions and activities for support of lSF 
Facility operation and maintenance activities. 

The Facility Safety Officer has responsibility for, oversees and directs matrixed administrative and 
training functions at the !SF Facility. 

The Facility Safety Officer supports the !SF Facility Manager in day-to-day operations but reports to the 
ESH&Q Manager for issues involving personnel health or safety . This direct line to the ESH&Q Manager 
ensures appropriate independence from line management in health safety functions, including sufficient 
independence from cost and schedule issues. 

The Facility Safety Officer is responsible for environmental , health and safety, emergency planning, 
security, and administers radiation safety at the ISF Facility. The Facility Safety Officer, like all employees, 
has the authority to cease work activities not in compliance with environmental, safety, or radiation 
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protection programs or procedures. The Facility Safety Officer oversees and directs the following ISF 
Facility activities. 

• developing and implementing industrial health and safety procedures, 

• complying with applicable Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) standards, 

• ensuring compliance with environmental permit requirements, 

• planning and direction of radiation protection and ALARA programs, 

• development and implementation of radiation protection procedures, 

• packaging, storing, and shipping ofradioactive waste, 

• advising and informing the ISF Facility Manager on matters pertaining to radiological safety, 
including the status of radiological health aspects of facility operation and maintenance and 
the identification of potential radiological concerns, 

• maintaining radiation protection-related records and monitoring for trends that may affect ISF 
Facility operation, 

• ensuring that the ISF Facility is maintained in a state of readiness for effective emergency 
response in accordance with the /SF Facility Emergency Plan (Ref. 9-3), 

• ensuring adequacy of the /SF Facility Emergency Plan implementing procedures, including that 
the ISF Facility staff is adequately trained in emergency response, and that emergency response 
facilities and equipment are adequate and properly maintained in a state of readiness, and 

• establishing and maintaining physical security in accordance with the /SF Facility Physical 
Protection Plan (Ref. 9-2). 

The Facility Safety Officer is also responsible for implementing the Radiological Protection Program. 
and, like all employees, has the authority to cease work activities not in compliance with radiation 
protection or ALARA program requirements The Facility Safety Officer supervises radiation protection 
technicians in performance of their assigned duties, which include: 

• monitoring radiological and environmental conditions, 

• determining and evaluating radiation hazards in relation to prescribed limits, 

• developing and recommending control and protective measures for radiological conditions, 

• performing radiation surveys ofISF Facility areas and equipment to define existing and potential 
haz.ards, 

• monitoring worker practices to ensure compliance with radiation protection and ALARA program 
requirements, 

• packaging and storing radioactive waste associated with radiation protection operations in 
accordance with applicable requirements, 

• calibrating survey and analytical instruments, 

• developing and implementing personnel monitoring activities, including maintenance of 
personnel exposure records and environmental survey records, 
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• performing investigations of personnel overexposure and excessive contamination and reporting 
the findings and corrective action recommendations to the !SF Facility Manager. 

The Faci lity Safety Officer is also responsible for the development and maintenance of the auditing and 
verification functions of the QAP. The Faci lity Safety Officer, through performance of QA audits and 
surveillance of project performance, ensures compliance with QAP requirements. The Facility Safety 
Officer responsibilities include: 

• initiating a work cessation action when necessary, to ensure implementation of the QAP, 

• overseeing implementation of the QAP to meet the requirements of 10 CFR, Part 72, Subpart G, 

• overseeing effective implementation ofQAP procedures, 

• verifying, through monitoring of ongoing activities and reviews of records, that lTS activities are 
performed correctly and in compliance with governing procedures, standards, policies, and 
regulations, 

• coord inating !SF Facility quality activities to ensure appropriate oversight, in accordance with the 
required frequency, 

• developing, maintenance, and implementation of audit programs and schedules, and 

• timely and appropriate feedback to functional area managers of the results of audits, survei llance, 
inspections, and monitoring activities. 

The Facility Safety Officer will notify the Shift Manager of any significant adverse to quality condition 
pertaining to ITS SSCs, including operating and maintenance activities in progress. 

9.1.2.4 ISFSI Safety Review Committee 

Reporting to and chartered by a senior executive for operations is the ISFSI Safety Review Committee. 
This committee is comprised of senior technical personnel and management personnel with extensive 
nuclear experience in various areas. 

The purpose of this committee is to evaluate the performance of staff level safety review committees, to 
review performance indicators (such as audit findings, reportable events and conditions, Technical 
Specification violations); to review 10 CFR 72.48 evaluations (and associated procedure or design 
changes); to review changes to the Technical Specification Bases, SAR, Emergency Response Plan, and 
Physical Protection Plan; to approve license amendment requests; and to review preparations for major 
changes in operation (such as removing fuel from the JSFSI). The ISFSI Safety Review Committee shall 
also perform special reviews at the direction of the DOE-IOI SF Facility Director. 

Core members, appointed in writing by the chartering senior executive, provide the needed technical 
expertise in engineering, radiological control, criticality safety, nuclear facility operations, and nuclear 
quality assurance; their technical qualifications are described in section 9.1.3 below. Other members may 
be appointed as considered appropriate by the chartering senior executive. 
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A quorum shall include three core members, the technical disciplines appropriate for the matters under 
review, and the DOE-ID U?ISF Facility Director. The 00.Ei ID ISF Facility Director is infonned of all 
appointments to the Safety Review Committee. 

9.1.2.5 Succession of Operation Authority and Responsibilities 

The ISF Facility Manager has overall responsibility and authority for the ISF Facility. To ensure 
continuity of operation and organizational responsiveness to off-normal situations, a normal order of 
succession and delegation of authority will be established. The ISF Facility Manager will designate in 
writing personnel qualified to act as ISF Facility Manager in their absence. 

The ISF Facility Manager is the senior management representative on site with authority and 
responsibility for matters pertaining to safe receipt, packaging, and storage of SNF; as well as compliance 
with Technical Specifications. When the ISF Facility Manager is off site, the on-duty Shift Manager will 
assume these responsibilities. 

9.1.3 Personnel Qualification Requirements 

9.1.3.1 Minimum Qualification Requirements 

The following DOE-ID positions require minimum qualifications and training for the management and 
oversight of the ISF Facility: 

• ISFSI QA Program Manager MaoagerSuperviser 

• ISF Facility Director and designated alternate 

Both positions have direct access to the licensee on an as-needed basis and shown in Figure 9.1-1. The 
DOE-ID ISFSI QA Program Manager shallMaHager shallSuperviser shall have a minimum of a 
Baccalaureate degree in an engineeting or physical science field and five years of experience in nuclear 
quality assurance and certification as lead auditor. The minimum training for this position shall include 
the 10 CFR 72.48 process, QA program indoctrination, NRC requirements, and the ISF Facility License 
Basis (consisting of the identification of and orientation to the license and design basis documents). 

The DOE-ID ISF Facility Director shall have a minimum of a Baccalaureate degree in an engineering or 
physical science field and five years of experience in nuclear facility operations. The minimum training 
for this position shall include the 10 CFR 72.48 Process, QA program indoctrination, Technical 
Specifications, NRC requirements, and the ISF Facility License Basis. The designated alternate for the 
ISF Facility Director shall meet the same minimum qualifications and training requirements. 

The following contractor positions require minimum qualifications and training for the operation of the 
ISF Facility: 

• ISFSI Safety Review Committee members 

• MaA:ager, ISFSI MaRagemeRtlSFSI Program Manager 

• ISF Facility Manager and designated alternate 
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The Chair, Members, and Alternates of the lSFSl Safety Review Committee (SRC) shall have a minimum 
of a Baccalaureate degree in an engineering or physical science field and five years of experience in one 
or more of the following technical areas at nuclear facilities: 

• Radiological Safety 

• Nuclear Safety (with at least two years of experience in criticality safety analysis) 

• Nuclear Facility Operations 

• Nuclear Quality Assurance 

• Engineering 

The minimum training for the Chair, Members, and Alternates of the lSFSl SRC shall include the 
I 0 CFR 72.48 process, QA program indoctrination, Technical Specifications, NRC requirements, and the 
ISF Facility License Basis. 

The Manager, ISFSI MaAagemeAtlSFSI Program Manager shall have a minimum of a Baccalaureate 
degree in an engineering or physical science field and five years of supervisory experience in nuclear 
facility operations. No 

minimum training requirements are associated with this position. 

The lSF Facility Manager shall have a minimum of a Baccalaureate degree in an engineering or physical 
science field and five years of supervisory experience in nuclear facility operations or equivalents for 
education and experience as approved by the Manager, JSFSI ManagementlSFSI Program Manager. The 
minimum training for this position shall include 10 CFR 72.48 process, !SF Facility License Basis, 
Radiation Worker, Emergency Response, and ISF Facility Qualification training. The designated alternate 
for the ISF Facility Manager shall meet the same minimum qualifications and training requirements. 

The lSF Facility Safety Officer shall have a minimum of a Baccalaureate degree in an engineering or 

physical science field and five years of supervisory experience in radiation protection for nuclear facility 

operations. The minimum training for this position shall be the ISFSI Radiation Protection Program. The 

designated alternate for the !SF Facility Safety Officer shall meet the same minimum qualifications and 
training requirements . 

The minimum qualifications for the position of Certified ISFSI Operators are successful completion of the 
biennial medical examination, training, and certification in accordance with the requirements in Section 
9.3. 
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The minimum qualifications for the QA manager assigned to the ISF Facility are a Baccalaureate degree 
in an engineering or physical science field and five years experience in nuclear operations quality 
assurance. No minimum training requirements are associated with this position. 

9.1.3.2 Qualification of Personnel 

The resumes or other appropriate documentation of personnel occupying the positions listed above will be 
kept on file to demonstrate compliance with the minimum requirements described. 

9.1.4 Liaison with Outside Organizations 

Despite the fact that the ISF Facility is a DOE-owned facility located on the INL with several other DOE
owned facilities and DOE-managed programs, the external regulation by the NRC of the ISF Facility sets 
this facility apart in some respects. The INL is a large, remotely located site and has its own large security 
police force, a fire department, medical staff, emergency response teams, and full-time shift plant 
supervision. Thus, the INL infrastructure will be considered to serve equivalent functions as independent 
local agencies (similar to local city or county) do for typical commercially-licensed sites 
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The purpose of the pre-operational testing at the ISF Facility is to ensure that the facility can safely 
receive, package, and load spent fuel into the ISF canister and place the loaded canisters in storage. 

The pre-operational test program starts with acceptance testing of safety-significant components (SSCs). 
This acceptance testing is performed by the construction organization and involves testing to verify 
compliance with construction specifications, procurement documents, and design requirements. This 
acceptance testing includes a functional test of the SSCs for proper system/component operation (e.g., 
testing of interlocks, load testing of cranes, system flow verifications). After acceptance testing is 
completed, the systems are turned over to the startup test organization who is responsible for "dry-run" 
testing using mock fuel assemblies and canisters fabricated to the dimensions and weights of the actual 
components. Dry-run testing is an integrated test program that verifies system interface operations, 
procedure usage, and adequacy of personnel training before receipt ofSNF. The main objective of the 
pre-operational test plan is to verify the integrity of the structures and equipment and to substantiate the 
safety analysis. The pre-operational testing includes off-normal operation scenarios with mitigation plans. 

Overall goals of the pre-operational dry run are to : 

• demonstrate the functionality of equipment 

• verify adequacy of procedures used for receipt, transfer, and storage of SNF 

• verify adequacy of staff training and qualifications to safely operate the ISF Facility 

• develop proficiency with procedures involving radiation exposures to determine likely exposures 
for specific procedures and to consider alternative procedures to minimize exposures 

9.2.1 Administrative Procedures for Conducting Test Programs 

Test procedures will be developed for the ISF Facility. Approval of procedures, performance of tests , 
evaluation oftest results, and incorporation of any needed system modifications or procedural changes 
(based on the results of the tests) will be performed by the contractor using administrative controls 
existing at the INL. 

ISF Facility administrative control procedures will be used for : I) preparing, reviewing, approving, and 
conducting procedures and test instructions, and 2) documenting, evaluating, and accepting the test 
results. The minimum requirements for planning and conducting tests are contained in Section I I. I I of 
the SAR Chapter I I (QAP). The pre-operational test program consists of two separate but integrated 
phases, I) acceptance testing and 2) dry-run testing. Following completion of pre-operational testing, 
operations testing will be performed on initial receipt of each fuel type. The ISF Facility Manager has 
overall authority and responsibility for both the pre-operational and operational testing. 

The ISF Facility Manager is responsible for ensuring that acceptance tests prior to and during the pre
operational testing are identified, acceptance test procedures are developed, and testing personnel 
qualifications are identified and met. These acceptance test procedures at the ISF Facility will be 
reviewed and approved by the ISF Facility technical staff, and test performance will be coordinated with 
the Construction Manager. Test procedures performed off site by equipment suppliers or contractors will 
be controlled in accordance with the QAP. The administrative process for conducting the initial test 
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procedures will include provisions for review of the activities to identify and incorporate lessons learned 
into dry-run procedures. 

The ISF Facility Manager is responsible for ensuring dry-run tests are identified, developed, and 
perfonned by qualified and trained personnel. Dry-run testing is performed, using mock fuel assemblies 
and canisters, to ensure that facility operations can be performed using the proposed operating 
procedures with qualified personnel before initial fuel receipt. The technical staff will review test 
procedures for technical accuracy. The dry-run test procedures will be verified and validated by table-top 
reviews or plant walk-downs by personnel qualified to perform the test and approved by the ISF Facility 
Manager. Pre-operational test procedures performed at the ISF Facility will contain the following 
minimum requirements. 

• personnel qualifications 

• objective(s) 

• prerequisites 

• applicable design, procurement, and/or facility license requirements 

• description oftest configuration 

• test instructions 

• QA inspection hold points (if required) 

• acceptance criteria 

• measuring and test equipment requirements 

• test requirements and acceptance limits 

Completed preoperational testing will be documented by test reports that will include as a minimum: 

• item/system tested 

• date of test 

• test results and acceptability 

• identification and signature of test personnel 

• identification of measuring and test equipment used during test 

• evaluation oftest results for acceptability 

• actions taken regarding any nonconformance noted 

Following completion of pre-operational testing, test reports will be reviewed to determine the need to 
incorporate system modifications or procedure changes, based on lessons learned. When changes to the 
system design or procedures are necessary, they will be reviewed to ensure that they do not require prior 
NRC approval in accordance with 10 CFR 72.48. In addition, a fuel acceptance readiness review (FARR), 
as described in Section 9.2.3, will be performed to ensure that the ISF Facility equipment, procedures, 
programs, and staffing are in place before receipt of the first fuel assemblies and commencement of 
startup testing. 
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Startup testing will be perfonned during initial fuel receipt for each fuel type to verify compliance with 

calculated dose projections and heat removal aspects evaluated in the SAR. The startup test plan will 

include the following elements as a minimum: 

• test procedures and confinnation of exposure times involving actual radioactive sources 

• direct radiation monitoring of Transfer Cask, canister trolley shielding, and facility shielding 

(including plugs, covers, shield windows, doors, etc.) for radiation dose rates, streaming, and 

surface "hot spots" 

• verification for the effectiveness of the passive heat removal features associated with the storage 

system 

• plans and preparations for controlling radiological activities include, as a minimum: 

o ALARA reviews and planning 

o radiation work pennits 

o hot particle controls 

o contamination, exposure, and airborne controls 

o alanns and monitoring systems 

o contingency plans to restore plant to a safe condition if unexpected results are obtained 

The administrative process for conducting operational test procedures wi ll include provisions for review 

of the activities to identify and incorporate lessons learned into facility design and operating procedures. 

In addition, design and operator training deficiencies will be identified, reviewed, and appropriate 

corrective actions taken . Changes to facility design or operations will be reviewed to ensure the change 

does not require prior NRC approval in accordance with I 0 CFR 72.48. The ISF Facility Manager or 
designee approval of the changes is required prior to implementation. 

9.2.2 Test Program Description 

This section describes the pre-operational test objectives and the general methods for achieving those 
objectives, and discusses the bases for selection of acceptance criteria that will be used to evaluate the test 
results. 

Pre-operational tests wi ll closely simulate actual operations involving fuel receipt, fuel packaging, 

canister closure, and canister storage, to ensure that qualified ISF Facility staff using the operational 

procedures can safely perform these operations. The testing program will be conducted using mock fuel 

assemblies, rods, or modules to simulate the different types offuels to be handled in the Fuel Packaging 

Area of the Transfer Area. Either a Transfer Cask (Peach Bottom cask and canister/basket) or mock cask 
will be used to s imulate receipt operations. Mock ISF canisters (i.e., canisters similar in configuration 

and construction but not to final QA or QC standards) will be used to test handling equipment (fuel 
repackaging process) and canister closure operations (i.e., welding, nondestructive examination [NOE] , 

vacuum drying, and helium backfilling) . These mock ISF canisters will be used to pre-operationally test 

Cask Handling Machine operations including insertion of mock canisters into a storage tube. 
Verification of ALARA practices, which are not completely achievable during dry runs, will take place 
during the initial fuel loading. 
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Before pre-operational test performance, test personnel shall have a clear understanding of their duties 
and responsibilities. The following shall be completed before pre-operational testing: 

• Personnel training and qualification per the approved training program. 

• A pre-job briefing for affected staff. 

• Hold and inspection points are clearly identified. 

• Stop-work criteria and contingency plans are established to place the spent fuel in a safe 
configuration. (e.g., established guideline for how long a cask or canister may remain suspended 
from a crane). 

• Personnel are aware of compensatory measures. 

• Oversight command and control responsibilities are clearly established, including notification 
requirements. 

• Specific radiological hazards are identified and controls are implemented. 

• Radiation dose rates will be verified during initiation of start-up testing to ensure that actual 
values are within prescribed limits. 

The methods for accomplishing the objectives and the acceptance criteria that will be used to evaluate the 
test results will be included in the procedures and test instructions. In addition, the general prerequisites 
for performing the tests, including special conditions to simulate normal and off-normal operating 
conditions, will be included in the procedures and test instructions. 

9.2.3 Physical Facilities 

This section discusses the type of tests and inspections to be performed on the ISF Facility safety 
significant components (SSCs) before receipt of SNF. 

During construction, testing or inspections will be used to verify configuration, materials, performance, 
and quality for SSCs ITS (see Section 3.4 for a list ofITS items). The purpose of testing and inspections 
during construction is to verify that design requirements, specifications, and applicable code criteria are 
satisfied. Construction, materials, operations, or quality items that are found not to satisfy requirements 
will be identified as nonconforming and resolution/corrective action will be taken as required by the 
QAP. 

Vendor-supplied SSCs are procured, tested/inspected, and received in accordance with the QAP. Quality 
oversight of this process requires the use of pre-approved vendors with conforming QA programs. 
Purchased items will be accompanied by documentation of conformance with requirements specified by 
DOE. 

The construction organiz.ation will acceptance test and inspect SSCs (e.g., testing of interlocks, load 
testing of cranes, system flow verifications) before turnover to the ISF Facility operations organization for 
pre-operational testing, to ensure that individual systems and components operate properly and will 
perform as designed. The ISF Facility Manager is responsible for development of acceptance 
test/inspection procedures, and for review and approval of testing/inspection requirements provided by 
vendors before implementation. Table 9.2-1 lists the SSCs that will be acceptance tested/inspected. 
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Satisfactory completion of the test/inspection will require conformance with the acceptance criteria 

specified in the test/inspection procedure. Section 9.2.1 presents the administrative process for conducting 

the test program. 

9.2.4 Operations 

This section discusses those operations to be tested. Operations testing begins after completion of the 
construction and functional testing of SSCs. This section discusses the dry-run testing. Startup testing is 
described in Section 9.2.3. 

Dry-run testing is the integrated system testing performed before initial fuel receipt to verify that the ISF 
Facility can be safely operated by individuals, qualified in accordance with the training program described 

in Section 9.3, using facility operating procedures. Mock fuel assemblies and canisters are used to 
simulate actual operations. Dry-run testing will verify that these activities can be performed: 

• Receipt Operations. Activities related to receipt of spent fuel at the ISF Facility, including 
unloading of the receipt cask from the transporter through transport to the Fuel Processing Area 

(FPA) fuel receipt port. 

• Packaging Operations. Activities performed in the FPA of the Transfer Area, where spent fuel is 
removed from the receipt containers (baskets or canisters), inspected, and placed in an ISF 
basket/canister in preparation for canister closure operations. 

• Canister Closure Operations. Activities performed to prepare new ISF Facility canisters and 
baskets for SNF loading, and activities associated with receipt of loaded canister from the FPA 
through closure of the ISF Facility canister (lid weld, vacuum drying, helium backfill , and leak 

test). Special emphasis will be placed on verifying ability to satisfactorily perform the final 
closure weld. 

• Loading Operations. Activities related to transferring sealed !SF Facility canisters from the 
Canister Closure Area (CCA) to the Storage Area and loading them into storage tubes in the dry 

vault storage system. 

• Unloading Operations. Activities relating to retrieving an ISF facility canister from an individual 
storage tube in the modular dry-vault storage system and transferring it either back into the FPA 
or into a licensed transportation device. 

• Waste Processing Operations. Activities involving handling and processing of radioactive waste 
(e.g. , liquid, compactable, contact, and non-contact waste types). 

Pre-operational testing will be completed, results reviewed, and required corrective actions 
(e.g., procedure and equipment modifications) will be completed before receipt offuel. The FARR is 

discussed in Section 9.2.3. Once the operational readiness is completed, the startup test program can 
commence. 

9.2.5 Test Discussion 

After pre-operational testing is complete, a FARR will be performed before receipt of SNF, to verify the 
ability of the ISF Facility and staff to safely receive, repackage, and store fuel. The FARR will consist of 
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a programmatic and procedure review, equipment and staffing review, and a performance assessment of 
operators, support staff, and management. The FARR will cover the following areas: 

Construction 

Construction activities complete (as required), as-built drawings updated and available in document 
control system, open items resolved, non-conformances corrected, acceptance construction test completed · 
and approved, and inspections performed and accepted. 

Engineering and Technical Support 

Onsite technical staffing is adequate and available. De§ign control procedures are written and approved, 
required vendor information and manuals, design bases calculations, and as-built drawings are available 
as approved documents through the document control system. 

Operations 

Operating, off-normal, surveillance, and emergency response procedures are approved, operationally 
tested, and available in the document control system. Pre-operational testing including corrective actions 
for identified deficiencies and non-conformances, as required, are complete. Operational staffing is 
trained and adequate to support operations. 

Training 

Training procedures are written and approved. ISF Facility staff have completed required 

training. Radiological Controls 

Radiation protection procedures are approved, health physics personnel are trained, required radiation 
posting is completed, and radiological monitoring equipment has been tested and is operational. 

Maintenance and Surveillance 

Maintenance and surveillance procedures are approved, required spare parts is identified and available, 
post maintenance testing is complete as required, surveillances necessary to receive fuel are completed 
and current. 

Organization and Management 

Procedures affecting organization and management are approved and available through document control, 
adequately trained and qualified personnel available. 

Security 

Security procedures are approved, adequately trained and qualified personnel are available. Security 
equipment has been tested and is operational. 

Fire Protection 
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Procedures are approved, fire detection/suppression systems have been tested and are operational, and 
adequate fire personnel are trained and available. 

Emergency Response 

Emergency plan implementing procedures are approved, agreements for support organizations are in 
place, required emergency equipment has been tested and is operational , and emergency response staff is 
trained and qualified. 

Nuclear Safety 

Criticality controls and fuel accountability control procedures, and procedures for fuel acceptance 
verification, are approved and available through document control. 

The FARR team will consist of a team leader and support personnel with experience in operations, 
engineering and technical support, maintenance and surveillance, document control , security, fire 
protection, emergency response, and nuclear safety . The FARR team will develop a written report to 
document the results of their findings. Before commencement of startup testing, the FARR report will be 
presented to the DOE !SF Facility Director, who has approval authority for receipt ofSNF. 

A startup test plan and implementing procedures will be written and approved before receipt ofSNF. 
These documents will verify that the ISF Facility design bounds the calculated dose projections and the 
heat generation and removal aspects evaluated and presented in the SAR. Section 9.2. l presents the 
elements of the startup test program. Startup testing will be performed on the first two fuel receipt 
shipments for each of the various fuel types to be handled by the !SF Facility . 
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This section of the SAR comprises DOE's ISF Facility Training Program and is submitted pursuant to 
Subpart I of 10 CFR Part 72. The requirements of this training program are implemented by contractor 
procedures providing for the administration of training programs. Changes which do not decrease the 
effectiveness of this program will be documented in annual SAR updates. 

The objective of this training program is to use a systematic approach to training (SAT) to provide 
competent contractor personnel to perform all functions related to the operation of the ISF facility. The 
application of the SAT process will use a graded approach, with the training modules for the operation 
and maintenance ofISF structures, systems, and components identified as important-to-safety subject to 
the most rigorous application. 

9.3.1 Administration 

This training program ensures that qualified individuals will be available to perform planned and 
unplanned tasks while protecting the health and safety of plant personnel and the public. DOE, through its 
contractor, commits to maintain additional training to support the emergency plan, physical protection 
plan, quality assurance plan, and administrative and safety requirements, as required. Procedures and 
lesson plans used to implement this training program will be developed and maintained by the contractor. 

The Training Manager is responsible for the administration of training prograi:ns and for maintaining up 
to date records on the status of contractor and DOE-ID trained personnel, training of new employees, and 
refresher or upgrade training of present personnel. 

The ISF Facility Manager is responsible for ensuring that training requirements are specified for personnel 
assigned to support the ISF. In this role, the ISF Facility Manager or designee will approve all ISF Facility 
specific lesson plans, applications for exceptions of training requirements, and extensions of retraining and 
requalificatioq requirements. Training material for ISF Facility support functions (such as radiation 
protection, ESH&QA, emergency response/emergency plan, and security/physical protection plan) may be 
developed and approved by the appropriate support organization. 

The ISF Facility Manager is responsible for ensuring that training requirements have been satisfied for 
personnel assigned to the ISF Facility. 

9.3.2 Records 

The following records on the status of trained personnel will be maintained for a minimum of five years 
in accordance with the Records Section 9.4.2 below: 

a. Results of each Certified !SF Operator's biennial medical examination. 

b. The completed records of operator certification. 

9.3.3 Instructor Qualifications and Development 

The DOE contractor shall provide for and document the qualification and training of the Training Staff. 
Instructors designated to teach the Certified ISF Facility Operator Program shall possess subject matter 
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expertise for a particular subject or topic. Instructors initially qualified shall maintain qualifications by · 
instructing classes, and administering or grading examinations and On-the-Job Training (OJT) guides, 
and preparing, reviewing, or revising Certified ISF Facility Operator instructional material. 

9.3.4 Development of Training Material 

The DOE contractor shall maintain procedures providing for the analysis of jobs, design of initial and 
continuing training, development of instructional material, implementation (conduct of training), and 
evaluation (examinations, performance demonstration, program ·effectiveness, etc.). The development of 
training material shall be performed by trained and qualified staff. The DOE contractor shall maintain 
academic lesson plans and On-the-Job training (OJT) guides developed in accordance with this training 
program. 

Because of varied complexity and scope of job functions, the degree of analysis (needs analysis, job 
analysis, task analysis) necessary to define training program content will vary. For example, a job and 
needs analysis may be appropriate for operations and maintenance personnel, whereas a less formal 
broad-based assessment of training needs is appropriate for technical staff personnel. Job analyses need 
not be conducted for technical support staff personnel. Consensus-based content guides should be used to 
assist with the determination of technical support staff training program content. 

9.3.5 Training Improvement 

The DOE contractor shall provide for and document the evaluation of training programs in order to 
ensure the continued improvement of training material and the conduct of training. A DOE assessment of 
the contractor's implementation of this training program shall be performed biennially. ~ 

9.3.6 Frequency of Training 

Training requirements must be completed within the period specified in the sections below for G~neral 
Employee Training and Certified ISFSI Operator Training; however, a grace period of25% is allowed. 
Not completing the retraining requirements within the specified frequency will require completion of the 
initial training course in order to have qualification reinstated. 

9.3.7 General Employee Training 

Personnel requiring unescorted access to the ISF Facility must successfully complete General Employee 
Training (GET). The GET training program will be composed of topics derived through analysis (e.g., 
needs, job, or task analysis). Refresher training is required annually in order to convey pertinent 
modifications, procedure changes, regulatory changes, or other significant material as applicable. 

9.3.8 Cei:tified ISF Facility Operator Training 

The training for Certified ISF Facility Operators and supervisors shall provide for initial training and 
testing of personnel who operate equipment identified as important to safety and will also provide for 
retraining, proficiency testing, and requalification as required based on job function analysis. Certified 
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ISF Facility Operators will be actively maintained during transport and loading and unloading operations. 
During extended storage periods, qualifications will be required for ISF Facility monitoring activities. 

ISF Facility equipment and controls that have been identified as important to safety in this SAR and in the 
license shall be operated by either personnel who have been trained and certified in accordance with this 
section or who are under the direct visual supervision of a trained, certified individual. Personnel who are 
in-training shall not independently make decisions or take actions that could affect facility safety, nor 
shall personnel who are in-training be placed in such positions. However, they may independently 
perform specific tasks or job assignments for which they are qualified. 

Qualification and Certification is contingent upon meeting and maintaining the following criteria: 
obtaining a score of>80% on all academic examinations; and satisfactory performance of all OJT 
practical evaluations. A score of< 80% on any academic e,xamination or failure to demonstrate 
satisfactory performance of an OJT practical evaluation shall result in the removal of the qualification or 
certification associated with the examination or evaluation. Following a failure, the qualification or 
certification is regained through successful completion of remedial training and retesting. 

The physical condition and general health of certified personnel shall be verified ,by physical examination 
before initial certification and biennially thereafter. These physical examinations consider conditions 
which might cause impaired judgment or motor coordination. In addition, ifan employee's behavior or 
condition creates a hazard to health or safety, then stop work may be imposed. 

Each individual shall be given instructions regarding the hazards and safety precautions applicable to the 
type of work to be performed, general workplace hazards, and the procedures for protecting themselves 
from injury. These instructions are normally given during pre-job briefs prior to operations. 

The certified operator continuing training programs shall be structured using a graded approach of the 
SAT process commensurate with specific position needs, and shall be administered on a biennial cycle. 

9.3.9 Technical Support Positions 

Technical support staff personnel are typically involved in surveillance, testing, analyzing facility data, 
planning modifications, program review, and technical problem resolution in their area of expertise 
(e.g., electrical, mechanical, instrumentation and control, chemistry, radiation protection, safety, quality 
assurance, facility engineering, security, emergency response). 

The DOE contractor shall develop a list of specific technical staff positions that have a direct impact 
on employee, facility, or public safety. 

Training for the applicable support positions shall include administrative and management controls 
associated with ensuring compliance with the ISF facility license conditions. 
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This section describes the procedure controls associated with ITS operations, and the management system 
for maintaining records related to the operation of the ISF Facility. 

9.4.1 ' Procedures 

Procedures are used to document the performance oflTS activities and compliance with regulatory 
requirements. The format and content of written procedures include: 

Introduction (includes purpose and scope) 

precautions and limitations 

prerequisites 

instructions (sequence, forms to be completed, acceptable conditions, actions if conditions aren't 
acceptable, approvals) 

records 

ISF Facility procedures are to be followed verbatim to ensure that activities are conducted safely and in 
accordance with regulatory requirements. If a procedure cannot be performed as written, the person 
performing the activity will stop the activity and, if necessary, place the system or component in a safe 
condition. The Shift Manager will be notified of procedure inadequacies and the activity will not resume 
until corrective actions have been implemented. 

ITS activities and activities affecting quality are accomplished in accordance with approved and 
documented instructions, procedures, and drawings. Detailed written procedures developed, reviewed, 
and approved in accordance with ISF Facility requirements are used to perform operations, maintenance, 
surveillance, and testing activities. The following are the categories, criteria, and attributes of the types of 
procedure that will be implemented and maintained at the ISF Facility. 

Administrative Procedures are instructions to ISF Facility personnel to provide an understanding of 
operating philosophy and management policies. These procedures include instructions for personnel 
conduct and procedures to develop, review, change, and approve facility procedures. Administrative 
procedures describe activities to ensure that personnel safety, working environment, procurement, and 
other general activities of the ISF Facility are conducted with quality and in a safe manner. 

Radiation Protection Procedures are used to implement the radiation control program and ensure 
compliance with I 0 CFR 20 and ALARA principles (Ref. 9-1 ). The procedures describe the methods for: 

• use of environmental monitoring and measurement equipment 

• qualifications and training of radiation protection personnel 

• performance of surveys, measurements, and assessment of radiological conditions 

• control of radiation hazards 
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,Maintenance Procedures are used to implement the preventative and corrective maintenance 'program. 
Preventative maintenance procedures, including calibrations, are perfonned at a specified frequency to 
preclude degradation of ISF Facility SSCs. Corrective maintenance procedures are used to repair broken 
or degraded equipment. These maintenance procedures identify the level of qualification necessary for 
perfonnance and provide a record of the activities performed, the date perfonned, and the person(s) 
perfonning the activity. In addition, prerequisites to perfonn the maintenance are identified, as well as 
post-maintenance testing requirements. Prerequisites include such things as facility operation mode, 
equipment configuration, or verification of alternate equipment availability. 

Surveillance Procedures are used to implement the surveillance requirements of the ISF Facility operating 
license, which includes the Technical Specifications, to verify that plant operations and equipment 
operability comply with the conditions of the ISF Facility operating license. Surveillance procedures are 
perfonned perio~ically and before return to service after equipment maintenance or modification. 
Surveillance procedures will identify the level of qualification necessary for perfonnance and will 
establish requirements for methods used to provide a record of the activities perfonned, the date 
performed, and the person(s) perfonning the activity. These procedures will also identify the source 
requirement for the surveillance, period for perfonnance, acceptance criteria, and actions necessary if the 
acceptance criteria are not satisfied. 

Operating Procedures provide instructions for nonnal and off-normal operations, including receiving, 
handling, repackaging, and storing spent fuel, and other operations ITS, such as those identified in the 
Technical Specifications. Procedures for operating equipment ITS include specification of 
certification/qualification requirements for personnel performing the procedure. Operating procedures 
also ·provide instructions for operation of equipment such as the storage area monitoring equipment and 
other plant equipment. 

QA Procedures prescribe necessary elements of quality oversight to ensure that activities ITS are 
conducted in a controlled manner in accordance with the QAP. 

Review, C~ange, and Approval Process 

Written administrative procedures control the approval of new procedures and subsequent revisions. 
Administrative procedures specify the format, review process, and approval requirements. The ISP 
Facility Manager is responsible for ensuring that the administrative procedures for facility processes are 
implemented. 

New procedures and subsequent revisions to procedures are reviewed by appropriate subject matter 
experts on the facility staff and by affected organizations. Before implementation, the ISFSI Operations 
Safety Board (OSB) will review new procedures and subsequent changes. The ISP Facility Manager or 
designee must approve new procedures and subsequent revisions before issue. The procedure reviews and 
approval process will be documented in accordance with the QAP. 
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Administrative procedures have been implemented to ensure that quality records are identifiable and 
retrievable. lnfonnation Management Services will maintain records of historical operation of the ISF 
Facility. ISF Facility personnel are responsible for ensuring that QA records are legible, accurate, 
complete, and identifiable to the item or activity to which they apply. In addition to QA records, the 
following records will also be maintained in accordance with the regulatory reference(s) provided: 

• records of spills or other abnonnal occurrences involving the spread of radiation in and around 
the facility, equipment, or site, in accordance with 10 CFR 72.30( d)(l) 

• as-built drawings and modifications of structures and equipment in restricte~ areas where 
radioactive materials are used and/or stored, and of locations of possible inaccessible 
contamination such as buried pipes, in accordance with 10 CFR 72.30( d)(2) 

• a list contained in a single document and updated no less than every 2 years of the following, in 
accordance with 10 CFR 72.30(d)(3): 

o areas designated and fonnerly designated as restricted areas as defined under 10 CFR 
20.1003 

o Areas outside of restricted areas that require documentation under 10 CFR 
72.30(d)(l) 

• records of cost estimate perfonned for the Proposed Decommissioning Funding Plan, in 
accordance with 10 CFR 72.30(d)(4) 

• records of receipt, inventory, disposal, acquisition, and transfer of all spent fuel and high-level 
radioactive waste in storage, as required by 10 CFR 72.72(a) 

• records of physical inventories and current material control and accounting procedures as 
required by 10 CFR 72.72(b) and 10 CFR 72.72(c) 

• records of changes in the facility design, of changes in procedures, and of tests and experiments 
made pursuant 10 CFR 72.48(c)(I). These records must include a written evaluation that provides 
the bases for the determination that the change, test, or experiment does not require a license 
amendment pursuant to 10 CFR 72.48 (c)(2), pursuant to the requirements of 10 CFR 
72.48( d)( 1 ). 

• records of employee certification as required by I 0 CFR 72.44 

• QA records as required by lOCFR 72.174 

• radiation protection program records as required by 10 CFR 20 Subpart L which includes 

o program contents, audits, and reviews 

o radiation surveys 

o determination of prior occupational dose 

o planned special exposures 

o individual (worker) monitoring results 

o dose to individual members of the public 
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• records of changes to the Physical Protection Plan as required by 10 CFR 72.44( e) and 72.186, 
and other physical protection records required by 10 CFR 73.21 and 10 CFR 73.70 

• records of occurrence and severity of natural phenomenal as required by 10 CFR 72.92 

• record copies of: 

o SARandupdatesper lOCFR 72.70 

o Safety Review Committee records 

o reports of accidental criticality or loss of special nuclear material as required by 10 
CFR 72.74 and 10 CFR 73.71 

o material status reports per 10 CFR 72.76 

o nuclear material transfer reports per 10 CFR 72.78 

o Physical Protection Plan per 10 CFR 72.180 

o Other records and report per 10 CFR 72.82 

The following records will be maintained as QA records in accordance with the QAP: 

• operating records, including maintenance records on significant equipment 

• records of off-nonnal occurrences and events associated with radioactive releases 

• environmental survey records and environmental reports 
3 

• radiation monitoring readings and/or records (e.g., strip charts) 

• report of preoperational test acceptance criteria and test results 

• written procedures 

The above records will be stored in accordance with the QAP. Security records, including security 
training and qualification records, will be maintained in accordance with the Physical Protection 
Plan (Ref. 9-2). 
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The ISF Facility will repackage and store SNF; therefore, the Emergency Plan was written to meet the 
requirements of 10 CFR 72.32(b) (Ref. 9-3). In accordance with 10 CFR 72.32(b), the Emergency Plan 
provides for two classifications of accidents: "alerts" and "site area emergencies." The Emergency Plan 
developed emergency action levels for postulated accidents in each of the following areas: 

• transfer cask accidents 

• fuel packaging accidents 

• fuel storage accidents 

• external events (loss of power, earthquake, flood, extreme wind, lightning, accidents at nearby 
sites, volcanism, and aircraft impacts) 

Because the ISF Facility site is remote, the DOE or its support contractors primarily provide emergency 
support services described in the Emergency Plan. 

r 

The ISF Facility Manager, or in the manager's absence, the Shift Manager(s) provide the onsite 
I 

management and interface with the DOE INL infrastructure to respond to an event requiring 
implementation of the Emergency Plan. 
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The Proposed Decommissioning Plan describes the proposed ISF Facility decontamination and 
decommissioning activities and funding method (Ref. 9-4), to demonstrate that it can be safely and 
effectively decommissioned. If DOE does not request and receive an exemption from the decontamination 
and decommissioning provisions of the NRC regulations, DOE-ID will provide a final decommissioning 
plan prior to the start of decommissioning work. 

The Proposed Decommissioning Plan was developed in accordance with NRC Regulatory Guide 3.65 
and discusses the following topics (Ref. 9-5): 

• plans for safely and efficiently decommissioning the ISF Facility 

' • ISF Facility design features to facilitate decommissioning 

• estimate of decommissioning costs and financing method 

• tentative selection and description of the plan decommissioning method 

• basis for tentative selection of decommissioning method 

IfDOE does not request and receive an exemption from the decontamination and decommissioning 
provisions of the NRC regulations, to facilitate decommissioning, the records required by 10 CFR 
72.30(d)(I) through 72.30(d)(4) will be maintained as quality records until decommissioning is 
complete and the ISF Facility license is terminated. 
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The purpose of the physical protection program is to establish and maintain the physical protection of the 
SNF stored in the ISF Facility in accordance with I 0 CFR 72 Subpart H, Physical Protection, and 
applicable portions of I 0 CFR 73 (Ref. 9-6). 

The ISF Facility Physical Protection Program is described in the Physical Protection Plan (Ref. 9-2). The 
plan includes as appendices the Security Personnel Training and Qualification Plan and the Safeguards 
Contingency Plan. 

Because the Physical Protection Plan contains safeguards information and is controlled and protected in 
accordance with I 0 CFR 73 .21 and I 0 CFR 2.390, it has been submitted for NRC review under separate 
cover (Ref. 9~7). 
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Structure, System, or 
Component 

Cask receipt crane 

Cask trolley 

FHM 

MS Ms 

Decanning machine 

Worktable system 

Canister trolley 

CCA 

Canister welding 
equipment 

Vacuum drying system 

Helium back fill system 
and leak test system 

CHM 

Storage tube 

Special lifting fixtures 

Transfer Tunnel doors 

HVAC system 

Instrumentation and 
controls 

Fire protection equipment 

Normal and emergency 
lighting 

Table 9.2-1 
Acceptance Tests 

Summary of Test 
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Functional test of controls and interlocks and load test (NUREG-0554 
criteria) 

Functional test of controls and interlocks, load testing (NUREG-0554) 

Functional test of controls and interlocks and load test (includes power 
manipulator system), Test criteria based on NUREG-0554, 
ANSl/ASME 830.2, and CMAA Specification 70. 

Functional test per vendor recommendation 

Functional test using mock cans 

Functional testing to verify capability to tip, rotate, and cut canisters 
and cans 

Functional test of controls and interlocks, load testing (NUREG-0554) 

Testing in accordance with ASME 830.2 and DOE-STD-1090 Section 7.3 

Functional/demonstration test on mock canister weld areas 

Functional test per vendor recommendation 

Functional test per vendor recommendation 

Functional test of controls and interlocks and load test (NUREG-0554 
criteria) 

Fit test to verify shield plug and cover plate fit up 

Load test, functional test to verify grapple/load engagement 

Functional test of controls and interlocks 

Functional test to include controls and interlocks, ventilation flow 
and balance, and HEPA filter efficiency 

Channel functional tests and channel calibrations 

Testing will be performed to satisfy the following: 

NFPA 25(1998) - water suppressions 

NFPA 72 (1999) - detection and alarms 

Functional test 
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Beginning with accepting responsibility for the design of the !SF Facility ISFSI through to its completed 
decommissioning, it is the policy of DOE-ID to ensure that the facility is designed, constructed, handled, 
shipped, stored, cleaned, assembled, inspected, tested, operated, maintained, modified and decommis
sioned in a manner that assures the health and safety of workers and the public and protects the environ
ment. The Quality Assurance Program is developed to confirm that essential technical and quality 
requirements for structures, systems, and components are achieved and documented. 

DOE-ID maintains full responsibility for the development and execution of the ISF Facility ISFSI Quality 
Assurance Program. This program applies to design; purchase; fabrication; handling; shipping; storing; 
cleaning; assembly; inspection; testing; operation; maintenance; repair; modification of structures, systems, 
and components; and decommissioning activities that are important to safety. The ISF Facility ISFSI Quality 
Assurance Program is maintained to satisfy the requirements established in I 0 CFR 72, Subpart G, "Quality 
Assurance." 

The proposed quality assurance program for the ISF Facility is the same as the currently approved Quality 
Assurance Program (DOE/RW-0333P, Revision 10 [I I. I]) forthe TMl-2 and FSV ISFSis (SNM-2508 and 
SNM-2504 respectively) and is included as part of the ISF Facility ISFSI license transfer application. The 
contents of the Quality Assurance Requirements and Description (QARD) are listed in Table 11.0-1. For 
ISF Facility ISFSI activities, DOE-ID and its contractor will apply applicable portions of the QARD to items 
important to safety. The purpose of this chapter of the SAR is to define the implementation and application of 
those applicable QARD requirements for the ISF Facility ISFSI, including the relationship and integration of 
DOE-ID and contractor quality assurance responsibilities. To facilitate this description, this chapter is written 
and developed following the format of the QARD. The quality assurance program described in this chapter 
shall be implemented by DOE-ID and its contractor through the use of approved, controlled implementing 
documents. 

Changes that reduce the effectiveness of quality assurance program commitments and represent a change per 
I 0 CFR 72.48, "Changes, Tests, and Experiments," will be submitted to the NRC for its review and 
acceptance prior to implementation. 

The ISFSI Quality Assurance Program provides for a graded approach to the implementation of the QARD 
Elements, Supplements, and Appendices. 

The remaining sections of this chapter describe how each of these Elements, Supplements, and Appendices 
will be implemented forthe ISF Facility ISFSI. 
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All structures, systems, and components are analyz.ed to detennine whether their functions or physical 
characteristics are essential to the safety function. Those items detennined to be important to safety are 
subject to the applicable requirements of the QARD and identified in Table 3.4-1 in the ISF Facility SAR 
Structures, systems and components which are not important to safety have the QAP applied in a graded 
approach. 

11.2 ORGANIZATION 

The following is the organizational philosophy of the ISF Facility ISFSI Quality Assurance Program. 

DOE, as facility owner and licensee, retains ultimate responsibility for the safe operation of the facility and 
compliance with all license conditions. The management and operation responsibility of the facility is 
delegated to the contractor. To exercise its ultimate responsibility, DOE-ID will: 

1) Retain responsibility for and perfonn independent assessments of the contractor's ISFSI quality 
assurance program; 

2) Ensure that the license conditions for the facility are included in the contractor's contract; 

3) Assess the perfonnance of the contractor against the tenns of their contract; 

4) Retain the responsibility to budget funds necessary and sufficient to safely operate the facility; and 

5) Retain the authority to revise the contract in the event contract deficiencies are found relative to 
proper implementation of license conditions. 

The primary role ofOOE-ID is management oversight rather than daily, direct management. Therefore, a 
strong assessment function is retained by DOE-ID. The contractor's Quality Assurance (QA) Director has 
responsibility for development, management, and implementation of the contractor's quality assurance 
program. As part of this responsibility, the QA Director ensures that other sub-tier contractor Quality 
Assurance Programs meet all applicable requirements of the QARD for their scope of work. 

The Quality Assurance Program is implemented by trained personnel with adequate resources so that cost 
and scheduling considerations do not override the Quality Assurance Program's function. Quality shall be 
achieved and maintained by those who have been assigned responsibility for perfonning work. Quality 
achievement shall be verified by persons and organizations not directly responsible for performing the work. 
Positions or organizations responsible for establishing and executing the quality assurance program may 
delegate work to other organizations. However, the positions or organizations making the delegation shall 
retain overall responsibility for the delegated work. Differences of opinion involving quality assurance 
requirements shall be brought to the attention of the appropriate management, and, if not resolved, shall be 
elevated progressively to successively higher levels of management. Stop work authority for significant 
conditions adverse to quality is assigned to the Maaager efDOB IDDeputy Manager for ICP. Contractor 
stop work authority resides with the INTEC QA Manager. 

Stop work requests and actions are described in the DOE-ID and contractor's implementing documents. 
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DOE-ID and contractor Quality Assurance personnel have the necessary authority, resources, and 
organizational freedom to implement the Quality Assurance Program, including the ability to identify quality 
problems; to initiate, recommend and provide solutions; and to verify implementation of solutions. QA 
personnel also have written authority and responsibility to stop unsatisfactory work, controlling further 
processing, delivery, installation, or use of nonconforming items. 

QA personnel ensure that assessments of the Quality Assurance Program and its effectiveness are reported to 
the appropriate levels of management. Specific quality assurance responsibilities for the ISF Facility ISFSI 
are provided below. 

11.1.1 The Office of the Manager 

The MaAager afDOB ID Deputy Manager for ICP is responsible for overall executive management of the 
Idaho Operations Office. The Manager af DOB ID Deputy Manager for TCP has signature authority as the 
NRC Licensee. (See Figure 9.1-1) 

11.1.2 The Office of Administration Services 

The responsibility for developing the appropriate revisions to the contractor's contract with DOE-ID is 
delegated to the DOE-ID ISP Contracting Officer. 

11.1.3 The Office of Environmental Management 

The responsibility for the licensee's role of providing program direction to the contractor lies with the 
Assistant Manager, Office of Environmental Management (EM). Oversight of the EM owned spent fuel 
management facilities and activities, including the NRC-licensed ISFSis is delegated by the Assistant 
Manager for EM to the Facility and Material Disposition Project Director. 

DOE-ID personnel performing quality affecting activities are responsible for: 

I. Planning and meeting product quality requirements and implementing the Quality Assur
ance Program in their work 

2. Retaining responsibility for delegated work 

3. Notifying the immediate supervisor to resolve differing staff opinions related to safety is
sues and quality issues and if not resolved elevating disputes to successive levels of man
agement until resolved 

4. Recommending work to be stopped when significant conditions adverse to quality are 
identified. 
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11.1.4 Office of Operational Support 

The DOE-ID NE Director, Quality and Safety Division.'\ssistant Maeager, Offiee ef()peratieeal Suppert, is 
responsible for oversight of the con- tractor as stated in Section 9.1.2. The responsibility for oversight of 
both the contractor's Quality Assur- ance Program for the ISFSI as well as the DOE-ID oversight 
program of the contractor's performance in ISFSI operations is delegated through the-NE Director. Quality 
and Safety Division 1\ssistaet Maeager, Offiee ef Ofleratienal Sl:lflf10Ft te the QYal ity flflEI Safety Di\·isiea 
Direeter. The Quality and Safety Division Director delegates the responsibility for QA oversight of the 
ISFSis to the Qualitv AssuraHee Sufter.•iser (}IB) fer the ISFSIISFSI Oualitv Assurance Program 
Manager. The management responsibili- ties of the ISFSI QA MaaagerISFSI Oualitv Assurance Program 
Manager are herein defined. 

The ISFSI QA MaHagerISFSI Qualitv Assurance Program Manager is at the same or higher organization 
level as the highest Program Managerff eam Leader responsible for performing work subject to the 
requirements of the QARD, has knowledge and experience in quality assurance and management, and has 
no other duties or responsibilities that could compromise the required independence. The ISFSI QA 
MBflagerISFSI Quality Assurance Program Manager has the organizational freedom to com- municate 
with senior management and is sufficiently independent from cost and schedule considerations. 

The ISFSI QA ManagerISFSI Quality Assurance Program Manager is responsible for providing guidance 
and direction to the DOE-ID line organiza- tion and its contractor on quality assurance matters relating to 
NRC Licensing activities, developing DOE-ID's Quality Assurance Program implementation of the 
QARD, and effectively assuring confor- mance to quality requirements. The ISFSI QA MaaagerISFSI 
Quality Assurance Program Manager also is responsible for the overview of work subject to QARD 
requirements. This overview includes verifying achievement of quality of work by DOE-ID's line 
organization and its contractor through assessments, surveillances, or other means of verification, as 
appropriate. 

The ISFSI QA MaeagerISFSI Quality Assurance Program Manager and the contractor's QA Director, 
respectively, are responsible and accountable for coordinating with the responsible managers to ensure 
that acceptable QARD requirement implementa- tion is developed and established and for documenting 
and promulgating Quality Assurance policies, goals and objectives. 

Also, the ISFSJ QA MBflagerlSFSI Quality Assurance Program Manager is kept current through 
various reports and verifies the implementation, adequacy, and effectiveness of the overall Quality 
Assurance Program while maintaining a continual involvement in Quality Assurance matters (See 
Figure 9.1-1). 

The ISFSI QA MaHagerJSFSI Quality Assurance Program Manager is responsible for developing and 
implementing the Quality Assurance Program. This includes the following activities: 

1) Developing, reviewing, approving, issuing, and maintaining DOE-ID's implementing 
procedures 

2) Verifying that the Quality Assurance Program is properly established and executed 

3) Ensuring that quality is verified by an organization not responsible for the work and en
suring that the Quality Assurance Program is adequate and being effectively implemented 

4) Ensuring Quality Assurance training and qualification programs are developed for OOE
ID and contractor personnel who perform quality affecting activities. 
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5) Develop, manage, update, and implement a Quality Assurance Audit Plan and schedule, 

and coordinate NRC participation in audit activities 

6) Identifying quality problems; initiating, recommending, or providing solutions to quality 
problems; and verifying the implementation of solutions to quality problems 

7) Detennining the cause of significant conditions adverse to quality and ensuring that cor

rective action is initiated for all conditions adverse to quality 

8) Accepting final resolution for all DOE-ID audit findings and proposed corrective actions 

9) Initiating stop work orders within the license oversight program, when required 

I 0) Receiving and compiling Quality Assurance infonnation and forwarding Quality Assur

ance program status reports to management 

11) Interfacing with NRC to coordinate and clarify NRC Quality Assurance requirements, the 
Quality Assurance Program, and to resolve Quality Assurance issues to NRC require
ments 

12) Interfacing with NRC to coordinate plans and schedules relevant to Quality Assurance for 

NRC overview of licensing activities 

13) 

14) 

Being responsible for interpreting and approving Quality Assurance Program require

ments as they apply to the contractor's scope of work. 

Assignment of the Quality Assurance Specialist (QAS) staff. 

Contractor Personnel 

DOE and its contractor personnel perfonn work subject to the requirements of the QARD per the controls 
established in their respective implementing documents. The QARD requirements for the contractor are 
identified in the appropriate procurement documents. The ISFSI QA ManagerISFSI Quality Assurance 
Program Manager provides overviews of the contractor's work subject to QARD requirements by using 
appropriate verification methods. 

Quality control functions that are performed as part of the line organization's activities will have surveil
lances perfonned by the Quality Assurance organization to confinn that there is sufficient independence 

from the individuals that actually performed the activity. 

Quality-related activities are perfonned by the various contractor departments and contractors of 
DOE-ID. The DOE-ID contractor is responsible for development of its Quality Assurance Program which 
shall be consistent with the requirements of the QARD. All contractor personnel have the authority to stop 
work pending resolution of any quality problem. If a member ofanother area disagrees, that individ- ual 
is instructed to take the matter to appropriate management. The disagreement may either be resolved at 
this level or at any level up to and including the Deputy Manager for ICPDOE ID Offiee of the MaHager. 
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The topics from Section 1.0, Organization, that are implemented from the QARD are: 

1.2 Re.quirements 

Requires preparation of controlled documents describing internal and external 
interfaces. 

1.2.1 Line Management 

Requires identification of responsibilities and authorities of organizations 
responsible for achieving quality. 

1.2.2 Quality Assurance Management 

Describes appropriate knowledge and experience for those performing the Quality 
Assurance function. 

l.2.3 Responsibility For Quality 

Assigns responsibility for achieving quality in work and the verification of quality. 

l.2.4 Delegation of Work 

Discusses the delegation of the execution of the Quality Assurance program and 
maintenance of overall responsibility. 

l.2.5 Resolution of Quality Disputes 

Process for resolution of quality disputes. 

1.3.3 Other OCR WM Affected Organizations 

Section "A" and "C" only 

Describes DOE EM as an agent of OCR WM. Also requires that appropriate 
technical and quality requirements applicable to this scope of work be incorporated 
into the associated work documents. 
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DOE-ID has overall responsibility and program implementation authority for all Quality Assurance 

Program requirements. Quality Assurance Program elements that are implemented and discharged by 
DOE-ID are those identified as Organization, Quality Assurance Program, Implementing Documents, 

Document Control, Corrective Action, Quality Assurance Records, and Audits. Implementation of the 

entire QARD is delegated to the contractor for its scope of work. 

The lSFSl QA MaRagerlSFSI Quality Assurance Program Manager has the assigned responsibility for 
ensuring that required DOE-ID quality assur- ance program implementing documents are established at 
the earliest practical time consistent with the schedule for accomplishing quality affecting activities. 
Instructions to DOE-ID personnel for implementa- tion of quality activ ities including performance of 
verification activities are described by implementing documents . 

Specific DOE-ID performance and verification activities include, but are not limited to: 

• Reviews and approvals of various DOE-ID and contractor documents 

• Surveillances, assessments, and evaluations of the DOE-ID and contractor's quality as
surance program 

• Readiness evaluations with the contractor 

• Verification and validation of DOE-ID's personnel training and qualification records . 

Authority for implementing Quality Assurance Program elements applicable to activities related to impor
tant to safety items is delegated by DOE-ID to the contractor. The contractor may pass functional activi

ties to approved subcontractors. Overall responsibility for, adequate implementation and performance by 
DOE-ID's contractor and its subcontractors is retained by DOE-ID. DOE-ID requires its contractor to 

document its Quality Assurance Program in appropriate descriptions, plans and implementing documents. 

The ISF'Sl QA MaAagerlSFSl Quality Assurance Program Manager and the contractor initiate 
management assessments of the Quality Assurance program. All pertinent correspondence, checklists, 
and reports related to assessments are placed in the Quality Assurance files. 

The graded approach for performing management assessments is commensurate with the risk associated 
with the item or activity affecting quality being assessed. Any identified corrective actions as a result of 
management assessments shall be tracked to completion. 

Delegation of authority for implementation of Quality Assurance Program requirements is accomplished 
through contracts between DOE-ID and its contractor and/or technical direction given by DOE-ID. Con
tracts and technical direction specify that the applicable QARD requirements are to be established and 

functioning before initiating any activities affected by the contractor's Quality Assurance Program. These 
documents additionally require that the need for special controls, processes, test equipment, tools, and 

skills to attain the required quality and the need for verification of quality by inspection and testing be 
taken into account for the scope of work. 
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Proficiency of personnel performing quality-affecting activities is maintained by training, examination, 
and/or certification. The graded approach is applied to indoctrination and training commensurate with the 
scope, complexity, and nature of the activity. The graded approach is not applied to the qualification and 
certification of inspectors, NDE personnel, and auditors. Specific documentation of completed training 
and qualifications will be described in the implementing documents. Qualified personnel are certified per 
applicable codes and standards. 

Nuclear safety related activities are accomplished under controlled conditions. Preparations for such 
activities include confirmation that prerequisites, identified in the implementing documents, have been 
satisfied. 

The contractor's Quality Assurance Program is monitored by DOE-ID on a continuing basis through 
review, surveillance, and assessment to evaluate its adequacy and to verify compliance with QARD 
requirements. 

The topics from Section 2.0, Oualitv Assurance Program, that are implemented from the QARD are: 

2.2.l.l 

2.2.2 

2.2.3 

2.2.4 

2.2.5 

2.2.6 

2.2.7 

QA Program Documents 

Discusses the role of the Policy Statement, Implementing Documents, and Re
quirements Matrix in the quality program. 

Classifying Items 

Identifies quality program applicability to systems, structures and components. 

Controlling Activities 

Identities controls for activities related to quality affecting items. 

Applying QA Controls 

Describes graded approach application. 

Planning Work 

Provides planning elements for documentation of work under suitable controlled 
conditions. 

Surveillances 

Describes quality evaluations for selected work subject to QARD requirements. 

Management Assessment 

Describes the conduct and criteria for management assessments of Quality 
Assurance program effectiveness 
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2.2.8 Readiness Reviews 

Identifies the 11eed for and how readiness reviews shall be conducted for major 
work. 

2.2.9 Peer Reviews 

2.2.10 

2.2.11 

2.2.12 

2.2.13 

Identifies the need for peer reviews and how they shall be conducted. 

Document Review 

Describes the basic review process for technical and quality requirements in 
documents and implementing documents. 

QA Program Information Management 

Describes how management shall be apprised of Quality Assurance program 
information on a continuing basis. 

Personnel Qualification 

Describes the established program forthe evaluation, selection, indoctrination, 
training, and qualification of personnel performing work subject to the QARD. 

Qualification of Personnel Who Perform Inspection, Nondestructive Examination, Testing 
and Auditing. 

Describes amplified requirements for personnel performing Quality Assurance 
functions like auditing, inspecting, examining and testing. 
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The Quality Assurance Program requires procedures and instructions for implementation and assurance of 
design control during the various design phase activities. Design control requirements ensure that designs 
as specified in the license application are correctly defined, controlled, and verified. Appropriate provi
sions of design control include: 

/ 

I. Specifying design inputs 

2. Correct translation of inputs in design documents 

3. Sufficient documentation which entails verification that design outputs relate to design 
inputs 

4. Verification ~f design by persons other than the originator 

5. Assurance that changes to the design are properly reviewed, controlled, and documented. 

Designs are reviewed to ensure that the design characteristics can be controlled, inspected, and tested. 
Inspection and test criteria are identified. Implementing documents ensure that the design is performed 
per approved criteria which include appropriate regulatory and quality requirements and standards, and 
that deviations and nonconformances are controlled. 

Design control practices provide appropriate attention to design error and deficiency control, design 
changes, technical reviews, control of experimental and developmental activities, qualification of data, 
and modification control. Practices shall be established to include the use of valid industry standards and 
specifications for the selection of suitable materials, parts, equipment and processes for important to 
safety structures, systems, and components. Modifications that affect licensing parameters are evaluated 
per I 0 CFR 72.48, "Changes, Tests, and Experiments". 

Provisions are specified for the control of design analyses such as criticality physics, stress, thermal, 
hydraulic, and accident; compatibility of materials; accessibility for in service inspection; maintenance 
and repair; and delineation of acceptance criteria for inspections and tests. 

Revisions of controlled documents, including design documents, are reviewed for adequacy and approved 
for release by the same organization that originally reviewed and approved the documents or by some 
other designated organization that is qualified and knowledgeable. 

Design verification methods include, but are not limited to design reviews, alternate calculations, and 
qualification testing or a combination thereof. When a test program is to be used to verify the adequacy of 
a design, a qualification test of a prototype unit under adverse design conditions shall be used. Independ
ent design verification is completed before relying on the item to perform its function. Confirmation that 
the correct computer code has been used is part of the design verification. Design verification shall re
quire a level of skill at least equal to that of the original designer, design checking can be performed by 
less experienced persons. The Design Control activities and their implementing documents are required to 
be in compliance with the requirements ofQARD Section 3.0, Design Control. 
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Appropriate design verification implementing documents are established and executed commensurate 
with the importance to safety of the structures, systems, or components and in compliance with require
ments ofQARD Section 3.0, Design Control. 

The graded approach for design verification is a function of importance to safety and the complexity of 
design, the degree of standardization, the state of the art, and the similarity with previous designs. 

When quality related structures, systems, and components are designed or require design modifications, 
controls are applied commensurate with the controls established for the original design, applicable regula
tory requirements, and health and safety of operating personnel and the general public. 

DOE-ID delegates implementation authority for QARD Section 3.0, Design Control to its contractor. 

DOE-ID monitors its contractor's design control activities, by surveillance and as,sessment and periodi
cally reviews the contractor's practices to ensure proper implementation and adequacy. 

DOE-ID's contractor is assigned Design Control responsibility in support of program activities and is 
required to implement and maintain design control/verification practices and/or to delegate these quality 
assurance program requirements to its next lower tier contractor for their implementation. 

The topics from Section 3.0, Design Control, that are implemented from the QARD are: 

3.2.l 

3.2.2 

3.2.3 

3.2.4 

3.2.5 

3.2.6 

Design Input Control 

Describes criteria that provides for adequate control of design inputs. 

Design Process 

Describes controls for an adequate design process. 

Design Analyses 

Describes criteria for adequate design analyses. 

Design Verification 

Provides additional document review criteria for completed design analyses and 
design output in support of QARD Section 2.2.10, Document Review. 

Design Reviews 

Describes how design reviews are controlled and performed. 

Alternate Calculations 

Describes the appropriateness of assumptions and checks required for other 
calculation methods. 
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3.2.7 Qualification Testing 

Describes criteria for verification of design adequacy. 

3.2.8 Design Change Control 

Provides criteria for controlling design changes. 

3.2.8.1 Design Interface Control 

Provides criteria for controlling design interfaces. 
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11.4 PROCUREMENT DOCUMENT CONTROL 
/ 

Implementing documents are established and executed to ensure that applicable regulatory and technical 
requirements, design bases, quality assurance program requirements, and other performance requirements 
necessary to ensure adequate quality are included or referenced in documents for procurement of material, 
equipment, and services. These implementing documents clearly identify the sequence of actions to be 
accomplished in the preparation, review, approval, and control of procurement documents. 

These actions include: evaluating qualifications of suppliers; ensuring qualified suppliers remain quali
fied; accepting purchased items or services and invoking applicable technical, regulatory, administrative, 
and reporting requirements, such as I 0 CFR Part 21. 

These implementing documents include provisions for ensuring that documentation for structures, sys-. 
terns, and components classified as important to safety provide objective evidence that those items con
form to procurement requirements. Those implementing documents further ensure that inspection, test, 
and acceptance requirements have been used to monitor and evaluate the performance of the supplier and 
are satisfied before these items are placed in service. 

Controls include specifying documents along with their revision level and change status that describe 
selection criteria, determination of suitability for intended use, evaluation, receipt inspection, and dedica
tion of commercial grade items for use in structures, systems, and components classified as important to 
safety. 

Implementing documents are established and executed to verify that the quality of purchased items and 
services is evaluated at appropriate intervals and to a depth consistent with the items' and services' impor
tance to safety, complexity, quantity, and frequency of procurement. A review and concurrenc~ of the 
adequacy of quality requirements stated in procurement documents is performed by qualified personnel. 
This review shall determine that: 

I. Quality requirements are correctly stated, inspectable, and controllable 

2. There are adequate acceptance and rejection criteria 

3. The procurement document has been prepared, reviewed, and approved per quality assur
ance requirements. 

DOE-ID delegates implementation authority for QARD Section 4.0, Procurement Document Control to 
its contractor. 

The graded approach for applying Quality Assurance Program requirements on suppliers depends on type 
and end-use of the item or activity affecting quality being procured. 

DOE-ID monitors its contract6r•s procurement document control practices that support program activities, 
or, by surveillance and assessment, periodically reviews its contractor's practices to ensure their proper 
implementation and adequacy. 
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The topics from Section 4.0, Procurement Document Control, that are implemented from the QARD are: 

4.2.1 Procurement Document Preparation 

Describes necessary provisions for issued procurement documents. 

4.2.2 Procurement Document Review and Approval 

Provides additional document review criteria in support of QARD Section 2.2.10, 
Document Review for procurement document review and approval. 

4.2.3 Procurement Document Change 

Describes change controls imposed on procurement documents of items and 
services that affect quality. 
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11.5 IMPLEMENTING DOCUMENTS 

Implementing documents are instructions, procedures, drawings and other documents that prescribe an 
approved process for accomplishing work in compliance with Quality Assurance Program requirements. 
Activities affecting quality are prescribed and accomplished per documented implementing documents. 
Implementing document requirements ensure that work is prescribed by, and perfonned per written 
implementing documents. Methods for complying with each of the applicable Qual_ity Assurance re
quirements are specified in the implementing documents. The graded approach for the direction of work 
processes, in the form of instructions, procedures, and drawings is commensurate with risk, complexity, 
and importance of the work. Document Control requirements provide guidance for the review, approval, 
and control of implementing documents. 

Provisions are established which clearly delineate the sequence of actions to be accompli shed in the 
preparation, review, approval, and control of implementing documents. 

Contractor QA, as part of a multi-disciplined review team, reviews and concurs with inspection plans; 
test, calibration, and special processes; procedures; drawings and specifications; and their associated 
changes. 

DOE-ID has a procedural control system for its implementing documents which assigns responsibility 
and provides instructions for preparation, review, approval , release, issuance, distribution, and control of 
changes to implementing documents. 

The ISfSI QA MaAagerlSFSI Quality Assurance Program Manager participates in and monitors 
program execution of these implementing docu- ments related to program quality affecting activities. 
Periodically the ISfSl QA MaAagerlSFSI Quality Assurance Program Manager performs sur- veillance 
or arranges for an independent assessment of DOE-ID Quality Assurance Program practices to document 
their level of implementation and adequacy. 

DOE-ID monitors its contractor's procedural practices related to implementing documents, and, by sur
veillance or assessments, periodically reviews its contractor's practices to document their level of imple
mentation and adequacy. 

DOE-ID's contractor is assigned the authority for performing work activities affecting quality in support 
of program activities and is required to establish and implement a practice of prescribing those activities 
per documented instructions, implementing documents, and drawings. 

The topics from Section 5.0, Implementing Documents, that are implemented from the QARD are: 

5.2 

5.2.1 

Requirements 

Specifies that work done per the QARD shall be performed per controlled 
implementing documents. 

Types oflmplementing Documents 

Describes the type of document to be used to perform work per the QARD and what 
they include. 
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5.22 

5.2.3 

Content of Implementing Documents 

Describes the infonnation that implementing documents shall contain. 

Review and Approval of Implementing Documents 

Requires that implementing documents shall be reviewed and approved per QARD 
Section 6.0 Document Control. 

5.2.4 Compliance With Implementing Documents 

Requires individuals to comply with QARD requirements and describes what to do 
when work can not be completed per QARD requirements. 
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Document control requirements ensure that the preparation and issuance of documents including changes 
thereto, are reviewed for adequac}'.> approved for release, and distributed to and used at the location where 
the work is being perfonned. The document control system provides for identification, preparation, 
review, approval and distribution of documents in a graded manner. The review, approval, distribution and 
issue of documents and changes thereto, shall be procedurally controlled to ensure that documents are 
adequate and that Quality Assurance Program requirements are stated. Implementing documents and 
documents that specify technical and/or quality assurance requirements are controlled per requirements of 
the Quality Assurance Program. ' 

The controlled documents include but are not limited to: 

a. Design specifications 

b. Design and fabrication drawings 

c. Procurement documents 

d. Quality Assurance Program manuals 

e. Design criteria documents 

f. Fabrication, inspection, and testing instructions 

g. Test procedures. 

Implementing documents provide program guidance, technical and/or quality assurance requirements, or 
prescribe work processes that ensure proper execution of Quality Assurance Program activities. Compli
ance with the Quality Assurance Program's document control implementing documents ensures that the 
designated document holder and user of these implementing documents have the latest up-to-date infor
mation and data available which define technical and quality assurance requirements. 

Distribution of new and/or revised controlled documents is in accordance with work processes that are 
established, approved, and documented in the Quality Assurance Program's implementing documents. 
Provisions shall be established which identify those individuals or groups responsible for reviewing, 
approving, and issuing documents and revisions thereto. Approved changes shall be included in imple
menting documents prior to the implementation of the change. 

A master list (either hard-copy or electronic) shall be established and identify the current revision number 
of procedures, specifications, and drawings. This list shall be updated arid distributed to pre-determined 
responsible personnel to preclude the use of superseded documents. 

DOE-ID monitors its contractor's procedural practices related to document control, and, by surveillance or 
assessments, periodically reviews its contractor's practices to document their level of implementation and 
adequacy. 
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DOE-ID's contractor has established and implemented document control practices through their Quality 
Assurance Program and its associated implementing documents which are responsive to this Quality 
Assurance program. 

The topics from Section 6.0, Docwnent Control, that are implemented from the QARD are: 

6.2.1 Types of Docwnents 

Requires that implementing documents and documents that specify technical and 
quality requirements be controlled per this section. 

6.2.2 Preparing Documents 

Requires assignment for preparation and maintenance of documents to appropriate 
organiz.ations. 

6.2.3 Reviewing Documents 

Requires that documents shall be reviewed per QARD Section 2.2.10, Document 
Review. 

6.2.4 Approving Documents 

Requires identification of the position which has approval authority for documents. 

6.2.5 Distribution and Use of Documents 

Provides criteria for distribution and use of documents. 

6.2.6 Changes To Documents 

Provides criteria governing changes to documents. 

6.2. 7 Expedited Changes 

Provides criteria for initiating changes at the work location by responsible 
management. 

6.2.8 Editorial Corrections 

Describes the criteria for editorial changes to documents. 
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11.7 CONTROL OF PURCHASED ITEMS AND SERVICES 

Control of purchased items and services requirements provide for planning and executing procurements 
assuring that purchased items and services meet specified requirements. Technical and quality assurance 
requirements specified in these documents are verified and incorporated into the program prior to starting 
work subject to the requirements of the Quality Assurance Program. 

Qualified personnel evaluate the supplier's capability to provide acceptable quality services and products 
before the award of the procurement order or contract. The contractor's quality assurance, requesting 
organization and technical support as required participate in the evaluation of those suppliers providing 
important to safety items and services and the responsibilities for each group's participation are provided. 

The evaluation of suppliers is based on one or more of the following: 

a. The supplier's capability to comply with the elements of the quality assurance criteria that are 
applicable to the type of material, equipment, and service being procured 

b. A review of previous records and performance of suppliers who have provided similar arti
cles of the type being procured 

c. A survey of the supplier's facilities and quality assurance program to determine the capability 
to supply a product that meets the design, manufacturing, and quality requirements. 

The results of supplier evaluations are documented and filed. Supplier's certificates of conformance are 
periodically evaluated by audits, independent inspections, or tests to ensure they are valid. 

> 
Receiving inspection of the supplier-furnished material, equipment, and services is performed to ensure 

/ 

that items accepted and released are identified as to their inspection status prior to forwarding them to a 
controlled storage area or releasing them for installation or for further work. 

Surveillance of suppliers during fabrication, inspection, testing, and shipment of materials, equipment, and 
components shall be planned and performed per written procedures to ensure conformance to the purchase 
order requirements. These procedures provide for: (a) instructions that specify the characteristics or 
processes to be witnessed, inspected, or verified, and accepted; the method of surveillance and the extent 
of documentation required; and those responsible for implementing these instructions, and, (b) assessments 
and surveillance which ensure that the supplier complies with the Quality Assurance Pro- gram 
requirements. Surveillance shall be performed on those items where verification of procurement 
requirements cannot be determined upon receipt. That verification documentation shall be available for the 
life of the NRC issued operating license for the operation of the ISFSL 

The supplier furnishes the following records as a minimum to the purchaser: 

a. Documentation that identifies the purchased material or equipment and the specific procure
ment requirements (e.g., codes, standards, and specifications) met by the items 

b. Documentation that identifies any procurement requirements which have not been met to
gether with a description of those nonconformances dispositioned "accept as is" or "repair". 
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Items accepted and released are identified as to their inspection status prior to forwarding them to a 
controlled storage areas or releasing them for installation or further work. 

The graded approach for verification of supplier activities, the selection of suppliers, and amount of 
supplier documentation, including planning is applied based on the relative importance, complexity, and 
quantity of the item or activity being procured. 

DOE-ID delegates implementation authority for QARD Section 7.0, Control of Purchased Items and 
Services, to its contractor. 

DOE-ID monitors its contractor's control of purchased items and services practices in support of program 
activities, and, by surveillance and assessments, periodically reviews its contractor's practices to docu
ment their level ofimplementation and adequacy. 

DOE-ID's contractor is assigned authority for implementing QARD Section 7.0, Control of Purchased 
Items and Services, for procurement of items (structures, components and systems) and services in sup
port of program activities and is required to establish and implement a system for control of the procure
ment activity that is responsive to the requirements of the QARD. It is required that supplier Quality 
Assurance Programs be reviewed and accepted before initiation of program activities affecting quality. 

The topics from Section 7.0, Control of Purchased Items and Services, that are implemented from the QARD 
are: 

7.2.1 Procurement Planning 

Describes criteria for adequate procurement planning and documentation. 

7.2.2 Source Evaluation and Selection 

Provides criteria for detennining supplier selection and supplier capability in 
providing items and services that affect quality. 

7.2.3 Proposal/Bid Evaluation 

Provides criteria for the proposal/bid evaluation process and who shall participate in 
that evaluation. 

7.2.4 Supplier Performance Evaluation 

Provides criteria for interfacing with suppliers and verifying their perfonnance. 

7.2.5 Control of Supplier Generated Documents 

Establishes criteria for controlling, processing and accepting procurement 
documents. 
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7.2.6 

7.2.7 

7.2.8 

7.2.9 

7.2.10 

Acceptance ofltems and Services 

Provides criteria for objective evidence used in the acceptance of procured items 
and services. 

Certificate of Conformance 

Provides criteria for when a Certificate of Conformance is used for acceptance of an 
item or service. 

Source Verification 

Provides criteria where various methods of source verification may be used. 
Includes description of the process involved to control and personnel qualifications 
for source verification. 

Receiving Inspection 

Establishes the criteria for when receiving inspection is used to accept an item. 

Post-installation Testing 

Establishes that QARD Section 11, Test Control and that post-installation testing 
criteria are mutually established by purchaser and supplier. 

7.2.11 Control of Supplier Nonconfonnances 

7.2.11.1 

Establishes requirements for both purchaser and supplier to document the process 
for disposition ofitems that do not meet procurement document requirements. 

Commercial Grade Items 

Establishes an acceptable alternative for commercial 'grade items when and where 
specified by the design. 
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11.8 IDENTIFICATION AND CONTROL OF ITEMS 

Consistent with the importance to safety, implementing documents shall be established and implemented 
to identify and control materials, parts, and components including partially fabricated sub-assemblies to 
ensure that only correct and accepted items are used and installed. 

Identification requirements are determined during generation of specifications and design drawings. 
Correct identification of materials, parts, and components is verified and documented prior to release for 
fabrication, assembly, shipment, and installation. 

The graded approach for identification and control of items, and traceability requirements are specified in 
applicable codes, standards, or specifications. 

DOE-ID delegates implementation authority for QARD Section 8.0, Identification and Control ofltems, 
to its contractor. 

DOE-ID monitors its contractor's identification and control of item practices and, by surveillance and 
assessments, periodically reviews its contractor's practices to ensure proper implementation and ade
quacy. 

DOE-ID's contractor is assigned responsibility for implementing QARD Se~tion 8.0, Identification and 
Control ofltems, for items which support program activities and is required to establish and implement 
identification and control practices that are responsive to the requirements of the Quality Assurance 
Program. 

The topics from Section 8.0, Identification and Control ofltems, that are implemented from the QARD are: 

8.2.l 

8.2.2 

8.2.3 

8.2.4 

Identification 

Establishes the requirements for maintenance of identification of items. 

Physical Markings 

Establishes physical marking requirements for item identification. 

Traceability 

Provides requirements for the established and maintenance of traceability criteria to 
items. 

Conditional Requirements 

Establishes controls for item identification to be specified in specifications. 
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11.9 CONTROL OF SPECIAL PROCESSES 

Implementing documents are established and implemented to control special processes such as welding, 
heat treating, and nondestructive examination. Implementing documents are used to ensure that process 
parameters are controlled and that the specified environmental conditions are maintained. 

Special processes are accomplished by qualified personnel using qualified implementing procedures and 
equipment per applicable codes, standards, specifications or other special program requirements. The 
graded approach is not applicable for special processes. Special processes are performed by qualified 
personnel and accomplished per written process sheets or equivalent, with recorded evidence of verifica
tion per Quality Assurance Program requirements. Qualification records of procedures, equipment, and 
personnel associated with special processes shall be established, filed, and kept current. 

DOE-ID delegates implementation authority for QARD Section 9.0, Control of Special Processes, to its 
contractor. 

DOE-ID monitors its contractor's special processes control practices related to program activities, and, by 
surveillance and assessments, periodically reviews its contractor's practices to ensure proper implementa
tion and adequacy. 

DOE-ID's contractor is assigned responsibilities for implementing QARD Section 9.0, Control of Special 
Processes, for activities where special processes in support of program activities are involved, and is 
required to establish and implement practices to ensure adequate performance and control of production 
special processes. DOE-ID's contractor's special process controls shall be responsive to the requirements 
of the QARD. 

The topics from Section 9.0, Control of Special Processes, that are implemented from the QARD are: 

9.2.l 

9.2.2 

9.2.3 

Special Processes 

Establishes requirements for control and verification of quality for special processes. 

Personnel, Implementing Documents, and Equipment Qualifications 

Establishes requirements that process parameters are controlled and environmental 
conditions are maintained. 

Qualification of Nondestructive Examination Personnel 

Establishes the requirements for the control and administration of training, 
examination, and certification ofnondestructive examination personnel. 
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11.10 INSPECTION 

The inspection program's implementing documents shall be established and implemented to describe the 
planning (performance and documentation) and execution of inspections. These inspections shall verify 
conformance of quality affecting activities with requirements. The inspection program shall be estab
lished, documented, and accomplished per written, controlled procedures. 

Implementing documents address inspection planning, acceptance criteria, inspection techniques to be 
applied, establishment of hold points, documentation ofinspection results, and actions to be taken when 
acceptance criteria are not met. Inspection implementing documents address source, in-process, final, 
receipt, maintenance, modification, operations, and eventually, decommissioning activities. Inspections 
are conducted by certified personnel who are independent of the irlspected activity. Inspection results are 
documented by the inspector and reviewe~ by the cognizant quality assurance organization. 

Inspection practices identify and verify conformance of items and services with the documented specifi
cations, instructions, implementing documents and drawings for accomplishing the required activities. 
Documented inspection practic~s shall be .responsive to the requirements of the Quality Ass'urance Pro
gram. Inspection personnel shall be sufficiently independent from the individuals performing the activity 
being inspected. 

Inspection procedures, instructions, and checklists shall provide for the following: 

a. Identification of characteristics and activities to be inspected 

b. Identification of the individuals or groups responsible for performing the inspection operation 

c. Acceptance and rejection criteria 

d. A description of the method of inspection 

e. Recording evidence of completing and verifying a manufacturing, inspection, or test opera
tion 

f. Recording inspector or data recorder and the results of the inspection operation. 

The graded approach for inspection, verification and documentation is applied based on the importance or 
complexity of the item or activity affecting quality being inspected or tested. Modifications, repairs, and 
replacements are inspected per the original design and inspection requirements or acceptable alternatives. 

The individuals or groups who perform receiving and process verification inspections are identified and 
shown to have sufficient independence and qualifications. 

DOE-ID delegates implementation authority for direct inspection of items and work practices per QARD 
Section 10.0, Inspection, to its contractor. 
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DOE-ID monitors its contractor's inspection practices associated with program activities, and, by surveil
lance and assessments, periodically reviews its contractor's practices to ensure proper implementation and 
adequacy. 

DOE-ID's contractor is assigned responsibility for performing procurement, manufacturingi fabrication 
and assembly, testing, constructing, and operational activities in support of program activities, and, is 
required to establish and implement inspection practices of sufficient scope to be fully effective. 

The topics from Section 10.0, Inspection, that are implemented from the QARD are: 

10.2.1 Inspection Planning 

Establishes requirements for performing and documenting inspection planning. 
\ 

10.2.2 Selecting Inspection Personnel To Perform Inspections 

Establishes qualification requirements for inspection personnel. 

10.2.3 Inspection Hold Points 

Establishes criteria for mandatory hold points to control work. 

10.2.4 Statistical Sampling 

Requires that statistical sampling shall be based on recogni.zed standard practices. 

10.2.5 In-Process Inspections and Monitoring 

Establish criteria for in-process inspection of items to verify quality. These criteria 
include those necessary for coordination and sequencing of work at established 
inspection points. 

10.2.6 Final Inspection 

Establishes criteria for final inspection of items. 

10.2.7 Accepting Items 

Establishes criteria for acceptance ofitems. QARD Section 14.0, Inspection, Test, 
and Operating Status governs the item's inspection status. 

10.2.8 Inspection Documentation 

Provides criteria that govern contents of inspection documentation. 
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I 0.2.9 Qualifications of Inspection and Test Personnel 

Provides guidance for qualification, detennination of initial capabilities, 
indoctrination and training of inspection and test personnel, and functional 
qualification levels and associated documentation. 
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11.11 TEST CONTROL 

Written and controlled procedures are established and executed to verify conformance to specified re
quirements and demonstrate that items provide satisfactory performance. These procedures contain: 

a. Instructions and prerequisites to perform the test 

b. Use of proper test equipment 

c. Acceptance criteria 

d. Mandatory witness and hold point inspections 

e. Other specified technical and/or quality assurance requirements. 

Written test procedures incorporate and reference: 

a. The requirements and acceptance limits contained in applicable design and procurement 
documents 

b. Instructions for performing the test 

c. Test prerequisites 

d. Mandatory inspection hold points 

e. Acceptance and rejection criteria 

f. Methods of documenting or recording test data results. 

Test results shall be documented, evaluated, and their acceptability determined by a qualified, responsible 
individual or group. When practicable, testing will test the structure, system, or component under condi
tions which will be present during normal and anticipated off-normal operations. 

DOE-ID delegates implementation authority for QARD Section 11.0, Test Control, to its contractor. 

DOE-ID monitors its contractor's testing and test control practices related to program activities, and, by 
surveillance and assessments, periodically reviews its contractor's practices to ensure proper implementa
tion and adequacy. 

DOE-ID's contractor is assigned responsibilities for documenting, evaluating, and determining test result 
acceptability in support of program activities, and is required to establish, as applicable, proof tests, pre
operational tests, product certification tests, and other testing activities that are responsive to the require
ments of the QARD. 

The topics from Section 11.0, Test Control, that are implemented from the QARD are: 
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11.2.1 Test Planning 

Establishes criteria for effective test planning. 

11.2.2 Perfonning Tests 

Establishes criteria that implementing documents shall address for tests. 

11.2.3 Use of Other Testing Documents 

Establishes criteria for incorporation oftest infonnation directly from testing 
documents into the testing implementation documents. 

11.2.4 Test Results 

Establishes criteria for documentation and evaluation of test results. 

11.2.5 Test Documentation 

Establishes criteria for contents of test documentation. 

11.2.6 Qualification of Test Personnel 

Establishes criteria that test personnel shall be qualified per QARD Section I 0, 
Inspection. 
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11.12 CONTROL OF MEASURING AND TEST EQUIPMENT 

Implementing documents are established and executed to ensure that appropriate tools, gauges, instru
ments, and other measuring and testing devices used in activities which have quality assurance require
ments or health and safety considerations are properly controlled, calibrated, adjusted, and maintained at 
specified intervals. The graded approach is not applicable for measuring and test equipment used for 
activities affecting quality. 

Provisions, contained in procedures, describe the calibration technique and frequency, maintenance, and 
control of the measuring and test equipment (instruments, tools, gages, fixtures, reference and transfer 
standards, and nondestructive test equipment) which is used in the measurements, inspection, and moni
toring of important to safety structures, systems, and components. 

These implementing documents shall maintain equipment accuracy within necessary limits and maintain 
traceability to National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) or other known standards. 

Calibration standards have an uncertainty requirement of no more than 1/4th of the tolerance of the 
equipment being calibrated. A greater uncertainty may be acceptable when limited by the "state-of-the-

' art". 

The complete status of all items under the calibration system shall be documented and maintained. 

DOE-ID delegates implementation authority for QARD Section 12.0, Control of Measuring and Test 
Equipment, to its contractor. 

DOE-ID monitors its contractor's measuring and test equipment control practices related to program 
activities, and, by surveillance and assessments, periodically reviews its contractor's practices to ensure 
proper implementation and adequacy. 

DOE-ID's contractor is assigned responsibility for performing inspections, examinations, or tests which 
support program activities, and is required to establish and implement a system of calibration and control 
of measuring and test equipment that is responsive to the requirements of the QARD. 

The topics from Section 12.0, Control of Measuring and Test Equipment, that are implemented from the 
QARDare: 

12.2.1 Calibration 

Provides criteria for calibration, adjustment and maintenance of measuring and test 
equipment. 

12.2.2 Documenting the Use of Measuring and Test Equipment 

Requires that use ofM&TE be documented. 
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12.2.3 Out-of-Calibration Measuring and Test Equipment 

Provides criteria for when MT &E shall be considered as out-of-calibration. 

12.2.4 Lost Measuring and Test Equipment 

Provides criteria for lost M&TE. 

12.2.5 Handling and Storage 

M&TE shall be properly handled and stored to maintain accuracy. 

12.2.6 Commercial Devices 

Provides criteria for rulers, tape measures, levels, and other commercial equipment. 

12.2. 7 Measuring and Test Equipment Documentation 

Provide criteria for M&TE documentation infonnation. 
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11.13 HANDLING, STORAGE, AND SHIPPING 

Consistent with an item's or activity's importance to safety, procedures are established and executed to 
control handling, storage, shipping, cleaning, packaging, an'd preservation of material and equipment shall 
be accomplished by qualified individuals to prevent damage or loss, and to minimize deterioration. 

Procedures shall be prepared which control the cleaning, handling, storage, packaging, shipping, and 
preservation of materials, components, and systems per design and specification requirements to preclude 
damage, loss, or deterioration by environmental conditions such as temperature or humidity. 

Application of the graded approach for handling, storage, and shipping of items is specified in work and 
inspection instructions, and depends on how critical, sensitive, perishable, or high-value the item is. 

DOE-ID delegates implementation authority for QARD Section 13.0, Handling, Storage, and Shipping, to 
its contractor. 

DOE-ID monitors its contractor's handling, storage, and shipping practices related to program activities, 
and, by surveillance and assessments, periodically reviews its contractor's practices to ensure implementa
tion and adequacy. 

DOE-ID's contractor is assigned the authority to develop special handling, preservation, storage, cleaning, 
packaging, and shipping practices which support program activities, and is required to establish and 
execute implementing procedures which control the cleaning, handling, storage, packaging, shipping, and 
preservation of materials, components, and systems per design and specification requirements which 
preclude damage, loss, or deterioration by environmental conditions. These practices shall be responsive to 
the requirements of the QARD. 

The topics from Section 13.0, Handling, Storage, and Shipping, that are implemented from the QARD are: 

13.2.1 Controls 

Provides criteria for handling, storage, cleaning, packaging, shipping, and 
preservation ofitems. 

13.2.2 Special Equipment, Tools, and Environments 

Provides criteria for special equipment and protective enyironments for particular 
items. 

13.2.3 Marking and Labeling 

Provides criteria for establishment of marking and labeling for packaging, shipping, 
handling and storage ofitems. 
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11.14 INSPECTION, TEST, AND OPERATING STATUS 

Implementing documents are established and executed to identify the inspection, test, and operating status 
of items. The Quality Assurance Program has provisions to ensure that inspection, test, and operating 
status is verified before release, fabrication, installation, test, and use of items to preclude inadvertent 
bypassing of inspections and tests and to prevent accidental operation. Application and removal of status 
indicators, welding stamps, and other tags, markings, and labels shall be procedurally controlled. 

The graded approach is not applicable for inspection, test and operating status. The status is identified 
either on the item or on documents to ensure the inspections and tests have been performed, and to ensure 
items are not inadvertently installed, used, or operated. 

Bypassing of inspections, tests, and other critical operations shall be procedurally controlled under the 
cognizance of the contractor's quality assurance organization. 

DOE-ID delegates implementation authority for QARD Section 14.0, Inspection, Test and Operating 
Status, to its contractor. 

DOE-ID monitors its contractor's practices related to program activities for indicating inspection, test, and 
operating status, and, by surveillance and assessments, periodically reviews its contractor's practices to 
ensure implementation and adequacy. 

DOE-ID's contractor is assigned authority for: (1) developing practices that identify the inspection and 
test status of structures, systems, and components throughout their fabrication; (2) documenting bypassed 
inspections, tests, and other critical processes that are under the purview of the Quality Assurance Pro
gram; (3) identifying the organization responsible for documenting and identifying the status ofnoncon
forming, inoperative, or malfunctioning structures, components, and systems which support program 
activities; and (4) establishing and implementing those practices to be responsive to the requirements of 
theQARD. 

The topics from Section 14.0, Inspection, Test and Operating Status, that are implemented from the QARD 
are: 

14.2.1 Identifying Items 

Provides criteria for identification of items passing or not passing required 
inspections and tests. 

14.2.2 Indicating Status 

Provides criteria for indicating status of required inspections and tests and authority 
of application and removal of status indicators. 
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11.15 NONCONFORMANCES 

Nonconformance requirements shall establish control of items (material, components, and systems) that 
do not conform to requirements in order to prevent their inadvertent installation or use through written 
documents. The identification, documentation, tracking, segregation, review, disposition, and notification 
to affected organizations of nonconforming material, components, systems, services, or activities shall be 
procedurally controlled to prevent inadvertent test, installation, or use. 

A corrective action system is established and executed which promotes a "no fault" attitude toward identi
fication of conditions that are adverse to quality. Nonconforming items must be reviewed and accepted, 
rejected, repaired, or re-worked per implementing documents. 

Documentation shall: 

a. Identify the nonconforming item 

b. Describe the nonconformance, the disposition of the nonconformance, and the inspection re
quirements 

c. Includes signature approval ~o'r the disposition. 

Provisions shall be established identifying those individuals or groups delegated the responsibility and 
authority for the disposition and the close out of nonconfonnances. 

The graded approach is not applicable for the identification and control of nonconforming items. All 
items that do not conform to the quality requirements shall be controlled to prevent their inadvertent 
installation or use. Nonconforming items shall be segregated from acceptable items and identified as 
discrepant until properly dispositioned and closed out. · 

Dispositions to nonconformances shall identify materials, components, and systems to be used-as-is, 
rejected, ot re-worked. Dispositioned nonconfonnance reports shall be made part of the quality records. 

Acceptability of re-work or repair of materials, parts, components, systems, and structures shall be veri
fied by re-inspecting and re-testing the item as originally inspected and tested or by a method which is at 
least equal to the original inspection and testing method. Inspection, testing, re-work, and repair proce
dures shall be documented. 

Nonconformance documentation is analyzed to identify adverse trends in the performance of the Quality 
Assurance Program. Results of these analyses are reported to DOE-ID's, and its contractor's, senior man
agement. 

DOE-ID also retains authority to identify and require that DOE-ID and contractor identified nonconfor
mances be entered into its contractor's nonconformance control system. 

DOE-ID monitors its contractor's nonconformance control practices related to program activity, and, by 
surveillance and assessments, periodically reviews its contractor's nonconfonnance practices to ensure 
implementation and adequacy. 
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DOE-ID delegates implementation authority to its contractor for developing procedurally controlled 
practices that identify, document, track, segregate, review, disposition, and notify affected organizations 
of nonconforming materials, components, and systems, and is required to establish and implement those 
practices for the control of nonconforming materials, components, and systems in support of program 
activities. These practices shall be responsive to the requirements of the QARD. 

The topics from Section 15.0, Nonconformances, that are implemented from the QARD are: 

15.2.1 Documenting and Evaluating Nonconforming Items 

Provides criteria for nonconformance identification and describing nonconforming 
characteristics of an item. Corrective action criteria used for evaluation use the 
requirements ofQARD Section 16.0, Corrective Action. 

15.2.2 Identifying Nonconforming Items 

Provides criteria for identification ofoonconf orming items through marking, 
tagging or other means. 

15.2.3 Segregating Nonconforming Items 

Provides criteria for segregation of nonconforming items to prevent inadvertent use. 

15.2.4 Disposition of Nonconforming Items 

Provides criteria of the use of "use-as-is", "reject", "repair", or "rework" dispositions 
for nonconforming items. 

15.2.5 Quality Trending 

Requires that nonconforming documentation shall be periodically analyzed to 
identify quality trends per QARD Section 16.0, Corrective Action. 
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11 .16 CORRECTIVE ACTION 

The corrective action system elements consist of prompt identification, documentation, classification, 
cause analysis, correction of condition, elimination of root cause factors for significant conditions, and 
follow-up activities. All conditions adverse to quality shall be promptly identified and corrected. 

Procedures have been established and implemented for the identification and correction of conditions 
adverse to quality including the causes of significant conditions adverse to quality identified through 
internal DOE-JD surveillance and assessments or external surveillance and assessments performed on the 
program. Procedural instructions and policy guidance provide criteria for determining the existence of 
significant conditions adverse to quality. The ISFSI QA MaRagerISFSI Quality Assurance Program 
Manager provides follow-up to verify timely and proper implementation of corrective action. 

Corrective action is required for conditions adverse to quality such as failures, nonconformances, mal
functions, deficiencies, deviations, and defective material , components or systems. Significant conditions 
adverse to quality identified by DOE-ID overview or assessments of the contractor's activities requires 
corrective action by the DOE-ID contractor and DOE-ID's review and approval prior to the corrective 
action's implementation. Corrective action to preclude recurrence of a nonconforming condition is com
mensurate with the item's importance. 

Corrective action documentation is provided to appropriate DOE-ID and its contractor's management, and 
requires appropriate quality assurance organizational concurrence with proposed actions. 

DOE-ID monitors its contractor's corrective action systems related to program activities, and, by surveil
lance and assessments, periodically reviews its contractor's systems to ensure implementation and ade
quacy. 

DOE-ID's contractor is required to establish and implement a corrective action system which supports 
program activities and is responsive to the requirements of the Quality Assurance Program. Quality 
information is promptly analyzed and examined for adverse quality trends. Trend analysis identifies 
adverse quality trends. 

Quality trends and results of remedial actions are reported to the ISFSI QA ManagerISFSI Quality 
Assurance Program Manager who is responsible for corrective action tracking and providing appropriate 
DOE-ID upper management appraisal. 

DOE-ID's contractor collects key information from program assessments, surveillance, and assessments 
reports. Analysis is performed to ensure prompt identification of adverse quality trends. Evaluations are 
performed to determine systemic root cause(s) and determine if a course of action for correction is re
quired. 

The topics from Section 16.0, Corrective Action, that are implemented from the QARD are: 

16.2. I Identifying Conditions Adverse To Quality 

Provides criteria for identification of conditions adverse to quality. 
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16.2.2 Classification of Conditions Adverse To Quality 

Provides classification criteria for conditions adverse to quality 

16.2.3 Conditions Adverse To Quality 

Provides criteria for docwnenting and reporting to appropriate levels of 
management conditions adverse to quality. 

16.2.4 Significant Conditions Adverse To Quality 

Provid.es criteria for determining, evaluating, investigating, and concurring of 
proposed remedial actions for significant conditions adverse to quality. 

16.2.5 Follow-up and Closure Action 

Requires Quality Assurance verify implementation of corrective actions and closed 
related corrective action docwnentation when complete. 

16.2.6 Quality Trending 

Provides criteria for determining adverse quality trends and the manner in which 
trend evaluation shall be conducted. 
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11.17 QUALITY ASSURANCE RECORDS 

Quality Assurance records requirements ensure that Quality Assurance records are specified, prepared, 
maintained and retrievable. As identified in the implementing documents Quality Assurance records are 

classified as lifetime of the facility license or as nonpermanent. The graded approach for Quality Assur
ance Records is as specified in design documents, procurement documents, test procedures, and opera

tional procedures. To aid in minimizing the retention of unnecessary records, the records program shall 

list records to be retained by "type of data" rather than by record title. 

Implementing documents control records that document: design, design review and peer review reports, 
engineering, procurement, manufacturing, construction, inspections, tests, installation, pre-operation, 
start-up, operations, maintenance, modification, decommissioning, audits, manufacturer's records, proof, 
receipt, training and qualification records of personnel , procedures and equipment, operating logs, results 

of reviews, assessments, material analyses, monitoring of work performance, calibration procedures and 

reports, nonconformance reports and corrective action reports. 

Implementing documents are es tab I ished and executed to ensure that sufficient records of structures, 
components, systems and activities are generated and maintained to reflect completed work. These im
plementing documents provide for the administration, receipt, retrieval , and disposit ion of Quality Assur
ance records. All Quality Assurance records are retained in storage, and are identified and retrievable. 
DOE-ID delegates to its contractor the maintenance and control of the records storage facilities per the 
requirements of the QARD for the life of the JSFSI. 

Established implementing documents assign responsibility for storage, filing system, transmittal verifica
tion, record access, retrieval and removal, filing supplemental information and for the disposition of 

superseded records. 

DOE-ID monitors its contractor's records' practices related to program activities, and by surveillance and 
assessments, periodically reviews its contractor's practices to ensure implementation and adequacy. 

Quality Assurance records generated by DOE-ID will be maintained in accordance with the QA program. 

DOE-ID's contractor is assigned authority for performing work activities, and is required to establish and 
implement a practice of specifying, preparing, and maintaining records in a manner that is responsive to 
the requirements of the QARD. 

The topics from Section 17.0, Quality Assurance Records, that are implemented from the QARD are: 

17.2. l Classifying Quality Assurance Records 

Provides criteria for classification of quality assurance records 

17.2.2 Creating Valid Quality Assurance Records 

Provides criteria for identification, creation, handling, and validating of quality 
assurance records. 
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17.2.3 Receiving and Indexing Quality Assurance Records 

Provides criteria for establishment of a receipt control system for quality assurance 
records. 

17.2.4 Correcting Infonn.ation in Quality Assurance Records 

Provides criteria for correction and approval of infonnation changes to quality 
assurance records 

17.2.5 Storing and Preserving Quality Assurance Records 

Provides criteria for storing and preserving methods for quality assurance records in 
predetennined storage facilities 

17.2.6 Retrieval of Quality Assurance Records 

Provides for planned retrieval time of quality assurance records and provides criteria 
for controlling access to storage facilities · 

17.2.7 Retention of Quality Assurance Records 

Establishes criteria for retention and preservation of quality assurance records. 
Provides criteria for disposal of nonpennanent quality assurance records 

17.2.8 Turnover of Quality Assurance Records 

17.2.11 

17.2.12 

Section "A" only 

Provides criteria for temporarily stored quality assurance records subject to records 
turnover requirements 

Temporary Storage Facility 

Provides criteria for temporary storage of quality assurance records during 
processing, review, or use until turnover to OOE-RW for disposition. 

Replacement of Quality Assurance Records 

Provides criteria for replacement, restoration, or substitution oflost or damaged 
quality assurance records 
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11.18 AUDITS 

Quality Assurance audits are to be performed by the contractor in accordance with their DOE-ID ap
proved Quality Assurance Program. DOE-ID retains responsibility for the development and implementa
tion of an audit plan which will evaluate the performance of the contractor as well as the adequacy of 
DOE-ID's oversight of the contractor. 

DOE-ID Quality Assurance audits and surveillances conducted under the direction of the ISFSI QA 
ManagerlSFSI Quality Assurance Program Manager will be planned, performed, and reported by trained 
and qualified personnel in accordance with implementing procedures. All audits of the contractor related 
to NRC regulated activities will be lead by and Audit Team Leader who is not an employee of the 
contractor or parent organizations. Subjects for Quality Assurance audits and surveillances shall include, 
but not be limited to: 

• Compliance, implementation, and effectiveness of the DOE-ID and contractor' s Quality Assurance 
programs, 

• Compliance with the I 0 CFR Part 21 reporting requirements, 

• Personnel training, and 

• The managerial and administrative controls used to ensure safe operation of the ISF Facili ty lSFSI. 

Regularly scheduled audits are supplemented by special audits when conditions which warrant special 
audits exist or when requested by DOE-ID management. 

DOE-ID's contractor has established and executed implementing documents to confirm that activities 
affecting quality comply with the Quality Assurance Program and that they have been effectively exe
cuted and responsive to the requirements of the Quality Assurance Program. 

DOE-ID monitors its contractor's records practices related to audits, and by surveillance and assessments, 
periodically reviews its contractor's practices to .ensure implementation and adequacy. 

The topics from Section 18.0, Audits, that are implemented from the QARD are: 

18.2. l Scheduling Internal Audits 

Provides criteria for scheduling internal quality audits. 

18.2.2 Scheduling External Audits 

Provides criteria for scheduling external quality assurance audits. 

18.2.3 Audit Schedule 

Provides criteria for development of an audit schedule. 
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18.2.4 Audit Planning 

Provides criteria for development of an audit plan and scope of the audit. 

18.2.5 Audit Team Independence 

Provides criteria for audit team independence, authority, and organizational 
freedom. 

18.2.6 Audit Team Selection 

Provides criteria for identification of audit team, team leader and technical 
specialists. 

18.2.7 PerfonningAudits 

Provides performance criteria for the audit team leader to ensure that the audit team 

is prepared to perform the audit. 

18.2.8 Reporting Audit Results 

Provides criteria for preparation, contents, and signing of the audit report. 

18.2.9 Responding To Audits 

18.2.10 

18.2.11 

18.2.12 

18.2.13 

Provides criteria for management to respond to the audit report. 

Evaluating Audit Responses 

Provides for audit responses to be evaluated per QARD Section 16, Corrective 
Action. 

Follow-up Action 

Provides criteria for follow-up actions to be taken by the auditing organization to 
verify that corrective actions were accomplished per QARD Section 16, Corrective 
Action. 

Technical Specialist Qualifications 

Provides criteria for the indoctrination and training of technical specialist personnel 
to QARD Section 2, Quality Assurance Program. 

Auditor Qualifications 

Provides criteria for appropriate training and orientation of auditors for developing 
their competency in perfonning audits. 
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18.2.14 

18.2.15 

I 8.2.15.1 

18.2.16 

18.2.17 

18.2.I 8 

18.2.19 

18.2.20 

Lead Auditor Qualifications 

Provides criteri!l for lead auditor skills at organizing and directing personnel. 

Lead Auditor Educatioµ and Experience 

Provides criteria for certification of education and experience oflead auditors. 

Lead Auditor Communication Skills 

Requires that lead auditors have effective communications skills. 

Lead Auditor Training 

Provides criteria for training lead auditors to attain proficiency. 

Lead Auditor Audit Participation 

Requires lead auditors to participate in five (5) Quality Assurance audits with at 
least one (1) being nuclear-related within one-year prior to certification as a lead 
auditor. 

Lead Auditor Examination 

Provides criteria for examination that evaluates lead auditor comprehension and 
ability to apply audit knowledge. 

Certification of Lead Auditor Qualifications 

Provides criteria for certification of qualified lead auditors by the auditing 
organization. 

Maintaining Lead Auditor Proficiency 

Provides criteria for lead auditors to maintain proficiency, management evaluation 
of proficiency, and qualification requirements. 
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11.19 SUPPLEMENTS AND APPENDICES 

11.19.1 Software (QARD, Supplement I) 

This QARD Supplement establishes requirements for the development, modification, control, and use of 
software. 

DOE-ID delegates implementation authority for QARD Supplemental I, Software for configuration 
management which supports program activities, such as design, to its contractor. 

DOE,ID monitors its contractor's practices related to program activities for software configuration, and, by 
surveillance and assessments, periodically reviews its contractor's practices to assure implementation and 
adequacy. 

DOE-ID's contractor is assigned authority implementation of QARD Supplement I, Software for 
construction, fabrication, as~embly and/or operation functions which support program activities, and is 
required to establish and implement software configuration management practices for individual items 
throughout the program and operational status of structures, components or systems. These practices shall be 
responsive to the requirements of the Quality Assurance Program. 

The topics from Supplement I, Software, that are implemented from the QARD are: 

I.2.1 

1.2.2 

1.2.3 

1.2.4 

1.2.5 

1.2.6 

General Software Requirements 

Provides requirements that apply generally to software. 

Software Planning 

Provides requirements for and contents of software plans. 

Software Life Cycle Requirements 

Provides software life cycle criteria for developed or modified software .. 

Software Configuration Management 

Provides criteria for software configuration management to include configuration 
identification, configuration control, and status accounting. 

Defect Reporting and Resolution 

Provides criteria for software defect reporting and resolution which shall be 
integrated into the software configuration management system .. 

Software Procurement 

Stipulated the flowdown of software requirements to other organizations developing 
and supplying software under contract. 
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1.2.7 

I.2.8 

11.19.2 

Software Previously Developed Not Using This Supplement 

Provides criteria for use of software in which the history of the software is not 
known. 

Control of the Use of Software 

Provides criteria for controlling, documenting, and using released software. 

Sample Control (QARD, Supplement II) 

Sample control practices as described in the QARD are not applicable to the ISF Facility ISFSI. Scientific 
samples taken, handled, or recorded for any purpose in order for the ISF Facility ISFSI to perfonn its 
function are covered by other procedures. 

11.19.3 Scientific Investigation (QARD, Supplement Ill) 

Scientific investigati~n practices are not applicable to the ISF Facility ISFSI. The facilities only function is 
SNF packaging and passive interim storage. 

11.19.4 Field Surveying (QARD, Supplement IV) 

Field surveying practices are not applicable to the ISF Facility ISFSI. The facility construction location is 
pre-established and identified in existing docwnents. The ISF Facility ISFSI does not need the surveying 
controls as outlined for a mined geological repository in the QARD. · 

11.19.5 Control of the Electronic Management of Data (QARD, Supplement V) 

This supplement applies to the controls on the electronic management of data used as the controlled source 
for inf onnation used in design analysis or process control. 

DOE-ID delegates implementation authority for control of the electronic management of data activities which 
support program activities to its contractor. 

DOE-ID monitors its contractor's practices related to program activities for control of the electronic 
management of data, and, by surveillance and assessments, periodically reviews its contractor's practices to 
assure implementation and adequacy. 

DOE-ID's contractor is assigned implementation authority for QARD Supplemental V, Control of the 
Electronic Management of Data, for design, construction, fabrication, and assembly and/or operation 
functions which support program activities. The contractor is required to establish and implement prac
tices which control electronic management of data as the controlled source of information used in design 
analysis or process control. These practices are responsive to the requirements of the JQARD. 

The topics from Supplement V, Control of the Electronic Management of Data, that are implemented from 
the QARD are: 

/ 
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V.2.1 Control of the Electronic Management of Data 

Provides criteria for data input, subsequent changes to data input, security of data, including integrity of the 
data, and retrieval of data using a quel)' language. 

11.19.6 High':'Level Waste Form Production (QARD, Appendix A) 

High-Level Waste Form Production practices are not applicable to the ISF Facility ISFSI. The facility does 
not produce High-Level Waste in any fonn. The ISF Facility ISFSI is a packaging and passive interim 
storage facility. 

11.19.7 Storage and Transportation (QARD, Appendix B) 

The Licensee and the contractor design or fabricate ISF standard canisters. 

11.19.8 Monitored Geological Repository (QARD, Appendix C) 

Monitored Geological Repositol)' practices are not applicable to the ISF Facility ISFSI. The ISF Facility 
ISFSI is a packaging and passive interim storage facility and is not a disposal system. 
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11.20 REFERENCES 

I I.I DOE/RW-0333P, Revision 10, Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management's Quality 
Assurance Requirements and Description (QARD) 
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Table 11.0-1. Contents of the QARD Revision 10. 

Section No. Section Title Rev. No. Eff. Date 

Intro. Introduction 3 4-28-00 

1.0 Organization 4 4-28-00 

2.0 Quality Assurance Program 4 4-28-00 

3.0 Design Control 3 6-2-97 

4.0 Procurement Document Control 1 10-31-95 

5.0 Implementing Documents 1 10-31-95 

6.0 Document Control 2 2-3-97 

7.0 Control of Purchased Items and Services 4 4-28-00 

8.0 Identification and Control of Items 1 10-31-95 

9.0 Control of Special Processes 1 10-31-95 

10.0 Inspection 0 12-18-92 

11.0 Test Control 0 12-18-92 

12.0 Control of Measuring and Test Equipment 1 10-31-95" 

13.0 Handling, Storage, and Shipping 0 12-18-92 

14.0 Inspection, Test, and Operating Status 1 10-31-95 

15.0 Nonconformances 1 10-31-95 

16.0 Corrective Action 1 10-31-95 

17.0 Quality Assurance Records 2 3-3-97 

18.0 Audits 1 10-31-95 

Supplement I Software 3 2-7-00 

Supplement II Sample Control 1 10-31-95 

Supplement Ill Scientific Investigation 4 2-7-00 

Supplement IV Field Surveying 0 12-18-92 

Supplement V Control of the Electronic Management of 1 2-7-00 
Data 

Appendix A High Level Waste Form Production 1 10-31-95 

Appendix B _Storage and Transportation 4 2-7-00 

Appendix C Monitored Geologic Repository 4 2-7-00 

Glossary 4 2-7-00 
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LICENSE FOR INDEPENDENT STORAGE OF SPENT NUCLEAR FUEL AND 
HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTE 

Pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974 (Public Law 93-438), and Title 10, 
Code of Federal Regulations, Chapter 1, Part 72, and in reliance on statements and representations heretofore made by the 
acensee, a license is hereby issued authorizing the licensee to receive, acquire, and possess the power reactor spent fuel and other 
radioactive materials associated with spent fuel storage designated below; to use such material for the purpose(s) and at the 
place(s) designated below; and to deliver or transfer such material to persons auth~ti1;ed to receive it in accordance with the 
regulations of the applbable Part{s). This license shall be deemed to contain try~'.~QP:Clitions specified in Section 183 of the Atomic 

Energy Act of 1954, as amended, and is subject to all applicable rules, regu~~f~M%
0

nd orders of the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission now or hereafter in effect and to any conditions specified he,WW}?·;:fa ... 

Licensee 

United States Department of Energy 

U. S. Department of Energy 
Idaho Operations Office 
1955 Fremont Avenue 

- ]" 

Byproduct, 366/ Q, Jllblbl 
Special Nuclear Material 

I. CJ1e11H.Ql?.J.Ui PJJYSl@):'.f:.Rl)li ·.x::;:;: •. 8. MMiaaxlfi.immYit:Jm~/1,.R=mlflOYIUAMt-ll,,ii~dl~L"ftite~ll§!l'l!G!'l!!!G~ 

.. ::::.·.==:·.:·.·.~.:·.;_·:;· ... ·.;.::.::.:_:~·:=:=_;_~j:_:)_l:~.i.~.~:~-;·:::::::;···= ... =.:.:::·:·::.. ':;;:;::\ o::=::{;::=::;~::... ··:::;:::;\, May Possess at Any One Time 
.... _... .. ........ v. ·~::~~;~~~:::. .·:=~~~~~f:::=:·:::;::~~;:~~~~~~:::.:·:·. ~:.;.· Under This License 

Spent nuclear fuel elertWbls A. ·-\~}@~pent fuetM~m:ents frorTftQ..~f A. 2.95 metric tons of heavy 
from the Peach Bottom":::?~:\.. ~~::peach BottqijfUnit 1 reactor, metal (MTHM) for the 
Unit 1 reactor and variom("tt::::.. Afa~ .UC and tfib:TRIG\ spent Peach Bottom Unit 1 spent 

·.;.;~:·:·:·~·. .·:·~~:·;.·.;.;.:·:···....... - ~-=·:·=·="· 

TRIGA reac~9.!~iW~n~st<?r ··:::~Mt~@~:}fue.l,~~t~rnents·t!,§;yranium- fuel elements; 18.95 
modules ~V.~tf:t6tJifff'df10D~. "·<ttK zircoriliifhY.Qfid~f~lloy with MTHM for the 
Shippin~p~ffleactor, a"ilCif~l:::.. ··::::~~J~f.:~tuminuril'i)f~!?.linless steel Shippingport reflector 
associatictf~qioactive ":\t>.. '<:~J~~;I.. Shippirgport reflector modules and rods; 0.32 

. materials ah@@mponents ·.;\t\,, rr\'btj:~ arid rod as Th02 MTHM for the TRIGA 
related to thei'f:~~~.!pt, \fit. wit~~Z.!.tcaloy-4 clad: spent fuel elements. 
transfer and stor~fg'ffa.. ·::~:f:: 

-~:;~~~i~~r::~~ ~~~~~~~{ 
Authorized Use: The 'Mift~rial ide_d,ijMd in 6.A. and 7.A. above is authorized for receipt, possession, 
storage and t~ansfer in ti1~l~~·~:@~pent Fuel Facility, as ?escribed.i1 the k::!aho Spent Fuel Facility 
Safety Analysis Report datett;:f!pvermer 19, 2001, as rev1se,q or supplemented on November 8, 2002, 
March 28, 2003, November f.;( 2003, May 30, 2008, nd June 8, 2009, and as further supplemented 
and amended in accordance with 10 CFR 72.70 and 10 CFR 72.48. 

Authorized Place of Use: The licensed material is to be received, possessed, transferred and stored at 
the k::!aho Spent Fuel Facility, located atthe ldaho·National Laboratory in Butte County, k::laho. 

The Technical Specifications contained in the Appendix attached hereto are incorporated into the 
license. The licensee shall operate the installation in accordance with the Technical Specifications in 
the Appendix. The Appendix contains Technical Specifications related to environmental protection to 
satisfy the requirements of 1 O CFR 72.44(d)(2). 

The licensee shall follow the physical protection plan entitled, "Idaho Spent Fuel Facility Physical 
Protection Plan," dated November 19, 2001, as revised November 1 O, 2003 and May 30, 2008, and as it 
may be further amended under the provisions of 1 O CFR 72.44(e) and 1 O CFR 72.186. 
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13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

FUEL AND HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTE Docket or Reference No. 
SUPPLEMENTARY SHEET 72-25 

The licensee shall follow the approved Idaho Spent Fuel Facility Quality Assurance Plan (DOE/RW-
0333P, Revision 10, dated April 28, 2000. Changes to the plan are subject to Commission approval in 
accordance with '1 O CFR Part 72, Subpart G. 

The licensee shall follow the kiaho Spent Fuel Facility Emerge!.1~V.J~Rlan dated November 19, 2001, as 
revised or supplemented on March 28, 2003, November 14,iPP..~fMay 30, 2008, and as further 
supplemented and revised in accordance with 1 O CFR 72 .• ~Mm%: .. 

~n~~w~ "{.~¥~t,. 
Pursuantto 1 O CFR 72. 7, the licensee is hereby exemiP.ieif"from tH~i.Pr;evisions of 1 O CFR 72.102(f)( 1) 
regarding the seismic design criteria of .10CFR P~rfl9'0; Appendix if!f.tn~ exemption to 1 O CFR 
72.102(f)( 1) allows the licensee to use a Proba~.!@J!lC .. Seismic Hazards i:::J\n~!xsis methodology to 
calculate the design earthquake values to be usec{:jn the facilfy design. ··:::@r:?.:::. 

·'.:~tlh~~·. ..~th.. ··~=::@b: ... 
The licensee shall be responsible for r~.q_uesting, througt,H.~~::t?Jltji;Jet process, m·~~:n~cessary funds from 
the United States Congress for the d~98tr!missioni ng ciHJi~J~f' Facility.to nsur£fcompliance under this 
license for the operations and decomnil.$~iot)Jng of the ISP:F.ii:cility. The licensee shall promptly notify 

'Vy·f··i:. ····:-····. ~~~, "·.~ ~-·~.;.~ 

NRC, in writing, of any anticipated or fore~~~teafJSJ1.c;f.~et shoiff~H~t .. as soon as they are known, along 
· with a plan, f nece$ ry. detailirg specifi6?ij1~as'i1t~§j!b.~twill bl'{~~~n by the licensee to obtain the 

funding and/or pre~nt adX~b~f!.~gea~ts on fl1~1~SF. Fa6~11~:8g~~ati6~j:~~:·The lbe~s~e s_hall provide to 
NRC an updatedstima.t~~J,::lht:i~~j?:!;J1ons, ma1,t.~t~na.a9.~f~se.99n,!Y antltiecomm1ss1onmg costs at a 
minimum ofeverf5 ye~t.~~:·&r inatiifitl; manner:WJJ.ef.tf~yerthe'~e199sts are significantly impacted (such 
asachangeinstoragec~a~~ity,inp~~Jionofa&.i~~!§ffalsecurity°i-"~quirements,etc.). 

5
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For the dura~.!:?.:!Jf?:t!tl~.licer{f~Ii~t~;~~~~n!~~:~:~all i~TlibJthe Director, NMSS, at least90 days in 
advance, Rf:ii~~~~replij:~;m~~t ot't~~~ntity c~ii¢lf.!~~ ~~]POE to perform the management and operation 
(the CoQ~f:f:f~tor). of th la~!J:%~pnt·~R~·!.. Fealcy .":N¥Im.1n 'BO days after the replac~ment of the 
Contractqtt~e licensee sh~.\t!~.ssess:t~:~performance of the Contractor and provide a statement to the 
N RC verifylrii:fllJatthe replac~ttf~nt oftti~~C,ontractor has had no effect on the execution of licensed 

·.-......... •• ········"'"" .... ,.,:Z>·" 
responsibilitie's:for.Jhe kiaho Spei:it..Fuel Facility, 

··:::qh~~. .,Wf:;i:. ·-;;:~" 

This license is effectiv.e: .. as of the ~at¢ of issuance shown below. 

..:<n'.t;~~~~:;:; .... ::f i f~1~lWr 

. 

-~:f,Q~;THE U.S. NUCLEAR REGULA TORY COMMISSION 
·-:~::;~;:·· 

EricJ. Benner, Chief 
Licensing Branch 
Division of Spent Fuel Storage and Transportation 
Office of Nuclear Material Safety 
and Safeguards 

Washington, DC 20555 

Date of Issuance: September J_, 2009 
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Definitions 
1.1 

1· USE AND APPLICATION 

1.1 Definitions 

NOTE --------------------------------------------------

The defined terms of this section appear in capitalized type and are applicable throughout these ISF 
Facility Technical Specifications and Bases. h' 

---------~=-----------------------~;:::·-----------------
ACTIONS ACTIONS shall .Q.dlfo~~;~ of ::::~@fication that prescribes 

Required Act~P:@f:1~l>e taken und;{W~~i~ated Conditions within 
the specified-qgfilpletion Times. --::£:~\. 

··=~::::::::;.. .... ~::;:;{::::;. 
CANISTERHANDLING CANISTER HANDLING e"i~~\Vhen SPENTN:liCLEAR FUEL is 

con~med in an ISF·6~1s"J.~W!ifthat has passed 'it$ .. ~k rate 
ac~t@;~r.:-~~st and is n6~}~J.!~in a STORAGE TUBE that has passed 
its irf~$~€~'ii11~~~trate accep~~- test. 

~~1~~::.. •,:~:::~~~~~~~::~:-. . ·-=~;ii~~:::: .. 
CHANNEL CHECK ... , A CHA1@WL C~QK:J,~ the quiijJ"(aj:jve assessment, by observation, 

,/(f:@l@;.~ ... of channe'W~pavior ,ad,fW$.:9geratidt@Jhis determination shall 
................... :--..:~·-~J:;:7... l d 6 . ..., -w:~·,.·.·~fii~· . "f h h l . d" . d 

.fN~f::.-· ·. ·~i@f u e, W1i~,J>_?.,~f:N~~.e; ci.i.:~~:~:~gn o ~ e c anne. m 1cat1on an 
··:::ff~h. ·4.~ws to otherm~~~Jlbons and stams derived from mdependent 

··::::;:~~h-,. ii),stfument chanp~ls measuring the same parameter. -
··:;.-;:::::;;., o/.&.;' -:.~~::::~. 

nT->'5.."f>lOT>T•"' .... TA~::ffi~»tt"fftti~ FJ¥.onoNAL TEST is the injection of a simulated 
.. ~ , . ·~ ·::::\f.~r actu~fs1~J,OOt~~tli~ channel as close to the sensor as practicable 

~4., , .. ~.;=::\.'\:,. ··~tit~pfy OPE~.:iI.J:V, including required alarms, interlocks, 
~\, ·, d1~P.1f..ffe::.~d trip funct10ns. 

ISF CANIS;-i:)::-- ~f~The ~~~~NISTER is the sealed SPENT NUCLEAR FUEL J,;,'.fu. ~&ontainer.tltat consists of a cylindrical shell with welded upper and 
~~qt, ~~l9wer closure heads. The ISF CANISTER provides for the canning 
'1$.t:., ,.&]\$f c~nsolidated fuel rods or unconsolidated assemblies to meet the 

~\t[.f-f'reqmrements of IO CFR 72.122(h)(l). The ISF CANISTER also 
"V provides the primary confinement for the stored SPENT NUCLEAR 

FUEL. 
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Definitions 
1.1 

I. USE AND APPLICATION 

LOADING OPERATIONS LOADING OPERATIONS include activities associated with 
packaging SPENT NUCLEAR FUEL into ISF canisters. LOADING 
OPERA TIO NS exist whenever 

OPERABLE/OPERABILITY 

• SPENT NUCLEAR FUEL is present in a transfer cask without a 
restrained closure lid (i.e., either the transfer cask closure lid bolts 
are not fully tensioned or th~;:_~Jisk adapter remote release lid 
restraints are not fully eng~g@; 

..:::??~;::~· 
• SPENT NUCLEAR f~=:j~ in the Fuel Packaging Area; or 

··===~=~:;:~:~:;:;::~=~=~=~=~=~>~ 
• SPENT NUCLF;_AR;.mtrEL1s@:.an ISF CANISTER that has not 

/,· .-. •.·.· ~, .. ,:;::. 
completed itsJ.!f.~Krate acceptafi~~)~.~t. 

£:~>::::$:":·· ~;.:,::::~;~:-. 
A system, cop.:@)Mit, or device shall h!§:=Q!}f.RABLE or have 
OPERABILI't¥:)xtien it is capable of perfo@.b!_g its specified safety 
function( s) and ~~kt;ll nec~~$Q' a~endant m~~r.ientation, .. 
conttols, normal ot em¢.q~e,,o@!.1~ctncal power, ~i:J.:9.ther aux1hary 
eq~Mm~9_t required 1&~~1rem, component, or.1ie~ice to perform 
its ~~~m~:4;J.g]portant to·t~~zy function(s) are also capable of 
perfd@.~~g="tll}kr.~~ated supptij:~llnctions. 

~<:ft. ·-:=>.ftf\:;:;.,. \@b. 
RECEIPT OPERATIONS .• ,-:::::;:;:::~:·;:,,. RECEIP~iQJ>ERA~I": ·~t.i.nclude~~-tivities associated with 

........ , .... >,.-.::-«::·:::·· ·p· ;-p .; 1~1): . ~- . ti 
dfilJ~p::::~:::l~~h{J?dling S *~T .~.; ,~_,/ ~.t.:~fv_EL ile it is contained m a trans er 

:tf.:'t;:: ·-.:::~a.&lc with a re.$k~~'closure=ii~/(ie., either the transfer cask lid 
· ··itt::.. ifL~~!lre bolts J¥¥,i'iy tensioneci'or the cask adapter remote release lid 

·~W=::-- i:.~.§'ltaints are fulf%mgaged). 
~~ . -=~~@:~:·.. .~~t~~-=::=9.it~::::~ ·~~:i:~:: .. 4.::;:f.:!'":=::-&;· -:::m:::w:r· ~·.·:·=·-:,:::::...... ~:::.:::.,. • 

SPENT ~~~Ai~.t;.~ ··::;;\/~· ENf Nil~~EAR:fUEL means fuel that has been withdrawn from 
,./. ··'--:::::;,?%%::. -.:~~)m.clear r~16t"§~~f:qJl~~ing irradiation, has undergone at least one 
·~:-. -=~,;;. y'~t~,decay sind(6eing used as a source of energy in a power reactor 
~ %.:?:b ancfll~t~~t ~een chemically separated into i1:5 constituents ele.ments 

~fa:.. ·~:d~ by repr~.~~smg. SPENT NUCLEAR FUEL mcludes the special 
·-::;;~1@;. ~,uclear iilaterial, byproduct material, source material, and other 

W:J!i ~ dioactive materials associated with fuel assemblies. 

STORAGEOPERATioW(t~,;;;~ . TORAGE OPERATIONS exist when an ISF CANISTER is 
·-~h. ~~:.:' 

:;;~contained within a STORAGE TUBE that has passed its interseal 

STORAGE TUBE 

~ leak rate acceptance test. 

The STORAGE TUBE is the sealed ISF CANISTER container, 
which consists of a cylindrical shell, shield plug, and a bolted closure 
plate. The STORAGE TUBE provides the secondary confinement 
boundary for the stored radioactive materials. 
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. Logical Connectors 
1.2 

1. USE AND APPLICATION 

1.2 Logical Connectors 

PURPOSE The purpose of this section is to explain the meaning oflogical 
connectors. 

Logical connectors are used in Technical Specifications (TS) to 
discriminate between, and yet connect, discrete Conditions, 
Required Actions, Completion'Hm~s, Surveillances, and 
Frequencies. The only logic1_1.f$¥ectors that may appear in TS are 
AND and OR. The physi9:~fijffl~gement of these connectors 
constitutes logical conx,ef.9-l)~M:W.tJi specific meanings . 

.. :~«_··;,~~/=··· "\fh:-. 
BACKGROUND Several levels o(J@i~>may be usecH5~fati;tte Required Actions. These 

levels are id~~&Ji?Sy the place~enH~t\~f~ting) of ~e logi~al 
connectors aq:m~ the number assigned fo:~~li Reqmred Action. 
Th~ first levei'b\!~~j~ is id~ntMJ~d by the tt~{~f:~~t of the ~umber 
assigned to a Requtt~4~~CtlJ?J!i~n"d the placeme0:~~~f.:Jhe logical 
cq.1· · .. )~r in the firs~~l~~).~iWf.~sting (i.e., le~ justiij~d with t~e 
nu .... )~bf..~e Reqmred ~@.9n). The successive levels of logic are 
ideif · ... ~f:f5f$5!!iitional digittpfthe Required Action number and by 
succ;~{~? irl~~J.fil.IB,~s ofth~~~mg~l connectors. 

~ V.:::@;--, ··::::::::::~'. 

. ::i~~lWJtJ.:~ .. When lof°~ conn~-,k~;P,seci"t~tfate a Condition, Completion 
./ftp= .. ·'··· "~~~@[~pie, Surv~.ffi.11JJtJiFl-i(t(ijgr,~~ only the first level of logic is 
~\::;:;3~-- ''U.[i""ed, and the·~·;:;·: ~)l1 'connecto'f·1s:.foftjustified with the statement of 

0:'/?.""•'- ":::::.: :.: ....... . 
"\t\.. t · ~~ompletion:?m1e, Surveillance, or Frequency. ··:·:·:·:·:·:-. :::=~·!·~ ® 

··:::;~~?:;-. ··==~?:=$;~~::=:·.·. ~:::?:~<· 
.,.;;::::=:::::::::::::-:·.·. .• "===:::1;(~::;:;:::::::--..:·:::::,-;::=:.:f .. ~~" "~::~}.:· 

''····.::::_. __ :=~ .. ==:;:;::::>=..: ... =·.· .. =:::.:::::.::~.--:·:~c>:;··.~,~=~:-~,_w~~~:~~~:;1lft\~\~.~-~.f.;.:~ ....... -.,-.:=_.:=·:': ... =.:·.· .. =:=·.:_:=':'.·C: • ~ .'$ · .. ,~-:: ··=, · .. ·:~ "=~{l~fft~~ ~,~Wili) 
· .~~ ... '\--'. ""•Xv~· • • ..._. ·.·..-
··~=~~~~, ··~~:~~. X~:?!-::;.~ 

-~~=?::1~,.. ~t~w-. ·::4~\ .. 
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Logical Connectors 
1.2 

1. USE AND APPLICATION 

EXAMPLES The following examples illustrate the use oflogical connectors. 

EXAMPLE 1.2-1 

EXAMPLE 1.2-2 

ACTIONS 

CONDITION 

A. LCO not met A.1 

AND 

A.2 Res ..... ?. 

COMPLETION TIME 

In this example the logical connec~~ ~~used to inJ1~that when in Condition A, 
both required Actions A.I, and 4 .. i.lst be completed. ·:' · 

~~&· ~:? ···:~,.·~::: .• ®~·.. ..Jiib :? . 
··:;::?3;:: z::f_.M:=-' ::¥", 
"W.:~.:r:r:;&·· cy:=· 

·.z ... ~.·=·:·~."r .......... ::::· 
ACTIONS "·==t~@:.. 

:<"/h, 

'. x 
:~ ents a more complicated use of logical connectors. Required 

~·1 d A.3 are alternative choices, only one of which must be 
icated by the use of the logical connector OR and the left justified 

placement. ' y one of these three Actions may be chosen. If A.2 is chosen, then both 
A.2.1 and A.2.2 must be performed as indicated by the logical connector AND. 
Required Action A.2.2 is met by performing A.2.2.1 or A.2.2.2. The indented position 
of the logical connector OR indicates that A.2.2.1 and A.2.2.2 are alternative choices, 
only one of which must be performed. 
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Completion Times 
1.3 

1. USE AND APPLICATION 

1.3 Completion Times 

PURPOSE The purpose of this section is to establish the Completion Time 
convention and to provide guida~ce for its use. 

BACKGROUND Limiting Conditions for Operations (LCOs) specify the lowest 
functional capability or performance levels of equipment required 
for safe operation of the facility/U\e ACTIONS associated with an 
LCO state Conditions that tyP.t§.~"iy describe the ways in which the 
requirements of the LCQ..~@}fi\J' to be met. Specified with each 
stated Condition are R~:@~a®Q-~jpn(s) and Completion Time(s) . 

. /.::·}~ ··~~::~::::·f -:~~~~~f~~~:~. 
DESCRIPTION The co.mpletiol}.J;~fu~;is the amourit:~fwe allow~d for completing 

a Reqmred A9.~-~m;::It 1s referenced to tli:d!~e of discovery of a 
situation ( e.g~~ii_µipment or variable not'W.:1~i~ limits) that requires 
entering an ACTt~J'??lS Conditt2v unless otlle@.~~ specified, 
providing the faciH~(i~Jn 8:.:W.#ified conditiori=(~!~.d in the 
AW?:!k~~~~ity.of the Ee~r-=R~illred Actio~s m~stli¢;6ompleted prior 
to 'tlj~~~~J.~~1on of the sp~~ij~d Completion Time. An ACTIONS 
Conih~pnfirJ~s in effecfan~~the Required Actions apply until the 
Con~it{~~· ?~:1ifil.~lf.·~sts o;\li'\~g~ity is not within the LCO 

,.;.:;::::;::;-,... . Apphcatf~~ity. -.:.ij_;,:::... ~~:::~::::~ 
.:::::::::~~::-::=-:~::::-;... w~"·· .&::@':::-.:--,;.. "~::;:::~:: . .::::::~::::~;:.,. ... *l.::.~::::.. W.t /J.m~·:.-::~~::t-::i~~·· """ 

4p~lW '"1~ppce a CorltJJj.9 .. m~ffee~efi.W~p, subsequent subsystems, 
~~j\.... ~.fflponents, rf{#j"fiibles expre~d in the Condition,_ discovered to 

··,;~fr=::.. lf$ot within Hn{~~ will not result in separate entry into the 
~%~h: .. i ,~· ··. '.: unless''-S&ifically stated. The Required Actions of the 

.. ::;:ffitll:;::::::::.,. "·=~@m .. oil I it~~e::@ilpply to each additional failure with .4£f t~~::::~~-=-=~·::%~::::~~~illft~r~~b::,, %{~:letion .. p~d on initial entry into the Condition. 

5 



Completion Times 
1.3 

1. USE AND APPLICATION 

EXAMPLES The following examples illustrate the use of Completion Times with different types of 
Conditions and changing Conditions. 

EXAMPLE 1.3-1 

ACTIONS 

CONDITION 

B. Required Action and 
associated Completion 
Times not met 

:·:r=~~~=~: 

REQUIRED A9TIQ:N COMPLETION TIME 

COMPLETION TIME 

7 days 

When as ··1s determined to not meet the LCO, Condition A is entered. If the 
system is n~t restored within 7 days, Condition B is also entered and the Completion 
Time clocks for Required Actions B.1 and B.2 start. If the system is restored after 
Condition B is entered, Conditions A and B are exited, and therefore, the Required 
Actions of Condition B may be terminated. 

6 



I. USE AND APPLICATION 

EXAMPLE 1.3-3 

NOTE 

Completion Times 
1.3 

Separate Condition entry is allowed for each component. 

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED AC'Q~~ COMPLETION TIME 

A. LCOnotmet. A.I Restore c~~ffi.ffi'ce 4hours 
· hUKf·:: ~ Wit .·.wi.~":::fa .. 

B. Required Action and B.l ConfMtt"actlQ~~.l 6 hours 
associated Completion Am;,;•'t,, "q,:c 
Time not met. 

:~:2.hours B.V.:f::[Complete action B.2·::: ........... ~~-:-.· 'w ... •.•H-. ....... .., ... 

7 



Frequency 
1.4 

1. USE AND APPLICATION 

1.4 Frequency 

PURPOSE The purpose of this section is to define the proper use and application 
of Frequency requirements. 

DESCRIPTION Each Surveillance Requirement (SR) has a specified Frequency in 
which the Surveillance must be . .m¢J in order to meet the associated 
Limiting Condition for Ope~.~~!iff{tco). An understanding of the 
correct application of the fo.AAij"tfled Frequency is necessary for 

1. 'th th .. :·:·:·:~~-:-:::.:.::: .. comp 1ance w1 e SE;i::::;:.w" .. --.::;~:::::: .. 
. ;.f:~::::::~g::/ . :·;:;;~~~}:: .. 

The "specified_yjx@~cy" is refe?"ecf:t9W1:roug~out this sec~ion and 
each of the S~~c~tions of Sect10n 3.~f:~!Jp'eillance Reqmrement 
(SR). Applica6t~\~ .. The "specified Frequenc.¥l&.onsists of the . 
reqmrements offli(f.g~uenc)f~~p.J.umn of eadi\~;i:~s well as certam 
NoJ$J in the Surveill~ft-c · ~:that modify peft:~t;w,ance 
reqlli~ro.~nts. .. .. ; x . .• . :.: .. 

·W#..::::--..: .... .. ~~·~ .. :·-:="'«·... '>;;·.:=:~:·. 
~::::::.~-:::~~~=~::a~- ~~~%---. 

Situ~tl[~~ ~wfj}~~~rveillan~~ld be required (i.e., its Frequency 
w-.·.,. could e5i~,ke ), buf.i.ij$J:;:~~ is no~Jf$*-ble or not desired that it be 

~:~fa.yerforme~~til soma~~er the·a$>ciated LCO is within its 
~¢.')ff P~:::: ~~~~J?Pl~cabiliWJ~~Rffl~~'P31ef©$-.-§R 3.0.4 conflicts. To a~oid these 
'<\%.:. ~WJ1cts, ~h·e·@f,{[$:, ~e Survti~ance or the Frequency) 1s stated 

·:\i§,. J%h that 1t 1s ?'tijf::.r~qmred w~en 1t can be an~ s~ould be performed . 
. ·.~·::::::::x:· ... , ~Uh .. ~.zith:a..S.~ sat1sfi~~~R 3.0.4 imposes no restriction. 

,.::::::::::;::::-t&::x:::.:.,. ~<::~~}~·= .,,~~ . . ·li'f<-*· 
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Frequency 
1.4 

1. USE AND APPLICATION 

EXAMPLES The following examples illustrate the various ways that Frequencies are specified. 

EXAMPLE 1.4-1 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

Verify pressure within limit. 12 hcm.t~. 
--~~=-~=-::::::~?;,. 

Example 1.4-1 contains the type of SR most:!?.~~ricountered in the Technical 
Specifications (TS). The Frequency specj.ij~$.~~tNfil~r;yal (12 hours) during which the 
associated Surveillance must be perfo.,~M;llleastt~t~#.~e. Performance of the 
Surveillance initiat~s the subs~qu~µJ;~~al. Alth~ugfi~~~:~:f requency is state? as 
12 hours, an extension of the tn~~(iJf~rval to 1.25 times lli.~~~ted Frequency is 
allowed by SR 3.0.2 for operati§jii(1Iexibility. The measur~l&nt of this interval 
continues at all times, even wheri'-='flij;§R is not r~m~ired to be.ffi@~~r SR3.0.l (such as 
when a variable i_s outside sp~cified HfU~&.or ~~~.fo,cility is out~idSft~r.~t.ppli:a~ility of 
the LCO). lfthe mteW,:4h~pec1fied by SR:~W,)21s~~xceeded while the:(~c1hty ism a 
condition specified iff:(fi~$.p.p,Ucability of tl((:(to, the LCO is not met in accordance 

"th SR 3 0 1 \;::::; ..... %.<@::>,, ··::~~::~:-. 
WI • • • .;;;:? X:.;;;;:-:-~:-,. ·.;·:~;;::·. 

-~~\ '~:t~:·.. ··-=::@\ .. 
If the_ i~~%~J~~ spe_cifiecf=6~~'.::. ~ 3.~'.~#'.~fceeded~ t~e facility is not in a . 
cond1t~W~f:$)..~£}.js:~ m the Ap ~ab1h~R,(~@;;%£~ for=w"luch performance of the SR is 
reqµ,J_f@;~tlie Stl~~W,ance mu · : .:f(. P;.efre'.~e.a\Vi~:Jhe Frequency requirem~nts of SR 
3:0.'.2::iJr&r to ent:ry~~1P the speci~m~ond1t10n . .Ffilfore to do so would result ma 
v10latll1t1:0f SR 3.0.~b: -:.::.-::=.:::. 

(continued) 
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Frequency 
1.4 

1. USE AND APPLICATION 

EXAMPLE 1.4-2 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

Verify flow is within limits. Once within 12 hours prior to starting 
activity 

10 

...,? 
ANDW::_, 
~~~~~· 
~ j}i{!.lfs thereafter 



Approved Contents 
2.0 

2 APPROVEDCONTENTS 

2.1 The ISF Facility shall be limited to the receipt, packaging, and storage of the following SPENT 
NUCLEAR FUEL: 

• 

• 

• 

Peach Bottom fuel elements with characteristics as described in Table 2-i, 

Shippingport fuel rods with characteristics as desc~j·n Table 2-2, and 

TRIGA fuel elements with characteristics as# Table 2-3 . 
,;.::;::_$7··~··· =#'..$ :::.f:t:~;. 

Table Ui\· .. ··:~ <:::;®h: 
~ ·:::--~;:-... 

Spent Fuel Limits · Bottom Fuel· ·~$:J::., 
·~~·@· 

Cladding 

Maximum Fuel Enrichment ium enriched td:~}~15% 

re gas-cooled with 

Limit 

Zircaloy-4 

MaX:fAfum Fuel Enrichnfitt "'-if& 
•••••• ..... JO,•.·~·.•",. ....... 

Not applicable 

Maximli'~]4,~.~ay Heat pef@.f CANISTER lOW 

L WBR Th02 Type N N reflector 

30,000EFPH 

Table2-3. 
Spent Fuel Limits - Training Research Isotope Production General Atomics (TRIGA) 

Fuel 

Characteristic Limit 

Cladding Aluminum or Stainless Steel 

Maximum Enrichment 9 w/o uranium enriched to 20% 
235TJ 

Maximum Decay Heat per ISF CANISTER 36W 

11 



2 APPROVED CONTENTS 

Approved Contents 
2.0 

2.2 The decay heat load of the ISF Facility storage vaults shallot exceed the limits shown in 
Table2-4. 

Vault 1 

Vault2 

STORAGE 
TUBE Heat 

Load (Watts) 

40 

120 

40 

120 

Table2-4 
ISF Facility 

Heat Load Limits 

12 

Vault Heat 
Load (Watts) 

6160 

12880 



LCO Applicability 
3.0 

3 LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION (LCO) APPLICABILITY 

LC03.0.l 

LC03.0.2 

LC03.0.3 

LC03.0.4 

LC03.0.5 

LCOs shall be met during specified conditions in the Applicability, except as 
provided in LCO 3.0.2. 

Upon discovery of a failure to meet an LCO, the Required Actions of the associated 
Conditions shall be met, except as provided ~T~ 3.0.5 . 

... -.::::::=:::f· 
If the LCO is met or is no longer applic~Y.t\1f:ib'r to expiration of the specified 
Completion Time(s), completion oft~~$8..h9.. Actions(s) is not required, unless 
otherwise stated · ~:::~::~ ,,;_:::-;.~~:-. 

. ..~:t.1fa ">;:.~· "~*%b::,. 

When an LCO is not met, entW'@w. .. a speci!jAApondition flil~,:~pplicability shall 
not be .ma~e exc~gt ~hen the a~~oajm~:~ _A~~S .t? be enter~~~~r:niit con.tinued 
Operation ID the {?)?.M!t1ed condition inM.~~hcab1hty for an urilim1ted penod of 
time. This Specifl~~Olt).b.~ll not prevettl~nges in specified conditions in the 
Applicability that aif.f~qifi'~~;;..comply wi~~TIONS. 

~~t~~ .. >::::]m~=·;~. ..~====~====·· 
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SR Applicability 
3.0 

3 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT (SR) APPLICABILITY 

SR3.0.l 

SR3.0.2 

SR3.0.3 

SR3.0.4 

SRs shall be met during specified conditions in the Applicability for individual 
LCOs, unless otherwise stated in the SR. Failure to meet a SR, whether such failure 
is experienced during the performance of the Surveillance or between performances 
of the Surveillance, shall be failure to meet the LCO. Failure to perform a 
Surveillance within the specified Frequency shall be failure to meet the LCO except 
as provided in SR 3.0.3. Surveillances do not M,l.¢.to be performed on inoperable · 
equipment or variables outside specified Iim:~iWJY 

/.;:i~?::;~·7 .... ~~·.f.'.X_. 

The specified Frequency for each SR..;:!~:¢¢rif=tlie,,~urveillance is performed within 
1.25 .times the ~~terval specified ~.R!~~·F.foquen®.~f:V~1easured from the time a 
specified cond1t1on of the Fre<w~~W~is met. ,~;nh: .. 

ltff.W ~Wt: .. 
For Frequ:ncie~ specifie~ as:¥,~~pe'." the above interval ~~~~~ion does n?t apply. If 
a Complet10n Time requ~res P~f~~' perfo~-l-l.!~e on a "onc~~p;~f: .. ~' .basis, the 
above Frequency e~tens1on apph~S~P:.:~.ac~J~mformance after tll;~J~,~tial 
performance. f~f~~~~~t\t:::~.-. ·:~:11@.I{:~~;· "-;~:;;:::: 
Exceptions to this Sij#ifiit~!~9ft..are stated'iij~ individual Specifications. 

~~f~::~. . .... ~:~~~~~~~~-=-.. -:~:;;@:¢.. 

''{@f;~try into a ~~ified condition in the ~p~licabi.lity of .an LCO shall not b~ made 
"<@J~ss the LJ.l9./s SRs have been met within the1r specified Frequency. This 
pr'tit~~jg,J._,mfhot preve~t entry into specified conditions in the Applicability that 
are req~~f.~~;16 comply with ACTIONS or that are related to unloadmg of a 
STORAGE TUBE. 

14 



3 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT CSR) APPLICABILITY 

3 .1 Canister Integrity 

3.1.1 Canister Integrity 

Canister Integrity 
3.1.1 

LC03.Ll The ISF CANISTER helium leak rate shall be :S 104 std cm3 /sec at a pressure of 
19-21psiaat80-100°F. 

APPLICABILITY: CANISTER HANDLING, STORAGE: ·· 
rl· .. • 

ACTIONS: 

A. LCO not met. 

15 

COMPLETION 
TIME 

Prior to CANISTER 
HANDLING 

(continued) 



3SURVEILLANCEREQUIREMENTS 

SR3.l.1. 

SURVEILLANCE 

Verify ISF CANISTER fill 
pressure and helium leak rate 
is within limits. 

16 

Canister Integrity 
3.1.1 

FREQUENCY 

Once prior to CANISTER HANDLING. 



STORAGE TUBE Pressure and Interseal Leak Rate 
3.2.1 

3 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT (SR) APPLICABILITY 

3.2 STORAGE TUBE Integrity 

3.2.1 STORAGE TUBE Pressure and Interseal Leak Rate 

LC03.2.l The STORAGE TUBE interseal leak rate shall be :S 104 std cm3 /sec at a pressure 
within the limits of Figure 3.2-1. 

APPLICABILITY: STORAGE OPERATIONS ,,# 
ACTIONS: Aft:::: .. . ~~w· ··:wt.:::. 

£X~'ib. -:;:::r:::::.-. 
------------------------------------------------- ~ :E,r--------------·~----------------------. ~· ·~-@-. 

Separate Condition entry is allowed for' h*STORAGE TUBif@~ining an 
ISF CANISTER. >::f::§::: ... 

.ffe:::.. ··::Wk:::. ------------------------------------------.---------- ... ~------,.,. w-----------------,:ef.k::.~-----
.,.;..,.,. ··" .. · -::::.ex· 

..::':::'@:~ h ~: h. , ··::::=" 
CONDITION ··~i:;@?, ;.:. REQU .... ·:<'ACTION COMPLETION 

~%;-··::-~ :~~ · :;.~:. TIME ~:;>:· .;.;-.*!'?,o:.,_ .. -.--:;::::, 
~- •' 7 "JI•!•'-!•"•: ... :. --:~ Y.F.Q 

(continued) 
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STORAGE TUBE Pressure and Interseal Leak Rate 
3.2.1 

3 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT CSR) APPLICABILITY 

24.0 

~ 23.0 
(Ill 

'j!l 22.0 ._. 

5 21.0 

! 20.0 
g. 
LU 19.0 
= i: 18.0 
LU 

~ 17.0 

~ 16.D 

15.0 

14.0 

13.0 

' ) 

Figure 3.2-1 
STORAGE TUBE Helium Fill Pressure Limits 

I--'" ~· ------1---' 
Maximum Helium Fill Pressure 

-~ -~ :--

i.- ---
~ !.---' 

~ -- ~ 
L....-

i- !.--""' ~~ 

L---1---' 
,_- --~ 

_,,,.----- !---' 

~ 
.....--~ Minimum Helium FiU Pressure 

~ 
i-~ 

,_ 
........... -i.--

-~ .40 -:35 ·31J -25 -20 -15 -10 -5 0 5 10 16 20 25 30 35 40 ~ 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100 105 

Environmental .AntJient Tef11JenrtU"e (deg f) 

~ 
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STORAGE TUBE Pressure and Interseal Leak Rate 
3.2.1 

3 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT CSR) APPLICABILITY 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE 

SR3.2.1.1 Verify STORAGE TUBE 
pressure and interseal leak 
rate within specified limits. 

SR3.2.1.2 Verify STORAGE TUBE 
pressure and interseal leak 
rate within specified limits. 

19 

FREQUENCY 

Prior to commencing STORAGE 
OPERATIONS for the STORAGE 
TUBE being tested. 



Storage Vault Removal System 
3.2.2 

3 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT (SR) APPLICABILITY 

3.2.2 Storage Vault Heat Removal System 

LC03.2.2 

APPLICABILITY: 

The Storage Vault Heat Removal System for each occupied STORAGE TUBE 
shall be OPERABLE. 

STORAGE OPERATIONS 

.4k::. 
ACTIONS: d@P' ... 

.4.d:@{ 
-------------------------------------------------Nef~:··~·::wt~~ .. ---------------------------z-,J:·.···· ;;::;-,·.;., 
Separate Condition entry is allowed fo~;.~~c.lf TO~~& TUBE containing 
an ISF CANISTER. ,;:~· ":::;~:J:· 
--------------------------------------·.:.~-----------------!~:§.----------------

~:=:~::::~'::--" . "~:-. 

CONDITION · UIRE~<~TION ··::~j mtfOMPLETION 
;;-: ::::-... ..:::Alm$ "::;::::::::.. TIME 

A. LCO not met. 48 ;B"'iirs 

B. 96 hours 

(continued) 
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3 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT CSR) APPLICABILITY 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SR3.2.2. 

SURVEILLANCE 

Visually inspect all inlet air 
vents, outlet air vents, and 
occupied STORAGE TUBE 
annular outlets for blockage. 

4mt~~:=~:=·· 
~~:?~~~~~~:%·('. 
~~~4r , -:::;~~:;;~~-t

·~::=::~. < ··~~:::~=-*~·. ~ 

·~:::~:~:!" 

21 

48 hours 

Storage Vault Removal System 
3.2.2 

FREQUENCY 



3 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT (SR) APPLICABILITY 

3.3 Criticality Control Program 

3.3.1 Fuel Packaging Area Limits 

Fuel Packaging Area Limits 
3.3.1 

LCO 3.3.1 Only one SPENT NUCLEAR FUEL type (i.e., Peach Bottom, Shippingport, or 
TRIGA) shall be present within the Fuel Packaging Area. 

APPLICABILITY: RECEIPT OPERATIONS, LOADING OPE 

ACTIONS: 

CONDITION 

A. LCO not met. 

22 

COMPLETION 
TIME 

90 days 

(continued) 



Fuel Packaging Area Limits 
3.3.l 

3 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT (SR) APPLICABILITY 

SURVEILLANCEREQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCEREQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE 

SR3.3.l.l Verify SPENT NUCLEAR 
FUEL type in transfer cask. 

FREQUENCY 

Prior to transferring transfer cask loaded 
with SPENT NUCLEAR FUEL into 

SR 3 .3.1.2 Verify SPENT NUCLEAR W:)9'.£tiuring visual inspection of first fuel 
FUEL type in Fuel Packagin_ :::: ~f~ff:·~nloaded from each transfer 
Area %. ,:<Cask. ·-=-.:-if,: . 

@::~ .... 
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Criticality Monitoring System 
3.3.2 

3 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT (SR) APPLICABILITY 

3.3.2 Criticality Monitoring 

LC03.3.2 The criticality monitoring system shall be OPERABLE. 

APPLICABILITY: LOADING OPERA TIO NS with SPENT NV CLEAR Fuel in the Fuel Packaging 
Area. 

ACTIONS: 

CONDITION COMPLETION 
~:·u:. TIME 

A. LCO not met. 

(continued) 
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Criticality Monitoring System 
3.3.2 

3 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT (SR) APPLICABILITY 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SR3.3.2.1 

SR3.3.2.2 

SURVEILLANCE 

Perfonn a CHANNEL 
CHECK of criticality 
monitoring system. 

Perfonn a CHANNEL 
FUNCTIONAL TEST of 
criticality monitoring .:f-'.,,, 
system. · · 

25 

FREQUENCY 

Within 1 hour prior to commencing 
LOADING OPERATIONS in the Fuel 
Pack Area and every 24 hours 
thJ. 



3 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT (SR) APPLICABILITY 

3.4 Fuel Packaging Area Confinement Boundary 

3 .4.1 Heating, Ventilation, Air Conditioning (HY AC) System 

LCO 3.4.1 HY AC System shall be OPERABLE. 

APPLICABILITY: LOADING OPERATIONS 

ACTIONS: 

CONDITION 

A. LCO not met. 

26 

HVACSystem 
3.4.1 

COMPLETION 
TIME 

Immediately 

1 hour 

Within 1 hour of 
HVACsystem 
declared 
INOPERABLE and 
every 8 hours 
thereafter. 

(continued) 



HVACSystem 
3.4.1 

3 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT (SR) APPLICABILITY 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR.3.4.1.1 Verify 1 Fuel Packaging Area 
exhaust fan running. 

Within 1 hour prior to commencing 
LOADING OPERATIONS. 

AND 

Eved~:hours during LOADING 
0 ~:ERA~IONS. """ ~·· .. • 

< 
SR 3 .4.1.2 Verify HV AC primary .::: j~~ ~ 1 hour prior to commencing 

exhaust HEPA filter : ... :· I:'O =. -. GOPERATIONS. 
differential pressure is >O.. ,;.-ji:i;_~: AND ~::%1\-. 

,,x •• .-!-$... ?· 
w.g. and < 4 in w.g. ;t@JF~ E 24 h '~l~\~urin LOADING 

~St?' very our.,~;,. g 
··::..;:::-: .. :. OPERATIONS.·~:.~:::: .. _ 
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4 DESIGN FEATURES 

4.1 Design Features Significant to Safety 

4.1. l Criticality Control 

Design Features Significantto Safety 
4.1 

ISF CANISTER loading shall not exceed the following limits: 

SPENT NUCLEAR FUEL 

Peach Bottom 10 elements 

TRIG A 108 elements 

Shippingport L WBR 

4.1.2 Materials 

1. 

2. 

29 
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4 DESIGN FEATURES 

4.2 Codes and Standards 

Codes and Standards 
4.2 

The following are the governing codes for the ISF Facility storage component design: 

Storage Component 
Important to Safety 

STORAGE TUBE 

ISF CANISTER 

ISFBasket 

4.2.1 

4.2.2 

Applicable Codes 

ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code 
(B&PVC), Section II 

..::=::
ASME B&PVC, Section III, Divisio~1 
Subsection NCA, NC, and Appen~j~~: .. 
ASME B&PVC, Section V /aID; 
ASME B&PVC, Section 4.ft'. 

Editions/ 
Years 

Application 
f--~~~,--~~~--1 

Design 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Fabrication 

Yes 

Yes 

No. In 
accordance 
withISF 
Quality 
Program 
Plan 

1. The proposed alternatives would provide an acceptable level of quality and safety, or 

2. Compliance with the specified requirements of the codes listed in 4.2 above would result 
in hardship or unusual difficulty without a compensating increase in the level of quality 
and safety. 

Requests for alternatives shall be submitted in accordance with 10 CFR 72.4. 

30 



SPENT NUCLEAR FUEL Handling Equipment 
4.3 

4 DESIGN FEATURES 

4.3 

4.3.1 

4.3.2 

4.3.3 

SPENT NUCLEAR FUEL Handling Equipment 

ISF Facility Cranes and Trolleys 

The components classified to be.important to safety of the Cask Receipt Crane, the 
Fuel Handling Machine, the Canister Handling Machine, the Cask Trolley, and the 
Canister Trolley shall meet the requirements ofNUREG-0554, "Single Failure 
Proof Cranes for Nuclear Power Plants", and NUREG-06Jj::;~~.Control of Heavy 
Loads at Nuclear Power Plants". These are considered ffe§ffu.ental requirements 
to the base code, Crane Manufactures Association of.ca Specification #70 

, ....... ·.·.-~···~·-~. 
(CMAA 70). 4Jffif<-1~·~ . 

.. -:.;, o/.{::?. W$:::::. 
Other exceptions to CMAA 70 are tabulate<;t@Tu:W.' ··:~.cy~h . 

..::f.::;':::.=::;9 ~~.::J.&::: 
• • • <<::: =~~:::i- <.:::=: .. i-:-. 

L1ftmg Devices '·~? ·'Y ·.:::::~~~::: •• 
~ • .{ ~ v%::;~;:~:· 

All lifting devices used to raise or lower SPE"if:t~NUCL~~<FUEL shaif@.}·:b.? 
d . d. d "thA:NSIN14 6 1 '«9·3'·~··· s>.,-:::w.ft. D . ·:z ... .,.:.. e~1~e m ac~11 ance ~· . :=:·;·==··:··~.. • - 9 · ... ; . ~rL1 mg ev1ces ro~p 
Sh1ppmg Contamers We1ghnig=~rn~Q.g.Q.Pounds (4 ·= ·or More". 

-~~m>~H~k... . ?~6 .. 
Other exceptions to ANSI N14.6·~:tabu1~)j~~elow. '-~~~~=· 

< ··;;:,:: ·, ··~\ilt.. ·~;ttt1~h~... '!~4.k.::~ .. 
Peach Bottom T~\:Yt~Wt;~~s -~x::?.. ,.;i.t{:;f:!.::;::~::.:·. ~:;::· 

.. it~~~~:~·~· .. ·~·~~f%-:. \M:· ..... lM~==~~·-·=:::;~~~~b::;;. ~. 
The originaf-:(f~~!gn standatgJ~r the Pea*fl.ffl'i5in transf'ef;~ti'sk was 1 O CFR 71. 
The orig~al fa1it}~tio? crit~.ij' were co'n~jj~ in a set ?f deta~led drawings and 
constructmn specifj®,t~ons,J?.ffiPM~Q by Batt~lfu~Memorial Institute (BMI) and 
fyJJ,i.i.~n~~'ttQ .. fue ca;f8(®.dW.WPffi~~MI SA1{.ff9,r the Peach Bottom transfer casks 

.::::i~Q~rnM~'~s~=~~~!ficati8@j~~d pro~if~:P.J:~dirf referenced on the drawings. One 
·\~f~i'these six spedt.{9,~!.ions'"IU(~.;J?.[Ocedures·C:it~ ASME Section VIII Unfired 

·-::::P:~~~sure Vessels l99~:;t;:ditioff:filt.d. Section IX Welding Qualification 1962 Edition 
t&f ifi~ welding of au§~h~tic sti{fAf ~$~ steel and clad stainless steel by the Metallic 
Arc:P(~~ss and the TiQf~r.ocess. XS'TM is cited for base metals and filler metals 
within'.thj~'.;~ilme proced1W~~i.The assembly basis was the set of detailed drawings 
and constrfi~~J.qn specific~{~(ins. 

·,::;th:;.. ~:fft 
The exceptions 'fq~Qa¢;$Jttid Standards for the existing transfer casks are tabulated 
in Appendix A TaBWW(7-4 to the Safety Analysis Report. 
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4 DESIGN FEATURES 

SPENT NUCLEAR FUEL Handling Equipment 
4.3 

Exceptions to Codes and Standards 

System, Structure, or Component: Cask Receipt Crane, Cask,\Trolley, Canister Trolley, Fuel 
Handling Machine, Canister Handling Machine 

Reference Code or 
Standard 

Section/ Article 

Crane Manufacturers 
Association of 
America Specification 
#70 (CMAA 70) 

Exception, Justification & 
Code or Standard Requirement.-::::: .. 

.:;::::::· :~:· Compensatory Measures 
.::.:=~=:· 

Various 

Crane ManuffiY,~rs S~ion 1.7 n:W~if~~sses, ··=~{$.'. -Lifting devices that are load 
Association of ~1~ 1.y£.;:-:,.:_All othef~~f.ld carrying carrying parts are designed, 
AW~fj~.a~~~-~~ificatlot't}:· 4.~$]~11b.<? ~esi~~~~o that the ~abricated, teste~, and inspected 
J~~{f?Kir:~~x~~"1:~). <.; :::. - culat'&il'r@1£~tres~:W the m accordance with ANSI Nl 4.6 
x,~§.'\}~·--..;·~....... ...., . l b ·~xx:-. '"d· ' l" f h CMAA 70 . . .« gv ·-:-.;.::,_~:::::~~- ·.. ~t~_r~a , aseu . ~;_mte crane m ieu o t e cntena. 

~ :::;,:~~::.. "~$.b::; ca ~ty, shall nof~ceed 20 NUREG-0612 defines the use of 
~Wi:;. '';;,t'& perc ., ~fthe published average ANS N14.6 for special lifting 

-::qf._:;_;~· _ . ~q hdtimat \t~.)1gth of the material. devices. ANSI Nl 4.6 requires a 
'···>""- '~ ·v fi .C: • h "':::f~h-_ ~~t · sa ety iactor on ultimate strengt 

...... _ ... <•?). 
··=:=::R~;- ·~:::~·~; of the material of 5 on non-
'·:1Jfh. . Rffi. critical loads and I 0 on critical 

~f(k A if loads that do not have redundant 
~:z1M -· load paths. 
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4 DESIGN FEATURES 

SPENT NUCLEAR FUEL Handling Equipment 
4.3 

. 
Exceptions to Codes and Standards (Cont.) 

System, Structure, or Compone11t: Cask Receipt Cra11e, Cask Trolley, Canister Trolley, Fuel 
Handling Machine, Canister Handling Machit1e (Cont.) 

Crane Manufacturers 
Association of 
America Specification 
#70 (CMAA 70) 

Section 1.4 Runway, ... The /.,· . Anchor bolts are in accordance 
runway rails should be standard: i~ iliwith AISC, Manual of Steel 
rail sections or any other . . ~~.:::/ ·~Construction, 9th Edition. 
commercial rolled sectiod§l:.. CMAA 70 does not provide an 
equivale.nt specificati.on,~t::tt· · >.::~~~ ~~xplicit code. or standard. The 
proper size for the 9J::!m7. 'to be · :~c recogmzes the use of AISC 
in~talled and 11.1~JR~fo¥ovided t&;~~tural anchor bolts. 
with proper raJtm*es and hold- "\M~:::::. 
down fasteners·~:;:J::::·.. ',_:;;:;:::~ 

~»;:::.. .. ~~::.<:-. 

ANSI NI 4.~ .. .:{(~~i::::::::::::~ :t~tions 4.3~ ;: o i t j:ttnea .. f Afriction grip device is used to 
"'""0."'U"""•"'• ~- A0~~ '-!:=~ 

::qg;:. ·~,p~ment to ' ··e ~~~nder loa S: ' handle Peach Bottom Core 2, 
··==tfr:::.. in@! handling po ; ons and 7.1 b instrumented TRI GA, and L WBR 

=:::~f\.. ~},e-;:f~ilure pro ti((sign loose rod fuels. The handling 
,4~$tfw.f~::::~.. ··=::J.$}. f$:.i~~ff:f.&?:::..... .Wi{ features on the Peach Bottom 

.·.·..,,{'ox:-Y~~··,··« ~M·. . .,~.1 .·?/?.... .>'·.:-_:..;;··:::·.··:.- ..... « 
:iW==~===' · · · .,,.~:-.,,.::t;!Jh.. ·-: :::~::... "2{$i?'@R.: ... • Core 2 fuel element have been /...: ·:·:·~· .·· "'=~:»/,:·. . ... :.:.:-:·. ·=-: .. :-:«-:•... fu 1 

··~ ]\j_~"'=~·;·~:~-=:=.::.···:·:. ·:t,,{~h, . ··::~B;~., ··~::::t::~· removed and the other two e s 
·~:;t;;:,. ·-:::;.f?::::.. do not contain specific handling 

-~ ~~ ~ . ··~:::~.;::::,. ':{: ;, ·::;;ill~,,, features. The fuel handling 
.. ~~<~» "-' "' «,.... . . . ·11 
·~:@;'' ~~ :}, -=~(::'.=' operations m question w1 

·:~{ · @jt occur within the FPA 
·-=~~~11):~.. ~W. confinement barrier, and the fuels 

'::::;::~:~;.;. i :)J) will be packaged and stored in a 
"~t\::11H y· manner consistent with NRC 

"·::~@/:: requirements for failed fuel. 
· · Under these conditions, dropping 

a fuel element will not result in 
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unacceptable dose consequences 
during handling or storage. 
Therefore, these exceptions are 
considered' acceptable. 
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5 

5.1 

5.1.l 

I 5.1.2 

ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS 

Responsibility 

Responsibility 
5.1 

The ISF Facility Meeeger Director shall be responsible for overall facility operation and shall 
delegate in writing the succession to this responsibility during his absence. 

The ISF Facility Meeeger Director or his designee shall a ·· ~e, prior to implementation, each 
proposed change, test, or experiment to structures, syste ~ ~omponents that are important to 
safety as defined in 10 CFR 72.3. 
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5 ADMJNISTRA TIVE CONTROLS 

5.2 Organization 

5.2.l Onsite and Offsite Organizations 

Organization 
5.2 

Onsite and offsite organizations shall be established for facility operation and corporate 
management, respectively. The onsite and offsite organizations shall include the positions for 
activities affecting safety of the ISF Facility. 
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5 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS 

5.3 ISF Facility Staff Qualifications 

ISF Facility Staff Qualifications 
5.3 

5.3.1 The ISF Facility Staff shall meet or exceed the minimum qualifications of ANSI 18.1-1971 for 
comparable positions. The ISF Facility Operations Manager and certified Operators shall be 
trained and certified in accordance with the ISF Operator Training Plan. 
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5 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS 

5.4 Procedures 

Procedures 
5.4 

5.4.1 Written procedures shall be established, implemented, and maintained covering the following 
activities that are important to safety: 

a) Administrativecontrols; 

b) Routine ISF Facility operations; 

c) Alarms and Annunciators; 

d) Emergency operations; 
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5 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS 

5.5 Programs 

The following programs shall be established, implemented, and maintained. 

5.5.1 Technical Specifications Bases Control Program 
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Programs 
5.5 



5 ADMINISTRATNE CONTROLS 

5.5.2 Radioactive Effluent Control Program 

Programs 
5.5 

This program contains the offsite dose calculation methodologies, radioactive effluent controls 
programs, and radiological monitoring activities. This program shall contain: 

a) The methodologies and parameters used in calculation of o:ffsite doses resulting from 
radioactive gaseous and liquid effiuents; 

.-~:==~?.· 
b) The ~e~odologies and parame~ers used in calculaW:P.i::o/.?iaseous and liquid effluent 

momtonng alarm and tnp setpomts; .. ::::::::::::~::::_ 
~-::;:::~::~: .. ;;~=~~:·. 

c) The contr?ls for maintaini~g the d~ses to 2-~~=if J/( of i~~!l_klic from radioactiv~ effluents 
as low as is reasonably achievable mac .aittce with 10 ~g_2. l 04(b ). These mclude: 

•. 1:: :'1:/ ··=::@~\::: 
1. Limitations on the functional ca~-.:;;-· ·yty of radioactive liq~iitjh4_gaseous monitoring 

instrumentation including surveil .... :'.x ,!est and setpoint deteriliiij_mj.Rn; 

2. Monitoring, ''.""PlinWR.d analysis ~uid and gas~uents in 
accordance with 10 ~p_m.®.;J302. %%.\·· 

~-:::_:;;::·:·:·:·. ''f.,t 
Changes to the program shall b;f &.:~g~(~;'<!I)-~ recordil'f:teviews performed shall be 

. d Th" d . h II;~ . :.:-:=::::-..:..... ~*::.. retame . is ocumentation s a cQ.1,~m: ·~..:::::;@:;:,, ·=:::::::::::::.-
_.·:{@&~ \f:::~ )fJ)::::·:·. ":%%-

a) Suffici~-..:, .. -~~~a!1o~~-support ~~~ra,p§;Jtig~~Wft,NJ!~ t1ie. appropriate analyses or 
evaluati . ustlfymg1fmthange(s);Md?::'%.. :;;-@;:.-

:-:{~:::.. ·1 Ytt·· . 
b) A determin~fi'i~ ~.hat e-=· ·. ~will mllll~n the level of radioactive effluent control 
.·:~:~@}£~~~~)' 1 O :-... · ·;=:(@.J.;i CFRW,~~l 04. 

-~~&mp~:=::·:·:·::,:=:::-it@.&;.. ~.:.,:;tb. . ..:. ·.. ~@:{-::>;·. '<t.=:· 
~~©~~:-· -~~~-~~;:~-. Jl?,.fil;~ -·~.::.m;, 

~'==~~-. 
·~-.:.:~.:::~:-~ 
~ .. ~ .. 
'~=qtk· 
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5 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS 

5.5.3 Fuel Handling Program 

Programs 
5.5 

This program implements the ISF Safety Analysis Report requirements for receipt, packaging, 
and storage of SPENT NUCLEAR FUEL. At a minimum, the program shall. establish criteria 
that need to be verified to address ISF Facility Safety Analysis commitments and regulatory 
requirements for: 

a) Transfer Cask and fuel acceptance criteria; if~:-,_,, 
.,;Jt/..f..,&~·· 

,.,~;:-...-__.;.;: ... ~· 
b) Fuel Packaging Area limits to ensure restrictions .. 9.JJ~i types are not violated; 

#J!JV¥t,~ 
c) Limiting operations of structures, systems,_.9,r ~~onent§'lb_at are important to safety to 

certified operator,; qualified in a£cord#h the ISF F~.:rator Training Plan; 

d) Acceptance testing of the ISF Canis ... ,i closure welds; "~{~)::: .. 
·=@.::::, ·:ff.!:::· .. 

e) Helium inerting pressure and purity to ~~~~rr~~!:{1.~pntrol; '{4]b: .. 
•.. ~.::·· -:::·:···:;:;··:·· ~::::;:::":· 

f) Leak testing to assure ad :::~·-., F CANis4J~rORAGE TUBE i~U~ty and 
consistency with the offsite:fQ.$ ~\ sis; and ··(h~ .. 

~,.,.. *· ......... .. 
•, ' •'•'• '• :>: ·u;::-::;:: 

g) Conflguring th~-~uel Packagi~e:ft ~l typ~:~9.B:·packaged. 
The program ~H~fjJ§ra=fl~mpensa~· e .. ·'. · t ·t·b .o ·;~We completion times if program . ..}::::::-::::::· ,~~: to'%W ·"'· . . ., 
reqmrements::ant~ot met. ~!::::::. ·., ·' · · • 

·~?f(~~]\,, 1m \,===~=.... · 
··=:t~t: .. J1f:%$;-; 

·-;~lffl:;x·:·.:.::ff~~ftt===·=··· ;· 
~..:··=-=:. ·.o·:f:::-:.:-.. :;. 
v.~.t:h.. '•;.:;;::;:;::: ,, 

~<(~!(t~~ *=?.:::: 

\)~~, 
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Programs 
5.5 

5 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS 

5.5.4 Fire Protection Program 

This program contains the fire protection policy for protection of structures, systems, and 
components important to safety at the ISF Facility and the procedures, equipment, and personnel 
required to implement the program at the facility. At a minimum, the program shall contain: 

a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

e) 

Organizational structure for fire protection responsibilities including design, maintenance, 
surveillance, quality assurance of fire protection featlJtftJire prevention activities, and 
fire fighting organization and training. ..::::~NP .. . ·:·:·~w... . 
;;~azards Analysis describing the def:s#~ach for fire areas important to 

.·~~~:::~~ ~¥::~;:. 

Implementing procedures for survei!.l@fifif fire protectio:4.\pment including 
identification of suitable compensa~easures for degr~d;dii,tzyeerable components. 

<:;:~:::;:. ·:::::~-:::.. 

Fire pre-plans for fire fighting strategie~{:=:· .A= ·.,:<llk~ .. 
, /.r:~ 9.@J.::./···;::::·:::;:;·· ··:::::::::: . . .;--~~'. . -:-».;· ·~t~· ;- ....... 

Administrative controls (t%:l~~~-~;~~.e~ping, contf.& .. ·~combustibles, control of ignition 
sources (hot work), and fir~J~pt1Q£~!Jg~' ·~fa:·:·. 

,,..,,,. ,~,,~_': .. =:·.=·:·:,_:·-,_· .... =: •• ,•:~·-,: •• =·:.[_ .. ·'··:=··:·· ... =·-·,,_.::· .• :,'·.· .. :·.'.:=.· . ._ .. =:.::.,:=.':x=i'.:::~•: ...• -·=:· ... ::·:·:;.: .. ·:··::~:c·.,'.:··.:_:~::,.:'·i_:=.•.~:·~:: .. '._·;,;,_~_f.:_~_;~_;Wf.f.-.:~-~:~.&,:,:: .. ;::::.·:.== .. ::.:::·_=.-_ .. =~_-~ •• ::·.:=.~_:· .. :Tu.,:?:::: ... _* ... *:=-=_ .. : .. _t~b ·~~~llitp:;:::::.:::;.:;q{[~;; ·-:- ........ -~:;- ,,_' . -~{ ~ : _. 
·-=~=~:i::,. ?f":r::. 

·~:-":~<3· 
~~*~~ 
~~~~~~ . 

.. :>):"""'..'., 

'-:;i~~} 
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5 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS 

5.5.5 Radiation Protection Program 

Programs 
5.5 

This program contains the radiation protection policy for maintaining onsite and offsite 
personnel exposure as lo"'. as is reasonably achievable (ALARA). At a minimum, the program 
shall contain: 

a) Procedures and administrative controls to limit personnel exposure ALARA in accordance 
with IO CFR 20. ,ft;~ 

·~·~~=~=~~~~~=~:::::;. 
b) Requirements for monitoring the DOE transfer c~i(J.iJW~g RECEIPT and LOADING 

OPERATIONS to ensure that surface dose ra!i@W~f:i:~t~alyzed values. 
•.• ~..... <::"::.-r.·.·..-.. 

c) A monitoring program to ensure the ann~~{;~os~ equival;tt{@;~.!\Y real individual located 
outside the ISF Facility controlled ar~;1\Q~ifiiot exceed reguf~Mtr:.limits is incorporated as 

,(,, ..... ·.·.·.......... ············ 
part of the environmental monitoringl1mgram in the Radioactive:~~ent Control Program 
f S "fi t" 5 5 2 ,'.·.~·.·.·. ~~-: ........ o pec1 1ca 10n . . . "::~:~;:::::~. ... ·:~;:;:;~:~;. 

··~~~~~~:-~ ·*::~~~~f~~- ··:~:~~~~~~~~::::~ 
d) Requirements for ~onitor.w~.JJ~e DOE tr~nsfij;~!l,?l~*1µting RECEIPT aiff(WJADING 

OPERA TIO NS pnor to ati,~.@~f::-J!nloadmg SPE~{'.J[NUCLEAR FUEL to ensure that 
removable surface contamffi'.~~~~q~~_7.\~,.~o not e1t,~l,200 dpm/l 00 cm

2 
from beta and 

gamma sources and 220 dpniJilOO cm(Y.'.S)m alpha so'tii'ces. · 
•::~~l~~~- ·~-=:;~=®~~~:::~ o I "':;~~~;~~:~. 

e) Measures .f?:{~#WJ&~ accessl~i~1tgh ra~~~~lt~~~.s a;~,ijned by 10 CFR 20. ~hes~ 
measure::~i~~W:~1~~milti~r::f1ethods aQft_ws~J.fjfI 0 C~£.R~.~ 601 ( c) and fi11t~er descnbed m_ 
Regulatocy:g9,s1t1on 2.~;~~~egulatoiY§.R@e 8.38, Cotitt'Ol of Access to High and Very High 
Radiation'Af;eiis. in Nucle'@: Power Plt&i£ · 

..... "{ib:::.. ,/@fo~~;::,... '\fh . 
. . /i~J~~~~M'r:~.:';;:~ccessiW~;lgJ11iliViij.Jt\~$.:P.1 wllt*pdiation levels could result in an individual 

}:6%/i'ece'iV'in'g~~f.!~.~p dostt~~u._iivalenftii,~~j.$~ of:0.1 rem (100 mrem) in 1 hour at 30 ' 
qg( centimeters:ff.§w.~the ra~t~!1~n source or;{tom any surface that the radiation penetrates shall 

"·::t::::>-be barricaded.ail,~l~9nspicbi)~,i!ly posted as a high radiation area, and entrance thereto 
"~\~~:9.~ld be controtl{~t~J reql.t~)~t~ssuance of a radiation work permit (RWP) or equivalent. 

"J;;~~~:~:·. ·:;;!::~A- ~~::::~~· 

R~ai\)J.9..!1 Control i~@.~icians ~; other individuals trained and qualified in radiation 
protecH_~~:l?.rocedure~~qr,; personnel continuously escorted by such individuals may be 
exemptecHfom this.:RwP requirement while performing their assigned duties in high 

..... , • .r.,.4' ""/."' 
radiation areii:Hr.Ji.~f.~:t'adiation doses could be received that are equal to or less 1.0 rem in 1 
hour (measurecF@30 centimeters from any source of radiation) provided they are otherwise · 
following plant radiation protection procedures, or a general radiation protection RWP, for 
entry into such high radiation areas. 

Any individual or group of individuals permitted to enter such areas should be provided 
with or accompanied by one or more of the following: 

• A radiation monitoring device that continuously indicates the radiation dose rate in 
the area, 
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5 ADMINISTRA TNE CONTROLS 

Programs 
5.5 

• A radiation monitoring device that continuously integrates the radiation dose rate in 
the area and alarms when a preset integrated dose is received. Entry into such areas 
with this monitoring device may be made.after the dose rates in the area have been 
determined and personnel have been made knowledgeable of them, 

• An individual qualified in radiation protection procedures with a radiation dose rate 
monitoring device. This individual is responsible for providing positive radiation 
protection control over the activities within the area and should perform periodic 
radiation surveillance at the frequency specified ilf;llie radiation protection procedures 
or the applicable RWP. .::~:Jltf· 

:~=~=~~~;: ..:::,~ ..... ·.·.~ 
In addition, areas that are accessible to per~onJJ.~tjWtr~&?ave radiation l~v~ls greater than 
1.0 rem (but less than 500 rads at 1 meter) m l$,pur at ~~f,IB from the radiation source, or 
from any surface penetrated by the radi!!~~-si,Mshould be pf8.y:ig,!?.~ with locked doors to 
prevent unauthorized entry, and the k~Y:~Would be maintain~lY.:M.er the administrative 
control of the shift supervisor on du@f~f::liealth physics supervis6t~$?.pors should remain 
locked except during periods of acces~:~t,;P.~rsonnel ~9,.~er an appr(>V'.~~J.l WP that specifies 
the dose rates in the immediate work areas·l~.Q the m~ffi).Jlum allowable;l~Y time for ...... ,.(......... . .. ,., 
individuals in that area. I~:N~.H .. of a stay time:~P%?H"W~tfon on the RWP, ai(~ct or remote 
continuous surveillance (s@.N~~::9J.()sed circuifT¥~~~meras) may be made by personnel 
qualified in radiation prote&lg~·l)~o:®~:t;ires to pro\/i~~P.ositive exposure control over the 
activities being performed witfil"Q. thli'.~l:;::... '-::\fr:: .. 

··t~::::. <·.~=~=:~~:~:::::.... ·=::~~:~:::: .. 
Individual .wi@p}i!!~m areas tfi~JJfe acci}.filijJ~)P:~:e._ersdti~~J, that could result in radiation 
doses grJ).!J,t:tnan O;QJ§y (1.0 reni)::W, .LP.gY.ftanittlj~M:~~ within large areas where no 
enclosufe~~~~!s ~o ena'6W1ocking an~~W:lf~re no enclc>fo·i'e .can be reasonably cons~ct~d 
around the ·n{~.!-X!dual ar~;r~hould be hiff.t£aded and conspicuously posted. A flashmg hght 
sh9~ld be actf~M-.as .i:WU~ device'WAAnever the dose rate in such an area exceeds or is ,., .. ;;;,,. ·";··- ct '-0.:t!::i :ri"""·.;.::::-;..--2:::: '-t ··~: o· ........ • • ..c. 

if;~~~p~_,.cJ( .... J9... exce~.;'.~).faft~m fn'::s.:~~~~r_at 3 ~m.from the rad1at1on source or from any suuace 
{'~p:<:,"•Y.•:,;-:<-'N~.;-~t:v.,:j:)::, th '•:;¥?.;w-· ····:::::;:;:;:;::~-.. '•:;:;:;:•' ... :,...:;W&peneua e.1,1 •• 1;1)'.~. e raU!~~•Qn. ·-~:::::;:::::::.,_ ..... 

(~:{~~ ?/ "-':~~~~~, ·~::;:=::::=::~. '··=~~::~:~::::::: 

"'W~ff~l_ladiation Pr~fa~tJw1 Pr~f~ijfu~~ill be r~;f~wed annually for content and implementation. 

·-:~~~~~k.\ ~~-!~:~~ ··:::\~~!ti~:. ' 
~~:$:% -:.:::::~~ 
>:»"'~' ,;.;.~ 
~s~~ t;~~:~~~'. 

""~~=~~==-;~"i. ;-~::~~i 
~~~{~~~~~~, A~~::>;~~:~ 

"···"'(J>.•-> y,~ ..... :;; ... }; ¥ 

~.~*=~~~~~=~ 
-~~~;::~~·· 

-.;~::' 
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UNITED STATES 

~ . Cl ' 

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555-0001 

... . 0 
~ ~ 
~ I ~· . , . September 9, 2009 

,.., ~o 

**** .. Mr. Dennis Miotla 
Idaho Operations Office Interim Manager 
U.S. Department of Energy, Idaho Operations Office 
1955 Fremont Avenue 
Idaho Falls. ID 83415 

SUBJECT: IDAHO SPENT FUEL FACILITY - ISSUANQWQF CONFORMING LICENSE 
AMENDMENT REFLECTING DIRECTJ~JSFER OF SNM-2512 

.,·):~@~-;· 
• /.::::;:'{#,:;.;~:::.· .. 

Dear Mr. M1otla: . --~~~~~-:::~-- "'{l;·• 
- >«-{:=~~~ :~~=*··~ 

By Order dated_ July 17, 2009, the N_uclear ~~~~J~to~ Con:1~7f~~-MNRC or Commission) 
approved the direct transfer of Special Nu9.U:!~rMaterrals L1cense-::~Gl~::~512 (SNM-2512), for the 
Idaho Spent Fuel (ISF) Facillty independefl(!~e~nt fuel storage instaff~ti~P. (ISFSI), from the . 
Foster Wheeler Environmental Corporation to;tft!LU.S. Dep~.rtment of bQ~f;9Y (DOE), and 
approved a conforming amendment, pursuanft0:1:fitle 1 O:O.f tf1e Code of Feaetal Regulations, 

' ..... _..,,.~ ...... ~) .-.... ,.. .. ,·.·~··· ... '.;.·,···~ 
Section 72.50. The Order was B.eW~~red in the Fef!.~r~:{irf~egis_ter on Ju~y 2a;::~oo9. By letter 
dated September 1, 2009, DOE ll~tlf!.@~!J~e NRC of ttt~ir.seadmess for rssuance of the 
conforming license amendment ··~;;?,;~. "~:~~::;:~::;:;., ··:f::::::'.·· 

. '"~}:\ '«'.:~=~~Wft:::.:.. ·-=~qm~\:. 
Acc?_rdingly, the ~Rg,_)J.~.§. issued the::~pfloseffAID;.~m~meriNilg~:-.1 to S~M-2512, for the ISF 
Fac1hty ISFSI. Th~~(:f.'~{¥.fJ,.w. amendrq_9pt reJl~!~:!fi~Jr.~nsYEw·of the license to DOE. The 
safety evaluatioQ~pott supp@if.g the co)1t9,.~W~f'fame·r1i.tro~,nt was enclosed with the Order 
issued on July 174-1009. f.:::?.::. "~~::~{:::;;::.·· ·.:::~· 

I-.~.~'•'•'. W.x· -.;.:-:•:->" 

··:t~@J:::-~ ,,;.='-~-·.. \St}:\>- I 
-~.::r:*:::·. ,,;.:@f:::ttJ:::~ .IJ.1.i~re y, 

. . ';~~··· •' "::~;.:::;.-w.·.,,·:4w:·:filp:-:·~•::::-::-~.;, ::.f~~::. 
~ .... , '.!·.: ... ~· 't·=:~~:.... :(*."";W" ...... ::~==~@?" .. ~· ·:~~:~ .. ;: ... ~~ .... -. ;, ..... ~4..... ;.-; Z<-: ~·· .• t. ••... ~,.::7 

• ':·..'.;>:- l:--' ··.·:·:i:·-~·:·. . ~ .. ·.~-::~ • ,:::;.;:·:·:·:·.~ . 
_-::?~~- l ... ~ ~·.~:-:::~:--. ··::=:·:~ ·!ot!t-:;::~ ... 
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1. 

2. 

6. 

A. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

LICENSE FOR INDEPENDENT STORAGE OF SPENT NUCLEAR FUEL AND 
HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTE 

Pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974 (Public Law 93-438), and Title 10, 
Code of Federal Regulations, Chapter 1, Part 72, and in reliance on statements and representations heretofore made by the 
ficensee, a license is hereby issued authorizing the licensee to receive, acquire, and possess the power reactor spent fuel and other 
radioactive materials associated with spent fuel storage designated below; to use such material for the purpose(s) and at the 
place(s) designated below; and to deliver or transfer such material to persons authorized to receive it in accordance with the 
regulations of the applbable Part{s). This license shall be deemed to contain the conditions specified in Section 183 of the Atomic 

Energy Act of 1954, as amended, and is subject to all applicable rules, regulationi?{~l'.19 orders of the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission now or hereafter in effect and to any conditions specified herein. A::::::::::;::--

.r:-:·:·=·~·=·:·:.-

Licensee 

United States Department of Energy 

U. S. Department of Energy 
Idaho Operations Office 
1955 Fremont Avenue 

- 1·· 

4. ·.;tn~~piration Date 

5· ··:::R;e~&e~~r.~e\n::,.pce::r:::f .. :Nioi;ll_!~j~)) 
'.~~t~~if lt; :;.... I 

Nov~mbe.r 30, 2024 

72-25 ··:::'.(~~~~~)) 
·:;~~t>= '.\?:'.:::..... "::;~{)~]~~\: .. 

Ryproduct, 1!118"'6d"'l"'&•,1JJlllllld"'lb"'I------.;•. -111(::8~1 i~e1~H..,;ick;l;0~1;.ilif..ll'PllYl'l!!Sll"IC'!l'!dl"'l'f"l'!U!l'l'li r,lii ~ ... ;·:·:~-, .. ~.,,---8R.-~Maximum Amount 11 ldl EIWI ISGC 

Special Nuclear Material \{\ •. ··-.·::::~:@~~ift:::., ·~\~fb.. ~~~;~~~=sL~~n~:y One Time 

Spent nuclear fuel element~'.~~@~%~::::.. · SpenNU~l ele~eri@if?.om th~::::~A 2.95 metric tons of heavy ....... ·.~·· .. ·••.•••••• •.• .. ·.·.···-;i-,.'·"·" ......... ,,,.; .. -.·.·.·.·.·.·.··· •.• ,,,..-•.•• ·.·.··.. • 
from the Peach Bottom.§::jtfV -.:.;.:;::~~:::;.,Peach BottO!lfP.iiif 1 rea~t~r:... metal (MTHM) for the 
Unit 1 reactor and vari5~~§i;·. \~fu'~s UC an"ff~J~pnRIGl\ sp'~ht Peach Bottom Unit 1 spent 
TRIGA reactors, reflector-:%fa::.. £~&fuel element~:~s uranium- fuel elements; 18.95 
modules and ~9.9.~.:ft!'m the"::::<fk~, .~fi~~.f;~W~~ hyd~~~:-_alloy with MTHM for the 
Shippingportf;~~titcit{ano .,,~Mlt:Valtfmln~#r1pr stait::il~ss steel Shippingport reflector 

Fl'.·.r,-:-.·.•.;.<·-·.· . .._•.:,.z.·.·~·.::-~·.- -~·•········ '•.-.·.;,.·.·.·.::,:,.. .. ....... ,_, 
associat~!ff.~pibactivef:::::j~}~.. ·:::~}\.~lad. ShlPR~OOB_O.r't'reflector · modules and rods; 0.32 

. materialS,:~ahd componentsf{:;;; .,,'.t~:T.i:lodule ariUl6"d as Th02 MTHM for the TRIGA 
·;-... •,,-,t.~.·. ·.·.-•• ,.,,.-.~. .. ........ ·••• 

related to tn·~Lreceipt, \t\.. W.lt.~.·:-~ircaloy-4 clad: 
·~:<:"t·::::... ··=::;;:::;:.. ~~~;.:·::~:;!., 

transfer and s or:age. ·::.:::::::::~ ~::::::=::::: .. 

spent fuel elements. 

··~:~;tt~::::-. ~~:~~~~~~~~~. ··~~;;~~::~· 
Authorized Use: Ttf~:i~W?terial ide~~tf!~d in 6.A. and 7.A. above is authorized for receipt, possession, 
storage and t~ansfer''i~~1h~ kfaho ,~~ij!=lnt Fuel Facility, as ?escribed.in the k:Jaho Spent Fuel Facility 
Safety Analysis Report tl_?t~r;J ~R%.tmer 19, 2001, as rev1se,q or supplemented on November 8, 2002, 
March 28, 2003, Novemb~t@;4@p"<'.l3, May 30, 2008, nd June 8, 2009, and as further supplemented 
and amended in accordance\vltfi 10 CFR 72.70 and 10 CFR 72.48. 

Authorized Place of Use: The licensed material is to be received, possessed, transferred and stored at 
the kjaho Spent Fuel Facility, located at the tdaho National Laboratory in Butte County, k:iaho. 

The Technical Specifications contained in the Appendix attached hereto are incorporated into the 
license. The licensee shall operate the installation in accordance with the Technical Specifications in 
the Appendix. The Appendix contains Technical Specifications related to environmental protection to 
satisfy the requirements of 10 CFR 72.44( d)(2). 

The licensee shall follow the physical protection plan entitled, "Idaho Spent Fuel Facility Physical 
Protection Plan," dated November 19, 2001, as revised November 10, 2003 and May 30, 2008, and as it 
may be further amended under the provisions of 1 O CFR 72.44(e) and 10 CFR 72.186. 

PAGE! 
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13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

The licensee shall follow the approved Idaho Spent Fuel Facility Quality Assurance Plan {DOE/RW-
0333P, Revision 10, dated April 28, 2000. Changes to the plan are subject to Commission approval in 
accordance with 1 O CFR Part 72, Subpart G. · 

The licensee shall follow the k:laho Spent Fuel Facility Emergency Plan dated November 19, 2001, as 
revised or supplemented ·on March 28, 2003, November 14, 200~:MY.1ay 30, 2008, and as further 
supplemented and revised in accordance with 1 o CFR 72.44(f}@fr==~ . · 

- /Jttt'." 
Pursuant to 1 O CFR 72. 7, the licensee is hereby exempt~qJf.pmJn~ provisions of 1 O CFR 72.102(f){ 1) 
regarding the seismic design criteria of .10CFR Part 1 . .Q.dti~p:pendiW~~. The exemption to 10 CFR 
72.102(f)( 1) allows the licensee to use a A"obabilisitic~Seismic 1-azafds~Analysis methodology to 
calculate the design earthquake values to be u~~~@Ke facilly desigK@t: .. 

~~~~~~:~·· ·M;;;;~~m~~:~:·. 
The licensee shall be responsible for requesting, tt.t:c9.4gh the buqget processHb~ necessary funds from 
the United States Congress for the decommissionif@bf.the ISJff.acility,to n~tfr~:compliance under this 
license for the operations and decomm!§~~-i.oning of theH~f:Jf.#~lJiW. The license~==~fl:all promptly notify 
NRC, in writing, of any anticipated or fo:(~®~ted budget snoij(~lls, as soon as they ·are known, along 

· with a plan, f nece$ ry. detailirg specf~c}tf@.~s~res that ~li(P.:e taken by the licensee to obtain the 
funding and/or pre~ntadverse iTpa~tsci:~l~~~,1~~~W:}~ity op~~~Jl:g~s. The lce~s~e s_hall_provideto 
NRC an updatedst1mate o(tt).~:opr,t1ons, h:):~Jf•tena·n@.~~.~cuntY:~.n~!. decomm1ss1onmg costs at a 
minimum of everf5 years;terlifra:timiy mann:~t:)flhenev~r.;:these co'stS-:are significantly impacted {such 

..):"~.,~~-.;.·:·:-:·:··-: ........ :..:... .. ..... · .. ~ .-:·:···.~:-:-:··-:-::··-::::··:·;-. ··=·· 
asachangeinstorag~g~f;c1tY;··iiJQffiitionofa~:W~!gp;,!securJ.~{f:Wuirements,etc.). 

··::::~~:~~;<, ··:~~~~~~ ·,~~:~~~r:~~=~:·· ··:·:;:;Y ' 

For the duration of the lic~iJ~-~; the li~tisee shall-lf)f<;X"m the Director, NMSS, at east 90 days in 
• ... :,,:.'91;•,·, ~· ........ - ,1.·.·.·.·· 

advance, of the replacement~Q.tthe,.~l)t!tyhc.pntracteq:py DOE to perform the management and operation 
{the Contraytgfi1f9tl.tU.~aho "§i.i1ffo~i~&~lfy:~ -:Witfif!j\~O days after the replacement of the 

:••'~•·•••••,,.·..-~..r··~··•,J .._,,, ... ,•,,;y ._,,,.,,,.,,,r ..-.:-:••• 

Contra~~Bf(£tfeflicehse:~[:~J~:~ll ass{~r::.the perr6tqt~Qf.~i:>fthe Contractor and provide? state_ment to the 
NRC ver~!fY:.!Qg thatthe repl~.~!llentQfttJ.e Contrant~r:-has had no effect on the execution of licensed 
responsit'.i'iliJi~.~ for the ttahcf-$.P.~nt Fu'e!~EfJcility, 

~-::\fb;.. 'YJ~.. "==\tL. 
This license is···e((ective as of th~~~d~te of issMnce shown below. 

··:::(:w~~i~:·. ·~*~£ . 
··::::(~\m.xo1t-f.:f ~ U.S. NUCLEAR REGULA TORY COMMISSION 

-~~ 

. 

Eric J. Benner, Chief 
Licensing Branch 
Division of Spent Fuel Storage and Transportation 
Office of Nuclear Material Safety 
and Safeguards 

Washington, DC 20555 

Date of Issuance: September J_, 2009 
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Definitions 
1.1 

1 USE AND APPLICATION 

1.1 Definitions 

NOTE ----------------------------------------------------

The defined terms of this section appear in capitalized type and are applicable throughout these ISF 
Facility Technical Specifications and Bases. 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------;:::;;:---------------------------------
,.:.~·~.::::::.. . 

ACTIONS 

... ::ffe:i-:;. .. 

A~ 
ACTIONS shall be that~~~cification that prescribes 
Required Actions .t9.J.?.-~ lfil<:en und~hb~ designated Conditions within 
the specified C9_rfi'pJ~tion Times. ~¥%~. · . 

... :-:-:-.,.-'.·:<--/ ·..:.i:·:·:·:·:·. 

CANISTER HANDLING 
,I;:::~==~~==~· ··::::~:::::~" 

CANISTER ~NpLING exist when SPENW:WJCLEAR FUEL is 
contained in an f(f ?.~.ANJSTJ}.l~that has pas~lR leak rate 
acceptance test and::j~fiiot itb.ifi:f{' STORAGE T~: . that has passed 

CHANNEL CHECK 

• .P,:;.-.. 11 ak .::?//,'*. :;:9.::w;:··· " s ' its::itttersea e rate ac · . @lee test. .,.. 
~~:]~j~i~~l~~l:;z ··::-;:i~~t 

A C~.HECK is mf:ij°~litative assessment, by observation, 
?f cha1i~l.~elt~~t . ring op~~R: This determ~ati?n ~hall 

.. -:>,;'.;:;:;:;:~:·.-. mclude, '\lb,~re pos ... O.!Jlpans6~~f:the channel md1cation and 
,....,, ... •.-.·.;.·.-.-.:-··· 1'~'.) • • '"'=' ~. ..~..,, . d . 

A•:?;;:;;~%:::::;~!;:~:::t,status to OL ei:.md__ ·:;00(1.:-status'uenve from mdependent /. ······~.1:~· . ·-~~;., ~'i·~ ~-e-~ /"~· ............ m 
:::::i%~" ~~ii~trument ctifum.~ ~.: easunng:Ui~. same parameter. 
~~:::::~·.·~ ··~:~;:::::. ~~:;::::::::::::::~~ ···:::;;a· 

CHANNEL FUNCTioJX~]f.~T 1¥~~L~CTIONAL TEST is the injection of a sim~lated 
.... ··::::~;~~~~~=~: .. :{~t~E!~J~J~ai i~Jbe channel as close to the sensor as practicable 

·:~tJM~~!o"venfY-&'J§MBDJLl'Y, including required alarms, interlocks, 
·:~~~~#:t~glay, ancfMil~wctions. 

·<~:;::;:~:~ <~-~:·· 
... /.··"'Jo· 

Thl!SR..CANISTER is the sealed SPENT NUCLEAR FUEL 
cont~ffi'~fo;)J.at consists of a cylindrical shell with welded upper and 
owel' cl~~hre heads. The ISF CANISTER provides for the canning 

consolidated fuel rods or unconsolidated assemblies to meet the 
quirements of 10 CFR 72.122(h)(l ). The ISF CANISTER also 

rovides the primary confinement for the stored SPENT NUCLEAR 
.... !fimPFUEL. 

1 



1. USE AND APPLICATION 

LOADING OPERATIONS 

Definitions 
1.1 

LOADING OPERATIONS include activities associated with 
packaging SPENT NUCLEAR FUEL into ISF canisters. LOADING 
OPERA TIO NS exist whenever 

• SPENT NUCLEAR FUEL is present in a transfer cask without a 
restrained closure lid (i.e., either the transfer cask closure lid bolts 
are not fully tensioned or the cask adapter remote release lid 
restraints are not fully engaged); 

··=~~::;.. 
• SPENT NUCLEAR F~JA%!thhe Fuel Packaging Area; or 

. .».::::";i:~V 
• SPENT NUCLEAR.J~:WJJ£i~ in an ISF CANISTER that has not 

completed its leakdif~tc~pJ.~Y.-~e test. 
.. :;:.. ··~~=·· ·~ .. ;:~:~:::: .. 

OPERABLE/OPERABILITY A system, compcm.~#.~~:or device sh'all,)~~pPERABLE or have 
OPERABILIJ"K~v·en it is capable of P"~tf.9pning its specified safety 
function(s) ati~Jt¥en all necessary a~end~~P::~trumentation, .. 
controls, normal:ot:emergency electncal powet~:and other aux1hary 
~quipm~nt r7qui;~if$~-~~e -~{.tJtti, c?mpone~tf~f:i1~.-vice to perform 
1ts~w~fied 1mportanft~tM!~Jy%inctlon(s) are als"O:;R;tpable of 
peffj,mlJ~:!~eir related%,Pft~rt functions. 

. ::"@: .. -=-~·::::::::% ··.~::::~=:·. 

RECEIPT OPERA TIO NS REcHtrxof"Eiji~:JJ9NS i~&i~~.!?.:-~ll activities associated with 
handlin~~ENfW.~µAR Flm~_while it is contained in a transfer 

.·:ft~..?e~-,cask with!~~ strain~~Jf1fmmtM!re lid (i~:either the transfer cask lid 
>:··· -::~~' ¥~1':1'.-:··.-: .. ~W~t- ·-·· 

0 / -~ =:::t~l~sure bolf~*-~ . .;:: ensfoq..~~[ the cask adapter remote release lid 
it~, ~aints are' .:ft$ilgaged). ·::"~w 

-::;,;_:~.~:;:;._ ~~~ -=W::f ·-"®:~· ~ -:;:;:;:;), 
SPENTNUCLJ?.~~FUEL :(~}-.. A!ii~!]~fUCLEl\J;f.UEL means fuel that has been withdrawn from 

. ~-··· ............ --:.::~«·;.: ..... %i~MC' -"' ~i?· . . d' . h d 1 
j:f@1~¥=~~=·=-:-:::::::G,t\:;, . ··:· ..... ·:' .~ar' s decaf •. b~ifig used as a source of energy in a power reactor 

_.,.{~.--::::::;::;::::::::::::::·-.. -:~~:::::::::::~= u ~~£tor 10\:!:o:wmg 1rra 1at10n, as un ergone at east one 

ey~~f· ·-:~:::q\~-. ' -~].l ,_.~s not b~etl~}iemically separated into its constituents elements 
'(J):::.. ::;i;ffr:. b . ····1t ~essing. SPENT NUCLEAR FUEL iricludes the special 

':q%.. '%:~: nucle ~erial, byproduct material, source material, and other 
'1{~~)::._ \.fil%adioacf1Vlmaterials associated with fuel assemblies. 

··:;~:::~::::.-. g~:~: 
STORAGE OPERAi{@NS 1$TORAGE OPERATIONS exist when an ISF CANISTER is 

~:~~lJ}~-~. /f@hntained within a STORAGE TUBE that has passed its interseal 
~f.$..:;(::::::::::::=·1eak rate acceptance test. 
·-:.·%?/A·:·:·~ 
o::.:::;p;:~· 

STORAGE TUBE The STORAGE TUBE is the sealed ISF CANISTER container, 
which consists of a cylindrical shell, shield plug, and a bolted closure 
plate. The STORAGE TUBE provides the secondary confinement · 
boundary for the stored radioac~ive materials. 

2 



Logical Connectors 
1.2 

1. USE AND APPLICATION 

1.2 Logical Connectors 

PURPOSE The purpose of this section is to explain the meaning oflogical 
connectors. 

Logical connectors are used in Technical Specifications (TS) to 
discriminate between, and yet connect, discrete Conditions, 
Required Aytions, Completion Times, Surveillances, and 
Frequencies. The only logical c~ectors that may appear in TS are 
AND and OR. The physical a.W.ili~ment of these connectors 
constitutes logical conventi{&,Wfrh specific meanings. 

4.=~~~2~: ~ 
BACKGROUND Several levels of logic@'.Mf€~rJ~~:d.~o state Required Actions. These 

levels are identifie~Miylii'e placelfiW!.!.:.(~r nesting) of the logical 
. connectors an~ .. ~$"@fhumber assigti~~1g.each Required Action. 
Th~ first lev~~~f~gic is id~ntified by th~f:1i~~ digit of the ~umber 
assigned to a:~uITed Action and the placement of the logical 
connector in th?fi_'.fuV~vel o!&~!ting (i.e., l~~j~W~ed with ~e 

?:&te1b~:~;i;~~~;~~W1~~~~~~~:~1::~~rJkJ~~!~~~1::~y 
su~~W,fi~~j~~entations 'd'f.$.!~.!ogical connectors. 

\%:~ "=:~~~~M~b;;. ~'{}t::: .. 
When 1('.;gj~al c6i@~91ors ate tii:'@J~ state a Condition, Completion 

;.;:;:::~;:;:::~::;.;.. Time, siltf:~.illanc~;:af&xs..uency%'A!Y. the first level oflogic is 
... ::fi:i:~i~#;{~;:fa:used, and ~l1ogica,t:@"f[it@.tQ.r.is Iefi~;i-i·,stified with the statement of 

/XO:-.<·~·.• '-'·······..;. ... -,. L't '•!-~i- ·:.·?"f0;~ '°~;..·,....~% J-

~::i:Vi}/ -,~~lQ,.Q Completi~q-~J}~¢;-Survelll@~~. or Frequency . 

.. fti~~i~j0itmm~Q1rt~:~ 
t·':~;.&·:.'' ·..;_,.:;;:,:;:,~ 
"'~:t::;·.~ '"~:-.,:=-~ 

'-.;~tit::~~~~·. ~-:t~~-~ 
~~~~t~::::.. ~=t:i~~~ ·{;i~t.;;~ 

! . ··..,:;:·:::-:::~ ~~~~*~ ~;..;~~~~~~~:t 

~;{~~t}~, '1~~® 
··>~*'~ M,=·~ 

'>l#J},~~•'? 
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1. USE AND APPLICATION 

EXAMPLES The following examples illustrate the use of logical connectors. 

EXAMPLE 1.2-1 

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION 

A. LCO not met A.1 Verify .... 

AND 

A.2 

EXAMPLE 1.2-2 

ACTIONS 

CONDITION 

A. LCO not met 

)~;.~··· :::;:. :--.;:::: .. 4Jfl@.:.;~:~.::.& &!::?: ... :.· .,~~ .................. w.~ 

·~~~ {' 
~w~ ... .. .. fi: .. ,.x., . A.2. 

~··· ®-fal!_;;:;i.@f},W.Ji~ -; --zy~,-..:· ~ ?:·-; 
.. :~:-::·:·::~· ,:.;.{~ .. ©\·;[% ,1 ,~ B~~ 
«,~ ~ . ~~. ·'·0·· ... wx· ,, , • . ::.:.:?:.!(.. 'l';X "/~ 

"'.~ '~·:· :;;:-#:@::· OR ~-.:-:.-· 

~ 

' 

:Y:·:;;.:.; ..... ? .. ~¥7...:=? 

~ :::.:~ "%t:: .. 

Logical Connectors 
1.2 

COMPLETION TIME 

COMPLETION TIME 

~ ~ .. _,,;::~0. A.3 Remove ... 

. --~~-.;;.example ;i: · - ents a'!re comp~icated ~se oflogical conne:tors. Required 
·xif · s A.1, A., d A.3 are alternative ch01ces, only one of which must be 
perfi r - as.~· •!<ted by the use of the logical connector OR and the left justified 
placem · ... ne of these three Actions may be chosen. If A.2 is chosen, then both 
A.2.1 and " must be performed as indicated by the logical connector AND. 
Required Action A.2.2 is met by performing A.2.2.1 or A.2.2.2. The indented position 
of the logical connector OR indicates that A.2.2.1 and A.2.2.2 are alternative choices, 
only one of which must be performed. 

4 



Completion Times 
1.3 

1. USE AND APPLICATION 

1.3 Completion Times 
; 

PURPOSE 

BACKGROUND 

DESCRIPTION 

The purpose of this section is to establish the Completion Time· 
convention and to provide guidance for its use. · 

Limiting Conditions for Operations (LCOs) specify the lowest 
functional capability or performance levels of equipment required 
for safe operation of the facility. The ACTIONS associated with an 
LCO state Conditions that typic~!JY. describe the ways in which the 
requirements of the LCO ca~.f~!l~9'be met. Specified with each 
stated Condition are Requ~f¥ction(s) and Completion Time(s). 

h==~~=~~~~~~~f ~===·· -
The Compl~tion TimdWtpe amo.@,tpf time allowed for completing 
a Required Actio_w.!'fu feferencetH(tthe time of discovery of a 
situation ( e.g.liUf. · ent or variablci:W~~~~ithin limits) that requires 
entering an .J\!. ·. ·· S Condition unless=~llJ~rwise specified, 
providing the 'ta r!Y is in a specified condH~9.!1~tated in the 
Applicability of' @;f O. Re9tl1r d Actions iliti:~~~ completed prior 
to J.W,~xpiratio~ of~~')J?::.~~fi. · omplet_ion Tiili~[=111 ACTIO~S 
o{.f.mJ!W,a,.remams m elij m d the Reqmred Actions apply until the 
Coif~~?lo~$gJ~~ger exis s. ' '*~ facility is not within the LCO 

Applri;W:~.~·1'~~h. @'· ~ 
•• _... X·7..-:-.-• ..,,.. l,& 

.·:~::}::::::::::;:... Once a clfng,ition liif • .,.J,ntered~~~sequent subsystems, 
.::.df;~%41~mpone~fgf:9.l va~j!&t-&l~;?ed IB1he Condition, discovered to 

{#~( '\::!)tnot withiifJ.t~-®:~M'in n~tWf.@.t in separate entry into the 
'{\(h,, ~dition unl.ecifically stated. The Required Actions of the 

....... '\1~ft.::"- !¥JM~t!?~~ co~tirl{it? apply !o.e~ch addi~ional failure ~~th 
... ·~{t~===~:::::::::;:;':·.·. ·~m~9.&J1mes:.PJ.ged on 1mtial entry mto the Cond1t1on. 

/.::#Jt#::::-,Z;~~=~~~~l:::;:;.. ':::1tlf' -:::~~~ ~0 
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Completion Times 
1.3 

t USE AND APPLICATION 

EXAMPLES · The following examples illustrate the use of C()mpletion Times with different types of 
Conditions and changing Conditions. · 

EXAMPLE 1.3-1 

ACTIONS 

CONDITION 

B. Required Action and 
associated Completion 
Times not met 

REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

B.1 Perform AcMd.fi:iBJ 12 hours 

AND effj~?" 
··~9.J.3.2 36 hours B.2 

,... ~ 

~::;;>-. "".-..:.:-- ~.t.£:: .. 
Conditio~ B h~s two Required A~~Wi~~aa~h RequireCt\:W~n ?as its own se~~rate . 
Completion Time. Each Completm~'@11ne is referenced tolJ.iJ·time that Cond1t1on B is 
entered. ' %Mf. . ~&~;::-

~-< .. x·>.. ~,.."'!•.•:'\ I 

·~~~~~; .~::~... :..:;:~=::::> 
The Required Actions of Condition Bt.t.~.to cofil$.l~te action B.1.W{."ti)j_IJ 12 hours AND 
complete action B.2 ,g.'i hW 36 hours. A."'Th,lill:-QtJi·l.ours is allowedla=@ompleting 
action B.1. and a tota · 'ft~B!!;lfS (not 48 If&fjj~9.i~ allowe~ for completi~g ~ction B.2 
from the time that Con llftiit:;a~ .,.entered. if'~-~pn B.1 1s completed w1thm 6 hours, 
the time allowed for corrtP.1~in~ · · · ~.2 is th@{*-t30 hours because the total time 
allowed :(QJ:.CD_@pleting actt:h:.B.2 is . ···.. ,. ~{ffu,. 

,a:tl§,.f-:;;::;:...i. ~,··:::·:·. :-:-$::::~ ~~-;;~~::;: 
,Q-h:::::::~WN<&~@.;- , . ~""· :::~~- ~·.· 

EXAMPLE 1.3-2 .::::::::::::::::::·· :.'~~:;. . , ~- · ·-:~:~~. 
·~=w.~.. :<,:~~::- { • ·::=? ~ ,,-;:.:,» ~.::::· ~ ,, 

'-!•*•!i-?""'.-. ~::;;=· ~,. . 
ACTIO~fY;:,... ~?:~: . h ~...:.... ;:-,;:;.... . ..... ,;', 

COMPLETION TIME 

7days 

ewif J~termined to not meet the LCO, Condition A is entered. If the 
. ··~bred.within~ days, Condition Bis also entered ru:1d the Completion 

Time cloc :: or Requrred Act10ns B.1 and B.2 start. If the system is restored after 
Condition B is entered, Conditions A and B are exited, and therefore, the Required 
Actions of Condition B may be terminated. 

6 



1. USE AND APPLICATION 

EXAMPLE 1.3-3 

Completion Times 
1.3 

NOTE ----------------------------------------------

Separate Condition entry is allowed for each component. 

ACTIONS 

CONDITION 

A. LCO not met. 

B. Required Action and 
associated Completion 
Time not met. 

REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. I Restore compliance 4 hours 
with LCO-..,~«.:,. ~ 

7 



Frequency 
1.4 

1. USE AND APPLICATION 

1.4 Frequency 

PURPOSE The purpose of this section is to define the proper use and application 
of Frequency requirements. 

DESCRIPTION Each Surveillance Requirement (SR) has a specified Frequency in 
which the Surveillance must be met in order to meet the associated 
Limiting Condition for Opera. tii)ll·. L. CO). An understanding of the 
correct application of the spe9MJ;;: Wrequency is necessary for 
compliance with the SR. ;::i:.:: .. f! 

.. A~-:;:~~~::;~~-
,:::;::~:;:::;:?.':~;:q@ 

The "specified Fre . eii!Jf.1~ r~l~&~ to throughout this section and 
each of th~ Sp~c}. ,. }>DS of ~ectio1tf19~.surveillan~e Requirement 
(SR) Apphca~ · , =jrlie "specified Freq[~.p,cy" consists of the 
requirements'.~;.;·,..,·e Frequency column ofq-~~.SR as well as certain 
Notes in the Su,ance colu%n that modiij~~~}.formance 
requirements. q.:::::> . .:.r:::::k ''-::(:::;:~.; 

:?:=:}):.. ~~~:-:·:·:•'.'-" ~-:-:·.~:~~ •. 
-~j@::: ··:::-:@::.::12:1*~1~ ··::4_f . 

siMlij~;where a Surv~1··· e could be required (i·.e., its Frequency 
coul(:tj~}jlf~~m.!'.he;eit is· '·· .• ossibl~ or not des~ed ~h~t i~ be 
perfo~t~::.untif1;~ffi.W~e afte. ·. soc1ated L~O is with1~ its 

.d"Al:h.,. .. Appl~caBUlJ.f.? rep~e~l9;t~nt1~l ~OA conflicts. To a~o1.d these 
. .;.@;JM"'.1fttf::?nf11cts, ~~J.1:.~ (~~~~J.W~J&f:fl~n or the Frequency) is state~ =• '. ch that it •~$.1»$ ~ired W~f~~ can be an~ s~ould be performed. 
"{m~::.. , a SR sat•W.ffi, SR 3.0.4 imposes no restriction . 

... ::~=:~:::» . !;;:-::::~: . 
.-... X~<<., _ · ,..:c.<·: ;:-..:!:•:·. 
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Frequency 
1.4 

1. USE AND APPLICATION 

EXAMPLES The following examples illustrate the various ways that Frequencies are specified. 

EXAMPLE 1.4-1 

SURVEILLANCEREQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

Verify pressure within limit. 12 hours 

Example 1.4-1 contains the type of SR most ofteuefff6'ountered in the Technical 
Specifications (TS). The Frequency specifie!;aif{ftlf'.val (12 hours) during which the 
associated Surveillance must be perfonne~#.{($,"~~:Qne time. Perfonnance of the 
Surveillance initiates the subsequent int~)j}A.liH@'_M the Frequency is stated as 
12 hours, an extension of the time in~~Jy~ft~ 1.25 tilff~hJ;ie stated Frequency is 
allowed by SR 3.0.2 for operatioIJ.AA(li:~it'bmty. The mei!Wt,~ent of this interval . 
continues at all times, even whcm~JSR is not required tO:~».J.et per SR 3.0.1 (such as 
when a variable is outside specif[i{JJ.jJilits, or the facility is ~ij~JQ.~ the Applicability of 
the LCO). If the interval specifiedvBf:j§J.}._3.0.2 ~:>~~eeded whfi~®~.facility is in a 

d. ' "fi d. h A l" b"1'"1''ffth,,.r.::bd'~ h LCO. 't'&· . d con it10n spec1 ie m!. e pp ica 1 i.1 ;;QL-~ .. y.#.*.~h t e is no -~~ .. m accor ance 
with SR 3 0 1 d::ffy.:e:. ··=:-:f@/if:qP~ :::~:::>· 

• • • ·;z::::::?~;;~~<~ (::--?;··;:~( 
<::x::;:':'..::;;::.~"l-.. ''-;::!';:--/,: 

If the interval as speciff~~"§~~t~~2 is exc:~~hile the facility is not in a 
condition specified in the~'i?:J;Jlicifi,lfi.o/:~f.the Lc@!9.r:~hich perfonnance of the SR is 
require,s.!flli~J~».f.Yeillance ~1·»-.. be pe?fc61:;:: ... ~.--.withiri"tl%~requency requirements of SR 
3 0 ,d.7.;. .. (.X,:un •. • h Lfi d ,;i ' -:E' "l ~;;d ld l • . ·3.::P:9:9f·:fo"<~t!,~;µito t es ·l 1ea£_Q~u f. .::;;c.A~J ure·10 o so wou resu t ma 

. 1.::-a8'"'. fSR3··::1'i.::;t, ~- ~;-: .;.;::;,:-;::-:::-~. VlO uuuti 0 .v.~. 'S:~..... !:::.?.>~·l' 

~continued) 
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1. USE AND APPLICATION 

EXAMPLE 1.4-2 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE 

Verify flow is within limits. 

10 

FREQUENCY 

Frequency 
1.4 

Once within 12 hours prior to starting 
activity 

AND 

24 hS?.9t~Jhereafter 



Approved Contents 
2.0 

2 APPROVEDCONTENTS 

2.1 The ISF Facility shall be limited to the receipt, packaging, and storage of the following SPENT 
NUCLEAR FUEL: 

• 

• 

• 

Peach Bottom fuel elements with characteristics as described in Table 2-1, 

Shippingport fuel rods with characteristics as described in Table 2-2, and 

TRIGA fuel elements with characteristics as desc · 4~~~)i Table 2-3 . 

' MY" 
~ .. w~. 

Table4-1. i.f;ff~~::: 
Spent Fuel Limits - Peac.h1Jottom Fij~l::-. 

Cladding 

Maximum Fuel Enrichment 

Maximum Decay Heat per ISF~4&J,§.~R 
Fuel Design 

·-:·~:·:-:·~· X;'•:-;:···::i 
··=:tf~=~;-A~!t: 

Table2-3. 

. .. .. ;~=~==-~ 

erature gas-cooled with 
~ ration 

Limit 

Zircaloy-4 

Not applicable 

IOW 

L WBR Th02 Type N N reflector 

30,000EFPH 

·=:~;:::&:::::::::=· 
·~::::!!::" .. 

Spent Fuel Limits -·Training Research Isotope Production General Atomics (TRIGA) 
Fuel 

Characteristic Limit 

Cladding Aluminum or Stainless Steel 

Maximum Enrichment 9 w/o uranium enriched to 20% 
235TT 

Maximum Decay Heat per ISF CANISTER 36W 

11 



2 APPROVED CONTENTS 

Approved Contents 
2.0 

2.2 The decay heat load of the ISF Facility storage vaults shallot exceed the limits shown in 
Table2-4. 

Vault I 

Vault2 

STORAGE 
TUBE Heat 

Load (Watts) 

40 

120 

40 

120 

Table2-4 
ISF Facility 

Heat Load Limits 

Number of· 
STORAGE 

TUBES 

12 

Vault Heat 
Load (Watts) 

6160. 

12880 



LCO Applicability 
3.0 

3 LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION (LCO)APPLICABILITY 

LC03.0.l 

. LC03.0.2 

LC03.0.3 

LCOs shall be met during specified conditions in the Applicability, except as , 
provided in LCO 3.0.2. 

Upon discovery of a failure to meet an LCO, the Required Actions of the associated 
Conditions shall be met, except as provided in LCO 3.0.5. 

If the LC:O is 1;11et or is no lon~er applicabl~,~hto e~pirati~n of the s~ecified 
Completion TIIlle(s), completion of the R~'J,'J"~tl Act10ns(s) ts not requrred, unless :::::;;, .. ·.·.;~ 
otherwise stated. .:l~\::Mt~: .. 

,.x:::~i::·· -.::;::::::::: .. ~:~. . ~ 

LCO 3.0.4 When an ~CO is not met, e~futo a specified conditt~~the Applicability shall 
not be made except when the~li'.{~9.eiated ACTIONS to be .,.~ii:ter~ed permit .continued 
~peratio~ in the.spec~fied condiH~!JW..the M..@:9a~ility f~r ltf:f,tt}~,_~i~ed p~riod of 
time. This Spec1A~t!on shall not pl'{?).l:l:!:~t§}[eges m specified ~1ttons m the 

Appli~ability th~\•-:~- to corrip~t ACTIONS. 

13 



SR Applicability 
3.0 

3 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT (SR) APPLICABILITY 

SR3.0.l 

SR3.0.2 

SR3.0.3 

SR3.0.4 

SRs shall be met during specified conditions in the Applicability for individual 
LCOs, unless otherwise stated in the SR. Failure to meet a SR, whether such failure 
is experienced during the performance of the Surveillance or between performances 
of the Surveillance, shall be failure to meet the LCO. Failure to perform a 
Surveillance within the specified Frequency shall be failure to meet the LCO except 
as provided in SR 3.0.3. Surveillances do not have to be performed on inoperable 
equipment or variables outside specified limits . .;;;:~:-. 

.•. :;:;::-,:::-.;:; . 
. ··~:¥.&:"" 

The s~ecified ~requency fo~ eac~ SR is Wf~Jlie Surveillance is perform~d within 
1.25 .times the ~~terval specified m th_~lf:~,~~?l• as m~asured from the time a 
specified condition of the Frequen~~JP-et. ».:fl~:-

~====~~~=·· . ··~%&.. . .·~ • .\ .... , ... ~.,. ~I'.:.:-:·:·. 
For Frequencies specified as '~9.ii.~rthe above intef¥~1~;<:tension does not apply. If 
a Completion Time require~OOic performance on a.::-~00£~ per ... "basis, the 
above Frequency extension app.Jjx,~ to each performance lfl!t:#.te initial 

·performance. . ·~=qJ~t;:;, .~/@}~ ··=::;(lb::: .. 
Exceptions to thi·£1§P.::::~<:!Wcation are ~ti~~:~~f~h~ individual SpeciltJ~tions . . • ;,:.;.-/.« ._,.,_ !f. , 

•-;;t~~::~~?:~~=~::::::~·. . ... ~:-. 

'':::tt::::.. Entry into '(:'{p~cified.cQ).}Clition in the Applicability of an LCO shall not be made 
<:%?):::unless the i.;~g;s SRs have been met within their specified Frequency. This 

'<~{fp[;g_vision shij@ot prevent entry into specified conditions in the Applicability that 
'fl&.:J:equireclJ~j~omply with ACTIONS or that are related to unloading of a .............. .v ••..•• 

ST@~' GBffilIBE. ""'•""' .-~ ... ,,.,._ ..... . ~ ....... :-~··· •X:·· .. 
v;$.~:~:~;f ~· 
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3 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT CSR) APPLICABILITY 

3.1 Canister Integrity 
r. 

3. I.I Canister Integrity 

Canister Integrity 
3.1.1 

LC03.1.l The ISF CANISTER helium leak rate shall be :S I 04 std cm3 /sec at a pressure of 
19-21 psia at 80-100°F. 

APPLICABILITY: CANISTER HANDLING, STORAGE OP -

ACTIONS: 

· A. LCO not met. 

15 

Prior to CANISTER 
HANDLING 

(continued) 



3SURVEILLANCEREQUIREMENTS 

Canister Integrity 
3.1.1 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR3.l.l. Verify ISF CANISTER fill 
pressure and helium leak rate 
is within limits. 

Once prior to CANISTER HANDLING. 

.J:i:~;, 

·::0.';b. '"::;:•:;,:·~ ···::r4:» ~ ·~~;::~:~~~~. 
v~§@.:J.~> ... :::~::.: ··:~-:!~=~~ 

?,..-//.· ·:. "..:-:·:·%·. ».:~··:~ . ..:,..~ 
·-:q.::;;'~:::. .((;}"1fj.~:·· ·==-~:::;::::;;,.;,. 

•,r NJ'.•.-,.. /. ... .::?.>"@ ....... ~~· 
.;:~~~=~~~~ ··~~;~?~~~;:rt/ ·.-.r.-:.-:.· 
%';~S;:,.;.,;-.. <:::&;::;:?-· 

-~1ltl~~J~~~~:~... . ~~Wt13 
"%~:::-:: -·-:·:-~>.:-~.... ''.:::4fa» 

4[~ ,,~,,;~•',·.: ... ~.•.,,.·;···,:,;,·:.:• .. : ... ·;·:.·:,·•':·:-·,,:•:;:~:~:~.:_:·
1

•_.:.:_ .. ' ..• '.·-·ftt14i,;_~~.' .. ~'.r:::,.,•:'~-~ ~~~I~1:~: ~~ -~11~ ~:_;- ~, ·· '·_. 
-:·~.~ ~.·. X· ;,.~ !>~~:;:. 

·--~~~r.f,~k.~_-:;;,_., a:r~~ ~:-:>i~ 
.• ~.. • .... ~:~::·:-:-:~::-;:i;::;-.-.. -~%?~· 

-~~~~J~t~=~~~~~P=~i=rt.t~~·~.-. ~~ili~ 
-~~~~~( ··->~:=~f ~~~it_~~.i~.:.~_:_:·.==::~.:.'-· .... ~:u· 

tt1~ii~h~ ... ' 

·:::~-:.:.. «:~·:ilJ,,, ·<-(ffvff 

--~w~::.. 
~1=~~: 
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STORAGE TUBE Pressure and Interseal Leak Rate 
3.2.1 

3 SURvEILLANCE REQUIREMENT CSR) APPLICABILITY 

3.2 STORAGE TUBE Integrity 

3.2.1 STORAGE TUBE Pressure and Interseal Leak Rate 

LC03.2.1 The STORAGE TUBE interseal leak rate shall be :S 104 std cm3/sec at a pressure 
within the limits of Figure 3.2-1. 

APPLICABILITY: STORAGE OPERATIONS 

44 ACTIONS: ~W •• -----------------------------~------------------NOT.Ii~~--~~¥.-----------------------~-
~,.::' .··~~ 

Separate Condition entry is allowed for eac . ;f:ORAGE TmfE:.J;pntaining an 
ISF CANISTER. '·:.. 

·:~;.::.:~ 
·~~l· 

--------------~-------------~>-----------~$. 
-*~ .. ; : · . · ION <:~~_MPLETION 

~<$TIME 
CONDITT ON 

A. LCO not met. 3pdays 

(continued) 
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STORAGE TUBE Pressure and Interseal Leak Rate 
3.2.1 

3 SURVEILLANCE REQUIRElyIBNT CSR) APPLICABILITY 

Figura 3.2-1 
STORAGE TUBE Helium FUIPrassura Limits 

zo~...--------.-......... ---.----............................. ...,,,_......,...-...---. ..... --......... ..,........;,...;.-.--r--..--...--...-..--.--.-"""T"-r--.---,...--,, 

24J+--f---i~l---+--+--li--o+--+--+.~1--~-t--+~f,o--o+--+-+~+---+---+"""'"'t--+--t---t~t-~.r--t--t--t":--I 
~!-':~ 

~23J+--f-"""'+--4.,,.....,.+--4"--+--l.....,..,,l'--+--f--+--ll---f--,-4--+--+--l-+--+--+---11--~.--1._,.,..;--t::::..-f"""Cf--+--ll--+--I 

-I 2U +--+--+--+-+---+- Mald-mt.m Helun Fii PresM-e .. -f-f-+--f-.:..J:-=!j;,c:;:~,,-.,-t. 1---f--l·I-· ...,.,..-1-f-+--+-I .§ i..,...oi--

Envlrmrradll ~Tlll1*MU'e Cdlli f)
~ 
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. STORAGE TUBE Pressure and Interseal Leak Rate 
3.2.l 

3 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT CSR) APPLICABILITY 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE 

SR 3.2.1.1 Verify STORAGE TUBE 
pressure and interseal leak 
rate within specified limits. 

SR3.2.1.2 Verify STORAGE"TUBE 
pressure and interseal leak 
rate within specified limits. 

/{$~;. 

,,~ 
'·;-=~!!!/ .. , 

19 

FREQUENCY 

Prior to commencing STORAGE 
OPERATIONS for the STORAGE 
TUBE being tested. 

Annually for 1 occupied STORAGE 
TUB m each storage vault. 

_.;;5? ....... 

.,,. 



3 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT CSR) APPLICABILITY 

3.2.2 Storage Vault Heat Removal System 

Storage Vault Removal System 
3.2.2 

LC03.2.2 The Storage Vault Heat Removal System for each occupied STORAGE TUBE 
shall be OPERABLE. 

APPLICABILITY: STORAGE OPERATIONS 

CONDITION 

A. LCO not met. 

B. Required Action dJ.};:~ ·~ii~w Transfer F 
. d . l . ~--···. [::"f.:.«ft,M s 

a~soc1ate Comp et10n:.j :~ ··:-,t~I TE 
Tune .. a~~$'.~· ·,~ :W::: ud" ~[ffi~~j~ ST 

·@:~ . :~ &':$:,:.,. :«:... . . ,.., .· .,. =-=~;:. •• , 

96 hours 

(continued) 
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3 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT CSR) APPLICABILITY 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SR3.2.2. 

SURVEILLANCE 

Visually inspect all inlet air 
vents, outlet air vents, and 
occupied STORAGE TUBE 
annular outlets for blockage. 

21 

48 hours 

Storage Vault Removal System 
3.2.2 

FREQUENCY 



3 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT CSR) APPLICABILITY 

3.3 Criticality Control Program 

3.3.1 Fuel Packaging Area Limits 

Fuel Packaging Area Limits 
3.3.l 

LC03.3.1 Only one SPENT NUCLEAR FUEL type (i.e., Peach Bottom, Shippingport, or 
TRIGA) shall be present within the Fuel Packaging Area. 

APPLICABILITY:RECEIPTOPERATIONS,LOADINGOPERATIO S 

ACTIONS: 

CONDITION 

A. LCO not met. 

22 

COMPLETION 
TIME, 

(continued) 



Fuel Packaging Area Limits 
3.3.1 

3 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT (SR) APPLICABILITY 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE 

SR 3.3.1.1 Verify SPENT NUCLEAR 
FUEL type in transfer cask. 

SR3.3.l.2 Verify SPENT NUCLEAR 
FUEL type in Fuel Packaging 
Area 

23 

FREQUENCY 

Prior to transferring transfer cask loaded 
with SPENT NUCLEAR FUEL into 
Transfer Tunnel 



3 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT CSR) APPLICABILITY 

3.3.2 CriticalityMonitoring 

Criticality Monitoring System 
3.3.2 

LC03.3.2 The criticality monitoring system shall be OPERABLE. 

APPLICABILITY: 
Area. 

LOADING OPERATIONS with SPENT NUCLEAR Fuel in the Fuel Packaging 

ACTIONS: 

CONDITION 

A. LCO not met. 

24 

COMPLETION 
TIME 

Immediately 

(continued) 



Criticality Monitoring System 
3.3.2 

3 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT (SR) APPLICABILITY 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SR3.3.2.1 

SR3.3.2.2 

SURVEILLANCE 

Perfonn a CHANNEL 
CHECK of criticality 
monitoring system. 

Perfonn a CHANNEL 
FUNCTIONAL TEST of 
criticality monitoring 
system. 

~:'~··· ,; ... :::::... '*;~?x~·.···~·~···~. 
··::::zttJli~:~:;:,;~:-~mM'!:.;-_ 

··-:-:·x·:i". ~-·-:·=·~·~~:-:-;...,,,, 
"=$"'·~·. .,.;:.'<:.-.;., .• ,,_ 

~t{~~' <~<lb 

~-~:/ 

25 

FREQUENCY 

Within 1 hour prior to commencing 
LOADING OPERATIONS in the Fuel 
Packaging Area and every 24 hours 
there 



3 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT (SR) APPLICABILITY 

3 .4 Fuel Packaging Area Confinement Boundary 

3.4.1 Heating, Ventilation, Air Conditioning (HV AC) System 

LCO 3.4.1 HV AC System shall be OPERABLE. 

APPLICABILITY: LOADING OPERATIONS 

ACTIONS: 

CONDITION 

A. LCO not met. 

26 

HVACSystem 
3.4.l 

COMPLETION 
TIME 

Immediately 

1 hour , 

Within 1 hour of 
HVACsystem 
declared 
INOPERABLE and 
every 8 hours 
thereafter. 

(continued) 



HVACSystem 
3.4.1 

3 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT CSR) APPLICABILITY 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE 

SR.3 .4.1.1 Verify 1 Fuel Packaging Area 
exhaust fan running. 

27 

FREQUENCY 

Within 1 hour prior to commencing 
LOADING OPERATIONS. 

AND 

Every 24 hours during LOADING 
OPE~J.IONS. 
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4 DESIGN FEATURES 

4.1 Design Features Significant to Safety 

4.1.1 Criticality Control 

Design Features Significant to Safety 
4.1 

ISF CANISTER loading shall not exceed the following limits: 

SPENT NUCLEAR FUEL Maxi um Loading per ISF CAN}STER 

Peach Bottom 

TRI GA 

Shippingport L WBR 

4.1.2 Materials 

1. 

2. 

29 



Codes and Standards 
4.2 

4 DESIGN FEATURES 

4.2 Codes and Standards 

The following are the governing codes for the ISF Facility storage component design: 

Storage Component 
Important to Safety 

Applicable Codes 
Editions/ Application 

1--~~~..---~~~~ 

Years 

STORAGE TUBE ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code 1998 with 

ISF CANISTER 

ISFBasket 

(B&PVC), Section II ,0 
~nda 

ASME B&PVC, Section III, Division 1, :;.::-::: 

:::~:::~·:::::p;F • ,, ~ 

•. ~~-;4:•;:::;·~ ~ ~ ~ =--~: .. ;;::~:::-:::;-...... 
-:: :-.. ::·\ '~::~:::::: ··:;;:::},:?-%-. 

4.2.1 rnatives to D~,~odet®tandards, adthifiteria 

Design 

Yes 

Yes 

Fabrication 

Yes 

Yes 

No. In 
accordance 
with ISF 
Quality 
Program 
Plan 

, ~ ~ ~!:';t. . ... 

~~~-»~rnatives to ~hi~-~=='.·· es l~:~;~o,.4.2·above have been used in the design of the ISF Facility. 
:;L'-*· ·.~::;:-.. ~. 

··~:;::==$:... .·:::::·~·.. '"f.:.··· 
4.2.2 Constructi.ii~abrication Alrnatives to Codes, Standards, and Criteria · 

,~~ ···:-:::~ 
Proposed alte!i=»\ ·vest ' ~codes listed in 4.2 above may be used when authorized 
by 'the Director · , e-, ·· .. 'e of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards or 
designee. The requ . such alternatives should demonstrate that: . 

":X 

1. The proposed alternatives would provide an acceptable level of quality and safety, or 

2. Compliance with the specified requirements of the codes listed in 4.2 above would result 
in hardship or unusual difficulty without a compensating increase in the level of quality 
and safety. · 

Requests for alternatives shall be submitted in accordance with 10 CFR 72.4. 

30 



SPENT NUCLEAR FUEL Handling Equipment 
4.3 

4 DESIGN FEATURES 

4.3 

4.3.1 

4.3.2 

4.3.3 

SPENT NUCLEAR FUEL Handling Equipment 

ISF Facility Cranes and Trolleys 

The components classified to be important to safety of the Cask Receipt Crane, the 
Fuel Handling Machine, the Canister Handling Machine, the Cask Trolley, and the 
Canister Trolley shall meet the requirements ofNUREG-0554, "Single Failure 
Proof Cranes for Nuclear Power Plants'', and NUREG-0612, "Control of Heavy 
Loads at Nuclear Power Plants". These are considered SUPJ?l~mental requirements 
to the base code, Crane Manufactures Association of ~~~@')Specification #70 
(CMAA 70) {~;;;:::.:;:, 

. d*?«=·~;. 
.::{;:::~· 

, . .:{:::::;:J:WJ~ 
Other exceptions to CMAA 70 are tabulated b~.~~~~jf '1;&k:: .. 

• • • ..~~::=:=:~::~. --.-.;;~::=::=:~ 
L1ftmg Devices - &m::?· i:;{b::: .. 

/;=:·~·~.::-· -~~=·:::;::.. (:::.%'. ,;z;:::~ .. 
All lifting devices used to raise or lower sgA_~T NUCLEAR FUEL ~1($;ke 
designed in accordance with ANSI N14.6 ~.}?} .• "Spect~~~ifting Devi~~~tf~f 
Shipping Containers Weighing 10,000 Pound~~QO kg}~~ore". ~-;;;*.}:: .. 

• ~:{::::).. ...:.:;:;·· • ~::·;.:.:-' '..;...'.::.;:<' 
~······ • -~-; "'":.""° ...... 

Other exceptions to ANSI Nl;f~~~~~f~9ulated beto'/. &.\' . 
'%\."·,:::(~;~:;.,. ~{%:::::: .. 

Peach Bottom Transfer Casks ·::;Jk ·· .:~g~:~:::~~... '~%";:\ .. 
.::;.::::;::::::~::.« "t{\, .,,~::;~~~~)~it=~-- ,~,:~f.fh .. 

The o~g~nal q~~~Wl~~@J~. ~or the P~1~.k ~o~®}f~Mf~~.~as~Was I 0 .cFR 71. 
The ongmatf~1?pcat1on cnt~r~a were c()~t!'!:m~~~· a set o(@,~ded drawmgs and 
construction"spj~~f.icationsl!~pared by B~i!jJflMemorial tffstitute (BMI) and 
furnished to the'=task..fabricato]. The BMI S~ for the Peach Bottom transfer casks 
COIJ~!:!:i.!J.Ml~ specifi~~!iO.H~i~~~iQ9~_ures &~f i~i:e referenced on the drawings. One 

_.;:!?{j~?,$~:~).~~P,.~~-~ficat1i~~m#.ffa·pr0'$8a~~:::~.itect $§ME ·section VIII Unfired 
/t~r.essure Ve~s~1.*}?:~2 E~~~~:R~.nd Sectlriu~~}Ve!ding. Qualification 1962 Editi?n 
·-=::/for the weldmg df:a_ti~~emtic::$uhnless steel aria clad stamless steel by the Metallic ..... ....-... :;:. •.·.·-·.· .. -. ~ .......... . 

·.A!.'.8~:f._rocess and the'1J.Q, proce~i~~»._STM is cited for base metals and filler metals 
wH1i!:ff~tQis same proc·~~~r~· The rts@mbly basis was the set of detailed drawings 
and c&q~~ption specifi(jj!!9ns. . .. ,; .. 

··:~::~iJ~;~:~.. ~~~~~~~~~ 
!fte excep~foijM~ CodeJAfi.;9 Standards for the e~sting transfer casks are tabulated 
m Appendix A:t!)JpJ.e 6,4;:%~4 to the Safety Analysis Report. 

"·====ttl~/~P" 
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4 DESIGN FEATURES 

SPENT NUCLEAR FUEL Handling Equipment 
4.3 

Exceptions to Codes and Standards 

System, Structure, or Component: Cask Receipt Crane, Cask Trolley, Canister Trolley, Fuel 
Handling Machine, Canister Handling Machine 

Reference Code or 
Standard 

Section/ Article 
Code or Standard Requirement 

Exception, Justification & 
Compensatory Measures 

Crane Manufacturers 
Association of 
America Specification 
#70 (CMAA 70) 

Crane Manufacturers 
Association of 

Various 
~{?;~ ;'NUREG-05 54 and NUREG-0612 

/;:::-;-::-:~·· 
4g.f~~· have been invoked and take 

.. :-::::::)f:ff:-. precedence over CMAA 70 
.·:·:·:·;·:.:···:·;;;·:~·: .. :·. 

·{$?' '<::+twhereapplicable. NUREG-0554 
.)\;.. .,,.. ~ :?;$.J. NUREG-0612 contain 

,.Aff/· ~fffffj9nal guidance provided by 
.,;••XY~v •••• Yf'";: 

~fm:~:· the N~J.f,-~ith respect to cranes. 
~~ 0.%:-:·. 

Crane Manur.~'% 1sift>.ection 1. /&.$$.~u·m. -~@~~:~MJ:-2~» Llling devices that are load 
~ .,..: i:- "'::e<.:J ::::· .... v W,...::::: 

Association 'o. qi;\ ... All of~. (~»(foarrying"=:/ ·.carrying parts are designed, 
America Spec~ PE, wshall be ~~!$:~d .so that the ~abricated, teste~, and inspected 
#7~}~~ 70) '',l:;;,\~~-, J' -~~tattc stW,~.~n the ~n ~ccordance with ANSI ~14:6 
.;;:{:/\:::}{::::::-:,,.:;, ·~.::; :, .. ., .... •a~l!ased on r~e9. crane m heu of the CMAA 70 cntena . 

. · •. ;.•;;-/1:-:~L:·"X:::S§*·. .,..;~ %f" °''~~°«· .,._::;., .;. @¥~i:: · ··-~·,:~%:tt1., -..; t ~.eacity, snalt~~i~xcood 20 NUREG-0612 defines the use of 
~ff; '·:::::-41. mw~v..t of the pii~J1.shed average ANS NI 4.6 for special lifting 
·~ :~\:::. "®\ ultffl:il~Wtrength of the material. devices. ANSI N 1 ~.6 requires a 

~~:~::., ".:;J~ :; "t~f.. safety factor .on ultimate strength 
·:·*=~Ji..:Y.. -;:~ :..:·. ,;::;·:~.... • 
· ,·.;::::-::::, <> :::=::. "·:=:~:· of the matenal of 5 on non-....... >..' ~ :..-::-.:. ,. 

·t~\ · @:fa critical loads and 10 on critical 
'\.':;;. ::::t~ loads that do not have redundant 

~::f:f::~.. --~ g~: load paths 
\.',"o"."•'••• •"•"• 'a"-">. • 
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4 DESIGN FEATURES 

SPENT NUCLEAR FUEL Handling Equipment 
4.3 

Exceptions to Codes and Standards (Cont.) 

System, S(ructure, or Compo11e11t: Cask Receipt Crane, Cask Trolley, Canister Trolley, Fuel 
Handling Machine, Canister Handling Machi11e (Cont.) 

Crane Manufacturers 
Association of 
America Specification 
#70 (CMAA 70) 

Reference Code or 
Standard 

Section/ Article 

Section 1.4 Runway, ... The Anchor bolts are in accordance 
runway rails should be standard with AISC, Manual of Steel 
rail sections or any other .}J ~.Construction, 9th Edition. 
commercial rolled sections~~ ::CMAA 70 does not provide an 
equivalent specifications of:(i?f.[ explicit code or standard. The 

-i:~0.:!:-:":;~ ~roper size for the cran~$11J.:.e-~@ !ffi-C recognizes the use of AISC 
mstalled and must b~j«>".fi~ed · ~ §.WJ structural anchor bolts. 
with proper rail sp).~@t;md hold- ~'!~.::-... · 
d f: t _.1.:::::::-_:W \W·· 

own as ener}?~l@~Y ::::;:b: .. 

33 

unacceptable dose consequences 
during handling or storage. 
Therefore, these exceptions are 
considered acce table. 
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Responsibility 
5.1 

5 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS 

5.1 

5.1.1 

I 5.t.2 

Responsibility 

The ISF Facility Director_shall be responsible for overall facility operation and shall delegate 
in writing the succession to this responsibility during his absence. 
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5 ADMINISTRA TNE CONTROLS 

5.2 Organization 

5.2.1 Onsite and Offsite Organizations 

Organization 
5.2 

Onsite and offsite organizations shall be established for facility operation and corporate 
management, respectively. The onsite and offsite organizations shall include the positions for 
activities affecting safety of the ISF Facility. 

a) Lines of authority, responsibility, and communicatioJ:l~shall be defined and established 
thr~~ghout highest m~nage_ment levels, intermedi~~;f¥ets, and operating o:gani~tion 
pos1t1?ns .. These relat1onsh1ps shall be .do~um~rtt(~~~d upda~ed, as app~op~ate, 10 

orgamzat1onal charts, functional descnpt10I\.~~~~~rtmental respons1b1htles and 
relationships, and job descriptions for key~·n~~itions, or in equivalent forms of 
documentation. These requirements, ~$J!}.ttng the plariW,~pX,cific titles of those personnel 
fulfilling the responsibilities of the p.o~lgiftls delineated ifi"::lli~se Technical Specifications, 
shall be documented in the Safetu: .. :~!~.···~lYsis Report; ~%.~:'.. • ~::W},5 -.:~x .. $.. 

":g~*:" '":;:;.~~:-. ' 
b) The ISF Facility Director shall b~ r~~~l1$!.ble fo~.£¥;.fall safe op~ffl~~~p of the facility and 

shall have control over ~.ose ons1te actt~i)f~~.11.~~aty for safe opclif!M. and 
maintenance of the facftf P'~!., '":;::::::::::::::;::::::·· ":::·:• 

~ .... ~!i.J:-,::~ .. - "-?:::;:; .. ;-;:· • .. -=x~.._ •••...• ~... ..,,,,,,?".·. 

c) Deputy Manager for 1~J~iff~iy~:s· l!imate_;;~&&sibil.ity for ov.erall facility nuclear 
safety and shall take any m'~!:'res Reii;l, .to ensuW'J9R~ptable performance of the 
staff in og~zy~~.%inaintainin~!.);nd pro 1 ~'.ffil~~hniti~l!u-1?.port to the facility to 
ensure 11uC:l~a'f.:sjjf¢tr.· and ·::;:~~:-.; .d.~t-:~=::·:~~:;~:\~ .. - ;;;-;::: 

.f:f<-:Y . -··::::::.:·::?.. . ·o;t,~~ ··=·===~~-:::=='" ···=:?J(~ 

d) The ::i{~~.pals w;t~orm heah\t§~~~s functi~rts: or perform quality assurance 
... shall hav@~~~-~ien}j~},2.~~~~tionaPiilf gom to ensure their independence from operating 

.p-::::::;::~l?J.S~ures. "::~~~~~;.::f:@-¢;::::::::::~·:~. _ 't:~ 

<~~\~~@t.~ 
'"·~·.·;/'•. '" '@ '· ..... .. ,...:;. .• ·.1t .. •r , ... ~g .,,iv• 

···"":-:-.. 'i~~ . 
h (:.~\ 

·-~=:=~~~\~ ~~~::~ 
~;~:t~~~~ :!~til 

·-::='.;..':;:·. ....-r:·::~~· 
·:ix~::::.. -»*.~~

-.::;;;::;~@.;::~:::·· .•.. ~~--: ....... "« .... 
"=:":4=" -«·. 
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ISF Facility Staff Qualifications 
5.3 

5 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS 

5.3 

5.3.1 

ISF Facility Staff Qualifications 

The ISF Facility Staff shall meet or exceed the minimum qualifications of ANSI 18.1-1971 for 
comparable positions. The ISF Facility Operations Manager and certified Operators shall be 
trained and certified in accordance with the ISF Operator Training Plan. 
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5 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS 

5.4 Procedures 

Procedures 
5.4 

5.4.1 Written procedures shall be established, implemented, and maintained covering the following 
activities that are important to safety: 

a) Administrative controls; 

b) Routine ISF Facility operations; 
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5 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS 

5.5 Programs 

The following programs shall be established, implemented, and maintained. 

5.5.1 Technical Specifications Bases Control Program 

39 

Programs 
5.5 



5 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS 

5.5.2 Radioactive Effluent Control Program 

Programs 
5.5 

This program contains the offsite dose calculation methodologies, radioactive effluent controls 
programs, and radiological monitoring activities. This program shall contain: 

a) The methodologies and parameters used in calculation of offsite doses resulting from 
radioactive gaseous and liquid effluents; 

b) The methodologies and parameters used in calculation of.gaseous and liquid effluent 
monitoring alarm and trip setpoints; Allf l~t · 

/:::@~:~?· 
c) The controls for maintaining the doses to memb:$.ffil#b~ public from radioactive effluents 

as low as is reasonably achievable in accor~a(#ffeitn"WJff.R 72.104(b ). These include: 
•• ::~:~;~.. ~.. ~!;~;!:=::fu••v 

I. Limitations on the functional ca~w1fJ.f:1S'fradioactive::-liij~W.and gaseous monitoring 
instrumentation including survw~~ test and setpoint de~~ation; 

2. Monitoring, ~piing, and aoal~oactiBuid and ~.effluents in 
accordance with 10 ~~,~0.1302. , r~q4:~v- '.·~:;f%k 

Changes to the program shall li~~~IDj~ted and r:C~~.-~f reviews performed shall be 
retained. This documentation shJi!!f&(i4zyJ.h.. ~,~:::: .. 
a) Sufficient infi •... 'on to suppJAffJi~ ch;~if@'n!olther w•9· appropriate analyses or ·~..,. ~ <'?,;..... • .... ~••H ·~ 

evaluation.sm .. I!>.. . .. Jie changeNJi.:and -:fif=~~ftt-::... . ~'r ·~ ·~. ~/.(«. ,:.,.,~;::"-9° ·>:·H··-:~:-:. 

b) A de~em~ffitlti~ that th ·~. ange wia~1~{jfil: the 1~!¥@radioactive effluent control 
reqmred by : ·:~FR20 ... 2, and 10 ctR.:72.104 . 

• ~1~ ~- -~~···· .=:::: •• ~ ·.:~1~~ . 
.$.~;;:;:;.: . - -:~ ·x· -:::·:::·:·. 

o<,:.9:~"~-'": _,.,... • ... ~- .;: ... ·:-:~. 
". :;g~~B.~::.h :::::~;..;,. ·:··:::~·->"'· ·~::::~=· ,.;.;:;·::;::·::« .• . :::;;:::::-:::;~;, . ~;.· 

-:~:~::'?-~? "::"~::::i::~&: '•>:·:!:·~~· 
·~;;.~·~//..-~ ~z:-:;:y, ·vk"i.--
--:~~:$&~ ~::~~ :;~~~. v 

·::Xo::::i;'.;., ·~-:=:-:::-::: 
~:::.:~);:.;:., ·::;::::::~~. 

·~?~~~· ··;.;.~=~~ 
~~:®:.::, -::~t.:~ ·::::.;::·."· ·~·«·~ 

·~::::;:;~;.. :;:;·~; ·4,ittl 
"~~;{" 
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5 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS 

5.5.3 Fuel Handling Program 

Programs 
5.5 

This program implements the ISF Safety Analysis Report requirements for receipt, packaging, 
and storage of SPENT NUCLEAR FUEL. At a minimum, the program shall establish criteria 
that need to be verified to address ISF Facility Safety Analysis commitments and regulatory 
requirements for: 
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Programs 
5.5 

S ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS 

5.5.4 Fire Protection Program 

This program contains the fire protection policy for protection of structures, systems, and 
components important to safety at the ISF Facility and the procedures, equipment, and personnel 
required to implement the program at the facility. At a minimum, the program shall contain: 

a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

e) 

Organizational structure for fire protection responsibilities including design, maintenance, 
surveillance, quality assurance of fire protection features, fire prevention activities, and 

_fi~e-fighting organi~tion an~ ~ining. . .. ~ . 

Fire Hazards Analysis descnbmg the defense-m_~iW::.W:ipproach for fire areas important to 

safety. ~.t===-:~::=i%:":!:· 

lmplem~ pro'7dures fur surveillan% 1f;ro1~uip?'ent including 
1dent1fication of smtable compensat~ ~}fures for degraa(~fl. moperable components. 

::::gf:=-· .. :~mh .. 
Fire pre-plans for fire-fighting stratijf~~;:; -~Wb .. 

·::::::.:$:. ... .;;~~~;. '"@" ,...... . ;.%: 
Administrative controls for housekeepin'tlJQ:nM.jo'A"£$.tfubustibles, co~~.pf ignition 

,,-,, '.;,7.~ ~-,.::: ~- .... 
sources (hot work), and,iji}.'{;)w~ification. ·:-.:~::;:,t:V ~~v 

>:-~:·:·~=~~=X'~·· ··::;?:::;}f 
~:~?::::-:~~;::!;~{ ... .., '-?"jb; 
\~{%;~:~~1ll:::. '':tflt~~ 

~;.:.;,:~... ~~~~~~... ··=~===='~ 
'.;,.:;:}~.. ''~:~::3,··~· ·~:r.:?.~:;. 

''\~Y$ 
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5 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS 

5.5.5 Radiation Protection Program 

Programs 
5.5 

This program contains the radiation protection policy for maintaining onsite and offsite 
personnel exposure as low as is reasonably achievable (ALARA). At a minimum, the program 
shall contain: · 

a) Procedures and administrative controls to limit personnel exposure ALARA in accordance 
with 10 CFR 20. 

b) Requirements for monitoring the DOE transfer cask j~]~:RECEIPT and LOADING 
OPERATIONS to ensure that surface dose rates ~!~~wJnm analyzed values. 

. A~:=~?=r~:::::: .. 
c) A monitoring program to ensure the annual dQ.f($1\ii~~}i!1tto any real individual located 

outside the ISF Facility controlled area do~)~ofexceed fe@lf!:tory limits is incorporated as 
part of the environmental monitoring pr9~in the Radio~6t&~ .. Effluent Control Program 
of Specification 5.5.2. ,-:.::@JP/ \::::;lb:-. . ·~~we.. ~'(~t:~:·. 

d) Requirements for ~omtoring the DOE rrM_~{<;:r cask c!Mf;!J!g RECEIPT:~®:~t_LOADING 
OPERATIONS prior to an~.-~fter unloadm~~~N.JA~lJeLEAR FUEL':i;~i~~.~ure that 
removable surface contan11ffation levels do not.~~·2200 dpm/100 cm2'ffom beta and ..... .,.:,,.R;~: .. ··;.: .. :·:·. ·,;11_.;.:,.x .. ..:..:·· 

gamma sources and 220 dfiWlQP.J~IB2 from alpli~~~9wces. 
~.:::;., . ·":·:~·:·:· X;·, . >;:<';•:<·. 
·~~:t::~. ·-~=:~~~;t;:;~.. {:~~~~:-. 

e) Measures for control~ing acceSf1£ higll:X.f9~~!?n areas'\t~~fined by 10 CFR 20. These 
measures a~~@}~W-t!~~e methoilt~~!,owed_lir.:JR9:f R 2o:~~RU c) and fu~er described in. 
Reg~Ia~oz.t~~~.1fl.oQ;~:;1:·~fRegula\~ G'!::,4!~~J;-g~4fWW·o/ ii/'Access to High and Very High 
Radratwl,ffJreas m !Vtrv{~'fir Power 1f!@~f§:~' ·-::Qfr 

··=:~:~:¥:~~~,. ·*~~- ·:~;:a=~~:::~=~· ······ 
Each area, J~~$$,ible toJ~~ividuals, i~\fil).ch radiation levels could result in an individual 

.-h~~~hJ.Q.g a de~pij~~;~4.i]!ifil~Y.t.in exce#kf 0.1 rem (100 mrem) in 1 hour at 30 
,./~®f~®tiii)~f~rnJrom tii~'.!atfiatioifftfif(~:~f frBfu:;any surface that the radiation penetrates shall 

.-::~f~fbe ba~i~ias~k:and cJfii]kuously Pd'~'ta:as,abigh radiation area, and entrance thereto 
:;:~t~~-~hould be ~~W~U~-~ by1~$g~g issu~tfof a radiation work permit (R WP) or equivalent. 

•.; ..... ~::/".;', ·;·:»,,:.~ ·~~~~-. 

"-%;W:P:i.~ti.on Contr~rt~~nicia~$;~Wther ~ndividuals trained and qu~ifi.e~ in radiation 
pro~j~on procedur~.;~f personnel contmuously escorted by such md1V1duals may be 
exemP.(~$.l.from this ~%? requirement while performing their assigned duties in high 
radiaticm~~t~~¥ whe~~f.f.@iation doses could be received that are equal to or less 1.0 rem in 1 
hour (~ea§'lif$l:~t~~~t?ntimeter~ from any source of radiation) ~ro.vided they.are otherwise 
followmg plail{t~~~lit1on protection procedures, or a general radiation protection RWP, for 
entry into such ffigh radiation areas. ' 

Any individual or group of individuals permitted to enter such areas should be provided 
with or-accompanied by one or more of the following: 

• A radiation monitoring device that continuously indicates the radiation dose rate in 
the area, 
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• A radiation monitoring device that continuously integrates the radiation dose rate in 
the area and alarms when a preset integrated dose is received. Entry into such areas 
with this monitoring device may be made after the dose rates in the area have been 
determined and personnel have been made knowledgeable of them, 

• An individual qualified in radiation protection procedures with a radiation dose rate 
monitoring device. This individual is responsible for providing positive radiation 
protection control over the activities within the area and should perform periodic 
radiation surveillance at the frequency specified in the radiation protection procedures 
or the applicable RWP. 

..:::Ah:: 
In addition, areas that are accessible to personnel im4ijlj~lhave radiation levels greater than 
1.0 rem (but less than 500 rads at 1 meter) in 1 b.OllJijn{~.!) cm from the radiation source, or 
from any surface ;penetrated by the radiation, ,~:@Jlfif'jj~~tgyided with locked .d?ors ~o 
prevent unauthorized entry, and the keys s_ij:gM,~(fbe mmht$.¥,. under the admm1strat1ve 
control of the shift supervisor on duty Qt;;ij®.Jfh physics sup~cyJ$,o,r. Doors should remain 

...t.~ •• ,.~.. • ..... ,.,.., ... ' 

locked except during periods of acc9~$~$fi)ersonnel under an apjfo~yed RWP that specifies 
the dose rates in the immediate worlttft.~f~ .. and the maximum allti'W@!&. stay time for 
individuals in that area. In lieu of a staylfm.¢..specific~tj9n on the R WP:~~qirect or remote 
continuous surveillance (suc;h as closed ciTuml;JV~4¢.¢hs) may be m1H~'.~!:?y personnel 
qu~li:£i~d in ~adiation prot@IJ .. ::_g~ocedures 1a:nretf.~ipositive exposure c~titrol over the 
activities bemg performed·=~ W.:~~:.~a. ··=::;~~~~~~h 

~. X· -.::·:;s·:~~:.·.. ··:·:·:"·:·;. 

Individual high radiation are~l®at a~li~~~i'ble t.;·;*ii~W1el, that could result in radiation 
doses greater£J.w:::0 .. 01 Sv (1.0 i·~) in 1 hllffe/' .Q that Jf~JWJ~hin large areas where no 
enclosur~~~f:t/{if{i~JNe locking~~-wI?r.f:f.%~·. :[~-~zyre _iarhe reasonably cons~ct~d 
around t~.f ;w.<11v1duat·~~-should b~~~Jed anct:ff(),i1,~1cuously posted. A flashmg hght 
should beii.@~~ated as ~1·=;"~. ing dev1~· :·· enever the dose rate in such an area exceeds or is 
expecte

1
d dtob~t~J.~. 1 :o .. ~;~::::)g,.~. hour a -~~m from the radiation source or from any surface 

n~n:-e y li.e:ntdi!tt(Q_I.J}"'-W..«:··. '®-
<$·<;i;;;*{ ~- "'o/&°@~x~·"''"~»"L~-:~:{:;~~:·. %~ 

.. {:~=::.:@$,.: .,; ..:f.®7~ <:~:::::::af.:7' ···.:~:f:::::::::;:-,. ' 0· 
.::::i~W~'Radiatio&P/}~ctiorf~m~ wifflM~ij°j}jwed annually for content and implementation. 
'·;;:·:-X~ ~.:fu · ::_;;;.·>,:~ ·.-,}7 

,;~¥tt::.. "\~@t~ ·:::~it~: .. 
..... ;;-.:·~·=·· '*->-.... ;..~ ....... /.?)<"?/_,. 

>::;%i~· 't~:: ~:~~ffi::· x:f.:::·. A~ ,_ .. 
~%~\=:·. tn 

'..;~~· @? 
,,,~-=::?;·. AX" ·~ .... ;-..... ~ .... :· ); ... 

~t;;f~.. · .. ~f· 
·~··~t)@::f 

·~-<:...:? 
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This chapter describes the organization and general plans for the ISF Facility Independent Spent Fuel 
Storage Installation (ISFSI). The organization section includes a brief description of the DOE-ID 
organization, contractor transitional organizations, and responsibilities of key personnel. The 
preoperational testing program is described. The training program for the facility staff is described. 
Procedures that govern routine operations and maintenance and the records developed as a result of those 
operations are also discussed. 

9.1 ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE 

This section discusses the organizational structures established for ISF Facility design, construction, pre
operation testing, startup, operation, and decommissioning. Figure 9. l-1, Figure 9 .1-2 and Figure 9 .1.3 
illustrate these organizational structures. Section 9.1.1 discusses DOE's organization, relatiop.ships with 
contractors and suppliers, and technical staffing. Section 9.1.2.2 and Section 9.1.2.3 discuss the ISF 
Facility construction and operating organization. 

9.1.1 Corporate Organization 

The Deputy Manager for Idaho Cleanup Project (ICP), Office of Environmental Management 
(EM) is authorized to be the license holder for the ISF Facility (materials license SNM-2512). 
This authority was delegated and responsibility was assigned to the DOE-ID Deputy Manager 
Idaho Cleanup Project by the Secretary of Energy pursuant to 10 CFR 72.16(b) (Ref.I) in 
Delegation Order No. XXX _ YYY. As the facility owner and licensee, DOE retains ultimate 
responsibility for the safe operation of the facility and for compliance with all license 
conditions. 

9.1.1.1 DOE-ID Functions, Responsibilities, and Authorities 

The Deputy Manager for Idaho Cleanup Project-(ICP) is the authorized DOE representative having 
direct authority and responsibility for compliance with the ISF Facility license. The Deputy Manager for 
ICP is responsible for overall executive management of the Idaho Operations Office, has s~gnature 
authority for the ISF Facility license, and is the person ultimately responsible for compliance with the 
facility's license conditions and overall nuclear safety. The Deputy Manager for ICP shall take any 
measures needed to ensure acceptable perfonnance of the staff in operating, maintaining, and providing 
technical support to the facility to ensure nuclear safety and compliant operations. The responsibilities of 
the personnel reporting directly to the DOE-ID Manager, as depicted in Figure 9.1-1, are describ~ below. 

The actual day-to-day execution of programs and operations associated with the NRC-licensed ISFSis is 
perfonned by a contractor. NRC is notified ofDOE's intent to rebid its contractor support contract, the 
selection of the subsequent contractor, and an evaluation of contractor performance within 180 days of the 
contract effective date. The DM for ICP and staff provide 
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management direction and oversight of contractor performance in accordance with DOE-ID's Quality 
Assurance Program and commitments herein. 

ISFSI Support services are provided by the DOE-ID, Office of Nuclear Engineering (NE). 
The DOE-ID Office of Operations Support (NE) is independent of facility line management 
and is responsible for providing environmental protection, safety, health, quality assurance, 
and security support services. This Office provides DOE-ID oversight of the contractor for 
licensed activities, independent of the ICP organization. 

The DOE-ID Office of Administration Support (EM) has responsibility for developing 
appropriate revisions to the contract,. 

The responsibility for DOE-ID's role of providing direction to the contractor for spent fuel management 
lies with the Deputy Manager for Idaho Cleanup Project (DOE-ID (EM)). Oversight of the ISF 
Facility and other NRC-licensed ISFSis, is delegated by the Deputy Manager for ICP to the Principal 
Project Manager, NRC Licensed Facilities Team 

The DOE-ID (EM) ISF Facility Director reports directly to the NRC Licensed Facilities 
Supervisor, NRC Licensed Facilities Team . The ISF Facility Director is responsible for the 
direction to and oversight of the contractor in accordance with the ISF Technical 
Specifications and to ensure that approved requirements and performance objectives are met 
for the ISF Facility. The ISF Facility Director has direct access to the Deputy Manager for 
ICP on issues affecting the safety and surety of ISFSI operations. An alternate for the ISF 
Facility Director authorized to act in the Facility Director's absence is designated in writing 
and meets training and qualification requirements specified below for the Facility Director. 

The NRC Licensing Manager reports to the Principal Project Manager, NRC Licensed 
Facilities, through the Supervisor, NRC Licensed Facilities. The Licensing Manager is 
responsible for the preparation and submittal of license applications (including any 
necessary amendments thereto), timely response to NRC communications and inquiry, and 
providing other licensing and interface support to the ISF Facility Director. 

amendments thereto), timely response to NRC communications and inquiry, and other licensing and 
interface support. 

The responsibility for oversight of both the contractor's QA Program for the NRC-licensed ISFSis 
as well as the DOE-ID (NE) oversight program of the ISFSI operations is delegated through the 
Quality and Safety Director . The Quality and Safety Director has delegated the responsibility for 
QA oversight of the ISFSis to the ISFSI QA Program Manager (NE) for the ISFSI. The roles and 
responsibilities of the ISFSI QA Program Manager (NE) are further described in Chapter 11 of this 
SAR. As with the ISF Facility Director, the ISFSI QA Program Manager has direct access to the 
Deputy Manager for ICP (EM) on issues affecting the safety and surety of ISFSI 
operations.9.1.1.2 Interrelationships with Contractors and Suppliers 

The DOE utilizes a contractor for the ISF Facility construction and operations activities. Prior to a decision 
to proceed with construction and operation of the JSF Facility, the responsibility for compliance with 



license requirements and applicable regulations is contractually tasked to the contractor. The authority for 
the construction, management, and operation of the facility will be contractually awarded/assigned at some 
future time. To exercise DOE's ultimate responsibility, DOE will: (1) retain responsibility for and perform 
independent audits of the contractor's ISFSI QAP (both the achievement of quality by contractor 
management and the verification of quality by contractor QA personnel), (2) ensure 
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the license requirements for the facility are included in the contract, (3) assess the performance of the 
contractor against the terms of the contract, (4) retain the responsibility to budget funds necessary and 
sufficient to safely operate the facility, and (5) retain the authority to revise the contract in the event 
contract deficiencies are found relative to proper implementation of license requirements. 

The key relationships between the DOE-ID (EM) ISF Facility DirectorLicensing Manager, and 
ISFSI QA Program Manager and its contractor's current organization are depicted. in Figure 9 .1-2. 

9.1.1.3 ISFSI Oversight Program 

The Facility Director is the day-to-day management employee responsible for the compliance ofISF 
Facility construction and operations. The ISF Facility Director shall verify or audit the ISF Facility for 
compliance with regulatory requirements and license basis commitments and apprise DOE-ID 
management 'of ISF Facility status based on observations. 

The ISF Facility Director or alternate shall perform surveillances of the contractor's as low as reasonably 
achievable (ALARA) Committee and the ISFSI Safety Review Committee, and shall be an ex officio 
member (as a quorum requirement) of these committees when they meet to review ISFSI matters to ensure 
these committees' functions are satisfactory and report to DOE-ID management as necessary. 

The ISF Facility Director or alternate shall review the results of management assessments performed for 
the following contractors' programs: training, security, emergency, quality assurance, and radiation 
protection. 

The ISF Facility Director or alternate shall review and concur with all of the following with respect 
to the ISF Facility: 

• All 72.48 evaluations and TS Basis evaluations (TS 5.5.1) 

• 10 CFR 72.44(e)-Physical Protection Plan evaluations, 10 CFR 72.44(f)- Emergency Plan 
evaluations, and evaluations of changes to DOE-ID's other essential programs (TS 5.5.2) 

• Changes to TS Bases 

• All changes to the SAR 

• 10 CFR 72.70 SAR update 

• Nuclear Material Status Reports (submitted electronically) 

• Annual environmental report 

• Other reports which may be submitted to NRC in response to conditions or events that are 
not submitted by the Manager of DOE-ID. 
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The DOE Idaho Operations Office has a technical staff representing several areas of expertise with the 
wide variety of projects and activities at the INL. This staff is available to assist the management and 
oversight of the DOE activities at the ISF Facility. Staff assigned to assist the management and oversight 
in the areas of security, radiation protection, emergency preparedness, and quality assurance are trained 
and qualified in accordance with Licensing Management Procedures, or perform work directly under the 
supervision of the ISF Facility Director. 

9.1.2 Contractor Organization, Management, and Administrative Control System 

The construction and operating organizations, line management, and administrative control systems are 
provided by DOE's contractor personnel. The DOE and its contractor commit to provide the NRC with 
ready access to the ISF Facility, personnel, and records that NRC considers necessary to carry out its 
regulatory responsibilities. 

DOE-ID (EM) has assigned responsibility and delegated authority for the management and operation of 
the facility to the contractor. DOE-ID policy requirements for constructing and operating the ISF Facility 
are assigned to the contractor through the contract. Specifically, the contract requires the contractor to 
manage and operate the ISF Facility in compliance with all applicable: 

• Human health ~d safety regulations, 

• Environmental regulations, 

• NRC regulations and license conditions, and 

• Quality assurance requirements. 

DOE-ID (EM) commits to providing a contractor with management and staff for construction, routine 
operation and maintenance of the ISF Facility and support organizations to implement DOE's program 
commitments in quality assurance, security, training, radiological protection, environmental monitoring, 
and spent fuel accountability. 

9.1.2.1 Transition Organization 

Until such time a decision is made to proceed with construction of the ISF Facility and a contract 
award/selection is made, the incumbent contractor's (organization structure provides the necessary 
resources for maintaining the ISF Facility license and license basis documents in accordance with' 10 
CFR 72. The contractor organization supports the Environmental Management missions at the INL, 
which include but are not limited to the management and operation of the ISF Facility for transition 
purposes. The following organizational descriptions document the organization resources necessary to 
manage the ISF Facility. 

The contractor's Chief Executive Officer is responsible for overall management of contractor activities 
and is ultimately accountable for complying with the contract conditions. Authorities are delegated and 
resources are provided to manage the ISF Facility in the areas of emergency preparedness, engineering, 
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environmental management, operations, maintenance, quality assurance, radiological control, safety and 
health, security, training, and transportation. In addition to the interfaces shown on Figure 9.1-2, 
personnel assigned to the above functions maintain interfaces with their functional counterparts at DOE
ID. 

Reporting to the ISFSI Program Manager the ISF ISFSI Manager, and the Licensing and Regulatory 
Compliance Lead. Support staff for essential positions within the ISFSI Management department report to 
the !SF Facility Manager for services provided for the !SF Facility. The ISFSI Program Manager is 
accountable to the !SF Facility Director. This interface is the primary operations interface between DOE
ID (EM) and its contractor for the ISF Facility during the transition period. 

The Quality Assurance Director assigned to the ISF Facility reports to a level equal to or above the 
reporting level of the ISFSI Program Manager. The Quality Assurance Director assigned to the ISF 
Facility also interfaces with the DOE-ID ISFSI QA Program Manager who is responsible for the ISP 
Facility QA Program (see Chapter 11). 

9.1.2.2 Construction Organization 

This section describes the management and organizational relationships established for the design and 
construction review, including QA functions. Figure 9.1-3 shows the key management positions and their 
relationships within the ISF Facility Project Organization. 

The ISF Facility Project Director reports to the Chief Executive Officer and has responsibility and 
authority for the design review and construction of the ISF Facility. The ISP Facility Project Director is 
also responsible for ensuring that procedures, programs, and policies are developed, implemented, and 
maintained to ensure that design and construction activities are performed consistent with the QAP. 

The Chief Engineer is responsible for ensuring that: 

• design activities are properly defined, planned, controlled, verified, and documented; 

• plans and procedures are developed, maintained, and implemented describing the design 
process, design interfaces, design verification, and design changes; 

• applicable design specification requirements are correctly translated into drawings, procedures, 
and instructions; 

' 
• design documents (e.g., design specifications, design reports, code data reports, construction 

specifications, drawings, specifications, reports, and calculations) have been properly 
prepared, reviewed, approved, and certified (when required); 

• analysis and design adequacy are independently verified, and for computational accuracy and 
appropriate use of computer programs that perform analytical operations; and 

• As Low As Reasonably Achievable (ALARA) considerations have been 
appropriately incorporated into the ISF Facility design. 

The Chief Engineer has authority for the following: 

• approves design documents, 
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Four principal subcontractors support the ISF Facility design. Section 9.1.2.2.1 discusses their 
responsibilities and oversight. During design and construction of the ISF Facility, the technical staff 
reports to the Chief Engineer. 

The Chief Engineer is also responsible for establishing and maintaining procedures and programs 
associated with configuration management including: 

• the control, maintenance, and implementation of a configuration management program; 

• proper preparation, review, and approval of configuration management procedures, and 

• establishment, implementation, and maintenance of the document control and 
records management systems. 

The Chief Engineer has authority for the following: 

• approves configuration management procedures and submittals, and 

• approves configuration staff assignments. 

The Construction Manager reports to the ISF Facility Project Director and is responsible for performing 
constructability reviews during initial design and subsequent modifications. During construction, the 
Construction Manager oversees procurement and construction activities to ensure that the ISF Facility is 
constructed in accordance with design requirements. The Construction Manager is responsible for 
oversight of the acceptance testing of SSCs before turnover to operations for pre-operational testing. The 
Construction Manager is responsible for ensuring that construction and construction-related procurement 
activities are performed in accordance with the QAP. 

The Construction Manager has authority for the following: 

• cease work (construction phase), 

• secure properly trained and experienced craft personnel, and 

• source and recommend vendors and suppliers. 

The ESH&Q Manager, during design, assists the Chief Engineer, to ensure that industrial safety standards 
are incorporated into design. During construction, the ESH&Q Manager assists the Construction Manager 
in establishing safety programs and has the authority and responsibility for conducting assessments and 
audits to ensure that safety programs are effectively implemented. During construction the ESH&Q 
Manager's functions include the review and qualification of subcontractors before performance of onsite 
work. The ESH&Q Manager is responsible for providing results of these assessments and audits to the 
ISF Facility Project Director, and requesting support for resolution ofrelated issues. The ESH&Q 
Manager has authority for the following: 

• cease work, 

• audit/surveillance of project ESH&Q performance, 

• establish compliance with ESH&Q requirements, and 

• approves ESH&Q assignments. 
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The ESH&Q Manager also has the authority and responsibility to verify the adequacy and implementation 
effectiveness of the quality programs of the ISF Facility organization, including contractors and 
subcontractors. The ESH&Q Manager is responsible for overseeing the ISF Facility activities to ensure that 
quality activities are implemented in accordance with the QAP and integrated with other facility 
management, administrative, and oversight programs as appropriate. During design and construction, the 
ESH&Q Manager has the authority and responsibility to verify that structures, systems, and components 
(SSC) important to safety (ITS) are designed, procured, fabricated, inspected, and tested in accordance with 
the QAP. The ESH&Q Manager has cease work authority for quality related issues. 

The Licensing Manager assists the ISF Facility organization to ensure that NRC regulatory requirements 
are incorporated into the design and administrative programs. The Licensing Manager is responsible for 
establishing procedures to ensure that the license basis documents remain consistent with facility 
operation and design. The Licensing Manager has authority for the following: 

• cease work, and 

• approve licensing staff a,ssignments. 

The Facility Manager is responsible for providing operations input and operability reviews on the facility 
design during design and construction. ~ 

9.1.2.2.1 Interrelationships with Subcontractors and Suppliers 

The ISF Facility design is under the direct control and supervision of DOE-ID. DOE-ID, as licensee, 
maintains full responsibility, autho'rity, and accountability for all project activities. Management of 
design, construction, and operation activities is provided by DOE's contractor personnel. The following 
table summarizes key subcontractors to FWENC that supported the current ISF Facility design, and 
whom may be called upon (through subcontracts) as necessary by DOE's contractor to provide future 
technical support. 

Company . Responsibility 
RWE NUKEM LTD. Transfer Area design · 

ALSTEC, Ltd. (ALSTEC) Storage Area design 

Utility Engineering (UE) Building steel, steel structures design, and balance-of-
plant design 

Tetra Tech FW, Inc. Storage Tube and Canister design 

In accordance with contractual requirements, a QA Program is established and maintained to ensure 
quality oversight of subcontractors. Activities are overseen in accordance with the QAP. The Tetra Tech 
FW, Inc., Storage Tube and Canister design is conducted in accordance with an ASME nuclear certified 
QA program. An Authorized Nuclear Inspector oversees the activities. 

As part of ISF Facility design, FWENC contracted equipment suppliers to.provide SSCs ITS. FWENC 
issued specifications to these suppliers to develop system and component design, fabrication 
requirements, construction and installation details, and testing criteria. DOE-ID's contractor will continue 
to oversee these activities (if and when reinitiated) in accordance with the QAP. The table below identifies 
major equipment suppliers. 
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Company 

ALSTEC 
American Crane and Equipment 
Co. 

Ederer, Inc 

Mid Columbia Engineering 

PAR, Inc 

Hot Cell Services 

Equipment, System, Component 

Canister handling machine (CHM) turret 

Cask receipt crane 
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Cask trolley, canister trolley, cask handling machine bridge and 
trolley 

Decanning machine 

Fuel handling machine {FHM) 

Shield windows 

Electrical, plumbing, and other specialty subcontractors will be used to complete ISF Facility construction 
activities as appropriate. Subcontractors must be qualified to perform activities in accordance with the 
QAP. Quality of work is ensured by routine oversight of activities by ISF Facility construction supervision 
and management and oversight in accordance with the QAP. 

9.1.2.2.2 Technical Staff 

This section describes the contractor technical staff under the direction of the Chief Engineer. Contractor 
technical staff and consultant support for ISF Facility engineering, construction, and operation report 
functionally to the ISF Facility Project Director. Section 9.1.2.3 discusses staffing for the construction, 
pre-operational testing, and operation. Contractor and consultant technical staff support must meet the 
qualification requirements foronsite technical staff as proyided in Section 9.1.3. 

The Chief Engineer retains design oversight of the entire facility and is supported project engineers and 
discipline-area engineers. Tetra Tech FW, Inc., Utility Engineering, RWE NUKEM LTD., and ALSTEC 
support the project engineers. 

Civil Engineers responsible for review and approval of the civil design associated with ISF Facility 
structures prepare, review, and approve the site seismic analysis, structural drawings, calculations, and 
analyses to ensure compliance with applicable design codes. 

Mechanical Engineers responsible for review and approval of the mechanical design aspects of the ISF 
Facility SSCs prepare, review, and approve mechanical drawings, calculations, and analyses including the 
thermal and stress analyses of the storage components (e.g., ISF canisters and storage tubes). 

Nuclear Engineers are responsible for the preparation, review, and approval of analyses related to 
criticality, nuclear decay heat generation, and radiation dose calculations. 

Process Engineers are responsible for the preparation, review, and approval of the fuel and waste handling 
processes, and ensure that the processes are integrated with the design. 

Electrical Instrument and Control Engineers are respo~sible for the preparation, review, and approval of 
design activities associated with electrical distribution, instrumentation, and control systems. 

Utility Engineering, or its successor, provides civil/structural design support for the steel structures in the 
Cask Receipt Area, Transfer Area, and Storage Area. In addition, Utility Engineering, or its successor, 
provides design support for the heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (I-IV AC) systems. DOE-ID 
(EM) retains responsibility and approval authority for the design. Such work is overseen by review by 
DOE-ID and contractor engineering staff in addition to the oversight required by the QAP. 
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RWE NUKEM LTD., formerly AEA, is responsible for the Fuel Packaging Area layout and for 
supporting development of design requirements and specifications of SSCs used for receipt and handling 
of the received fuel, including: 

• cask trolley, 

• Transfer Area port plugs, 

• shield windows, 

• master/slave manipulators, 

• special lifting fixtures (e.g., FHM lifting fixtures), 

• FHM, 

• worktable and ancillary equipment, and 

• canister trolley. 

DOE-ID (EM) retains responsibility and approval authority for the design specifications. The work 
performed by RWE NUKEM LTD. is overseen by review by DOE-ID and contractor engineering staff, 
in addition to the oversight required by the QAP. 

ALSTEC, formerly ALSTOM, is responsible for the design of the Canister Closure Area (CCA), storage 
vault, ISF canister internals (baskets), and the design and fabrication of the CHM. DOE-ID retains 
responsibility and approval authority for the design. ALSTEC's work is overseen by review by DOE-ID 
and contractor engineering staff, in addition to the oversight required by the QAP. 

The ISF canisters and storage tubes are to be designed and fabricated to ASME Boiler and Pressure 
Vessel Code Section III, Division I requirements (see Section 4.2. I). The work is to be performed by 
Tetra Tech FW, Inc., in its Richland, Washington, Operations Office, which is an ASME-certified design 
organization. An Authorized Nuclear Inspector will oversee ASME work performed by Tetra Tech FW, 
Inc. 

9.1.2.3 Operations Organization · 

. The ISF Facility project organization will transition to an operations organization under the facility 
Manager when facility construction is complete. The ISF Facility operations organization, similar to the 
contractor's organization shown in Figure 9. I- I, but more expanded, will be set up along functional lines 
that integrate assigned responsibilities and interrelationships of functional areas such as design, 
engineering, procurement, licensing, business, ES&H, quality, maintenance, and operations. 
Responsibilities and authorities of key personnel are summarized in Section 9. I .2.3. I. ITS functions and 
responsibilities such as nuclear criticality safety, QA, operations, health physics, maintenance, 
engineering, training and qualification, and emergency planning and response are noted in the applicable 
position descriptions. Each functional area manager is responsible for ensuring that personnel are 
properly qualified and authorized to perform assigned duties. 

The ISF Facility modes of operation are based on the spent nuclear fuel (SNF) handling activities, which 
fall into the following four operational modes: 

• receipt operations, 

• loading operations, 
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Operations at the ISF Facility can encompass any combination of these activities. Each operational mode 
can be related to the confinement boundary provided for the SNF handling activities. For each operational 
mode, minimum staffing levels are established. Each of these operational modes is discussed below. 

Receipt Operations 

Receipt operations include activities associated with handling the SNF while it is contained in a transfer 
cask. Receipt operations begin when the transfer cask is received at the ISF Facility, and end when the 
first transfer cask lid bolt is detensioned. During receipt operations, the confinement boundary for the 
fuel is the transfer cask. Minimum operational staffing during receipt operations will consist of one shift 
supervisor and one equipment operator. 

Loading Operations 

Loading operations include activities associated with repackaging the fuel into ISF canisters. Loading 
operations exist whenever: (1) SNF is contained in a transfer cask without a fully tensioned closure lid; 
(2) fuel is in the fuel packaging area; or (3) fuel is in an ISF canister that has not completed its leak 
rate acceptance test. During loading operations, the confinement boundary for the SNF consists of the 
ISF Facility structures and systems as described in Section 3.3.2. During loading operations the 
minimum staffing include one shift supervisor, one certified operator, one equipment operator, and one 
radiation protection technician. 

Canister Handling 

Canister handling operations exist when SNF is contained in an ISF canister that has passed its leak rate 
acceptance test and the ISF canister is not contained in a sealed storage tube. During canister handling 
operations, the confinement boundary for the SNF is provided by the ISF canister structural integrity. 
Minimum operational staffing during canister handling operations will be one shift supervisor. 

Storage Operations 

Storage operations exist when an ISF canister containing SNF is contained in a sealed storage tube. 
During this mode of operation, the fuel is contained within a double confinement boundary, and decay 
heat is passively removed by natural convection. With the ISF Facility in this configuration there will 
be no active operations, and the minimum operational staffing will consist of one shift supervisor. 

Adequate staffing levels will be maintained to ensure radiation doses for individuals remain below 
occupational radiation exposure limits. Section 7 .4.1 provides a summary of the operational dose 
assessments. Section 7 .1 discusses the ISF Facility's commitment to an ALARA program and the 
monitoring of personnel exposure to ensure compliance with administrative and regulatory limits. 

9.1.2.3.1 Personnel Functions, Responsibilities, and Authorities 

The daily management of the ISFSI operation is provided by the ISF Facility Manager. The ISF Facility 
Manager reports to the ISFSI Program Manager. Assuring requirements are satisfied in the operation of 
the ISFSI is the responsibility of the ISF Facility Manager. 
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Personnel assigned to ISF Facility operations report to the ISF Facility Manager. Other personnel from 
the INL that may be assigned to work at the ISFSI will report to the ISF Facility Manager while at the 
ISFSI site. The ISF Facility Manager is responsible for maintaining the Operations Log that will be used 
to note the perfonnance of all significant on-site activities and conditions. 

ISF Facility staff-level committees include an ALARA Committee and staff level safety review 
committee(s) or board(s) responsible to review changes to license basis documents and any associated 
evaluations. 

/SF Facility Manager 

During construction the ISF Facility Manager reports to the ISF Facility Project Director. During 
operations ISF Facility Manager reports to the ISFSI Program Manager and provides leadership and 
overall direction and coordination for the facility. The ISF Facility Manager is responsible for the safe 
overall operation of the ISF Facility in accordance with the ISF Facility policies and programs and the 
NRC license. The ISF Facility Manager shall hold line managers, including direct reports, accountable for 
implementing necessary controls for safe perfonnance of work in their area of responsibility. The ISF 
Facility Manager provides direct oversight and exercises upper-level management control over the 
operations activities through direction and oversight of the shift managers. 

The ISF Facility Manager or designee has the following responsibilities: 

• establish and implement policies, programs, and procedures to ensure the safe, legal, and 
efficient operation of the ISF Facility, 

• establish and implement policies, programs, and procedures to ensure that the quality 
requirements of the QAP are achieved, 

• ensure that regulatory requirements, commitments, and required notifications to NRC and other 
agencies are satisfied, 

• cease work activities associated with the ISF Facility and/or initiate emergency procedures in an 
emergency or abnonnal condition, and authorize resumption of work activities when the initiating 
condition has been determined and corrective action has been taken to prevent recurrence, 

• certification of personnel to operate ITS equipment and controls in accordance with Section 
9.3 Training Program, 

• review and approve proposed facility modifications, procedural changes, and tests to ensure they 
do not require prior NRC approval in accordance with I 0 CFR 72.48, 

• ensure that subordinate or delegated responsibilities, assignments, and authorities are understood 
and implemented by ISF Facility staff, 

• ensure that adequate resources, staffing, and training are av~ilable to safely operate the ISF 
Facility, 

• safe daily ISF Facility operations and maintenance, 

• cessation of work activities associated with the ISF Facility and/or initiation of 
emergency procedures in an emergency or abnormal condition, 
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• adherence to applicable local, state, and Federal regulations and Technical Specifications, 

• implementation of policies, programs, and procedures by shift operators, 

• identification and resolution of shift crew perfonnance weaknesses, and 

• development and implementation of operating procedures. 

The ISF Facility Manager has responsibility and oversight of the following positions: 

• Shift Managers that have overall responsibility to ensure that shift operations of the ISF Facility 
are safely conducted in accordance with ISF Facility procedures, policies, and Technical 
Specifications. The Shift Operating Organization retains full authority and responsibility for the 
safety of the SNF. When the ISF Facility Manager is not on site, the Shift Manager is the onsite 
senior management representative for matters pertaining to safe operation of the ISF Facility, 
with authority and responsibility to cease work activities and/or initiate emergency procedures 
in an emergency or abnormal condition. 

• Certified Operators that report to the Shift Manager and have responsibility to safely conduct fuel 
movement activities in accordance with ISF Facility procedures, policies, and Technical 
Specifications. The Certifi~d Operators conduct applicable surveillances to meet the requirements 
of the Technical Specifications. 

• Equipment Operators that report to the Shift Manager and have responsibility to safely conduct 
operations of support systems and components under the direction of a Certified Operator in 
accordance with ISF Facility procedures, policies, and Technical Specifications. The Equipment 
Operators conduct applicable surveillances to meet the requirements of the Technical 
Specifications. The Equipment Operators monitor operation of systems and components at the 
ISF Facility and performs switching and safety tagging operations to support maintenance 
activities. 

Facility Safety Officer 

The Facility Safety Officer reports to the ISF Facility Manager and provides oversight and direction of 
engineering activities associated with ISF Facility design, maintenance, and operation, fire protection, 
licensing, configuration management, and fuel accountability. The Facility Safety Officer oversees and 
directs onsite engineering and technical staff for the following functions and activities for support of ISF 
Facility operation and maintenance activities. 

The Facility Safety Officer has responsibility ·for, oversees and directs matrixed administrative and 
training functions at the ISF Facility. 

The Facility Safety Officer supports the ISF Facility Manager in day-to-day operations but reports to the 
ESH&Q Manager for issues involving personnel health or safety. This direct line to the ESH&Q Manager 
ensures appropriate independence from line management in health safety functions, including sufficient 
independence from cost and schedule issues. 

The Facility Safety Officer is responsible for environmental, health and safety, emergency planning, 
security, and administers radiation safety at the ISF Facility. The Facility Safety Officer, like all employees, 
has the authority to cease work activities not in compliance with environmental, safety, or radiation 
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protection programs or procedures. The Facility Safety Officer oversees and directs the following ISF 
Facility activities. 

• developing and implementing industrial health and safety procedures, 

• complying with applicable Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) standards, 

• ensuring compliance with environmental permit requirements, 

• planning and direction of radiation protection and ALARA programs, 

• development and implementation ofradiation protection procedures, 

• packaging, storing, and shipping of radioactive waste, 

• advising and informing the ISF Facility Manager on matters pertaining to radiological safety, 
including the status ofradiological health aspects of facility operation and maintenance and 
the identification of potential radiological concerns, 

• maintaining radiation protection-related records and monitoring for trends that may affect ISF 
Facility operation, 

• ensuring that the ISF Facility is maintained in a state of readiness for effective emergency 
response in accordance with the /SF Facility Emergency Plan (Ref. 9-3), 

• ensuring adequacy of the /SF Facility Emergency Plan implementing procedures, including that 
the ISF Facility staff is adequately. trained in emergency respcfnse, and that emergency response 
facilities and equipment are adequate and properly maintained in a state of readiness, and 

• establishing and maintaining physical security in accordance with the /SF Facility Physical 
Protection Plan (Ref. 9-2). 

The Facility Safety Officer is also responsible for implementing the Radiological Protection Program. 
and, like all employees, has the authority to cease work activities not in compliance with radiation 
protection or ALARA program requirements The Facility Safety Officer supervises radiation protection 
technicians in performance of their assigned duties, which include: 

• monitoring radiological and environmental conditions, 

• determining and evaluating radiation hazards in relation to prescribed limits, 

• developing and recommending control and protective measures for radiological conditions, 

• performing radiation surveys of ISF Facility areas and equipment to define existing and potential 
hazards, 

• monitoring worker practices to ensure compliance with radiation protection and ALARA program 
requirements, 

• packaging and storing radioactive waste associated with radiation protection operations in 
accordance with applicable requirements, 

• calibrating survey and analytical instruments, 

• developing and implementing personnel monitoring activities, including maintenance of 
personnel exposure records and environmental survey records, 
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• performing investigations of personnel overexposure and excessive contamination and reporting 
the findings and corrective action recommendations to the ISF Facility Manager. 

The Facility Safety Officer is also responsible for the development and maintenance of the auditing and 
verification functions of the QAP. The Facility Safety Officer, through performance of QA audits and 
surveillance of project performance, ensures compliance with QAP requirements. The Facility Safety 
Officer responsibilities include: · 

• initiating a work cessation action when necessary, to ensure implementation of the QAP, 

• overseeing implementation of the QAP to meet the requirements of 10 CFR, Part 72, Subpart G, 

• overseeing effective implementation of QAP procedures, 

• verifying, through monitoring of ongoing activities and reviews of records, that ITS activities are 
performed correctly and in compliance with governing procedures, standards, policies, and 
regulations, 

• coordinating ISF Facility quality activities to ensure appropriate oversight, in accordance with the 
required frequency, 

• developing, maintenance, and implementation of audit programs and schedules, and 

• timely and appropriate feedback to functional area managers of the results of audits, surveillance, 
inspections, and monitoring activities. 

Tue Facility Safety Officer will notify the Shift Manager of any significant adverse to quality condition 
pertaining to ITS SSCs, including operating and maintenance activities in progress. 

9.1.2.4 ISFSI Safety Review Committee 

Reporting to and chartered by a senior executive for operations is the ISFSI Safety Review Committee. 
This committee is comprised of senior technical personnel and management personnel with extensive 
nuclear experience in various areas. 

The purpose of this committee is to evaluate the performance of staff level safety review committees, to 
review performance indicators (such as audit findings, reportable events and conditions, Technical 
Specification violations); to review 10 CFR 72.48 evaluations (and associated procedure or design 
changes); to review changes to the Technical Specification Bases, SAR, Emergency Response Plan, and 
Physical Protection Plan; to approve license amendment requests; and to review preparations for major 
changes in operation (such as removing fuel from the ISFSI). The ISFSI Safety Review Committee shall 
also perform special reviews at the direction of the DOE-IDISF Facility Director. 

Core members, appointed in writing by the chartering senior executive, provide the needed technical 
expertise in engineering, radiological control, criticality safety, nuclear facility operations, and nuclear 
quality assurance; their technical qualifications are described in section 9.1.3 below. Other members may 
be appointed as considered appropriate by the chartering senior executiv_e. 
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A quorum shall include three core members, the technical disciplines appropriate for the matters under 
review, and the DOE-ID (ISF Facility Director. The ISF Facility Director is informed of all 
appointments to the Safety Review Committee. 

9.1.2.5 Succession of Operation Authority and Responsibilities 

The ISF Facility Manager has overall responsibility and authority for the ISF Facility. To ensure 
continuity of operation and organizational responsiveness to off-normal situations, a normal order of 
succession and delegation of authority will be established. The ISF Facility Manager will designate in 
writing personnel qualified to act as ISF Facility Manager in their absence. 

The ISF Facility Manager is the senior management representative on site with authority and 
respensibility for matters pertaining to safe receipt, packaging, and storage of SNF; as well as compliance 
with Technical Specifications. When the ISF Facility Manager is off site, the on-duty Shift Manager will 
assume these responsibilities. _ 

9.1.3 Personnel Qualification Requirements 

9.1.3.1 Minimum Qualification Requirements 

The following DOE-ID positions require minimum qualifications and training for the management and 
oversight of the ISF Facility: 

• ISFSI QA Program Manager 

• ISF Facility Director and designated alternate 

Both positions have direct access to the licensee on an as-needed basis and shown in Figure 9.1-1. The 
DOE-ID ISFSI QA Program Manager shallhave a minimum ofa Baccalaureate degree in an engineering 
or physical science field and five years of experience in nuclear quality assurance and certification as lead 
auditor. The minimum training for this position shall include the 10 CFR 72.48 process, QA program 
indoctrination, NRC requirements, and the ISF Facility License Basis (consisting of the identification of 
and orientation t~ the license and design basis documents). 

The DOE-ID ISF Facility Director shall have a minimum of a Baccalaureate degree in an engineering or 
physical science field and five years of experience in nuclear facility operations. The minimum training 
for this position shall include the 10 CFR 72.48 Process, QA program indoctrination, Technical 
Specifications, NRC requirements, and the ISF Facility License Basis. The designated alternate for the 
ISF Facility Director shall meet the same minimum qualifications and training requirements. 

The following contractor positions require minimum qualifications and training for the operation of the 
ISF Facility: 

• ISFSI Safety Review Committee members 

• ISFSI Program Manager 

• ISF Facility Manager and designated alternate 
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The Chair, Members, and Alternates of the ISFSI Safety Review Committee (SRC) shall have a minimum 
of a B~ccalaureate degree in an engineering or physical science field and five years of experience in one 
or more of the following technical areas at nuclear facilities: 

• Radiological Safety 

• Nuclear Safety (with at least two years of experience in criticality safety analysis) 

• Nuclear Facility Operations 

• Nuclear Quality Assurance 

• Engineering 

The minimum training for the Chair, Members, and Alternates of the ISFSI SRC shall include the 
10 CFR 72.48 process, QA program indoctrination, Technical Specifications, NRC requirements, and the 
ISF Facility License Basis. 

The ISFSI Program Manager shall have a minimum of a Baccalaureate degree in an engineering or 
physical science field and five years of supervisory experience in nuclear facility operations. No 
minimum training requirements are associated with this position. 

The ISF Facility Manager shall have a minimum of a Baccalaureate degree in an engineering or physical 
science field and five years of supervisory experience in nuclear facility operations or equivalents for 
education and experience as approved by the ISFSI Program Manager. The minimum training for this 
position shall include 10 CFR 72.48 process, ISF Facility License Basis, Radiation Worker, Emergency 
Response, and ISF Facility Qualification training. The designated alternate for the ISF Facility Manager 
shall meet the same minimwn qualifications and training requirements. 

The ISF Facility Safety Officer shall have a minimum of a Baccalaureate degree in an engineering or 
physical science field and five years of supervisory experience in radiation protection for nuclear facility 
operations. The minimum training for this position shall be the ISFSI Radiation Protection Program. The 
designated alternate for the ISF Facility Safety Officer shall meet the same minimum qualifications and 
training requirements. 

The minimum qualifications for the position of Certified ISFSI Operators are successful completion of the 
biennial medical examination, training, and certification in accordance with the requirements in Section 
9.3. 
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The minimum qualifications for the QA manager assigned to the ISF Facility are a Baccalaureate degree 
in an engineering or physical science field and five years experience in nuclear operations quality 
assurance. No minimum training requirements are associated with this position. 

9.1.3.2 Qualification of Personnel 

The resumes or other appropriate documentation of personnel occupying the positions listed above will be 
kept on file to demonstrate compliance with the minimum requirements described. 

9.1.4 Liaison with Outside Organizations 

Despite the fact that the ISF Facility is a DOE-owned facility located on the INL with several other DOE
owned facilities and DOE-managed programs, the external regulation by the NRC of the ISF Facility sets 
this facility apart in some respects. The INL is a large, remotely located site and has its own large security 
police force, a fire department, medical staff, emergency response teams, and full-time shift plant 
supervision. Thus, the INL infrastructure will be considered to serve equivalent functions as independent 
local agencies (similar to local city or county) do for typical commercially-licensed sites 
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The purpose of the pre-operational testing at the ISF Facility is to ensure that the facility can safely 
receive, package, and load spent fuel into the ISF canister and place the loaded canisters in storage. 

The pre-operational test program starts with acceptance testing of safety-significant components (SSCs). 
This acceptance testing is performed by the construction organization and involves testing to verify 
compliance with construction specifications, procurement documents, and design requirements. This 
acceptance testing includes a functional test of the SSCs for proper system/component operation (e.g., 
testing of interlocks, load testing of cranes, system flow verifications). After acceptance testing is 
completed, the systems are turned over to the startup test organization who is responsible for "dcy-run" 
testing using mock fuel assemblies and canisters fabricated to the dimensions and weights of the actual 
components. Dcy-run testing is an integrated test program that verifies system interface operations, 
procedure usage, and adequacy of personnel training before receipt ofSNF. The main objective of the 
pre-operational test plan is to verify the integrity of the structures and equipment and to substantiate the 
safety analysis. The pre-operational testing includes off-normal operation scenarios with mitigation plans. 
Overall goals of the pre-operational dcy run are to: 

• demonstrate the functionality of equipment 

• verify adequacy of procedures used for receipt, transfer, and storage of SNF 

• verify adequacy of staff training and qualifications to safely operate the ISF Facility 

• develop proficiency with procedures involving radiation exposures to determine likely exposures 
for specific procedures and to consider alternative procedures to minimize exposures 

9.2.1 Administrative Procedures for Conducting Test Programs 

Test procedures will be developed for the ISF Facility. Approval of procedures, performance of tests, 
evaluation oftest results, and incorporation of any needed system modifications or procedural changes 
(based on the results of the tests) will be performed by the contractor using administrative controls 
existing at the INL. 

ISF Facility administrative control procedures will be used for: 1) preparing, reviewing, approving, and 
conducting procedures and test instructions, and 2) documenting, evaluating, and accepting the test 
results. The minimum requirements for planning and conducting tests are contained in Section 11.11 of 
the SAR Chapter 11 (QAP). The pre-operational test program consists of two separate but integrated 
phases, 1) acceptance testing and 2) dcy-run testing. Following completion of pre-operational testing, 
operations testing will be performed on initial receipt of each fuel type. The ISF Facility Manager has 
overall authority and responsibility for both the pre-operational and operational testing. 

The ISF Facility Manager is responsible for ensuring that acceptance tests prior to and during the pre
operational testing are identified, acceptance test procedures are developed, and testing personnel 
qualifications are identified and met. These acceptance test procedures at the ISF Facility will be , 
reviewed and approved by the ISF Facility technical staff, and test performance will be coordinated with 
the Construction Manager. Test procedures performed off site by equipment suppliers or contractors will 
be controlled in accordance with the QAP. The administrative process for conducting the initial test 
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procedures will include provisions for review of the activities to identify and incorporate lessons learned 
into dry-run procedures. 

The ISF Facility Manager is responsible for ensuring dry-run tests are identified, developed, and 
performed by qualified and trained personnel. Dry-run testing is performed, using mock fuel assemblies 
and canisters, to ensure that facility operations can be performed using the proposed operating 
procedures with qualified personnel before initial fuel receipt. The technical staff will review test 
procedures for technical accuracy. The dry-run test procedures will be verified and validated by table-top 
reviews or plant walk-downs by personnel qualified to perform the test and approved by the ISF Facility 
Manager. Pre-operational test procedures performed at the ISF Facility will contain the following 
minimum requirements. 

• personnel qualifications 

• objective(s) 

• prerequisites 

• applicable design, procurement, and/or facility license requirements 

• description of test configuration 

• test instructions 

• QA inspection hold points (if required) 

• acceptance criteria 

• measuring and test equipment requirements 

• test requirements and acceptance limits 

Completed preoperational testing will be documented by test reports that will include as a minimum: 

• item/system tested 

• date of test 

• test results and acceptability 

• identification and signature of test personnel 

• identification of measuring and test equipment used during test 

• evaluation of test results for acceptability 

• actions taken regarding any nonconformance noted 

Following completion of pre-operational testing, test reports will be reviewed to determine the need to 
incorporate system modifications or procedure changes, based on lessons learned. When changes to the 
system design or procedures are necessary, they will be reviewed to ensure that they do not require prior 
NRC approval in accordance with 10 CFR 72.48. In addition, a fuel acceptance readiness review (FARR), 
as described in Section 9.2.3, will be performed to ensure that the ISF Facility equipment, procedures, 
programs, and staffing are in place before receipt of the first fuel assemblies and commencement of 
startup testing. 
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Startup testing will be perfonned during initial fuel receipt for each fuel type to verify compliance with 
calculated dose projections and heat removal aspects evaluated in the SAR. The startup test plan will 
include the following elements as a minimum: 

• test procedures and confinnation of exposure times involving actual radioa~tive sources 

• direct radiation monitoring of Transfer Cask, canister trolley shielding, and facility shielding 
(including plugs, covers, shield windows, doors, etc.) for radiation dose rates, streaming, and 
surface "hot spots" 

• verification for the effectiveness of the passive heat removal features associated with the storage 
system 

• plans and preparations for controlling radiological activities include, as a minimum: 

o ALARA reviews and planning 

o radiation work pennits 

o hot particle controls 

o contamination, exposure, and airborne controls 

o alarms and monitoring systems 

o contingency plans to restore plant to a safe condition if unexpected results are obtained 

The administrative process for conducting operational test procedures will include provisions for review 
of the activities to identify and incorporate lessons learned into facility design and operating procedures. 
In addition, design and operator training deficiencies will be identified, reviewed, and appropriate 
corrective actions taken. Changes to facility design or operations will be reviewed to ensure the change 
does not require prior NRC approval in accordance with l 0 CFR 72.48. The ISF Facility Manager or 
designee approval of the changes is required prior to implementation. 

9.2.2 Test Program Description 

This section describes the pre-operational test objectives and the general methods for achieving those 
objectives, and discusses the bases for selection of acceptance criteria that will be used to evaluate the test 
results. 

Pre-operational tests will closely simulate actual operations involving fuel receipt, fuel packaging, 
canister closure, and canister storage, to ensure that qualified ISF Facility staff using the operational 
procedures can safely perfonn these operations. The testing program will be conducted using mock fuel 
assemblies, rods, or modules to simulate the different types of fuels to be handled in the Fuel Packaging 
Area of the Transfer Area. Either a Transfer Cask (Peach Bottom cask and canister/basket) or mock cask 
will be used to simulate receipt operations. Mock ISF canisters (i.e., canisters similar in configuration 
and construction but not to final QA or QC standards) will be used to test handling equipment (fuel 
repackaging process) and canister closure operations (i.e., welding, nondestructive examination [NDE], 
vacuum drying, and helium backfilling). These mock ISF canisters will be used to pre-operationally test 
Cask Handling Machine operations including insertion of mock canisters into a storage tube. 
Verification of ALARA practices, which are not completely achievable during dry runs, will take place 
during the initial fuel loading. 
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Before pre-operational test performance, test personnel shall have a clear understanding of their duties 
and responsibilities. The following shall be completed before pre-operational testing: 

• Personnel training and qualification per the approved training program. 

• A pre-job briefing for affected staff. 

• Hold and inspection points are clearly identified. 

• Stop-work criteria and contingency plans are established to place the spent fuel in a safe 
configuration. (e.g., established guideline for how long a cask or canister may remain suspended 
from a crane). 

• Personnel are aware of compensatory measures. 

• Oversight command and control responsibilities are clearly established, including notification 
requirements. 

• Specific radiological hazards are identified and controls are implemented. 

• Radiation dose rates will be verified during initiation of start-up testing to ensure that actual 
values are within prescribed limits. 

The methods for accomplishing the objectives and the acceptance criteria that will be used to evaluate the 
test results will be included in the procedures and test instructions. In addition, the general prerequisites 
for performing the tests, including special conditions to simulate normal and off-normal operating 
conditions, will be included in the procedures and test instructions. 

9.2.3 Physical Facilities 

This section discusses the type of tests and inspections to be performed on the ISF Facility safety 
significant components (SS Cs) before receipt of SNF. 

During construction, testing or inspections will be used to verify configuration, materials, performance, 
and quality for SSCs ITS (see Section 3.4 for a list ofITS items). The purpose of testing and inspections 
during construction is to verify that design requirements, specifications, and applicable code criteria are 
satisfied. Construction, materials, operations, or quality items that are found not to satisfy requirements 
will be identified as nonconforming and resolution/corrective action will be taken as required by the 
QAP. 

Vendor-supplied SSCs are procured, tested/inspected, and received in accordance with the QAP. Quality 
oversight of this process requires the use of pre-approved vendors with conforming QA programs. 
Purchased items will be accompanied by documentation of conformance with requirements specified by 
DOE. 

The construction organization will acceptance test and inspect SSCs (e.g., testing of interlocks, load 
testing of cranes, system flow verifications) before turnover to the ISF Facility operations organization for 
pre-operational testing, to ensure that individual systems and components operate properly and will 
perform as designed. The ISF Facility Manager is responsible for development of acceptance 
test/inspection procedures, and for review and approval of testing/inspection requirements provided by 
vendors before implementation. Table 9.2-1 lists the SSCs that will be acceptance tested/inspected. 
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Satisfactory completion of the test/inspection will require conformance with the acceptance criteria 
specified in the test/inspection procedure. Section 9.2. l presents the administrative process for conducting 
the test program. 

9.2.4 Operations 

This section discusses those operations to be tested. Operations testing begins after completion of the 
construction and functional testing of SSCs. This section discusses the dry-run testing. Startup testing is 
described in Section 9.2.3. 

Dry-run testing is the integrated system testing performed before initial fuel receipt to verify that the ISF 
Facility can be safely operated by individuals, qualified in accordance with the training program described 
in Section 9.3, using facility operating procedures. Mock fuel assemblies and canisters are used to 
simulate actual operations. Dry-run testing will verify that these activities can be performed: 

• Receipt Operations. Activities related to receipt of spent fuel at the ISF Facility, including 
unloading of the receipt cask from the transporter through transport to the Fuel Processing Area 
(FPA) fuel receipt port. 

• Packaging Operations. Activities performed in the FPA of the Transfer Area, where spent fuel is 
removed from the receipt containers (baskets or canisters), inspected, and placed in an ISF 
basket/canister in preparation for canister closure operations. 

• Canister Closure Operations. Activities performed to prepare new ISF Facility canisters and 
baskets for SNF loading, and activities associated with receipt ofloaded canister from the FPA 
through closure of the ISF Facility canister (lid weld, vacuum drying, helium backfill, and leak 
test). Special emphasis will be placed on verifying ability to satisfactorily perform the final 
closure weld. 

• Loading Operations. Activities related to transferring sealed ISF Facility canisters from the 
Canister Closure Area (CCA) to the Storage Area and loading them into storage tubes in the dry 
vault storage system. 

• Unloading Operations. Activities relating to retrieving an ISF facility canister from an individual 
storage tube in the modular dry-vault storage system and transferring it either back into the FPA 
or into a licensed transportation device. , 

• Waste Processing Operations. Activities involving handling and processing of radioactive waste 
(e.g., liquid, compactable, contact, and non-contact waste types). 

Pre-operational testing will be completed, results reviewed, and required corrective actions 
(e.g., procedure and equipment modifications) will be completed before receipt of fuel. The FARR is 
discussed in Section 9.2.3. Once the operational readiness is completed, the startup test program can 
commence. 

9.2.5 Test Discussion 

After pre-operational testing is complete, a FARR will be performed before receipt of SNF, to verify the 
ability of the ISF Facility and staff to safely receive, repackage, and store fuel. The FARR will consist of 
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a programmatic and procedure review, equipment and staffing review, and a performance assessment of 
operators, support staff, and management. The FARR will cover the following areas: 

Construction 

Construction activities complete (as required), as-built drawings updated and available in document 
control system, open items resolved, non-conformances corrected, acceptance construction test completed 
and approved, and inspections performed and accepted. 

Engineering and Technical Support 

Onsite technical staffing is adequate and available. Design control procedures are written and approved, 
required vendor information and manuals, design bases calculations, and as-built drawings are available 
as approved documents through the document control sys~em. 

Operations 

Operating, off-normal, surveillance, and emergency response procedures are approved, operationally 
tested, and available in the document control system. Pre-operational testing including corrective.actions 
for identified deficiencies and non-conformances, as required, are complete. Operational staffing is 
trained and adequate to support operations. 

Training 

Training procedures are written and approved. ISF Facility staff have completed required 

trairiing. Radiological Controls 

Radiation protection procedures are approved, health physics personnel are trained, required radiation 
posting is completed; and radiological monitoring equipment has been tested and is operational. 

Maintenance and Surveillance 

Maintenance and surveillance procedures are approved, required spare parts is identified and available, 
post maintenance testing is complete as required, surveillances necessary to receive fuel are completed 
and current. 

Organization and Management 

Procedures affecting organization and management are approved and available through document control, 
adequately trained and qualified personnel available. 

Security 

Security procedures are approved, adequately trained and qualified personnel are available. Security 
equipment has been tested and is operational. 

Fire Protection 
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Procedures are approved, fire detection/suppression systems have been tested and are operational, and 
adequate fire personnel are trained and available. 

Emergency Response 

Emergency plan implementing procedures are approved, agreements for support organizations are in 
place, required emergency equipment has been tested and is operational, and emergency response staff is 
trained and qualified. 

Nuclear Safety 

Criticality controls and fuel accountability control procedures, and procedures for fuel acceptance 
verification, are approved and available through document control. 

The FARR team will consist of a team leader and support personnel with experience in operations, 
engineering and technical support, maintenance and surveillance, document control, security, fire · 
protection, emergency response, and nuclear safety. The FARR team will develop a written report to 
document the results of their findings. Before commencement of startup testing, the FARR report will be 
presented to the DOE ISF Facility Director, who has approval authority for receipfofSNF. 

A startup test plan and implementing procedures will be written and approved before receipt of SNF. 
These documents will verify that the ISF Facility design bounds the calculated dose projections and the 
heat generation and removal aspects evaluated and presented in the SAR. Section 9.2.1 presents the 
elements of the startup test program. Startup testing will be performed on the first two fuel receipt 
shipments for each of the various fuel types to be handled by the ISF Facility. 
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This section of the SAR comprises DOE's ISF Facility Training Program and is submitted pursuant to 
Subpart I of 10 CFR Part 72. The requirements of this training program are implemented by contractor 
procedures providing for the administration of training programs. Changes which do not decrease the 
effectiveness of this program will be documented in annual SAR updates. 

The objective of this training program is to use a systematic approach to training (SA n to provide 
competent contractor personnel to perform all functions related to the operation of the ISF facility. The 
application of the SAT process will use a graded approach, with the training modules for the operation 
and maintenance ofISF structures, systems, and components identified as important-to-safety subject to 
the most rigorous application. 

9.3.1 Administration 

This training program ensures that qualified individuals will be available to perform planned and 
unplanned tasks while protecting the health and safety of plant personnel and the public. DOE, through its 
contractor, commits to maintain additional training to support the emergency plan, physical protection 
plan, quality assurance plan, and administrative and safety requirements, as required. Procedures and 
lesson plans used to implement this training program will be developed and maintained by the contractor. 

The Training Manager is responsible for the administration of training programs and for maintaining up 
to date records on the status of contractor and DOE-ID trained personnel, training of new employees, and 
refresher or upgrade training of present personnel. 

The ISF Facility Manager is responsible for ensuring that training requirements are specified for personnel 
assigned to support the ISF. In this role, the ISF Facility Manager or designee will approve all ISF Facility 
specific lesson plans, applications for exceptions of training requirements, and extensions ofretraining and 
requalification requirements. Training material for.ISF Facility support functions (such as radiation 
protection, ESH&QA, emergency response/emergency plan, and security/physical protection plan) may be 
developed and approved by the appropriate support organization. 

The ISF Facility Manager is responsible for ensuring that training requirements have been satisfied for 
personnel assigned to the ISF Facility. 

9.3.2 Records 

The following records on the status of trained personnel will be maintained for a minimum of five years 
in accordance with the Records Section 9.4.2 below: 

a. Results of each Certified ISF Operator's.biennial medical examination. 

b. The completed records.of operator certification. 

9.3.3 Instructor Qualifications and Development 

The DOE contractor shall provide for and document the qualification and training of the Training Staff. 
Instructors designated to teach the Certified ISF Facility Operator Program shall possess subject matter 
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expertise for a particular subject or topic. Instructors initially qualified shall maintain qualifications by 
instructing classes, and administering or grading examinations and On-the-Job Training (OJT) guides, 
and preparing, reviewing, or revising Certified ISF Facility Operator instructional material. 

9.3.4 Development of Training Material 

The DOE contractor shall maintain procedures providing for the analysis of jobs, design of initial and 
continuing training, development of instructional material, implementation (conduct of training), and 
evaluation (examinations, performance demonstration, program effectiveness, etc.). The development of 
training material shall be performed by trained and qualified staff. The DOE contractor shall maintain 
academic lesson plans and On-the-Job training (OJT) guides developed in accordance with this training 
program. 

Because of varied complexity and scope of job functions, the degree of analysis (needs analysis, job 
analysis, task analysis) necessary to define training program content will vary. For example, a job and 
needs analysis may be appropriate for operations and maintenance personnel, whereas a Jess formal 
broad-based assessment of training needs is appropriate for technical staff personnel. Job analyses need 
not be conducted for technical support staff personnel. Consensus-based content guides should be used to 
assist with the determination of technical support staff training program content. 

9.3.5 Training Improvement 

The DOE contractor shall provide for and document the evaluation of training programs in order to 
~nsure the continued improvement of training material and the conduct of training. A DOE assessment of 
the contractor's implementation of this training program shall be performed biennially. 

9.3.6 Frequency of Training 

Training requirements must be completed within the period specified in the sections below for General 
Employee Training and Certified ISFSI Operator Training; however, a grace period of 25% is allowed. 
Not completing the retraining requirements within the specified frequency will require completion of the 
initial training course in order to have qualification reinstated. 

9.3.7 General Employee Training 

Personnel requiring unescorted access to the ISF Facility must successfully complete General Employee 
Training (GET). The GET training program will be composed of topics derived through analysis (e.g., 
needs, job, or task analysis). Refresher training is required annually in order to convey pertinent 
modifications, procedure changes, regulatory changes, or other significant material as applicable. 

9.3.8 Certified ISF Facility Operator Training 

The training for Certified ISF Facility Operators and supervisors shall provide for initial training and 
testing of personnel who operate equipment identified as important to safety and will also provide for 
retraining, proficiency testing, and requalification as required based on job function analysis. Certified 

\ 
I 
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ISF Facility Operators will be actively maintained during transport and loading and unloading operations. 
During extended storage periods, qualifications will be required for ISF Facility monitoring activities. 

ISF Facility equipment and controls that have been identified as important to safety in this SAR and in the 
license shall be operated by either personnel who have been trained and certified in accordance with this 
section or who are under the direct visual supervision of a trained, certified individual. Personnel who are 
in-training shall not independently make decisions or take actions that could affect facility safety, nor 
shall personnel who are in-training be placed in such positions. However, they may independently 
perform specific tasks or job assignments for which they are qualified. 

Qualification and Certification is contingent upon meeting and maintaining the following criteria: 
obtaining a score of >80% on all academic examinations; and satisfactory performance of all OJT 
practical evaluations. A score of< 80% on any academic examination or failure to demonstrate 
satisfactory performance of an OJT practical evaluation shall result in the removal of the qualification or 
certification associated with the examination or evaluation. Following a failure, the qualification or 
certification is regained through successful completion of remedial training and retesting. 

The physical condition and general health of certified personnel shall be verified by physical examination 
before initial certification and biennially thereafter. These physical examinations consider conditions 
which might cause impaired judgment or motor coordination. In addition, if an employee's behavior or 
condition creates a hazard to health or safety, then stop work may be imposed. 

Each individual shall be given instructions regarding the hazards and safety precautions applicable to the 
type of work to be performed, general workplace hazards, and the procedures for protecting themselves 
from injury. These instructions are normally given during pre-job briefs prior to operations. 

The certified operator continuing training programs shall be structured using a graded approach of the 
SAT process commensurate with specific position n~eds, and shall be administered on a biennial cycle. 

9.3.9 Technical Support Positions 

Technical support" staff personnel are typically involved in surveillance, testing, analyzing facility data, 
planning modifications, program review, and technical problem resolution in their area of expertise 
(e.g., electrical, mechanical, instrumentation and control, chemistry, radiation protection, safety, quality 
assurance, facility engineering, security, emergency response). 

The DOE contractor shall develop a list of specific technical staff positions that have a direct impact 
on employee, facility, or public safety. 

Training for the applicable support positions shall include administrative and management controls 
associated with ensuring compliance with the ISF facility license conditions. 
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This section describes the procedure controls associated with ITS operations, and the management system 
for maintaining records related to the operation of the ISF Facility. 

9.4.1 Procedures 

Procedures are used to document the performance oflTS activities and compliance with regulatory 
requirements. The format and content of written procedures include: 

Introduction (includes purpose and scope) 

precautions and limitations 

prerequisites 

instructions (sequence, forms to be completed, acceptable conditions, actions if conditions aren't 
acceptable, approvals) 

records 

ISF Facility procedures are to be followed verbatim to ensure that activities are conducted safely and in 
accordance with regulatory requirements. If a procedure cannot be performed as written, the person 
performing the activity will stop the activity and, if necessary, place the system or component in a safe 
condition. The Shift Manager will be notified of procedure inadequacies and the activity will not resume 
until corrective actions have been implemented. 

ITS activities and activities affecting quality are accomplished in accordance with approved and 
documented instructions, procedures, and drawings. Detailed written procedures developed, reviewed, 
and approved in accordance with ISF Facility requirements are used to perform operatioqs, maintenance, 
surveillance, and testing activities. The following are the categories, criteria, and attributes of the types of 
procedure that will be implemented and maintained at the ISF Facility. 

Administrative Procedures are instructions to ISF Facility personnel to provide an understanding of 
operating philosophy and management policies. These procedures include instructions for personnel 
conduct and procedures to develop, review, change, and approve facility procedures. Administrative 
procedures describe activities to ensure that personnel safety, working environment, procurement, and 
other general activities of the ISF Facility are conducted with quality and in a safe manner. 

Radiation Protection Procedures are used to implement the radiation control program and ensure 
compliance with 10 CFR 20 and ALARA principles (Ref. 9-1 ). The procedures describe the methods for: 

• use of environmental monitoring and measurement equipment 

• qualifications and training of radiation protection personnel 

• performance of surveys, measurements, and assessment of radiological conditions 

• control of radiation hazards 
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Maintenance Procedures are used to implement the preventative and corrective maintenance program. 
Preventative maintenance procedures, including calibrations, are perfonned at a specified frequency to 
preclude degradation ofISF Facility SSCs. Corrective maintenance procedures are used to repair broken 
or degraded equipment. These maintenance procedures identify the level of qualification necessary for 
perfonnance and provide a record of the activities perfonned, the date perfonned, and the person(s) 
perfonning the activity. In addition, prerequisites to perfonn the maintenance are identified, as well as 
post-maintenance testing requirements. Prerequisites include such things as facility operation mode, 
equipment configuration, or verification of alternate equipment availability. 

Surveillance Procedures are used to implement the surveillance requirements of the ISF Facility operating 
license, which includes the Technical Specifications, to verify that plant operations and equipment 
operability comply with the conditions of the ISF Facility operating license. Surveillance procedures are 
perfonned periodically and before return to service after equipment maintenance or modification. 
Surveillance procedures will identify the level of qualification necessary for perfonnance and will 
establish requirements for methods used to provide a record of the activities perfonned, the date 
perfonned, and the person(s) perfonning the activity. These procedures will also identify the source 
requirement for the surveillance, period for perfonnance, acceptance criteria, and actions necessary ifthe 
acceptance criteria are not satisfied. 

Operating Procedures provide instructions for nonnal and off-normal operations, including receiving, 
handling, repackaging, and storing spent fuel, and other operations ITS, such as those identified in the 
Technical Specifications. Procedures for operating equipment ITS include specification of 
certification/qualification requirements for personnel performing the procedure. Operating procedures 
also provide instructions for operation of equipment such as the storage area monitoring equipment and 
other plant equipment. 

QA Procedures prescribe necessary elements of quality oversight to ensure that activities ITS are 
conducted in a controlled manner in accordance with the QAP. 

Review, Change, and Approval Process 

Written administrative procedures control the approval of new procedures and subsequent revisions. 
Administrative procedures specify the format, review process, and approval requirements. The ISF 
Facility Manager is responsible for ensuring that the administrative procedures for facility processes are 
implemented. 

New procedures and subsequent revisions to procedures are reviewed by appropriate subject matter 
experts on the facility staff and by affected organizations. Before implementation, the ISFSI Operations 
Safety Board (OSB) will review new procedures and subsequent changes. The ISF Facility Manager or 
designee must approve new procedures and subsequent revisions before issue. The procedure reviews and 
approval process will be documented in accordance with the QAP. 
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Administrative procedures have been implemented to ensure that quality records are identifiable and 
retrievable. Information Management Services will maintain records of historical operation of the ISF 
Facility. ISF Facility personnel are responsible for ensuring that QA records are legible, accurate, 
complete, and identifiable to the item or activity to which they apply. In addition to QA records, the 
following records will also be maintained in accordance with the regulatory reference(s) provided: 

• records of spills or other abnormal occurrences involving the spread of radiation in and around 
the facility, equipment, or site, in accordance with 10 CFR 72.30(d)(l) 

• as-built drawings and modifications of structures and equipment in restricted areas where 
radioactive materials are used and/or stored, and oflocations of possible inaccessible 
contamination such as buried pipes, in accordance with 10 CFR 72.30(d)(2) 

• a list contained in a single document and updated no less than every 2 years of the following, in 
accordance with 10 CFR 72.30(d)(3): 

o areas designated and formerly designated as restricted areas as defined under 10 CFR 
20.1003 

o Areas outside of restricted areas that require documentation under 10 CFR 
72.30(d)(l) 

• records of cost estimate performed for the Proposed Decommissioning Funding Plan, in 
accordance with 10 CFR 72.30{d){4) 

• records ofreceipt, inventory, disposal, acquisition, and transfer of all spent fuel and high-level 
radioactive waste in storage, as required by 10 CFR 72.72(a) 

• records of physical inventories and current material control and accounting procedures as 
required by 10 CFR 72.72{b) and 10 CFR 72.72(c) 

• records of changes in the facility design, of changes in procedures, and of tests and experiments 
made pursuant 10 CFR 72.48(c)(l). These records must include a written evaluation that provides 
the bases for the determination that the change, test, or experiment does not require a license 
amendment pursuant to 10 CFR 72.48 (c)(2), pursuant to the requirements of 10 CFR 
72.48( d)(l ). 

• records of employee certification as required by 10 CFR 72.44 

• QA records as required by 10 CFR 72.174 

• radiation protection program records as required by 10 CFR 20 Subpart L which includes 

o program contents, audits, and reviews 

o radiation surveys 

o determination of prior occupational dose 

o planned special exposures 

o individual (worker) monitoring results 

o dose to individual members of the public 
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• records of changes to the Physical Protection Plan as required by I 0 CFR 72.44( e) and 72.186, 
and other physical protection records required by 10 CFR 73.21 and 10 CFR 73.70 

• records of occurrence and severity of natural phenomenal as required by I 0 CFR 72.92 

• record copies of: 

o SAR and updates per 10 CFR 72.70 

o .Safety Review Committee records 

o reports of accidental criticality or loss of special nuclear material as required by I 0 
CFR 72.74 and 10 CFR 73.71 

o material status reports per 10 CFR 72.76 

o nuclear material transfer reports per 10 CFR 72.78 

o Physical Protection Plan per 10 CFR 72.180 

o Other records and report per I 0 CFR 72.82 

The following records will be maintained as QA records in accordance with the QAP: 

• operating records, including maintenance records on significant equipment 

• records of off-nonnal occurrences and events associated with radioactive releases 

• environmental survey records and environmental reports 

• radiation monitoring readings and/or records (e.g., strip charts) 

• report of preoperational test acceptance criteria and test results 

• written procedures 

The above records will be stored in accordance with the QAP. Security records, including security 
training and qualification records, will be maintained in accordance with the Physical Protection 
Plan (Ref. 9-2). 
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The ISF Facility will repackage and store SNF; therefore, the Emergency Plan was written to meet the 
requirements of 10 CFR 72.32(b) (Ref. 9-3). In accordance with 10 CFR 72.32(b), the Emergency Plan 
provides for two classifications of accidents: "alerts" and "site area emergencies." The Emergency Plan 
developed emergency action levels for postulated accidents in each of the following areas: 

• transfer cask accidents 

• fuel packaging accidents 

• fuel storage accidents 

• external events (loss of power, earthquake, flood, extreme wind, lightning, accidents at nearby 
sites, volcanism, and aircraft impacts) · 

Because the ISF Facility site is remote, the DOE or its support contractors primarily provide emergency 
support services described in the Emergency Plan. 

The ISF Facility Manager, or in the manager's absence, the Shift Manager(s) provide the onsite 
management and interface with the DOE INL infrastructure to respond to an event requiring 
implementation of the Emergency Plan. 
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The Proposed Decommissioning Plan describes the proposed ISF Facility decontamination and 
decommissioning activities and funding method (Ref. 9-4), to demonstrate that it can be safely and 
effectively·decommissioned. If DOE does not request and receive an exemption from the decontamination 
and decommissioning provisions of the NRC regulations, DOE-ID will provide a final decommissioning 
plan prior to the start of decommissioning work. 

The Proposed Decommissioning Plan was developed in accordance with NRC Regulatory Guide 3.65 
and discusses the following topics (Ref. 9-5): 

• plans for safely and efficiently decommissioning the ISF Facility 

• ISF Facility design features to facilitate decommissioning 

• estimate of decommissioning costs and financing method 

• tentative selection and description of the plan decommissioning method 

• basis for tentative selection of decommissioning method 

lfDOE does not request and receive an exemption from the decontamination and decommissioning 
provisions of the NRC regulations, to facilitate decommissioning, the records required by 10 CFR 
72.30(d)(l) through 72.30(d)(4) will be maintained as quality records until decommissioning is 
complete and the ISF Facility license is terminated. 
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The purpose of the physical protection program is to establish and maintain the physical protection of the 
SNF stored in the ISF Facility in accordance with I 0 CFR 72 Subpart H, Physical Protection, and 
applicable portions of l 0 CFR 73 (Ref. 9-6). 

The ISF Facility Physical Protection Program is described in the Physical Protection Plan (Ref. 9-2). The 
plan includes as appendices the Security Personnel Training and Qualification Plan and the Safeguards 
Contingency Plan. 

Because the Physical Protection Plan contains safeguards information and is controlled and protected in 
accordance with 10 CFR 73.21and10 CFR 2.390, it has been submitted for NRC review under separate 
cover (Ref. 9-7). 
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Structure, System, or 
Component 

Cask receipt crane 

Cask trolley 

FHM 

MS Ms 

Decanning machine 

Worktable system 

Canister trolley 

CCA 

Canister welding 
equipment 

Vacuum drying system 

Helium back fill system 
and leak test system 

CHM 

Storage tube 

Special lifting fixtures 

Transfer Tunnel doors 

HVAC system 

Instrumentation and 
controls 

Fire protection equipment 

Normal and emergency 
lighting 

Table 9.2-1 
Acceptance Tests 

Summary of Test 
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Functional test of controls and interlocks and load test (NUREG-0554 
criteria} 

Functional test of controls and interlocks, load testing (NUREG-0554) 

Functional test of controls and interlocks and load test (includes power 
manipulator system), Test criteria based on NUREG-0554, 
ANSl/ASME 830.2, and CMAA Specification 70. 

Functional test per vendor recommendation 

Functional test using mock cans 

Functional testing to verify capability to tip, rotate, and cut canisters 
and cans 

Functional test of controls and interlocks, load testing (NUREG-0554} 

Testing in accordance with ASME 830.2 and DOE-STD-1090 Section 7.3 

Functional/demonstration test on mock canister weld areas 

Functional test per vendor recommendation 

Functional test per vendor recommendation 

Functional test of controls and interlocks and load test (NUREG-0554 
criteria) 

Fit test to verify shield plug and cover plate fit up 

Load test, functional test to verify grapple/load engagement 

Functional test of controls and interlocks 

Functional test to include controls and interlocks, ventilation flow 
and balance, and HEPA filter efficiency 

Channel functional tests and channel calibrations 

Testing will be performed to satisfy the following: 

NFPA 25(1998) - water suppressions 

NFPA 72 (1999} - detection and alarms 

Functional test 
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Beginning with accepting responsibility for the design of the ISF Facility ISFSI through to its completed 
decommissioning, it is the policy of DOE-ID to ensure that the facility is designed, constructed, handled, 
shipped, stored, cleaned, assembled, inspected, tested, operated, maintained, modified and decommis
sioned in a manner that assures the health and safety of workers and the public and protects the environ
ment. The Quality Assurance Program is developed to confirm that essential technical and quality 
requirements for structures, systems, and components are achieved and documented. 

DOE-ID maintains full responsibility for the development and execution of the ISF Facility ISFSI Quality 
Assurance Program. This program applies to design; purchase; fabrication; handling; shipping; storing; 
cleaning; assembly; inspection; testing; operation; maintenance; repair; modification of structures, systems, 
and components; and decommissioning activities that are important to safety. The !SF Facility ISFSI Quality 
Assurance Program is maintained to satisfy the requirements established in 10 CFR 72, Subpart G, "Quality 
Assurance." 

" 
The proposed quality assurance program for the !SF Facility is the same as the currently approved Quality 
Assurance Program (DOE/RW-0333P, Revision 10 [11.l])forthe TMI-2 and FSV ISFSis (SNM-2508 and 
SNM-2504 respectively) and is included as part of the ISF Facility ISFSI license transfer application. The 
contents of the Quality Assurance Requirements and Description (QARD) are listed in Table 11.0-1. For 
ISF Facility ISFSI activities, DOE-ID and its contractor will apply applicable portions of the QARD to items 
important to safety. The purpose of this chapter of the SAR is to define the implementation and application of 
those applicable QARD requirements for the ISF Facility ISFSI, including the relationship and integration of 
DOE-ID and contractor quality assurance responsibilities. To facilitate this description, this chapter is written 
and developed following the format of the QARD. The quality assurance program described in this chapter 
shall be implemented by DOE-ID and its contractor through the use ofapproved, controlled implementing 
documents. 

Changes that reduce the effectiveness of quality assurance program commitments and represent a change per 
10 CFR 72.48, "Changes, Tests, and Experiments," will be submitted to the NRC forits review and 
acceptance prior to implementation. 

The ISFSI Quality Assurance Program provides for a graded approach to the implementation of the QARD 
Elements, Supplements, and Appendices. 

The remaining sections of this chapter describe how each of these Elements, Supplements, and Appendices 
will be implemented for the !SF Facility ISFSI. 
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All structures, systems, and components are analyzed to detennine whether their functions or physical 
characteristics are essential to the safety function. Those items detennined to be important to safety are 
subject to the applicable requirements of the QARD and identified in Table 3.4-1 in the ISF Facility SAR 
Structures, systems and components which are not important to safety have the QAP applied in a graded 
approach. 

11.2 ORGANIZATION 

The following is the organizational philosophy of the ISF Facility ISFSI Quality Assurance Program. 

OOE, as facility owner and licensee, retains ultimate responsibility for the safe operation of the facility and 
compliance with all license conditions. The management and operation responsibility of the facility is 
delegated to the contractor. To exercise its ultimate responsibility, DOE-ID will: 

I) Retain responsibility for and perfonn independent assessments of the contractor's ISFSI quality 
assuranc~ program; 

2) Ensure that the license conditions for the facility are included in the contractor's contract; 

3) Assess the perfonnance of the contractor against the tenns of their contract; 

4) Retain the responsibility to budget funds necessary and sufficient to safely operate the facility; and 

5) Retain the authority to revise the contract in the even~ contract deficiencies are found relative to 
proper implementation oflicense conditions. 

The primary role of DOE-ID is management oversight rather than daily, direct management. Therefore, a 
strong assessment function is retained by DOE-ID. The contractor's Quality Assurance (QA) Director has 
responsibility for development, management, and implementation of the contractor's quality assurance 
program. As part of this responsibility, the QA Director ensures that other sub-tier contractor Quality 
Assurance Programs meet all applicable requirements of the QARD for their scope of work. 

The Quality Assurance Program is implemented by trained personnel with adequate resources so that cost 
and scheduling considerations do not override the Quality Assurance Program's function. Quality shall be 
achieved and maintained by those who have been assigned responsibility for perfonning work. Quality 
achievement shall be verified by persons and organizations not directly responsible for perfonning the work. 
Positions or organizations responsible for establishing and executing the quality assurance program may 
delegate work to other organizations. However, the positions or organizations making the delegation shall 
retain overall responsibility for the delegated work. Differences of opinion involving quality assurance 
requirements shall be brought to the attention of the appropriate management, and, if not resolved, shall be 
elevated progressively to successiv~ly higher levels of management. Stop work authority for significant 
conditions adverse to quality is assigned to the Deputy Manager for ICP. Contractor stop work authority 
resides with the INTEC QA Manager. 

Stop work requests and actions are described in the DOE-ID and contractor's implementing documents. 
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DOE-ID and contractor Quality Assurance personnel have the necessary authority, resources, and 
organizational freedom to implement the Quality Assurance Program, including the ability to identify quality 
problems; to initiate, recommend and provide solutions; and to verify implementation of solutions. QA 
personnel also have written authority and responsibility to stop unsatisfactory work, controlling further 
processing, delivery, installation, or use of nonconforming items.· 

QA personnel ensure that assessments of the Quality Assurance Program and its effectiveness are reported to 
the appropriate levels of management. Specific quality assurance responsibilities for the ISF Facility ISFSI 
are provided below. 

11.1.1 The Office of the Manager 

The Deputy Manager for ICP is responsible for overall executive management of the Idaho Operations 
Office. The Deputy Manager for ICP has signature authority as the NRC Licensee. (See Figure 9.1-1) 

11.1.2 The Office of Administration Services 

The responsibility for developing the appropriate revisions to the contractor's contract with DOE-ID is 
delegated to the DOE-ID ISP Contracting Officer. 

11.1.3 The Office of Environmental Management 

The responsibility for the licensee's role of providing program direction to the contractor lies with the 
Assistant Manager, Office of Environmental Management (EM). Oversight of the EM owned spent fuel 
management facilities and activities, including the NRC-licensed ISFSis is delegated by the Assistant 
Manager for EM to the Facility and Material Disposition Project Director. 

DOE-ID personnel perfonning quality affecting activities are responsible for: 

1. Planning and meeting product quality requirements and implementing the Quality Assur
ance Program in their work 

2. Retaining responsibility for delegated work 

3. Notifying the immediate supervisor to resolve differing staff opinions related to safety is
sues and quality issues and if not resolved elevating disputes to successive levels of man
agement until resolved 

4. Recommending work to be stopped when significant conditions adverse to quality are 
identified. 
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11.1.4 Office of Operational Support 

The DOE-ID NE Director, Quality and Safety Division, is responsible for oversight of the con- tractor as 
stated in Section 9.1.2. The responsibility for oversight of both the contractor's Quality Assur- ance 
Program for the ISFSI as well as the DOE-ID oversight program of the contractor's performance in ISFSI 
operations is delegated through theNE Director, Quality and Safety Division . The Quality and Safety 
Division Director delegates the responsibility for QA oversight of the ISFSls to the ISFSI Quality 
Assurance Program Manager. The management responsibili- ties of the ISFSI Quality Assurance 
Program Manager are herein defined. 

The ISFSI Quality Assurance Program Manager is at the same or higher organization level as the highest 
Program Managerffeam Leader responsible for performing work subject to the requirements of the 
QARD, has knowledge and experience in quality assurance and management, and has n,o other duties or 
responsibilities that could compromise the required independence. The ISFSI Quality Assurance Program 
Manager has the organizational freedom to com- municate with senior management and is sufficiently 
independent from cost and schedule considerations. 

The ISFSI Quality Assurance Program Manager is responsible for providing guidance and direction to the 
DOE-ID line organiza- tion and its contractor on quality assurance matters relating to NRC Licensing 
activities, developing DOE-ID's Quality Assurance Program implementation of the QARD, and 
effectively assuring confor- mance to quality requirements. The ISFSI Quality Assurance Program 
Manager also is responsible for the overview of work subject to QARD requirements. This overview 
includes verifying achievement of quality of work by DOE-ID's line organization and its contractor 
through assessments, surveillances, or other means of verification, as appropriate. 

The ISFSI Quality Assurance Program Manager and the contractor's QA Director, respectively, are 
responsible and accountable for coordinating with the respo~ible managers to ensure that acceptable 
QARD requirement implementa- tion is developed and established and for documenting and 
promulgating Quality Assurance policies, goals and objectives. 

Also, the ISFSI Quality Assurance Program Manager is kept current through various reports and 
verifies the implementation, adequacy, and effectiveness of the overall Quality Assurance Program 
while maintaining a continual involvement in Quality Assurance matters (See Figure 9 .1-1 ). 

The ISFSI Quality Assurance Program Manager is responsible for developing and implementing the 
Quality Assurance Program. This includes the following activities: 

I) Developing, reviewing, approving, issuing, and maintaining DOE-ID's implementing 
procedures 

2) Verifying that the Quality Assurance Program is properly established and executed 

3) Ensurfo.g that quality is verified by an organization not responsible for the work and en
suring that the Quality Assurance Program is adequate and being effectively implemented 

4) Ensuring Quality Assurance training and qualification programs are developed for DOE
ID and contractor personnel who perform quality affecting activities. 
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5) Develop, manage, update, and implement a Quality Assurance Audit Plan and schedule, 
and coordinate NRC participation in audit activities 

6) Identifying quality problems; initiating, recommending, or providing solutions to quality 
problems; and verifying the implementation of solutions to quality problems 

7) Determining the cause of significant conditions adverse to quality and ensuring that cor
rective action is initiated for all conditions adverse to quality 

8) Accepting final resolution for all DOE-ID audit findings and proposed corrective actions 

9) Initiating stop work orders within the license oversight program, when required 

l 0) Receiving and compiling Quality Assurance information and forwarding Quality Assur

ance program status reports to management 

11) Interfacing with NRC to coordinate and clarify NRC Quality Assurance requirements, the 
Quality Assurance Program, and to resolve Quality Assurance issues to NRC require
ments 

12) 

13) 

14) 

Interfacing with NRC to coordinate plans and schedules relevant to Quality Assurance for 
NRC overview of licensing activities 

Being responsible for interpreting and approving Quality Assurance Program require
ments as they apply to the contractor's scope of work. 

Assignment of the Quality Assurance Specialist (QAS) staff. 

Contractor Personnel 

DOE and its contractor personnel perform work subject to the requirements of the QARD per the controls 
established in their respective implementing documents. The QARD requirements for the contractor are 
identified in the appropriate procurement documents. The ISFSI Quality Assurance Program Manager 

provides overviews of the contractor's work subject to QARD requirements by using appropriate 
verification methods. 

Quality control functions that are performed as part of the line organization's activities will have surveil
lances performed by the Quality Assurance organization to confirm that there is sufficient independence 
from the individuals that actually performed the activity. 

Quality-related activities are performed by the various contractor departments and contractors of 
DOE-ID. The DOE-ID contractor is responsible for development ofits Quality Assurance Program which 
shall be consistent with the requirements of the QARD. All contractor personnel have the authority to stop 
work pending resolution of any quality problem. If a member of another area disagrees, that individ- ual 
is instructed to take the matter to appropriate management. The disagreement may either be resolved at 
this level or at any level up to and including the Deputy Manager for ICP. 
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The topics from Section 1.0, Organization, that are implemented from the QARD are: 

1.2 Requirements 

Requires preparation of controlled documents describing internal and external 
interfaces. 

1.2.1 LineManagement 

Requires identification of responsibilities and authorities of organizations 
responsible for achieving quality. 

1.2.2 Quality Assurance Management 

Describes appropriate knowledge and experience for those performing the Quality 
Assurance function. 

1.2.3 Responsibility For Quality 

Assigns responsibility for achieving quality in work and the verification of quality. 

1.2.4 Delegation of Work 

Discusses the delegation of the execution of the Quality Assurance program and 
maintenance of overall responsibility. 

1.2.5 Resolution of Quality Disputes 

Process for resolution of quality disputes. 

1.3.3 Other OCR WM Affected Organizations 

Section "A" and "C" only 

Describes DOE EM as an agent of OCR WM. Also requires that appropriate 
technical and quality requirements applicable to this scope of work be incorporated 
into the associated work documents. 
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DOE-ID has overall responsibility and program implementation authority for all Quality Assurance 
Program requirements. Quality Assurance Program elements that are implemented and discharged by 
DOE-ID are those identified as Organization, Quality Assurance Program, Implementing Documents, 
Document Control, Corrective Action, Quality Assurance Records, and Audits. Implementation of the 
entire QARD is delegated to the contractor for its scope of work. 

The ISFSI Quality Assurance Program Manager has the assigned responsibility for ensuring that required 
DOE-ID quality assur- ance program implementing documents are established at the earliest practical 
time consistent with the schedule for accomplishing quality affecting activities. Instructions to DOE-ID 
personnel for implementa- tion of quality activities including performance of verification activities are 
described by implementing documents. 

Specific DOE-ID performance and verification activities include, but are not limited to: 

• Reviews and approvals of various DOE-ID and contractor documents 

• Surveillances, assessments, and evaluations of the DOE-ID and contractor's quality as
surance program 

• Readiness evaluations with the contractor 

• Verification and validation ofDOE-ID's personnel training and qualification records. 

Authority for implementing Quality Assurance Program elements applicable to activities related to impor
tant to safety items is delegated by DOE-ID to the contractor. The contractor may pass functional activi
ties to approved subcontractors. Overall responsibility for adequate implementation and performance by 
DOE-ID's contractor and its subcontractors is retained by DOE-ID. DOE-ID requires its contractor to 
document its Quality Assurance Program in appropriate descriptions, plans and implementing documents. 

The ISFSI Quality Assurance Program Manager and the contractor initiate management assessments 
of the Quality Assurance program. All pertinent correspondence, checklists, and reports related to 
assessments are placed in the Quality Assurance files. 

The graded approach for performing management assessments is commensurate with the risk associated 
with the item or activity affecting quality being assessed. Any identified corrective actions as a result of 
management assessments shall be tracked to completion. 

Delegation ofauthority for implementation of Quality Assurance Program requirements is accomplished 
through contracts between DOE-ID and its contractor and/or technical direction given by DOE-ID. Con
tracts and technical direction specify that the applicable QARD requirements are to be established and 
functioning before initiating any activities affected by the contractor's Quality Assurance Program. These 
documents additionally require that the need for special controls, processes, test equipment, tools, and 
skills to attain the required quality and the need for verification of quality by inspecti.on and testing be 
taken into account for the scope of work. 
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Proficiency of personnel performing quality-affecting activities is maintained by training, examination, 
and/or certification. The graded approach is applied to indoctrination and training commensurate with the 
scope, complexity, and nature of the activity. The graded approach is not applied to the qualification and 
certification of inspectors, NDE personnel, and auditors. Specific documentation of completed training 
and qualifications will be described in the implementing documents. Qualified personnel are certified per 
applicable codes and standards. 

' Nuclear safety related activities are accomplished under controlled conditions. Preparations for such 
activities include confirmation that prerequisites, identified in the implementing documents, have been 
satisfied. 

The contractor's Quality Assurance Program is monitored by DOE-ID on a continuing basis through 
review, surveillance, and assessment to evaluate its adequacy and to verify compliance with QARD 
requirements. 

The topics from Section 2.0, Quality Assurance Program, that are implemented from the QARD are: 

2.2.1.1 QA Program Documents 

Discusses the role of the Policy Statement, Implementing Documents, and Re-
' quirements Matrix in the quality program. 

2.2.2 Classifying Items 

Identifies quality program applicability to systems, structures and components. 

2.2.3 Controlling Activities 

Identities controls for activities related to quality affecting items. 

2.2.4 Applying QA Controls 

Describes graded approach application. 

2.2.5 Planning Work 

Provides planning elements for documentation of work under suitable controlled 
conditions. 

2.2.6 Surveillances 

Describes quality evaluations for selected work subject to QARD requirements. 

2.2.7 ManagementAssessment 

Describes the conduct and criteria for management assessments of Quality 
Assurance program effectiveness 
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2.2.8 Readiness Reviews 

Identifies the need for and how readiness reviews shall be conducted for major 
work. 

2.2.9 Peer Reviews 

2.2.10 

Identifies the need for peer reviews and how they shall be conducted. 

Document Review 

Describes the basic review process for technical and quality requirements in 
documents and implementing documents. 

2.2.11 QA Program Information Management 

2.2.12 

Describes how management shall be apprised of Quality Assurance program 
information on a continuing -basis. 

Personnel Qualification 

Describes the established program for the evaluation, selection, indoctrination, 
training, and qualification of personnel performing work subject to the QARD: 

2.2.13 Qualification of Personnel Who Perform Inspection, Nondestructive Examination, Testing 
and Auditing. 

Describes amplified requirements for personnel performing Quality Assurance 
functions like auditing, inspecting, examining and testing. 
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11.3 DESIGN CONTROL 

The Quality Assurance Program requires procedures and instructions for implementation and assurance of 
design control during the various design phase activities. Design control requirements ensure that designs 
as specified in the license application are correctly defined, controlled, and verified. Appropriate provi
sions of design control include: 

l. Specifying design inputs 

2. Correct translation of inputs in design documents 

3. Sufficient documentation which entails verification that design outputs relate to design 
inputs 

4. Verification of design by persons other than the originator 

5. Assurance that changes to the design are properly reviewed, controlled, and documented. 

Designs are reviewed to ensure tryat the design characteristics can be controlled, inspected, and tested. 
Inspection and test criteria are identified. Implementing documents ensure that the design is performed 
per approved criteria which include appropriate regulatory and quality requirements and standards, and 
that deviations and nonconformances are controlled. 

Design control practices provide appropriate attention to design error and deficiency control, design 
changes, technical reviews, control of experimental ·and developmental activities, qualification of data, 
and modification controL Practices shall be established to include the use of valid industry standards and 
specifications for the selection of suitable materials, parts, equipment and processes for important to 
safety structures, systems, and components. Modifications that affect licensing parameters are evaluated 
per l 0 CFR 72.48, "Changes, Tests, and Experiments". 

Provisions are specified for the control of design analyses such as criticality physics, stress, thermal, 
hydraulic, and accident; compatibility of materials; accessibility for in service inspection; maintenance 
and repair; and delineation of acceptance criteria for inspections and tests. 

Revisions of controlled documents, including design documents, are reviewed for adequacy and approved 
for release by the same organization that originally reviewed and approved the documents or by some 
other designated organization that is qualified and knowledgeable. 

Design verification methods include, but are not limited to design reviews, alternate calculations, and 
qualification testing or a combination thereof. When a test program is to be used to verify the adequacy of 
a design, a qualification test of a prototype unit under adverse design conditions shall be used. Independ
ent design verification is completed before relying on the item to perform its function. Confirmation that 
the correct computer code has been used is part of the design verification. Design verification shall re
quire a level of skill at least equal to that of the original designer, design checking can be performed by 
less experienced persons. The Design Control activities and their implementing documents are required to 
be in compliance with the requirements of QARD Section 3 .0, Design Control. 
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Appropriate design verification implementing documents are established and executed commensurate 
with the importance to safety of the structures, systems, or components and in compliance with require
ments ofQARD Section 3.0, Design Control. 

The graded approach for design verification is a function of importance to safety and the complexity of 
design, the degree of standardization, the state of the art, and the similarity with previous designs. 

When quality related structures, systems, and components are designed or require design modifications, 
controls are applied commensurate with the controls established for the original design, applicable regula
tory requirements, and health and safety of operating personnel and the general public. 

DOE-ID delegates implementation authority for QARD Section 3.0, Design Control to its contractor. 

DOE-ID monitors its contractor's design control activities, by surveillance and assessment and periodi
cally reviews the contractor's practices to ensure proper implementation and adequacy. 

DOE-ID's contractor is assigned Design Control responsibilitY in support of program activities and is 
required to implement and maintain design control/verification practices and/or to delegate these quality 
assurance program requirements to its next lower tier contractor for their implementation. 

The topics from Section 3 .0, Design Control, that are implemented from the QARD are: 

3.2.1 

3.2.2 

3.2.3 

3.2.4 

3.2.5 

3.2.6 

Design Input Control 

Describes criteria that provides for adequate control of design inputs. 

Design Process 

Describes controls for an adequate design process. 

Design Analyses 

Describes criteria for adequate design analyses. 

Design Verification 

Provides additional document review criteria for completed design analyses and 
design output in support of QARD Section 2.2.10, Document Review. 

Design Reviews 

Describes how design reviews are controlled and performed. 

Alternate Calculations 

Describes the appropriateness of assumptions and checks required for other 
calculation methods. 

•, 
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3.2.7 Qualification Testing 

Describes criteria for verification of design adequacy. 

3.2.8 Design Change Control 

Provides criteria for controlling design changes. 

3.2.8.l Design Interface Control 

Provides criteria for controlling design interfaces. 

,I 
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Implementing documents are established and executed to ensure that applic1:lble regulatory and technical 
requirements, design bases, quality assurance program requirements, and other performance requirements 
necessary to ensure adequate quality are included or referenced in documents for procurement of material, 
equipment, and services. These implementing documents clearly identify the sequence of actions to be 
accomplished in the preparation, review, approval, and control of procurement documents. 

These actions include: evaluating qualifications of suppliers; ensuring qualified suppliers remain quali
fied; accepting purchased items or services and invoking applicable technical, regulatory, administrative, 
and reporting requirements, such as I 0 CFR Part 21. 

These implementing documents include provisions for ensuring that documentation for structures, sys
tems, and components classified as important to safety provide objective evidence that those items con
form to procurement requirements. Those implementing documents further ensure that inspection, test, 
and acceptance requirements have been used to monitor and evaluate the performance of the supplier and 
are satisfied before these items are placed in service. 

Controls include specifying documents along with their revision level and change status that describe 
selection criteria, determination of suitability for intended use, evaluation, receipt inspection, and dedica
tion of commercial grade items for use in structures, systems, and components classified as important to 
safety. 

Implementing documents are established and executed to verify that the quality of purchased items and 
services is evaluated at appropriate intervals and to a depth consistent with the items' and services' impor
tance to safety, complexity, quantity, and frequency of procurement. A review and concurrence of the 
adequacy of quality requirements stated in procurement documents is performed by qualified personnel. 
This review shall determine that: 

1. Quality requirements are correctly stated, inspectable, and controllable 

2. There are adequate acceptance and rejection criteria 

3. The procurement document has been prepared, reviewed, and approved per quality assur
ance requirements. 

DOE-ID delegates implementation authority for QARD Section 4.0, Procurement Document Control to 
its contractor. 

The graded approach for applying Quality Assurance Program requirements on suppliers depends on type 
and end-use of the item or activity affecting quality being procured. 

DOE-ID monitors its contractor's procurement document control practices that support program activities, 
or, by surveillance and assessment, periodically reviews its contractor's practices to ensure their proper 
implementation and adequacy. 
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The topics from Sectfon 4.0, Procurement Document Control, that are implemented from the QARD are: 

4.2.l 

4.2.2 

4.2.3 

Procurement Document Preparation 

Describes necessary provisions for issued procurement documents. 

Procurement Document Review and Approval 

Provides additional document review criteria in support of QARD Section 2.2. I 0, 
Document Review for procurement document review and approval. 

Procurement Document Change 

Describes change controls imposed on procurement documents of items and 
services that affect quality. 

( 
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11.5 IMPLEMENTING DOCUMENTS 

Implementing documents are instructions, procedures, drawings and other documents that prescribe an 
approved process for accomplishing work in compliance with Quality Assurance Program requirements. 
Activities affecting quality are prescribed and accomplished per documented implementing documents. 
Implementing document requirements ensure that work is prescribed by, and performed per written 
implementing documents. Methods for complying with each of the applicable Quality Assurance re
quirements are specified .in the implementing documents. The graded approach for the direction of work 
processes, in the form ofinstructions, procedures, and drawings is commensurate with risk, complexity, 
and importance of the work. Document Control requirements provide guidance for the review, approval, 
and control of implementing documents. 

Provisions are established which clearly delineate the sequence of actions to be accomplished in the 
preparation, review, approval, and control of implementing documents. 

Contractor QA, as part of a multi-disciplined review team, reviews and concurs with inspection plans; 
test, calibration, and special processes; procedures; drawings and specifications; and their associated 
changes. 

DOE-ID has a procedural control system for its implementing documents which assigns responsibility 
and provides instructions for preparation, review, approval, release, issuance, distribution, and control of 
changes to implementing documents. 

The ISFSI Quality Assurance Program Manager participates in and monitors program execution of these 
implementing docu- ments related to program quality affecting activities. Periodically the ISFSI Quality 
Assurance Program Manager performs sur- veillance or arranges for an independent assessment of 
DOE-ID Quality Assurance Program practices to document their level of implementation and adequacy. 

DOE-ID monitors its contractor's procedural practices related to implementing documents, and, by sur
veillance or assessments, periodically reviews its contractor's practices to document their level of imple
mentation and adequacy. 

DOE-ID's contractor is assigned the authority for performing work activities affecting quality in support 
of program activities and is required to establish and implement a practice of prescribing those activities 
per documented instructions, implementing documents, and drawings. 

The topics from Section 5.0, Implementing Documents, that are implemented from the QARD are: 

5.2 

5.2.1 

Requirements 

Specifies that work done per the QARD shall be performed per controlled 
implementing documents. 

Types of Implementing Documents 

Describes the type of document to be used to perform work per the QARD and what · 
they include. 
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5.2.2 Contentoflmplementfug Documents 

Describes the infonnation that implementing documents shall contain. -

5.2.3 Review and Approval of Implementing Documents 

Requires that implementing documents shall be reviewed and approved per QARD 
Section 6.0 Document Control. 

5.2.4 Compliance With Implementing Documents 

Requires individuals to comply with QARD requirements and describes what to do 
when work can not be completed per QARD requirements. 
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Document control requirements ensure that the preparation and issuance of documents including changes 
thereto, are reviewed for adequacy, approved for release, and distributed to and used at the location where 
the work is being performed. The document control system provides for identification, preparation, 
review, approval and distribution of documents in a graded manner. The review, approval, distribution and 
issue of documents and changes thereto, shall be procedurally controlled to ensure that documents are 
adequate and that Quality Assurance Program requirements are stated. Implementing documents and 
documents that specify technical and/or quality assurance requirements are controlled per requirements of 
the Quality Assurance Program. 

The controlled documents include but are not limited to: 

a. Design specifications 

b. Design and fabrication drawings 

c. Procurement documents 

d. Quality Assurance Program manuals 

e. Design criteria documents 

f. Fabrication, inspection, and testing instructions 

g. Test procedures. 

Implementing dqcurnents provide program guidance, technical and/or quality assurance requirements, or 
prescribe work processes that ensure proper execution of Quality Assurance Program activities. Compli
ance with the Quality Assurance Program's document control implementing documents ensures that the 
designated document holder and user of these implementing documents have the latest up-to-date infor
mation and data available which define technical and quality assurance requirements. 

Distribution of new and/or revised controlled documents is in accordance with work processes that are 
established, approved, and documented in the Quality Assurance Program's implementing documents. 
Provisions shall be established which identify those individuals or groups responsible for reviewing, 
approving, and issuing documents and revisions thereto. Approved changes shall be included in imple
menting documents prior to the implementation of the change. 

A master list (either hard-copy or electronic) shall be established and identify the current revision number 
of procedures, specifications, and drawings. This list shall be updated and distributed to pre-determined 
responsible personnel to preclude the use of superseded documents. -

DOE-ID monitors its contractor's procedural practices related to document control, and, by surveillance or 
assessments, periodically reviews its contractor's practices to document their level of implementation and -adequacy. 
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DOE-ID's contractor has established and implemented document control practices through their Quality 
Assurance Program and its associated implementing documents which are responsive to this Quality 
Assurance program. 

The topics from Section 6.0, Document Control, that are implemented from the QARD are: 

6.2.I 

6.2.2 

6.2.3 

6.2.4 

6.2.5 

6.2.6 

6.2.7 

6.2.8 

Types of Documents 

Requires that implementing documents and documents that specify technical and 
quality requirements be controlled per this section. 

Preparing Documents 

Requires assignment for preparation and maintenance of documents to appropriate 
organizations. 

Reviewing Documents 

Requires that documents shall be reviewed per QARD Section 2.2.10, Document 
Review. 

Approving Documents 

Requires identification of the position which has approval authority for documents. 

Distribution and Use of Documents 

Provides criteria for distribution and use of documents. 

Changes To Documents 

Provides criteria governing changes to documents. 

Expedited Changes 

Provides criteria for initiating changes at the work location by responsible 
management. 

Editorial Corrections 

Describes the criteria for editorial changes to documents. 
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11.7 CONTROL OF PURCHASED ITEMS AND SERVICES 

Control of purchased items and services requirements provide for planning and executing procurements 
assuring that purchased items and services meet specified requirements. Technical and quality assurance 
requirements specified in these documents are verified and incorporated into the program prior to starting 
work subject to the requirements of the Quality Assurance Program. 

Qualified personnel evaluate the supplier's capability to provide acceptable quality services and products 
before the award of the procurement order or contract. The contractor's quality assurance, requesting 
organization and technical support as required participate in the evaluation of those suppliers providing 
important to safety items and services and the responsibilities for each group's participation are provided. 

The evaluation of suppliers is based on one or more of the following: 

a. The supplier's capability to comply with the elements of the quality assurance criteria that are 
applicable to the type of material, equipment, and service being procured 

b. A review of previous records and perfonnance of suppliers who have provided similar arti
cles of the type being procured 

c. A survey of the supplier's facilities and quality assurance program to detennine the capability 
to supply a product that meets the design, manufacturing, and quality requirements, 

The results of supplier evaluations are documented and filed. Supplier's certificates of confonnance are 
periodically evalu<1;ted by audits, independent inspections, or tests to ensure they are valid. 

Receiving inspection of the supplier-furnished material, equipment, and services is perfonned to ensure 
that items accepted and released are identified as to their inspection status prior to forwarding them to a 
controlled storage area or releasing them for installation or for further work. 

Surveillance of suppliers during fabrication, inspection, testing, and shipment of materials, equipment, and 
components shall be planned and perfonned per written procedures to ensure confonnance to the purchase 
order requirements. These procedures provide for: (a) instructions that specify the characteristics or 
processes to be witnessed, inspected, or verified, and accepted; the method of surveillance and the extent 
of documentation required; and those responsible for implementing these instructions, and, (b) assessments 
and surveillance which ensure that the supplier complies with the Quality Assurance Pro- gram 
requirements. Surveillance shall be perfonned on those items where verification of procurement 
requirements cannot be detennined upon receipt. That verification documentation shall be available for the 
life of the NRC issued operating license for the operation of the ISFSI. 

The supplier furnishes the following records as a minimum to the purchaser: 

a. Documentation that identifies the purchased material or equipment and the specific procure
ment requirements (e.g., codes, standards, and specifications) met by the items 

b. Documentation that identifies any procurement requirements which have not been met to
gether with a description of those nonconformances dispositioned "accept as is" or "repair". 
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Items accepted and released are identified as to their inspection status prior to forwarding them to a 
controlled storage areas or releasing them for installation or further work. 

The graded approach for verification of supplier activities, the selection of suppliers, and amount of 
supplier documentation, including planning is applied based on the relative importance, complexity, and 
quantity of the item or activity being pro~ured. 

DOE-ID delegates implementation authority forQARD Section 7.0, Control of Purchased Items and 
Services, to its contractor. 

DOE-ID monitors its contractor's control of purchased items and services practices in support of program 
activities, and, by surveillance and assessments, periodically reviews its contractor's practices to docu
ment their level of implementation and adequacy. 

DOE-ID's contractor is assigned authority for implementing QARD Section 7.0, Control of Purchased 
Items and Services, for procurement of items (structures, components and systems) and services in sup
port of program activities and is required to establish and implement a system for control of the procure
ment activity that is responsive to the requirements of the QARD. It is required that supplier Quality 
Assurance Programs be reviewed and accepted before initiation of program activities affecting quality. 

The topics from Section 7.0, Control of Purchased Items and Services, that are implemented from the QARD 
are: 

7.2.1 

7.2.2 

7.2.3 

7.2.4 

7.2.5 

Procurement Planning 

Describes criteria for adequate procurement planning and documentation. 

Source Evaluation and Selection 

Provides criteria for determining supplier selection and supplier capability in 
providing items and services that affect quality. 

Proposal/Bid Evaluation 

Provides criteria for the proposal/bid evaluation process and who shall participate in 
that evaluation. 

Supplier Performance Evaluation 

Provides criteria for interfacing with suppliers and verifying their performance. 

Control of Supplier Generated Documents 

Establishes criteria for controlling, processing and accepting procurement 
documents. 
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7.2.6 

7.2.7 

7.2.8 

7.2.9 

7.2.10 

7.2.11 

7.2.11.1 

Acceptance ofitems and Services 

Provides criteria for objective evidence used in the acceptance of procured items 
and services. 

Certificate of Confonnance 

Provides criteria for when a Certificate of Confonnance is used for acceptance of an 
item or service. 

Source Verification 

Provides criteria where various methods of source verification may be used. 
Includes description of the process involved to control and personnel qualifications 
for source verification. 

Receiving Inspection 

Establishes the criteria for when receiving inspection is used to accept an item. 

Post-installation Testing 

Establishes that QARD Section 11, Test Control and that post-installation testing 
criteria are mutually established by purchaser and supplier. 

Control of Supplier Nonconfonnances 

Establishes requirements for both purchaser and supplier to document the process 
for disposition ofitems that do not meet procurement document requirements. 

Commercial Grade Items 

Establishes an acceptable alternative for commercial grade items when and where 
specified by the design. 
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11.8 IDENTIFICATION AND CONTROL OF ITEMS 

Consistent with the importance to safety, implementing documents shall be established and implemented 
to identify and control materials, parts, and components including partially fabricated sub-assemblies to 
ensure that only correct and accepted items are used and installed. 

Identification requirements are determined during generation of specifications and design drawings. 
Correct identification Qf materials, parts, and components is verified and documented prior to release for 
fabrication, assembly, shipment, and installation. 

The graded approach for identification and control of items, and traceability requirements are specified in 
applicable codes, standards, or specifications. 

DOE-ID delegates implementation authority for QARD Section 8.0, Identification and Control ofltems, 
to its contractor. 

DOE-ID monitors its contractor's identification and control of item practices and, by surveillance and 
assessments, periodically reviews its contractor's practices to ensure proper implementation and ade
quacy. 

DOE-ID's contractor is assigned responsibility. for implementing QARD Section 8 .0, Identification and 
Control ofltems, for items which support program activities and is required to establish and implement 
identification and control practices that are responsive to the requirements of the Quality Assurance 
Program. 

The topics from Section 8.0, Identification and Control ofltems, that are implemented from the QARD are: 

8.2.1 

8.2.2 

8.2.3 

8.2.4 

Identification 

Establishes the requirements for maintenance ofidentification ofitems. 

Physical Markings 

Establishes physical marking requirements for item identification. 

Traceability 

Provides requirements for the established and maintenance of traceability criteria to 
items. 

Conditional Requirements . \ 

Establishes controls for item identification to be specified in specifications. 
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11.9 CONTROL OF SPECIAL PROCESSES 

Implementing documents are established and implemented to control special processes such as welding, 
heat treating, and nondestructive examination. Implementing documents are used to ensure that process 
parameters are controlled and that the specified environmental conditions are maintained. 

Special processes are accomplished by qualified personnel using qualified implementing procedures and 
equipment per applicable codes, standards, specifications or other special program requirements. The 
graded approach is not applicable for special processes. Special processes are performed by qualified 
personnel and accomplished per written process sheets or equivalent, with recorded evidence of verifica
tion per Quality Assurance Program requirements. Qualification records of procedures, equipment, and 
personnel associated with special processes shall be established, filed, and kept current. 

DOE-ID delegates implementation authority for QARD Section 9.0, Control of Special Processes, to its 
contractor. 

DOE-ID monitors its contractor's special processes control practices related to program activities, and, by 
surveillance and assessments, periodically reviews its contractor's practices to ensure proper implementa
tion and adequacy. 

DOE-ID's contractor is assigned responsibilities for implementing QARD Section 9.0, Control of Special 
Processes, for activities where special processes in support of program activities are involved, and is 
required to establish and implement practices to ensure adequate performance and control of production 
special processes. DOE-ID's contractor's special pmcess controls shall be responsive to the requirements 
oftheQARD. ' 

The topics from Section 9.0, Control of Special Processes, that are implemented from the QARD are: 

9.2.1 

9.2.2 

9.2.3 

Special Processes 

Establishes requirements for control and verification of quality for special processes. 

Personnel, Implementing Documents, and Equipment Qualifications 

Establishes requirements that process parameters are controlled and environmental 
conditions are maintained. 

Qualification of Nondestructive Examination Personnel 

Establishes the requirements for the control and administration of training, 
examination, and certification of nondestructive examination personnel. 
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11.10 INSPECTION 

The inspection program's implementing do~uments shall be established and implemented to describe the 
planning (performance and documentation) and execution ofinspections. These inspections shall verify 
conformance of quality affecting activities with requirements. The inspection program shall be estab
lished, documented, and accomplished per written, controlled procedures. 

Implementing documents address inspection planning, acceptance criteria, inspection techniques to be 
applied, establishment of hold points, documentation of inspection results, and actions to be taken when 
acceptance criteria are not met. Inspection implementing documents address source, in-process, final, 
receipt, maintenance, modification, operations, and eventually, decommissioning activities. Inspections -
are conducted by certified personnel who are independent of the inspected activity. Inspection results are 
documented by the inspector and reviewed by the cognizant quality assurance organization. 

Inspection practices identify and verify conformance of items and services with the documented specifi
cations, instructions, implementing documents and drawings for accomplishing the required activities. 
Documented inspection practices shall be responsive to the requirements of the Quality Assurance Pro
gram. Inspection personnel shall be sufficiently independent from the individuals performing the activity 
being inspected. 

Inspection procedures, instructions, and checklists shall provide for the following: 

a. Identification of characteristics and activities to be inspected 

b. Identification of the individuals or groups responsible for performing the inspection operation 

c. Acceptance and rejection criteria 

d. A description of the method of inspection 

e. Recording evidence of completing and verifying a manufacturing, inspection, or test opera
tion 

f. Recording inspector or data recorder and the results of the inspection operation. 

The graded approach for inspection, verification and documentation is applied based on the importance or 
complexity of the item or activity affecting quality being inspected or tested. Modifications, repairs, and 
replacements are inspected per the original design and inspection requirements or acceptable alternatives. 

The individuals or groups who perform receiving and process verification inspections are identified and 
shown to have sufficient independence and qualifications. 

DOE-ID delegates implementation authority for direct inspection ofitems and work practices per QARD 
Section 10.0, Inspection, to its contractor. 
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DOE-ID monitors its contractor's inspection practices associated with program activities, and, by surveil
lance and assessments, periodically reviews its contractor's practices to ensure proper implementation and 
adequacy. 

DOE-IP's contractor is assigned responsibility for performing procurement, manufacturing, fabrication 
and assembly, testing, constructing, and operational activities in support of program activities, and, is 
required to establish and implement inspection practices of sufficient scope to be fully effective. 

The topics from Section 10.0, Inspection, that are implemented from the QARD are: 

10.2.1 Inspection Planning 

Establishes requirements for performing and documenting inspection planning. 

10.2.2 Selecting Inspection Personnel To Perform Inspections 

Establishes qualification requirements for inspection personnel. 

10.2.3 Inspection Hold Points 

Establishes criteria for mandatory hold points to control work. 

10.2.4 Statistical Sampling 

Requires that statistical sampling shall be based on recogniz.ed standard practices. 

I 0.2.5 In-Process Inspections and Monitoring 

Establish criteria for in-process inspection of items to verify quality. These criteria 
include those necessary for coordination and sequencing of work at established 
inspection points. 

I 0.2.6 Final Inspection 

Establishes criteria for final inspection of items. 

10.2.7 Accepting Items 

Establishes criteria for acceptance ofitems. QARD Section 14.0, Inspection, Test, 
and Operating Status governs the item's inspection status. 

10.2.8 Inspection Documentation 

Provides criteria that govern contents of inspection documentation. 
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l 0.2.9 Qualifications oflnspection and Test Personnel 

Provides guidance for qualification, determination of initial capabilities, 
indoctrination and training ofinspection and test personnel, and functional 
qualification levels and associated documentation. 

' 
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11.11 TEST CONTROL 

Written and controlled procedures are established and executed to verify confonnance to specified re
quirements and demonstrate that items provide satisfactory perfonnance. These procedures contain: 

a. Instructions and prerequisites to perform the test 

b. Use of proper test equipment 

c. Acceptance criteria 

d. Mandatory witness and hold point inspections 

e. Other specified technical and/or quality assurance requirements. 

Written test procedures incorporate and reference: 

a. The requirements and acceptance limits contained in applicable design and procurement 
documents 

b. Instructions for perfonning the test 

c. Test prerequisites 

d. Mandatory inspection hold points 

e. Acceptance and rejection criteria 

f. Methods of documenting or recording test data results. 

Test results shall be documented, evaluated, and their acceptability determined by a qualified, responsible 
individual or group. When practicable, testing will test the structure, system, or component under condi
tions which will be present during normal and anticipated off-normal operations. 

DOE-ID delegates implementation authority for QARD Section 11.0, Test Control, to its contractor. 

DOE-ID monitors its contractor's testing and test control practices related to program activities, and, by 
surveillance and assessments, periodically reviews its contractor's practices to ensure proper implementa
tion and adequacy. 

DOE-ID's contractor is assigned responsibilities for documenting, evaluating, and determining test result 
acceptability in support of program activities, and is required to establish, as applicable, proof tests, pre
operational tests, product certification tests, and other testing activities that are responsive to the require
ments of the QARD. 

The topics from Section 11.0, Test Control, that are implemented from the QARD are: 
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I 1.2.1 Test Planning 

Establishes criteria for effective test planning. 

11.2.2 Perfonning Tests 

Establishes criteria that implementing documents shall address for tests. 

I I .2.3 Use of Other Testing Documents 

Establishes criteria for incorporation oftest infonnation directly from testing 
documents into the testing implementation documents. 

I I .2.4 Test Results 

Establishes criteria for documentation and evaluation of test results. 

I 1.2.5 Test Documentation 

Establishes criteria for contents of test documentation. 

I 1.2.6 Qualification of Test Personnel 

Establishes criteria that test personnel shall be qualified per QARD Section I 0, 
Inspection. 
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11.12 CONTROL OF MEASURING AND TEST EQUIPMENT 

Implementing documents are established and executed to ensure that appropriate tools, gauges, instru- · 
ments, and other measuring and testing devices used in activities which have quality assurance require
ments or health and safety considerations are properly controlled, calibrated, adjusted, and maintained at 
specified intervals. The graded approach is not applicable for measuring and test equipment used for 
activities affecting quality. 

Provisions, contained in procedures, describe the calibration technique and frequency, maintenance, and 
control of the measuring and test equipment (instruments, tools, gages, fixtures, reference and transfer 
standards, and nondestructive test equipment) which is used in the measurements, inspection, and moni
toring ofimportant to safety structures, systems, and components. 

These implementing docuryents shall maintain equipment accuracy within necessary limits and maintain 
traceability to National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) or other known standards. 

Calibration standards have an uncertainty requirement of no more than I/4th of the tolerance of the 
equipment being calibrated. A greater uncertainty may be acceptable when limited by the "state-of-the
art". 

The complete status of all items under the calibration system shall be documented and maintained. 

DOE-ID delegates implementation authority for QARD Section 12.0, Control of Measuring and Test 
Equipment, to its contractor. 

DOE-ID monitors its contractor's measuring and test equipment control practices related to program 
activities, and, by surveillance and assessments, periodi~ally reviews its contractor's practices to ensure 
proper implementation and adequacy. 

DOE-ID's contractor is assigned responsibility for performing inspections, examinations, or tests which 
support program activities, and is required to establish and implement a system of calibration and control 
of measuring and test equipment that is responsive to the requirements of the QARD. 

The topics from Section I 2.0, Control of Measuring and Test Equipment, that are implemented from the 
QARDare: 

12.2. l Calibration 

Provides criteria for calibration, adjustment and maintenance of measuring and test 
equipment. 

12.2.2 Documenting the Use of Measuring and Test Equipment 

Requires that use ofM&TE be documented. 
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12.2.3 Out-of-Calibration Measuring and Test Equipment 

Provides criteria for when MT &E shall be considered as out-of-calibration. 

12.2.4 Lost Measuring and Test Equipment 

Provides criteria for lost M&TE. 

12.2.5 Handling and Storage 

M&TE shall be properly handled and stored to maintain accuracy. 

12.2.6 Commercial Devices 

Provides criteria for rulers, tape measures, levels, and other commercial equipment. 

12.2.7 Measuring and Test Equipment Documentation 

Provide criteria for M&TE documentation information. 
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11.13 HANDLING, STORAGE, AND SHIPPING 

Consistent with an item's or activity's importance to safety, procedures are established and executed to 
control handling, storage, shipping, cleaning, packaging, and preservation of material and equipment shall 
be accomplished by qualified individuals to prevent damage or loss, and to minimize deterioration. 

Procedures shall be prepared which control the cleaning, handling, storage, packaging, shipping, and 
preservation of materials, components, and systems per design and specification requirements to preclude 
damage, loss, or deterioration by environmental conditions such as temperature or humidity. 

Application of the graded approach for handling, storage, and shipping of items is specified in work and 
inspection instructions, and depends on how critical, sensitive, perishable, or high-value the item is. 

DOE-ID delegates implementation authority for QARD Section 13.0, Handling, Storage, and Shipping, to 
its contractor. 

DOE-ID monitors its contractor's handling, storage, and shipping practices related to program activities, 
and, by surveillance and assessments, periodically reviews its contractor's practices to ensure implementa
tion and adequacy. 

DOE-ID's contractor is assigned the authority to develop special handling, preservation, storage, cleaning, 
packaging, and shipping practices which support program activities, and is required to establish and 
execute implementing procedures which control the cleaning, handling, storage, packaging, shipping, and 
preservation of materials, components, and systems per design and specification requirements which 
pre~lude damage, loss, or deterioration by environmental conditions. These practices shall be responsive to 
the requirements of the QARD. 

The topics from Section 13.0, Handling, Storage, and Shipping, that are implemented from the QARD are: 

13 .2.1 Controls 

Provides criteria for handling, storage, cleaning, packaging, shipping, and 
preservation ofitems. 

13.2.2 Special Equipment, Tools, and Environments 

Provides criteria for special equipment and protective environments for particular 
items. 

13.2.3 Marking and Labeling 

Provides criteria for establishment of marking and labeling for packaging, shipping, 
handling and storage of items. 
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11.14 INSPECTION, TEST, AND OPERATING STATUS 

Implementing documents are established and executed to identify the inspection, test, and operating status 
of items. The Quality Assurance Program has provisions to ensure that inspection, test, and operating 
status is verified before release, fabrication, installation, test, and use of items to preclude inadvertent 
bypassing of inspections and tests and to prevent accidental operation. Application and removal of status 
indicators, welding stamps, and other tags, markings, and labels shall be procedurally controlled. 

The graded approach is not applicable for inspection, test and operating status. The status is identified 
either on the item or on documents to ensure the inspections and tests have been performed, and to ensure 
items are not inadvertently installed, used, or operated. 

Bypassing of inspections, tests, and other critical operations shall be procedurally controlled under the 
cognizance of the contractor's quality assurance organization. 

DOE-ID delegates implementation authority for QARD Section 14.0, Inspection, Test and Operating 
Status, to its contractor. 

DOE-ID monitors its contractor's practices related to program activities for indicating inspection, test, and 
operating status, and, by surveillance and assessments, periodically reviews its contractor's practices to 
ensure implementation and adequacy. 

DOE-ID's contractor is assigned authority for: (1) developing practices that identify the inspection and 
test status of structures, systems, and components throughout their fabrication; (2) documenting bypassed 
inspections, tests, and other critical processes that are under the purview of the Quality Assurance Pro
gram; (3) identifying the organization responsible for documenting and identifying the status of noncon
forming, inoperative, or malfunctioning structures, components, and systems which support program 
activities; and ( 4) establishing and implementing those practices to be responsive to the requirements of 
theQARD. 

The topics from Section 14.0, Inspection, Test and Operating Status, that are implemented from the QARD 
are: 

14.2.1 Identifying Items 

Provides criteria for identification of items passing or not passing required 
inspections and tests. 

14.2.2 Indicating Status 

Provides criteria for indicating status of required inspections and tests and authority 
of application and removal of status indicators. 
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11.15 NONCONFORMANCES 

Nonconformance requirements shall establish control of items (material, components, and systems) that 
do not conform to requirements in order to prevent their inadvertent installation or use through written 
documents. The identification, documentation, tracking, segregation, review, disposition, and notification 
to affected organizations of nonconforming material, components, systems, services, or activities shall be 
procedurally controlled to prevent inadvertent test, installation, or use. 

A corrective action system is established and executed which promotes a "no fault" attitude toward identi
fication of conditions that are adverse to quality. Nonconforming items must be reviewed and accepted, 
rejected, repaired, or re-worked per implementing documents. 

Documentation shall: 

a. Identify the nonconforming item 

b. Describe the nonconformance, the disposition of the nonconformance, and the inspection re
quirements 

c. Includes signature approval for the disposition. 

Provisions shall be established identifying those individuals or groups delegated the responsibility and 
authority for the disposition and the close out of nonconformances. 

The graded approach is not applicable for the identification and control of nonconforming items. All 
items that do not conform to the quality requirements shall be controlled to prevent their inadvertent 
installation or use. Nonconforming items shall be segregated from acceptable items and identified as 
discrepant until properly dispositioned and closed out. 

Dispositions to nonconformances shall identify materials, components, and systems to be used-as-is, 
rejected, or re-worked. Dispositioned nonconformance reports shall be made part of the quality records. 

Acceptability ofre-work or repair of materials, parts, componerits, systems, and structures shall be veri
fied by re-inspecting and re-testing the item as originally inspected and tested or by a method which is at 
least equal to the original inspection and testing method. Inspection, testing, re-work, and repair proce
dures shall be documented. 

Nonconformance documentation is analyzed to identify adverse trends in the performance of the Quality 
Assurance Program. Results of these analyses are reported to DOE-ID's, and its contractor's, senior man
agement. 

DOE-ID also retains authority to identify and require that DOE-ID and contractor identified nonconfor
mances be entered into its contractor's nonconformance control system. 

DOE-ID monitors its contractor's nonconformance control practices related to program activity, and, by 
surveillance and assessments, periodically reviews its contractor's nonconformance practices to ensure 
implementation and adequacy. 
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DOE-ID delegates implementation authority to its contractor for developing procedurally controlled 
practices that identify, document, track, segregate, review, disposition, and notify affected organizations 
ofnonconforming materials, components, and systems, and is required to establish and implement those 
practices for the control of nonconforming materials, components, and systems in support of program 
activities. These practices shall be respm,J.Sive to the requirements of the QARD. 

The topics from Section 15.0, Nonconfonnances, that are implemented from the QARD are: 

15.2.1 Documenting and Evaluating Nonconforming Items 

Provides criteria for nonconformance identification and describing nonconforming 
characteristics of an item. Corrective action criteria used for evaluation use the 
requirements ofQARD Section 16.0, Corrective Action. 

15.2.2 Identifying Nonconforming Items 

Provides criteria for identification of nonconforming items through marking, 
tagging or other means. 

15.2.3 Segregating Nonconforming Items 

Provides criteria for segregation of nonconforming items to prevent inadvertent use. 

15.2.4 Disposition ofNonconfonning Items 

· Provides criteria of the use of"use-as-is", "reject", "repair", or "rework" dispositions 
for nonconfonning items. 

15.2.5 Quality Trending 

Requires that nonconforming documentation shall be periodically analyzed to 
identify quality trends per QARD Section 16.-0, Corrective Action. 
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11.16 CORRECTIVE ACTION 

The corrective action system elements consist of prompt identification, documentation, classification, 
cause analysis, correction of condition, elimination of root cause factors for s'ignificant conditions, and 
follow-up activities. All conditions adverse to quality shall be promptly identified and corrected. 

Procedures have been established and implemented for the identification and correction of conditions 
adverse to quality including the causes of significant conditions adverse to quality identified through 
internal DOE-ID surveillance and assessments or external surveillance and assessments performed on the 
program. Procedural instructions and policy guidance provide criteria for determining the existence of 
significant conditions adverse to quality. The ISFSI Quality Assurance Program Manager provides 
follow-up to verify timely and proper implementation of corrective action. 

Corrective action is required for conditions adverse to quality such as failures, nonconformances, mal
functions, deficiencies, deviations, and defective material, components or systems. Significant conditions 
adverse to quality identified by DOE-ID overview or assessments of the contractor's activities requires 
corrective action by the DOE-ID contractor and DOE-ID's review and approval prior to the corrective 
action's implementation. Corrective action to preclude recurrence of a nonconforming condition is com
mensurate with the item's importance. 

Corrective action documentation is provided to appropriate DOE-ID and its contractor's management, and 
requires appropriate quality assurance organizational concurrence with proposed actions. 

DOE-ID monitors its contractor's corrective action systems related to program activities, and, by surveil
lance and assessments, periodically reviews its contractor's systems to ensure implementation and ade
quacy. 

DOE-ID's contractor is required to establish and implement a corrective action system which supports 
program activities and is responsive to the requirements of the Quality Assurance Program. Quality 
information is promptly analyzed and examined for adverse quality trends. Trend analysis identifies 
adverse quality trends. 

Quality trends and results of remedial actions are reported to the ISFSI Quality Assurance Program 
Manager who is responsible for corrective action tracking and providing appropriate DOE-ID upper 
management appraisal. 

DOE-ID's contractor collects key information from program assessments, surveillance, and assessments 
reports. Analysis is performed to ensure prompt identification of adverse quality trends. Evaluations are 
performed to determine systemic root cause(s) and determine if a course of action for correction is re
quired. 

The topics from Section 16.0, Corrective Action, that are implemented from the QARD are: 

16.2.1 Identifying Conditions Adverse To Quality 

Provides criteria for identification of conditions adverse to quality. 
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16.2.2 Classification of Conditions Adverse To Quality 

Provides classification criteria for conditions adverse to quality 

16.2.3 Conditions Adverse To Quality 

Provides criteria for documenting and reporting to appropriate levels of 
management conditions adverse to quality. 

16.2.4 Significant Conditions Adverse To Quality 

Provides criteria for determining, evaluating, investigating, and concurring of 
proposed remedial actions for significant conditions adverse to quality. 

16.2.5 Follow-up and Closure Action 

Requires Quality Assurance verify implementation of corrective actions and closed 
related corrective action documentation when complete. 

16.2.6 Quality Trending 

Provides criteria for determining adverse quality trends and the manner in which 
trend evaluation shall be conducted. 
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11.17 QUALITY ASSURANCE RECORDS 

Quality Assurance records requirements ensure that Quality Assurance records are specified, prepared, 
maintained and retrievable. As identified in the implementing documents Quality Assurance records are 
classified as lifetime of the facility license or as non permanent. The graded approach for Quality Assur
ance Records is as specified in design documents, procurement documents, test procedures, and opera
tional procedures. To aid in minimizing the retention of unnecessary records, the records program shall 
list records to be retained by "type of data" rather than by record title. 

Implementing documents control records that document: design, design review and peer review reports, 
engineering, procurement, manufacturing, construction, inspections, tests, installation, pre-operation, 
start-up, operations, maintenance, modification, decommissioning, audits, manufacturer's records, proof, 
receipt, training and qualification records of personnel, procedures and equipment, operating logs, results 
of reviews, assessments, material analyses, monitoring of work performan~e, calibration procedures and 
reports, nonconformance reports and corrective action reports. 

Implementing documents are established and executed to ensure that sufficient records of structures, 
components, systems and activities are generated and maintained to reflect completed work. These im
plementing documents provide for the administration, receipt, retrieval, and disposition of Quality Assur
ance records. All Quality Assurance records are retained in storage, and are identified and retrievable. 
DOE-ID delegates to its contractor the maintenance and control of the records storage facilities per the 
requirements of the QARD for the life of the ISFSI. 

Established implementing documents assign responsibility for storage, filing system, transmittal verifica
tion, record access, retrieval and removal, filing supplemental information and for the disposition of 
superseded records. 

DOE-ID monitors its contractor's records' practices related to program activities, and by surveillance and 
assessments, periodically reviews its contractor's practices to ensure implementation and adequacy. 

Quality Assurance records generated by DOE-ID will be maintained in accordance with the QA program. 

DOE-ID's contractor is assigned authority for performing work activities, and is required to establish and 
implement a practice of specifying, preparing, and maintaining records in a manner that is responsive to 
the requirements of the QARD. 

The topics from Section 17 .0, Quality Assurance Records, that are implemented from the QARD are: 

17.2.1 Classifying Quality Assurance Records 

17.2.2 

Provides criteria for classification of quality assurance records 

Creating Valid Quality Assurance Records 

Provides criteria for identification, creation, handling, and validating of quality 
assurance records. 

( 
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17.2.3 Receiving and Indexing Quality Assurance Records 

17.2.4 

17.2.5 

17.2.6 

17.2.7 

17.2.8 

17.2.11 

17.2.12 

Provides criteria for establishment of a receipt control system for quality assurance 
records. 

Correcting Information in Quality Assurance Records 

Provides criteria for correction and approval of information changes to quality 
assurance records 

Storing and Preserving Quality Assurance Records 

Provides criteria for storing and preserving methods for quality assurance records in 
predetermined storage facilities 

Retrieval of Quality Assurance Records 

Provides for planned retrieval time of quality assurance records and provides criteria 
for controlling access to storage facilities 

Retention of Quality Assurance Records 

Establishes criteria for retention and preservation of quality assurance records. 
Provides criteria for disposal of nonpermanent quality assurance records 

. TurnoverofQuality Assurance Records 

Section "A" only 

Provides criteria for temporarily stored quality assurance records subject to records 
turnover requirements 

Temporaiy Storage Facility 

Provides criteria for temporary storage of quality assurance records during 
processing, review, or use until turnover to DOE-RW for disposition. 

Replacement of Quality Assurance Records 

Provides criteria for replacement, restoration, or substitution oflost or damaged 
quality assurance records 
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11.18 AUDITS 

Quality Assurance audits are to be perfonned by the contractor in accordance with their DOE-ID ap
proved Quality Assurance Program. DOE-ID retains responsibility fo_r the development and implementa
tion of an audit plan which will evaluate the perfonnance of the contractor as well as the adequacy of 
DOE-ID's oversight of the contractor. 

DOE-ID Quality Assurance audits and surveillances conducted under the direction of the ISFSI Quality 
Assurance Program Manager will be planned, perfonned, and reported by trained and qualified 
personnel in accordance with implementing procedures. All audits of the contractor related to NRC 
regulated activities will be lead by and Audit Team Leader who is not an employee of the contractor or 
parent organizations. Subjects for Quality Assurance audits and surveillances shall include, but not be 
limited to: 

• Compliance, implementation, and effectiveness of the DOE-ID and contractor's Quality Assurance 
programs, 

• Compliance with the I 0 CFR Part 2 I reporting requirements, 

• Personnel training, and 

• The managerial and administrative controls used to ensure safe operation of the ISF Facility ISFSI. 

Regularly scheduled audits are supplemented by special audits when conditions which warrant special 
audits exist or when requested by DOE-ID management. 

DOE-ID's contractor has established and executed implementing documents to confirm that activities 
affecting quality comply with the Quality Assurance Program and that they have been effectively exe
cuted and responsive to the requirements of the Quality Assurance Program. 

DOE-ID monitors its contractor's records practices related to audits, and by surveillance and assessments, 
periodically reviews its contractor's practices to ensure implementation and adequacy. 

The topics from Section I 8.0, Audits, that are implemented from the QARD are: 

18.2.1 Scheduling Internal Audits 

Provides criteria for scheduling internal quality audits. 

18.2.2 Scheduling External Audits 

Provides criteria for scheduling external quality assurance audits. 

I 8.2.3 Audit Schedule 

Provides criteria for development of an audit schedule. 
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18.2.4 Audit Planning 

Provides criteria for development of an audit plan and scope of the audit. 

18.2.5 Audit Team Independence 

Provides criteria for audit team independence, authority, and organizational 
fre~dom. 

18.2.6 Audit Team Selection 

Provides criteria for identification of audit team, team leader and technical 
specialists. 

18.2. 7 Performing Audits 

Provides performance criteria for the audit team leader to ensure that the audit team 
is prepared to perform the audit. 

18.2.8 Reporting Audit Results 

Provides criteria for preparation, contents, and signing of the audit report .. 

18.2.9 Responding To Audits 

18.2.10 

18.2.11 

18.2.12 

18.2.13 

Provides criteria for management to respond to the audit report. 

Evaluating Audit Responses 

Provides for audit responses to be evaluated per QARD Section 16, Corrective 
A~~ . 

Follow-up Action 

Provides criteria for follow-up actions to be taken by the auditing organization to 
verify that corrective actions were accomplished per QARD Section 16, Corrective 
Action. 

Technical Specialist Qualifications 

Provides criteria for the indoctrination and training of technical specialist personnel 
to Q.t\RD Section 2, Quality Assurance Program. 

Auditor Qualifications 

Provides criteria for appropriate training and orientation of auditors for developing 
their competency in performing audits. 
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18.2.14 

18.2.15 

18.2.15.1 

18.2.16 

18.2.17 

18.2.18 

18.2.19 

18.2.20 

) 

Lead Auditor Qualifications 

Provides criteria for lead auditor skills at organizing and directing personnel. 

Lead Auditor Education and Experience 

Provides criteria for certification of education and experience of lead auditors. 

Lead Auditor Communication Skills 

Requires that lead auditors have effective communications skills. 

Lead Auditor Training ' 

Provides criteria for training lead auditors to attain proficiency. 

Lead Auditor Audit Participation 

Requires lead auditors to participate in five (5) Quality Assurance audits with at 
least one ( 1) being nuclear-related within one-year prior to certification as a lead 
auditor. 

Lead Auditor Examination 

Provides criteria for examination that evaluates lead auditor comprehension and 
ability to apply audit knowledge. 

Certification of Lead Auditor Qualifications 

Provides criteria for certification of qualified lead auditors by the auditing 
organization. 

Maintaining Lead Auditor Proficiency 

Provides criteria for lead auditors to maintain proficiency, management evaluation 
of proficiency, and qualification requirements. 
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11.19 SUPPLEMENTS AND APPENDICES 

11.19.1 Software (QARD, Supplement I) 

This QARD Supplement establishes requirements for the development, modification, control, and use of 
software. · 

DOE-ID delegates implementation authority for QARD Supplemental I, Software for configuration 
management which supports program activities, such as design, to its contractor. 

DOE-ID monitors its contractor's practices related to program activities for software configuration, and, by 
surveillance and assessments, periodically reviews its contractor's practices to assure implementation and 
adequacy. 

DOE-ID's contractor is assigned authority implementation of QARD Supplement I, Software for 
construction, fabrication, assembly and/or operation functions which support program activities, and is 
required to establish and implement software configuration management practices for individual items 
throughout the program and operational status of structures, components or systems. These practices shall be 
responsive to the requirements of the Quality Assurance Program. 

The topics from Supplement I, Software, that are implemented from the QARD are: 

1.2.1 

1.2.2 

- 1.2.3 

1.2.4 

1.2.5 

I.2.6 

General Software Requirements 

Provides requirements that apply generally to software. 

Software Planning 

Provides requirements for and contents of software plans. 

Software Life Cycle Requirements 

Provides software life cycle criteria for developed or modified software .. 

Software Configuration Management 

Provides criteria for software configuration management to include configuration 
identification, configuration control, and status accounting. 

Defect Reporting and Resolution 

Provides criteria for software defect reporting and resolution which shall be 
integrated into the software configuration management system .. 

Software Procurement 

Stipulated the flowdown of software requirements to other organizations developing 
and supplying software under co~tract. 
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1.2.7 

1.2.8 

11.19.2 

Software Previously Developed Not Using This Supplement 

Provides criteria for use of software in which the history of the software is not 
known. 

Control of the Use of Software 

Provides criteria for controlling, documenting, and using released software. 

Sample Control (QARD, Supplement II) 

Sample control practices as described in the QARD are not applicable to the ISF Facility ISFSI. Scientific 
samples taken, handled, or recorded for any purpose in order for the ISF Facility ISFSI to perform its 
function are covered by other procedures. 

11.19.3 Scientific Investigation {QARD, Supplement Ill) 

Scientific investigation practices are not applicable to tI;ie ISF Facility ISFSI. The facilities only function is 
SNF packaging and passive interim storage. 

\ 11.19.4 Field Surveying {QARD, Supplement IV) 

Field surveying practices are not applicable to the ISF Facility ISFSI. The facility construction location is 
pre-established and identified in existing documents. The ISF Facility ISFSI does not need the surveying 
controls as outlined for a mined geological repository in the QARD. -

11.19.5 Control of the Electronic Management of Data {QARD, Supplement V) 

This supplement applies to the controls on the electronic management of data used as the controlled source 
for information used in design analysis or process control. 

DOE-ID delegates implementation authority for control of the electronic management of data activities which 
support program activities to its contractor. 

DOE-ID monitors its contractor's practices related to program activities for control of the electronic 
management of data, and, by surveillance and assessments, periodically reviews its contractor's practices to 
assure implementation and adequacy. 

DOE-ID's contractor is assigned implementation authority for QARD Supplemental V, Control of the 
Electronic Management of Data, for design, construction, fabrication, and assembly and/or operation 
functions which support program activities. The contractor is required to establish and implement prac
tices which control electronic management of data as the controlled source of information used in design 
analysis or process control. These practices are responsive to the requirements of the QARD. 

The topics from Supplement V, Control of the Electronic Management of Dam, that are implemented from 
the QARD are: 
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V.2.1 Control of the Electronic Management of Data 

Provides criteria for data input, subsequent changes to data input, security of data, including integrity of the 
data, and retrieval of data using a query language. 

11.19.6 High-Level Waste Form Production (QARD, Appendix A) 

High-Level Waste Fonn Production practices are not applicable to the ISF Facility ISFSI. The facility does 
not produce High-Level Waste in any fonn. The ISF Facility ISFSI is a packaging and passive interim 
storage facility. 

11.19.7 Storage and Transportation (QARD, Appendix 8) 

The Licensee and the contractor design or fabricate ISF standard canisters. 

11.19.8 Monitored Geological Repository (QARD, Appendix C) 

Monitored Geological Repository practices are not applicable to the ISF Facility ISFSI. The ISF Facility 
ISFSI is a packaging and passive interim storage facility and is not a disposal system. 
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